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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a domain-specific language (DSL) for software defined radio (SDR) which

is referred to as OptiSDR. The main objective of OptiSDR is to facilitate the development

and deployment of SDR applications into heterogeneous computing architectures (HCAs). As

HCAs are becoming mainstream in SDR applications such as radar, radio astronomy, and

telecommunications, parallel programming and optimization processes are also becoming cum-

bersome, complex, and time-consuming for SDR experts. Therefore, the OptiSDR DSL and

its compiler framework were developed to alleviate these parallelization and optimization pro-

cesses together with developing execution models for DSP and dataflow models of computation

suitable for SDR-specific computations. The OptiSDR target HCAs are composed of graphics

processing units (GPUs), multi-core central processing units (MCPUs), and field programmable

gate arrays (FPGAs).

The methodology used to implement the OptiSDR DSL involved an extensive review process

of existing SDR tools and the extent to which they address the complexities associated with

parallel programming and optimizing SDR applications for execution in HCAs. From this re-

view process, it was discovered that, while HCAs are used to accelerate many SDR computa-

tions, there is a shortage of intuitive parallel programming frameworks that efficiently utilize the

HCAs’ computing resources for achieving adequate performance for SDR applications. There

were, however, some very good general-purpose parallel programming frameworks identied

in the literature review, including Python based tools such as NumbaPro and Copperhead, as

well as the prevailing Delite embedded DSL compiler framework for heterogeneous targets.

The Delite embedded DSL compiler framework motivated and powered the OptiSDR compiler
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development in that, it provides four main compiler development capabilities that are desired

in OptiSDR: 1) Generic data parallel executable patterns; 2) Execution semantics for hetero-

geneous MCPU-GPU run-time; 3) Abstract syntax creation using intermediate representations

(IR) nodes; and 4) Extensibility for defining new syntax for other domains. The OptiSDR DSL

design processes using this Delite framework involved designing the new structured parallel

patterns for DSP algorithms (e.g. FIR, FFT, convolution, correlation, etc.), dataflow models of

computation (MoC), parallel loop optimizations (tiling and space splitting), and optimal mem-

ory access patterns. Advanced task and data parallel patterns were applied in the OptiSDR

dataflow MoCs, which are especially suitable for SDR computations where FPGA-based real-

time data acquisition systems feed data into multi-GPUs for implementation of parallel DSP

algorithms.

Furthermore, the research methodology involved an evaluation process that was used to deter-

mine the OptiSDR language’s expressive power, efficiency, performance, accuracy, and ease

of use in SDR applications, such as radar pulse compression and radio frequency sweeping al-

gorithms. The results include measurements of performance and accuracy, productivity versus

performance, and real-time processing speeds and accuracy. The performance of some of the

regularly used modules, such as FFT-based Hilbert and cross-correlation was found to be very

high, with computations speeds ranging from 70.0 GFLOPS to 72.6 GFLOPS, and speedups

of up to 80× compared to sequential C/C++ programs and 50× for Matlab’s parallel loops.

Accuracy was favourable in most cases favourable. For instance, OptiSDR Octave-like DSP

instantiations were found to be accurate, with L2 norm forward-errors ranging from 10−13 to

10−16 for smaller and bigger SDR programs respectively.

It can therefore be concluded from the analysis in this thesis that the objectives, which include

alleviating the complexities in parallel programming and optimizing SDR applications for ex-

ecution in HCAs, were met. Moreover, the following hypothesis was validated, namely: ”It is

possible to design a DSL to facilitate the development of SDR applications and their deploy-

ment on HCAs without significant degradation of software performance, and with possible im-

provement in the automatically emitted low-level source code quality.”. It was validated by; 1)

Defining the OptiSDR attributes such as parallel DSP patterns and dataflow MoCs; 2) Providing



parameterizable SDR modules with automatic parallelization and optimization for performance

and accuracy; and 3) Presenting a set of intuitive validation constructs for accuracy testing us-

ing root-mean square error, and functional verification of DSP using two-dimensional graphics

plotting for radar and real-time spectral analysis plots.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents the design and implementation of a domain specific language (DSL), named

OptiSDR, for facilitating the development and deployment of software defined radio (SDR)

applications on heterogeneous computing architectures (HCA). A DSL is a programming lan-

guage that contains constructs for a specific problem space [2] [3] [4]. The OptiSDR DSL is

aimed at creating an advanced dataflow model of computation and specialised underlying con-

structs that are built upon the Delite framework [5] [6]. Delite is an embedded DSL compiler

framework, which is implemented by the Stanford University Pervasive Parallelism Laboratory

(Stanford PPL) group [7] to alleviate the complexities involved in developing parallel programs

for HCAs. These HCAs are hybrid computing architectures that distribute processing, data, and

program execution among computing elements (CE) that are of dissimilar architecture [8] [9].

These HCAs are the critical processing aspects that are centred on a radio frequency (RF) front-

end together with high-speed digitizers, which then feed data into a processing stream that com-

prises a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and multicore CPUs (MCPUs). The MCPUs

can in turn distribute processing to attached graphics processing units (GPUs) for performing

parallel computations [10] [11]. Together, these processing elements run the signal processing

algorithms and other necessary services that together provide a parallel computing infrastruc-

ture for running SDR applications.

The efficient utilization of these HCAs, however, is achieved by using multiple parallel pro-

gramming paradigms and tools [12] [13]. These are implemented using low-level programming

languages such as C++, CUDA, and OpenCL. In the case of FPGAs, concurrent hardware

description languages (HDL), such as VHDL and Verilog [14], are used to implement. Pro-

1
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gramming using these parallel patterns is a challenging process which includes tedious multiple

platform code rewriting and manual software optimization processes. Some of these manual op-

timization processes include manual cache usage, parallel memory access patterns, communica-

tion, thread mapping and synchronization, debugging, and kernel/firmware programming [15].

In order to overcome many of the underlying complexities associated with parallel programming

and efficient utilization of these HCAs for SDR computations, this research project presents

OptiSDR DSL with its Delite-based compiler framework, which matches high level DSP al-

gorithms and dataflow programming patterns with their parallel executable patterns for SDR.

The main objective of OptiSDR is to provide a high-level specification single source code that

can be compiled by an OptiSDR compiler, and that can thus be automatically deployed into the

target HCA. Such an embedded OptiSDR compiler analyses and transforms the high-level SDR

specification code into the heterogeneous parallel executables targeted for a particular HCA.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The use of DSP has dominated math-intensive computations such as signal processing that

has been used in SDR and scientific computations for more than four decades now [16] [17].

Thus far, however, limited parallelism [17] and dynamic reconfigurable ability was realised in

DSPs [18]. Therefore, computationally efficient and complex architectures such as HCAs are

now being employed in implementing high-performance computing in these compute intensive

applications [10] [11] [8]. In SDR, these hybrid architectures provide the possibility of a flexi-

ble multi-service, multi-band, and multi-standard [19] [20] radio system that is reconfigurable

and reprogrammable by software [18] [21]. The following sections, Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2,

summarise the relevant theory with regards to the architecture and parallel programming of

SDR platforms.

1.1.1 Computing Architectures for SDR

A contemporary computing platform for efficiently implementing SDR applications is made up

of a combination of reconfigurable and programmable computing devices [22], such as a hybrid

GPP and FPGA accelerator system (GPP-FPGA) [23], and a range of applications software for

control and configuration. The GPP in these platforms can be a DSP, a MCPU, and/or an ARM
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processor. As depicted in Figure 1.1, a hybrid GPP-FPGA SDR architecture is composed of a

radio frequency (RF) front-end with analogue components, such as bandpass filters and gains,

analogue-to-digital converters (ADC) and digital-to-analogue converters (DAC), programmable

and reconfigurable FPGAs, and a GPP, such as a MCPU and/or a DSP/ARM.

Radio Frequency Front-end
BPF

BPF

Image reject filter Channel filter

PLL/LO

Digital Baseband Processing

FPGA-Based

Channelization

GPP (MCPU/ARM)

DSP + S/w Interconnect

FPGA-Based

Channelization

Figure 1.1: An overview of a hybrid general purpose processor (GPP) and FPGA computing
architecture, showing the RF front-end connected directly to the ADC and DAC, which connect
to the FPGA.( Image based on [20])

The RF front-end in Figure 1.1 consists mainly of the analogue processing chain, which is

connected to the digitization stage using bandpass sampling techniques [24]. In the RF front-

end, the analogue signal from the antenna is filtered using a bandpass filter (BPF), which is

feasible for SDR [25]. The BPFs allow only the desired frequencies within a certain range to

pass through, while attenuating other frequencies outside this range [20]. The nature of BPF

promoted its extensive use in wireless communications to select the band of interest for the

received signal from the entire spectrum [26]. The BPF filtered signal is amplified by the Low

Noise Amplifier (LNA). The output from the LNA is BPF filtered by another type of filter called

the image-reject filter, which removes the image of the wanted signal [27]. This image is filtered

off, because it has an offset of twice the intermediate frequency (IF) from the desired signal

channel. As depicted in Figure 1.1, the image-reject filtered signal is then down-converted to

the desired IF by a mixer using local-oscillators or phase-locked loops. Depending on the SDR

requirements, the IF signal can further be passed through the channel filter, which then selects

a desired channel and then finally the ADC, which feeds digitized signals into the hybrid GPP-
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FPGA architecture [26] [27]. The transmitting signal flow is the reverse of the receiving signal

flow and should be easy to follow.

The architecture of GPPs in the digital baseband processing part of Figure 1.1 is designed to

better perform some arithmetic and signal processing operations better than others. Despite

the limitations in arithmetic operations that are required to support a modern real-time radio

system, GPPs also have a limited level of parallelism in their instruction sets. That is why these

GPPs are coupled with FPGAs to provide SDR computing platforms with more parallelism and

real-time processing capabilities [21]. The FPGA normally acts as a co-processor and hardware

accelerator for the GPP in many SDR architectures. The partial reconfiguration (PR) method,

presented by [28], which is provided by FPGA designs, allows multiple applications to time-

share a portion of an FPGA without changing some configured parts of the FPGA. Using this

strategy, the physical layer processing architecture in SDR can benefit from reduced complexity

and increased design flexibility, as different waveforms can be grouped into one part of a single

FPGA [20].

RF Frontend

RF Frond-end

. OptiSDR Focus Area

FPGA Firmware: Channelization in VHDL

Numerically Controlled Oscillator

—

CORDIC

ADC

—

I(t) & Q(t)

DAC

—

I(t) & Q(t)

CIC

CIC FIR

FIR Buffer

Buffer

Buffer

Buffer

hybrid MCPU-GPU Architecture

Complex I/O Buffer(s)

—-

USB/PCIe/GbE/GPMC

Parallel Digital Signal Processing

—

C/CUDA/Qt/OpenMP/OpenCL

Complex I/O Buffer(s)

—-

USB/PCIe/GbE/GPMC

Figure 1.2: An overview of the OptiSDR target heterogeneous SDR computing architecture
made-up of a RF front-end and the digital baseband processing using a FPGA-based board for
real-time capturing and a hybrid MCPU-GPU HCA for parallel digital signal processing.

In the target HCA in this thesis, each computing element (CE) is best suited to a specific com-

putational task [11] [8]. For example, the RF system presented in Figure 1.2 depicts a HCA
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with a CPU controlling program execution, an FPGA performing channelization, and a GPU or

cluster of GPUs performing parallel DSP algorithms. The results from the GPU(s) are stored

on a multicore computing node [8] [9] and/or sent back to the FPGA based RFFE system for

transmission over the wireless channel. The CEs for each HCA depend on the type of pro-

cessing involved. For a more power-efficient real-time processing system, a hybrid DSP-FPGA

based HCA may be enough. However, for a massively parallel and real-time HCA, with both

fixed-point and floating-point arithmetic intensive DSP algorithms, a combination of GPUs and

FPGAs with a GPP as a master CE may be sufficient.

As depicted in Figure 1.2, a multicore CPU interconnected to a GPU and an FPGA via a high-

speed communications architecture is used to perform SDR computations. Due to its high-speed

real-time capabilities, an FPGA is often used as a device with a high-speed and high sampling

rate that is capable of processing analogue-to-digitally converted data from the connected ADC.

The ADC is directly receiving an analogue data/signal from the RFFE, which picks out the

frequencies of interest from an oversampled signal and pass to the ADC for digitization. The

ADC then sends the digital data to the digital baseband processor, which is structured around a

hybrid GPP-FPGA architecture. It is important to note that, the GPP, which is often a MCPU

system, may have one or more GPUs attached to it via the peripheral component interconnect

express (PCIe). These GPUs can then be used for parallel DSP computations.

1.1.2 Parallel Programming SDR Applications

In the proposed target HCA for SDR that is depicted in Figure 1.2, the FPGA is the first comput-

ing element of the digital baseband processing component. The FPGA extracts individual com-

munication channels from the digitized signal using the software based processing block called

channelization. The channelization software is implemented using a set of DSP algorithms that

perform mainly logic and/or fixed-point arithmetic operations on the digital baseband signal

from the ADCs. These DSP algorithms are implemented using a HDL, either VHDL, Verilog, or

both. These HDLs provide a combination of concurrent and sequential statements that are used

to develop DSPs. Due to their verbose and concurrent characteristics [29], these HDLs require

a higher effort with regard to software development from the developers of SDR applications,

as they demand complicated procedures in the processes of developing and debugging [30]. As
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depicted in Figure 1.2, the channelization modules in the FPGA include the digital down/up

converters (DDC/DUC) for further down-/up-sampling of the digital signal. Alternatively, the

polyphase filter banks can be used. The use of PFBs can mainly be seen in Radio Astronomy

front-ends, which are based in FPGA architectures, such as in the Square Kilometer Array -

South Africa (SKA-SA) [31].

In both of these solutions, a model of computation that resembles a dataflow [15] is used, with

the signal flowing from one DSP module to another. These dataflow MoCs include pipelin-

ing, state-flow machines, and component-based interconnections (via port mapping) among the

DSP modules [32, 33]. Extensive verification of timing, and of accurate and optimal memory

access patterns within the FPGA devices are some of the challenging processes involved [34].

For instance, to develop the DDC module depicted in Figure 1.2, one of the major tasks in

implementing the DDC gateware involves synchronization of the ADC and the FPGA clock.

More timing related measures include reducing the latencies and clock jitter in the DDC block.

To create efficient memory, a random access memory (RAM) for fixed-point DDC filter co-

efficients representations may be used. Alternatively, the canonical signed digital (CSD) [35]

that allows for multiplier-less filter/convolution structures (i.e. Using shift registers and adders

instead of multipliers) may be used as a more optimal implementation.

In summary, despite the prevailing FPGA and data converter technologies, which support the

existence of SDR, interconnecting the parallel firmware applications for both GPP and FPGA

is a complicated process that requires expertise in atleast two programming paradigms, i.e.

C/C++ and a HDL. Parallel firmware applications are normally implemented using HDLs, such

as VHDL and Verilog in these platforms. FPGAs are limited to parallel logic intensive and fixed

point arithmetic operations, thus provide limited floating-point arithmetic operations. For accu-

racy, minimized rounding-off errors, and parallel processing capabilities, the GPU is employed

in SDR architectures. This introduces more complexities in parallel programming of such ar-

chitectures. For example, since the GPU in this hybrid computing system is often connected

to the master CE via a PCIe, the software communication architecture that is used to interface

all the computing nodes to the master CE becomes vital. This software interconnect, developed

using C/C++ high-performance language, must provide minimum latency and maximum data
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throughput to ensure the system’s ability to meet the stringent timing requirements [9] [36] in

SDR. The communications architecture for this HCA must also support multiple computing

platforms interconnection, and hence provide a portable and/or flexible software communica-

tion architecture. The following are the main aspects considered in the parallel programming of

these hybrid SDR architectures (based on work presented by [37]).

• Parallelizing existing DSP algorithms to utilize the GPU resources efficiently

• Minimizing the software interconnection latencies for SDR

• Utilizing efficient memory access patterns

• Achieving maximum throughput

• Timing and synchronization to achieve accurate results

• Parameterizable and reusable firmwares and/or kernels

• Validation and debugging techniques

Both the FPGA and GPGPU development cycles involve these time consuming and complex

processes [38]. Given these complex software development processes for SDR HCAs, an SDR

applications developer must be an expert in both of these two parallel programming paradigms;

1) The HDL programming paradigm for FPGA based applications development and 2) The

general purpose parallel programming paradigm used in GPU and MCPU applications devel-

opment.

1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

As described in Section 1.1, HCA builds from a hybrid GPP-FPGA with parallel applications

executed in FPGA to a hybrid MCPU-GPU-FPGA accelerator [39] [40] [10]. Just as DSPs had

their own technology limitations, such as computational power to implement real-time opera-

tions and DSP-literate engineers in the 1970s (when they began to be used) [16], which slowed

down their adoption in industry and research, high-performance computing using HCAs is also

currently limited by two main things, namely: 1) Expressive power in parallel programming
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languages and 2) Parallel programming expertise/experts to unlock the performance in HCAs

adequately. Due to these two main limitations and challenges, parallel programming of HCAs

is a complex and time-consuming process. Three main problems are described and addressed

in this research project, namely:

• Increased software development when utilizing HCAs for SDR computations

• Automatic parallel programming strategies for domain-specific computing using HCAs

• Abstraction overhead when using DSLs for facilitating HCA in SDR computations

1.2.1 Increased Software Development Effort

An increased effort with regard to parallel programming is required from skilled SDR applica-

tions designers to use HCA. This is mainly because developers of SDR applications must pos-

sess expertise in multiple low-level high-performance programming languages, such as C/C++,

CUDA, and VHDL in order to utilize the HCA efficiently in SDR computations. Such expertise

includes manual multiple parallel code rewrites, validation methods, heterogeneous optimiza-

tion techniques, and multi-chip interoperability. There is a need to learn at least two different

parallel programming paradigms for each type of CE. As depicted in Figure 1.3, the paralleliza-

tion and compilation processes of domain-specific computations using VHDL/Verilog and CU-

DA/OpenCL programming languages involve mutually exclusive complicated steps targeting

heterogeneous architectures. The FPGA and MCPU development processes begin by gathering

user requirements, before embarking upon the design processes. But the GPU development pro-

cesses begin by parallelizing existing algorithms that may or may not already have their golden

measure implementations (i.e. sequential C/C++ implementations).

Figure 1.3 demonstrates the GPGPU development processes that were presented by [41] and

published in [42]. This development methodology involves four main steps, which are executed

in cycles [41]: Assess, Parallelize, Optimize, and Deploy. In the first step, Assess, programmers

must profile, analyse, and scale their algorithms in order to determine if they can potentially be

speeded up. The scaling part of this step involves measuring the fraction of the work that is

parallelized against the sequential part. The second step, Parallelize, typically involves ini-
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. FPGA Development Cycle

Filter Design Octave/Matlab
Programming

Channelization

Firmware Design
VHDL
Coding
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Test-benches
Isim/
Modelsim

Synthesis & Place and Route

Timing & Assemblying

ISE/QuartusII

. GPGPU Development Cycle
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Profile+Scale
Amdahl’s
Law

Parallelization
Libraries or CUDA
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Optimization Tuning and
Algorithms Selection

Deployment GCC and NVCC

. MCPU Development Cycle

Design Pseudocoding

Implementation
Libraries or C/C++

Programming

Optimization Multithreading &

Core Mapping

Deployment GCC/Qt

. C/C++ Based Software Interconnect: Direct Acyclic Graphs with Parallel Scheduling Techniques

GPUGPUGPUMCPUMCPUMCPUFPGAFPGAFPGA

Figure 1.3: The complex and time-consuming SDR applications development cycles for het-
erogeneous GPGPU and FPGA systems using CUDA-C or OpenCL, VHDL for Channelization,
and Qt graphics and multi-threading for graphical plots for validation and spectral representa-
tions

tially distributing arithmetic operations that involve mutually independent data and allocating

each operation using the independent data to a corresponding thread of the GPU. There are

three main ways to parallelize existing algorithms efficiently: 1) Using special GPGPU pro-

gramming libraries, such as CUFFT and CUBLAS; 2) Creating parallel compiler directives and

adding advanced features that will provide parallelizing tools (e.g. OpenACC); and 3) Using

GPGPU programming languages, such as CUDA and OpenCL. While the latter aims for intu-

itive generic parallel programming techniques, it involves re-factoring and complex manual op-

timization processes, which include parallel memory optimizations, software interconnections,

synchronous and asynchronous multi-threaded (i.e. mutual exclusions and synchronizations)

applications, and manual tuning techniques [43]. The third step, Optimize, involves improving

the parallel version of the algorithm by applying design patterns which may yield better perfor-

mance, hence provide an optimal parallel solution. The forth step, Deploy, involves executing

the parallel algorithm in the target GPGPU platform.

The FPGA development processes require developers to know concurrent VHDL and/or Verilog

HDLs [44]. As presented in [44] and [34], the FPGA development cycles involve manual and
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time consuming steps, starting from system design to bitstream generation. In this thesis, the

FPGA is mainly used for channelization, which requires the development and/or instantiation

of a channelization gateware, which will select and allocate the channel in a SDR computa-

tion. The steps involved in developing such channelization involve the following: 1) Verifying

the filter designs, such as CIC and compensating finite impulse response (FIR) filters like in

the case of DDC/DUC or PFBs, using Matlab/Octave; 2) HDL coding using either VHDL or

Verilog; 3) Verification of this VHDL Code using example test benches and logic simulating

tools, such as Isim and Modelsim; and 4) The final steps are synthesis, place and route, timing,

and assembly, which are often performed by an integrated system environment, such as Xilinx

ISE or Altera Quartus II. The completely different programming paradigms and complex tim-

ing of logic components as well as manual verification processes form a large proportion of the

complexity of FPGA applications development.

The development cycles of multicore CPU (MCPU) applications are less complex but may

not present a straight-forward procedure in developing SDR applications. This is because it

is possible to block device procedure calls and/or network sockets that require multi-threading

and efficient parallel memory access patterns and optimizations. The typical spiral methodology

of this development cycle is often the most practical to use, especially where cyclic progress

assessment is required of applications such as SDR. In the SDR domain, some graphics for

plotting, imaging, and spectral analysis are often required. Therefore, in this research, the

MCPU development cycles that include graphics plotting libraries such as Qt as depicted in

Figure 1.3 will be used as reference. These development processes of MCPU applications also

include the implementation of a software interconnect and of scheduling techniques, which are

dataflow-like models of computation suited for SDR applications. In this project, these concepts

are considered for optimizing the heterogeneous run-time environment.

1.2.2 Automatic Code Generation Strategies for Parallel Programming HCAs

Several open-source attempts exist in tackling some of the parallel HCA programming com-

plexities by abstracting away low-level implementation details with high-level programming

languages, such as Python [45] [46], Java [47] [48], and C++ [49] [50]. Most of these solutions

are limited to validation, code generation, interoperability, and low-level implementations, ex-
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cluding efficient auto-parallelization [39] [51] and optimization [52] [40] strategies. These

open-source parallel programming tools provide generic constructs, with code generation and

compilation procedures limited to either hybrid DSP-FPGA or hybrid CPU-GPU, and not to the

combination of multicore, GPU, and FPGA devices to form a HCA. These open-source tools

also do not address some of the conceptual paradigms for auto-parallelization and heteroge-

neous run-time environments, as well as the complicated automatized optimization strategies,

such as autotuning and scheduling of SDR-specific computations on HCAs.

These optimization processes provide a set of software design patterns for automatically paral-

lelizing algorithms, utilizing of computing resources efficiently, and/or interconnecting of mul-

tiple CEs for a particular domain-specific application. The software tools in these automatic

parallelization strategies can be defined as design patterns that are categorized as algorithm

strategy patterns, computational design patterns, implementation patterns, and execution pat-

terns. For hybrid FPGA, GPU, and multicore-CPU HCAs, existing open-source tool-flows in

the literature focus mainly on application-design using high-level abstraction (HLA), automatic

code generation, and middleware for heterogeneous systems [50] [49]. The tool-flows in this

category of design and middleware for HCA specialize in portability and transparency, but they

have limited automatic parallelization and optimization strategies [52] that would promote op-

timal run-time of SDR-specific computations using HCAs. These limitations are mainly related

to efficiency to partition SDR-specific applications and mapping them into specific CEs of the

HCA for optimal computation, with acceptable latencies according to SDR standards and less

performance degradation.

The automatic optimization strategies considered in this project use the concept of autotuning

depicted in Figure 1.4, which defines multiple possible parallel implementations, before select-

ing one possible well optimized implementation [53] [55] for execution in the target SDR HCA.

As depicted in Figure 1.4, there are two main automatic processes involved in the proposed au-

totuning procedure for optimizing SDR computations using a HCA, namely: code generation

and emitted target HCA source code optimization [55] [56]. For the optimization process in

Figure 1.4, the search space is limited to partitioning of SDR computations into multiple CEs

of the HCA. Then further performing the optimisation of memory access patterns by exploring
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Figure 1.4: An overview of automatic optimization strategies using autotuning in SDR-specific
computations using a HCA with multiple computing elements and parallel tasks represented as
a direct acyclic graph. (Image based on concepts from [53], [52], and [54])

different datatypes, and data placements and tiling. The other aspects of autotuning include

optimisation of run-time parameters, such as the number of available CEs, GPU threads and

grid mappings. Autotuning may also be used to optimize other SDR-specific parameters such

as sampling rates and buffer sizes that minimize the latencies and packet losses.

Some techniques for automatic mapping of software partitions to suitable CEs in a HCA, as

a technique for autotuning, are presented in [51] and [52]; they use data structures that are

defined by using high-level programming languages. The high-level programming languages

are used to abstract away low-level implementation details of applications in CEs, as well as to

perform hardware deployments automatically. Not only are these high-level abstractions done

for automatic software parallelization, they are also used to abstract verbose, concurrent, and

manual instruction sets for domain-specific computations running in CEs of the HCA. This

concept is referred to as automatic parallelization in OptiSDR and in the context of this thesis.

1.2.3 High-Level Abstraction Overhead

The complexity of programming and the effort required to program the proposed HCA archi-

tecture in this thesis can be minimized by improving the power of an existing high-performance

programming language, such as C/C++. In this thesis context, the programming language power

is defined as the capability of a programming language to provide advanced language primitives
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and domain-specific constructs in order to reduce the amount of effort required to program a

particular HCA [57]. The expressive power of a programming language must therefore be im-

proved by adding advanced features and domain-specific libraries without sacrificing the perfor-

mance. Other techniques involve providing a set of device-specific language primitives and/or

libraries, for instance, the CUDA and OpenCL for GPUs, or VHDL for FPGAs. However,

these high-performance languages present a certain level of complexity and need more effort

from specific domain experts, such as SDR, and are thus less powerful with regard to language

expressiveness.
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Figure 1.5: The Kennedy et al. (2004) Power-Efficiency graph showing the OptiSDR desired
productivity region, where both performance and productivity are balanced for SDR-specific
computations.

A set of high-level textual and visual programming languages such as Octave and GNURadio

have provided an acceptable level of power for SDR prototyping and implementation, but these

programming languages do not target the proposed HCA. Moreover, the level of performance

for these high-level languages is less than that of the high-performance languages, such as

C/C++, CUDA, and OpenCL by orders of magnitude. Often this performance degradation is

caused by abstraction overhead, which in most cases is the result of multiple memory access

patterns between a multitude of programming paradigms within one framework or within a DSL

run-time environment.

While the use of DSLs to improve the productivity of domain-specific experts in parallel pro-

gramming, HCAs provide adequate performance with improved productivity levels [58], al-
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though the abstraction overhead still persist in these attempts. Figure 1.5 demonstrates that

using the Kennedy et al. [59] [57] graph of power against efficiency of a programming lan-

guage. In this graph, efficiency refers to the level of performance of a given programming

language. Using this graph, the DSL productivity goals can be reasoned in terms of the relative

power-efficiency plane. The balance in the relative power-efficiency plane is the major problem

in DSL development, and the successful minimization of the abstraction overhead may improve

this balance.

1.3 FOCUS

The focus of this project is the development of OptiSDR embedded DSL and its compiler frame-

work, which is referred to as OptiSDR or as the OptiSDR compiler framework in this thesis.

The OptiSDR compiler framework is designed to facilitate the development and deployment of

SDR applications into the target HCA, as depicted in Figure 1.2. In this target HCA, OptiSDR

facilitates a large proportion of applications targeted to the hybrid MCPU-GPU subsystem,

and only a small proportion of the gateware-ready FPGA-based real-time signal capturing and

transmission. The term gateware-ready simply means that an existing hand-crafted HDL will

be synthesized and used as an executable for the FPGA-based data acquisition system. This

executable is referred to as a bitstream.

The OptiSDR compiler framework involves the development of intermediate representations

(IR), which are the list of abstract syntax trees that can be transformed into the target HCA’s

low-level source code for SDR applications. The OptiSDR runtime environment is provided by

the Delite framework, however, the modification of this heterogeneous run-time to include the

automatized optimization strategies such as autotuning and HCA platform-specific optimiza-

tions will be done. It is therefore important to mention that the OptiSDR target HCA is struc-

tured around the FPGA as a real-time signal transmitter and receiver, the GPU for computing

parallel SDR patterns, and the MCPU as the master node. OptiSDR automatic parallelization

in this case refers to efficiently managing parallel memory access patterns, multi-threaded ker-

nel executions and thread synchronizations, and communications among different computing

elements (CEs) of the HCA.
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OptiSDR will emit parallel executable patterns which will provide an adequate performance

when executed in the target HCA. OptiSDR DSL will focus on programming constructs which

can be used in programming the prototypes for Radar, cognitive radio, and radio astronomy.

It is the focus of this study to determine what the adequate performance will be for SDR, and

determine whether OptiSDR will achieve such adequate performance. The IRs in OptiSDR

adopts similar approaches in Delite, thus it will also be the focus of this study to determine

whether or not Delite is the best approach for this SDR DSL.

When the OptiSDR DSL has been implemented and integrated to the Delite-based run-time en-

vironment, it will be evaluated for adequate performance, as well as for support of the following

programming language design and implementation concepts;

• Syntax, Constraints, and Semantics for the OptiSDR DSL

• Compilation of high-level DSPs into parallel executable patterns

• OptiSDR real-time parallel stream processing techniques

• Deploying SDR patterns into hybrid MCPU-GPU system, and defining C-based driver

modules for capturing and transmitting analogue data using an FPGA based SDR transceiver

• Techniques for SDR applications validation and debugging using OptiSDR

The next step for this project is to determine the balance between the productivity and adequate

performance. The adequate performance in OptiSDR is achieved by reducing the performance

degradation of generated parallel patterns for SDR. This degradation is caused by high-level ab-

straction overhead as presented in the problem statement. The performance evaluation is done

by the development and testing of OptiSDR applications such as Radar, cognitive radio spec-

trum sweeping, and DSP related applications. The performance of these SDR applications is

then compared to hand-optimized CUDA-C counter-parts. From the given performance results,

the OptiSDR relative power against efficiency graph as explained by [57] will be constructed.

In this thesis context, the expressive power of OptiSDR is the ability to provide advanced lan-

guage primitives and SDR-specific constructs in order to increase the productivity of designers
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of SDR applications. This productivity of designers is referring to the ability to reduce the

amount of effort required to program the target HCA. In this thesis, the approximation of pro-

ductivity of the designer and the efficiency of OptiSDR DSL are used to determine the time-

to-solution. Efficiency in this context refers to the ratio of execution times of a solution to a

given SDR problem set with reference to the execution times of a hand-optimized CUDA-C

SDR solution. Using the time-to-solution model defined by [57] and the selected test cases for

SDR, the balance between the productivity of designers of SDR applications and the efficiency

of the OptiSDR DSL will be demonstrated.

1.4 OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this project is to find the effective constructs and develop the tools

to transform these effective language constructs to their parallel executable patterns for SDR

computations using HCAs. These effective programming constructs are referred to as the Op-

tiSDR DSL. The OptiSDR DSL has a compiler framework, which is based on the Delite em-

bedded DSL compiler framework. The OptiSDR DSL is implemented by using the Delite

procedures and IRs to encode a concise design mechanism for dataflow-like model of compu-

tation (MoC). This dataflow MoC in OptiSDR was discovered to be suitable for parallel SDR

computations [60] [61] using the target hybrid MCPU-GPU system. This hybrid MCPU-GPU

system is connected to a FPGA-based data acquisition and transmission system. Also, this

FPGA-based data acquisition and transmission system is frequency and sampling rate tunable

by software, thus a good support for SDR. Therefore, in order to support this complex comput-

ing architecture, the objectives of the OptiSDR DSL will be to provide automatic generation

and placement strategies of parallel patterns for SDR computations. The sub-objectives of this

thesis are as follows.

• Design and implementation of IR nodes for parallel DSP and stream processing patterns

(PSPPs)

• Automatic code generation for parallel heterogeneous run-time environment that effi-

ciently utilizes HCA resources

• Modular performance and accuracy benchmarking results for selected DSP algorithms
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• Radar and cognitive radio case studies to determine the efficiency and real-time process-

ing capabilities of OptiSDR.

In this thesis context, a concise design mechanism means that OptiSDR aims at achieving an

intuitive method to express a complex design in a concise but specialized way. This means

that, OptiSDR must also express such a complex design with less high-level code. This concise

design mechanism is possible through automated emission of the parallel patterns. This parallel

patterns are defined using IR nodes, some of which are implemented specifically for SDR, while

some are reused from the Delite framework. The automatic code generation of parallel patterns

for SDR and the placement strategies into HCA are tackled using compiler guided parallelizing,

platform-specific parallel patterns, and parallel memory access patterns.

The selected case studies for evaluation are based on radar and cognitive radio applications.

These selected case studies are used to determine the extent to which OptiSDR can be used

to facilitate parallel programming of radio systems when using HCAs. These case studies are

designed using this OptiSDR DSL. The OptiSDR high-level source code presents familiar pro-

gramming constructs to SDR domain experts, such as the ones presented in Octave and Matlab.

Furthermore, the successful implementation of these sub-objectives will lead to the reporting

on performance, accuracy, improved software quality, and time-to-solution results.

1.5 HYPOTHESIS

The hypothesis in this research project is centred on productivity and adequate performance.

Productivity refers to the reduced software development effort for the designers of SDR appli-

cations. Performance in the other hand, on a concise design mechanism to provide an adequate

performance for executing parallel SDR patterns in the target HCA. Adequate performance

refers to the performance which conforms to the timing, latency, and speed requirements for the

SDR application being designed.

1.5.1 Formulation

Originally the research hypothesis in this project was stated as follows in the research proposal.
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It is possible to design a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to facilitate Software Defined

Radio (SDR) signal processing on heterogeneous computing architectures.

However, it was revised to fit the scope covered in this thesis. This thesis covers OptiSDR

DSL as a concise design mechanism for SDR applications using a higher language expressive

power. Furthermore, the hypothesis also covers the reduction of abstraction overhead, adequate

performance, and the quality of automatically generated code. The research hypothesis is now

stated at follows.

It is possible to design a DSL to facilitate SDR applications development and deployment on

HCAs without significant degradation of software performance, and with possible improvement

in the automatically emitted low-level source code quality.

This hypothesis conjectures that a successful design and implementation of OptiSDR DSL will

provide the techniques for automatic code generation and deployment of parallel patterns into

the HCA. Furthermore, this hypothesis surmises that OptiSDR provides programming support

to both novice and expert SDR developers, allowing novices to learn techniques by building

quick prototypes. In addition to providing experts support in building the software part of more

elaborate SDR systems faster, OptiSDR will assist in reducing significantly the degradation of

software performance and/or code quality.

1.5.2 Research Questions

The successful completion of this project involved validating this hypothesis by answering the

following research questions:

Question Q1: What are the attributes of a DSL to facilitate SDR applications development and

deployment into HCAs?

Question Q2: Will this DSL allow programmers/designers to realize the performance con-

straints of SDR applications by exploring design parameters?

Question Q3: Can these SDR applications specifications be used to validate SDR signal pro-
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cessing applications?

These research questions are aimed at covering the solutions to the three main problems defined

in Sections 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3. The first question (Q1) to address in this research projects is

expected to result into advanced features for reducing the software development effort for SDR

applications. The successful answer to Q1 will be the presentation of the programming language

specification of the OptiSDR DSL. This OptiSDR language specification will be clarified by

example DSP applications. These example SDR/DSP applications will show how to achieve

the solutions to the SDR problems the closest way possible to the usual way the SDR-experts

express their solutions. The progression from Q1 will lead to question Q2, which addresses

problems number two and three defined in Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, which both are performance

degradation issues presented in the embedded DSL approaches, specifically the Delite based

DSLs if not implemented properly.

In Q2, the conceptual paradigms such as autotuning [56], and automatic code generation for

parallel design patterns presented in [6] and [32] will be borrowed to present techniques to ad-

dress automatic emission of parallel patterns for SDR. These parallel programming strategies

are utilized to improve the performance constraints of the SDR applications by automatically

adjusting different parameters, profiling different platform-specific executables, analysing de-

sign parameters, and then performing platform-specific generation of parallel patterns. The

generation of platform-specific parallel patterns for SDR application of interest required a re-

liable functional verification procedure, thus the OptiSDR DSL includes measures to achieve

accuracy in SDR computations.

In question Q3, the validation procedures, both manual and automated, will be presented to

address the accuracy and correctness of the results of the SDR solutions. This last research

question Q3 will be answered using a list of case studies, validating their models, and calculat-

ing forward-errors among different implementation of the case study computations.

1.6 METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

The development of the OptiSDR compiler framework follows the spiral software development

methodology, depicted in Figure 1.6. This is because the OptiSDR compiler framework in-
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volves several individual DSL development concepts such as compiler building blocks (syntax,

semantics, and constraints creation), multiple DSP modules for SDR datapaths, and automatic

parallelization components. These DSL concepts will be integrated to form the DSL frame-

work and runtime environment for SDR applications. Therefore, the spiral methodology will

permit iterative OptiSDR framework development and cyclic progress assessment, implying

that some other steps of the methodology may be revisited more than once in the progression of

the project. The following main steps will be performed:

• Step 1: Gathering and analysing user requirements

• Step 2: Language specification design

• Step 3: OptiSDR compiler design and refinements

• Step 4: Evaluation of OptiSDR and case study implementations

As depicted in Figure 1.6, there are four steps followed in this research project for the de-

velopment of the OptiSDR compiler framework. These four steps will be used to answer the

research questions presented, thenceforth, validate the research hypothesis in this project. The

user requirements process in Step 1 provides the required capabilities of the OptiSDR compiler

framework and OptiSDR DSL. The study of the typical DSP Algorithms such as filters (finite

impulse response, etc.), Hilbert transform, discrete Fourier transform, correlation, and convo-

lution is made. This will be followed by the SDR concepts such as sampling (Nyquist) and

channelization techniques such as DDC/DUC and PFB. There are other real-time processing

requirements such as latencies and windowing, which will be investigated. Furthermore, com-

puting related concepts such as dataflow MoC, pipelining, and stream processing techniques,

will be studied.

Using this literature review, the study of some of the existing tools for prototyping and imple-

menting SDR applications such as GNU Octave, GNURadio, Migen, and Scilab followed. The

evaluation of these tools to determine their limitation and support for heterogeneous computing

systems covered in this research was made.
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Figure 1.6: The followed spiral software development methodology for the OptiSDR frame-
work development.

The study of these tools led us to the discovery that not much support is provided for auto-

matic parallelization and optimization strategies that may improve the performance of SDR

applications. Therefore, an evaluation of parallel programming tools that support these main

requirements for this project was made. Some of the tools evaluated were the Delite Op-

tiML framework [6], the SkePU [62], the GNURadio [63], and the Python-based tools such

as Numbapro [64]. In the literature review, these languages are discussed in terms of the key

user-requirements such as performance, language expressive power, and the programming lan-

guage used to implement them. Based on these key aspects, it was discovered that, the Delite

framework is the perfect fit for the OptiSDR framework.

The language design step, Step 2, involves the creation of the generic DSP constructs and

dataflow model of computations (MoC) for SDR. The generic DSP constructs were decided

to resemble the Octave or Matlab. This Octave-like constructs were decided due to adoption
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in research and industry of the Matlab like constructs [65]. There are other conceptual models

from other tools considered in this methodology. These tools include the visual programming

tools such as GNURadio [63], the textual programming tools such as Octave and OpenCPI

citeopencpi, and the HDL oriented tools such as Migen [46] and MyHDL [45]. But the Matlabs

expressive power and its constructs familiarity to SDR experts instigated OptiSDR similarities

to it. Despite the choice of the powerful reference language (i.e. Matlab), other language spec-

ification design concepts considered were the choice of parallel patterns for DSP used in SDR,

polymorphism and compositional adaptation, and semantics for OptiSDR. Furthermore, some

of the considered compiler optimization strategies include dead-code elimination (DCE), loop

unrolling, skeleton based programming, and pattern-matching of high-level constructs to their

low-level source code.

The SDR-specific constructs using dataflow model of computations in OptiSDR with compiler

guided optimizations such as pattern matching, dead code eliminations, and common subexpres-

sion eliminations will be covered in step 2. In this project, these dataflow models of computa-

tion include software pipelines, parallel stream processing, and batched processing techniques.

Some of the main techniques utilized in the design of SDR-specific constructs include real-

time processing requirements and optimized memory access patterns such as latencies, thread

synchronizations, and tiled memory buffers. The language requirements refinements will be

refined iteratively until the best SDR constructs will be achieved, this will be followed by the

documentation of the language design.

In Step 3, the compiler design is performed. The main tasks in the OptiSDR compiler design

is the utilization of the Delite data parallel IRs for the OptiSDR syntax creation. The newly

designed dataflow like parallel patterns for OptiSDR will also be implemented using the Delite

framework. These new parallel patterns introduces task parallelism, platform-specific skeleton

programs, and device driver modules to facilitate real-time signal processing using the FPGA-

based SDR development board named Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [66]. The

USRP is equipped with an RF front-end daughter board, which allows for tuning into a fre-

quency of interest and capturing and/or transmitting over it. Other IR implementations for

OptiSDR include integration modules for graphical plotting tools. The version of Delite used in
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OptiSDR introduced unacceptable memory copying latencies for SDR applications, therefore

an improvement in the heterogeneous run-time environment using autotuning and composi-

tional decomposition techniques was performed. These run-time environment improvements

led to extensive execution semantics tests and run-time environment refinements. These im-

provements were aimed at achieving a suitable real-time parallel stream processing framework

in OptiSDR.

The first task in the evaluation of OptiSDR in Step 4 is the DSP modules functional verification.

The next step is the SDR case studies implementations and performance comparisons to their

hand-crafted CUDA-C and Matlab counter-parts. Using the performance results from these

case studies, the productivity and performance balance will be determined using the time-to-

solution model by [57] and [67]. This time-to-solution model will constitute to the measure of

the OptiSDR abstraction overhead, time-to-solution model, and its power-efficiency plane. The

evaluation process will be concluded with SDR specific functional verification in Step 4. These

SDR-specific functional verification techniques include the real-time processing requirements

such as latencies, signal-to-noise ratios, power spectral densities (PSD), and floating-point op-

erations per second (FLOPS).

1.7 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

As a DSL for SDR, the scope of OptiSDR is centred on the following four main concepts for

facilitating SDR applications development and deployment on HCA.

1. Parallel executable patterns suited for SDR Computations: These include generic data

parallel executable patterns such as map-reduce and parallel indexed loops [6] [58], and

dataflow like models of computation (MoC) such as parallel stream processing patterns

(PSPP), software pipeline patterns (SPP), and direct acyclic graph (DAG) patterns;

2. Execution semantics [2] for heterogeneous run-time environment with current support

for hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture and firmware ready FPGA-based real-time signal

transmitting and receiving at different centre and sampling frequencies, bandwidth, and

gain.
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3. Abstract syntax creation using the concept of intermediate representations (IR) nodes

provided by the Delite framework.

4. The concepts for defining static semantics for SDR with a set of constraints and/or type

system rules to which SDR-specific programs have to conform.

OptiSDR DSL uses these concepts to provide a high-level of abstraction (HLA) for parallel

programming HCAs. The OptiSDR compiler framework then performs automatic paralleliza-

tion and placement into the target HCA, in this case, limited to a MCPU-GPU system, which

requires only C/C++ with parallel libraries such as CUDA and OpenCL.

OptiSDR is limited in two main areas; 1) Advanced SDR support for automatic code generation

for FPGA-based channelization; and 2) Advanced SDR constructs for high bandwidth require-

ments; However, OptiSDR provide generic parallel and sequential executable patterns that can

be used to build these advanced features. OptiSDR is planned to have HDL code generation

capabilities for FPGA applications implementation. However, this is proposed as further work.

1.8 DISSEMINATION STRATEGY

This section shows the plan executed to disseminate the work done in this dissertation, es-

pecially in academic forums such as conferences, journals, and symposiums. The first paper

on OptiSDR constructs creation was presented and published in the IEEE International Perfo-

mance Computing and Communications Coference at Austin Texas [15]. Another conference

paper was published in the IEEE RADAR conference [68]. This paper presented the concepts of

using SDR DSL, OptiSDR, for facilitating the RADAR signal processing using heterogeneous

computing systems. The third paper is accepted for presentation and publication in the 2016

IEEE EmergiTech conference.

A manuscript was deduced out of these conference publications and the thesis, which presents

the utilization of parallel stream processing techniques for facilitating real-time SDR computa-

tions using HCAs. This manuscript is currently going under peer-review for publication in the

ELSEVIER parallel computing journal. Furthermore, the following presentations on OptiSDR

and its compiler framework were done:
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• Presentation at the SKA postgraduate conferences in 2013 and 2015

• Presentation at the IEEE IPCCC - Comments include the use of Firmware ready FPGA

developments platforms for SDR

• Presentation in the IEEE RADAR Conference 2015.

• Presentation at the Radar Remote Sensing Group at UCT - Comments include the im-

proved SDR specific discussion such as latencies, signal-to-noise ratio, and more ad-

vanced SDR algorithms such as digital modulation techniques (e.g. OFDM) and radio

astronomy spectrometer using FFTs in GPUs.

The comments from experts in this conferences were used for the improvements and/or refine-

ments of OptiSDR DSL and its compiler framework.

1.9 THESIS OVERVIEW

This thesis comprises seven chapters. Chapter 1 starts off with outlining the background infor-

mation followed by the problem statement. Then it goes on describing the project objectives

and hypothesis. The methodology overview and dissemination strategy were also covered. The

remaining six chapters are as follows.

The next chapter to follow is Chapter 2, which covers the literature review. Chapter 2 of the

thesis will present existing literature in the study of SDR computations using parallel program-

ming languages and HCAs. The main focus of the literature will be on the following broad

areas:

• SDR concepts and computing architectures.

• Parallel programming HCAs

• Theories on DSL and DSL compiler design

The proposed target HCA for SDR is structured around three main CEs: 1) An FPGA-based

development board equipped with a radio frequency (RF) front-end and an analogue-to-digital
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converter (ADC); 2) A multicore CPU (MCPU) system with Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and/or

a high-speed USB port; and 3) A cluster of graphics processing units (GPUs) connected in

the host MCPU system’s PCIe slots. Therefore, there are multiple programming paradigms

involved when using this target HCA for SDR applications development. There will be clear

discussions, by examples, which show applications implemented using parallel programming

languages and libraries such as C/C++, CUDA, and OpenMP. Furthermore, Chapter 2 will

include the concept of DSLs for facilitating HCA programming. In these DSL discussions,

limitations in existing DSL will be presented which leads to clarifications why this project is

needed. The choice of the Delite embedded DSL compiler framework, and some of the benefits

as compared to stand-alone or free-standing high-performance DSLs developed using LLVM

will be elucidated. These topics will be discussed in line with this project’s objectives and

research hypothesis. The sources for this chapter will include the following categories.

• Research from local universities including UCT: For instance, the UCT MyHDL for

RHINO MSc. Eng. project [44], UCT PhD research thesis such as the ones presented

in [69], [70], and [71].

• Research from different international universities including Stanford University PPL Delite

group: e.g. the Delite framework, elastic computing research from University of Florida,

and autotuning frameworks such as the SkePU framework [62] and the Lawrence Berke-

ley National Laboratory Berkeley and the Berkely ParLAB frameworks such as Copper-

head [72].

• International Science Indexed Journal (ISIJ) publications such as [39], [6], [58], etc.

which provide the literature on concepts such as DSL, HCA, scheduling and optimiza-

tions, automatic parallelization, DSP, SDR and compiler and/or programming language

design.

• Books such as [2], [3], and [73] on compiler design and DSL engineering.

• High-level DSP abstractions, parallel processing patterns, stream processing , and auto-

matic code generation concepts from open-source tools such as the Octave, SkePU, GNU-

Radio, Spark streaming programming, and Brooklet [74] language independent stream
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processing formal and practical mathematical/calculus models.

Chapter 3, which is the chapter which discusses the language specification design, focuses

on the design considerations for engineering the OptiSDR DSL and its compiler framework.

The OptiSDR DSL engineering starts off with the language specification design, a process of

defining syntax, constraints, and semantics rules for a given language [2] [3]. In this Chapter 3,

a set of new constraints, advanced syntax, and semantics rules are uniquely designed and fit

the SDR domain. In OptiSDR, the set of syntax rules are designed to provide a set of parallel

programming patterns for SDR, with additional support for dataflow model of computation and

heterogeneous run-time environment suitable for the target HCA.

As mentioned in the research methodology, OptiSDR uses the Delite compiler framework and

the modified version of its run-time environment for heterogeneous systems. Delite provides

a set of syntax creation rules that are generic for most DSL developers. In Delite, the DSL

developer can reuse the existing parallel operators (referred to as ops/Ops in the Delite context)

such as Map, Reduce, Foreach, and Sequential [58] [6]. The DSL developers can also define

the new ops which are suitable for their application domain. In OptiSDR, the following parallel

design patters and their task graphs are defined, with several new ones designed specifically for

SDR type of applications.

1. Map Design Pattern

A

B

B

2. Reduction Design Pattern

A

A

B

3. Map-Reduce Design Pattern

A

B

B

C

4. Stream Processing Design Pattern: Pipeline with

Task and Data Parallelism

A

B

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 1.7: The list of data and task parallel patterns used in the OptiSDR IR Design ( Image
based on concepts from [32], [6], [75], and [62]).

Therefore the OptiSDR language specification design process carefully applies the following
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main DSL design concepts and dimensions as presented in [2], [4], [76], and [3];

• Language expressive power

• Compositional adaptation and portability

• Modular and polymorphic DSP modules for SDR

• Heterogeneous run-time environment

The OptiSDR language expressiveness typical means that the OptiSDR programs are designed

to be reasonably short but provide advanced language primitive and features for SDR computa-

tions. The design of OptiSDR must be in such a way that SDR problem are expressed intuitively

using advanced modular language primitives and polymorphic functions. The core of SDR is

DSP modules, which are implemented to make the OptiSDR more reusable. The modularized

DSPs are designed efficiently using the reusable Delite parallel patterns. It is this richness in

reusable parallel design patterns that makes Delite [77] [78] [76] [5] and its accompanying

DSLs a good choice for OptiSDR design and development.

This thesis will also include Chapter 4, OptiSDR language specification. The OptiSDR DSL

specification discusses the attributes, syntax, and the different ways to use OptiSDR DSL by ex-

amples. There are four categories of OptiSDR constructs which are; 1) Generic DSL constructs

such as real and complex Data types, and mathematical functions; 2) Control flow structures,

and parallel loops; 3) DSP constructs; and 4) Dataflow models of computation such as parallel

stream processing patterns;

The real and complex datatypes in OptiSDR include Dense and Sparse Vector and Matrix

adopted from the Delite-based OptiLA DSL for linear algebra. These inherited OptiLA con-

structs also include trigonometric functions such as sine and cosines. However, the parallel

patterns that work with these defined OptiSDR datatypes such as the complex data types and/or

signal vectors generated using this functions were implemented. More details on this datatypes

and mathematical functions in OptiSDR are provided in Section 4.2.3. There are also primitive

data types such as Int, Float, Double, String, and Boolean. Similarly, there are non-primitive

data types which are polymorphic and can work with other types. There is also type casting,
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type testing, and data type conversions in OptiSDR. More of this constructs will be presented

in this chapter 4.

The DSP constructs in OptiSDR resembles the Octave syntax in the way that these DSP modules

are instantiated. However OptiSDR DSP modules are not directly executed as they are instanti-

ated in most cases, but are transformed into their parallel versions. For instance, batched FFTs,

convolution using vector dot-product and/or reduction, and multiple channels (often referred to

as Wideband channelization) SDR systems with each channel running several DSP modules in

parallel. These types of parallel patterns can be referred to as single instruction multiple data

(SIMD) when there is no control flow in the each DSP module instantiated in parallel, or single

program multiple data (SPMD) when there is control flow in the DSP module.

Given the dataflow like model of computation in most SDR computations, it was found im-

perative to have the syntax that expresses these problems intuitively. OptiSDR expects a set

of sequential and parallel tasks within its task graph. In the dataflow MoCs, OptiSDR per-

forms an event-driven FIFO execution on these tasks. Other dataflow MoC expressions perform

software pipelines and aggressive task parallelism with multi-GPU respectively. There will

be more discussions on these constructs in this Chapter 4, and a few advanced SDR digital

modulation/demodulation, encoding/decoding, and packetization techniques. These OptiSDR

advanced constructs may also be used to program more advanced SDR libraries such as OFDM

or WiMAX transceiver.

The next chapter which follows is Chapter 5, OptiSDR compiler design, which focuses on

the design and implementation of the OptiSDR compiler and its automatic parallelization and

placements techniques. These chapter starts off with the overview for the design of the Op-

tiSDR compiler, which is followed by the intermediate representations (IR) development. The

OptiSDR IR nodes are the list of expressions trees that transform the high-level SDR constructs

into their generic executable patterns. A single OptiSDR IR node transforms into multiple target

codes, hence the compiler must perform an iterative IR node searching. Each IR node is mapped

to its corresponding low-level source code that can be compiled and executed in the configured

target platform. OptiSDR IR nodes includes complex data structures, sequential operations, and

parallel operations. Parallel operations include both data and task parallel operations.
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This Chapter 5 will present the following main patterns defined in OptiSDR. 1) Map patterns

(also Stencil pattern) for FIR filters and/or convolution; 2) The MapReduce for FFTs/iFFTs;

3) The sequence of maps pattern suited for cross-correlation and/or FFT-based matched filter-

ing; and 4) The parallel indexed loops suited for most DSP routines. There more advanced

OptiSDR IR nodes that expresses the SDR model of computation are the parallel stream pro-

cessing patterns (PSPP). The PSPPs are dataflow like model of computations and are optimized

specifically for SDR type of applications. These PSPP MoC models are generally called parallel

stream processing patterns, however they include pipeline patterns, stream processing patterns,

and divide-and-conquer patterns for real-time signal and huge data processing techniques. De-

picted in Figure 1.8 is task graph representation of the OptiSDR PSPP MoC for computing

the power spectral density in real-time using the USRP1 module. The USRP1 FPGA-based

transceiver module is configured to capture signals centred on the 2.4GHz (i.e. WiFi signal),

using the USRP1 is connected to the host MCPU system, which is equipped with two NVidia

Titan X GPUs.
Task Graph: For the Example PSPP Source Code

T1

T2

T3 T4

T6

C

T5 T5

TB

C = Chunk/Split
TB = Tiled Buffer
T1 = Initialize Dev.
T2 = Initialize Plot
T3 = instream
T4 = Plot
T5 = fft/*/10log10
T6 = Update Plot

Store Plot

Capture

Pipeline-Parallel T1||T2

Task-Parallel T3||T4

Data-Parallel T5||T5

Task-Parallel TB||T6

Figure 1.8: An overview of a conceptual task graph representation for computing power spec-
tral density (PSD) of a signal, showing internal parallel patterns used within the OptiSDR par-
allel stream processing pattern which follows the dataflow MoC.

As depicted in Figure 1.8, the OptiSDR PSPP type of computations is a mixture of available

OptiSDR DSP parallel patterns, arranged in a dataflow like model of computation. For in-

stance, from task graph in Figure 1.8, the following tasks utilizes OptiSDR parallel patterns as

follows; 1) Task T3 (i.e. data capturing) utilizes a pipeline pattern, which involves pipelined
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USRP1 hardware driver (UHD) driver instantiation, with circular buffering, memory copying,

and complex short to complex double converting kernel; 2) Task T4 sequentially plots data; 3)

Task T5 is the parallel PSD computation; and 4) Task TB and T6 perform circular buffering and

plot update in parallel using OpenMP.

In OptiSDR, the PSPP models are directed acyclic graphs (DAG) which means that they are a

collection of parallel tasks (vertices) and data-flows from one sequential/parallel task to another

(directed edges). As a DAQ, the OptiSDR PSPP are defined in such a way that there is no way

to start at some sequential/parallel task (vertex), and follow a sequence of a dataflow (edge)

that eventually loops back to that same sequential/parallel task again. OptiSDR PSPPs utilize

a first-in first-out (FIFO) tasks execution. The tasks are ordered in a top-down approach. Each

task in Figure 1.8 may embrace some form of internal parallelism where possible. This internal

parallelism may be one or more of the available DSP parallel patterns defined for the OptiSDR

compiler. The OptiSDR automatic parallelizing techniques utilize the following parallel pat-

terns and compiler tuning techniques:

• Loop and Data Tiling: This is a technique OptiSDR uses to organize the input data into

independent chunks (i.e. Data tiling) and perform iterative operations on this data chunks

using the loop-tiling techniques. A divide and conquer operations is performed over the

iterations.

• Iterative Space Splitting: OptiSDR uses iterative space splitting to divide a huge loop’s

iterations into separate loop bodies [79] that can be executed into different computing

elements of the HCA, in this case two NVidia Titan X GPUs.

• Loop Fusion: OptiSDR utilizes this technique to improve data locality and reduce syn-

chronization in data-parallel patterns such as map-reduce, reduction, and scan.

• Thread Mapping and Synchronizations: Multi-dimensional CUDA grid and blocks uti-

lization for larger loop sizes, automatically mapping a 2D/3D GPU grid to flattened data

samples where applicable.

• External Libraries: UHD and CUFFT utilization to boost the quality of the emitted paral-

lel source code.
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• Pinned/Page-locked memory and/or Share memory Utilization: Utilizing shared memory

and page-locked memory for efficient kernel and streams executions, including efficient

parallel memory access patterns.

Although the performance using these concepts is commendatory, careful design considerations

about the run-time environment and memory latencies were made. These design considerations

include platform specific limitations such as finite available threads and CUDA streams for

concurrency, system and GPUs global memory, and interconnection bandwidth such as PCIes

16GB/s. Since the Delite run-time is Scala-based (i.e. Java Virtual Machine), it was realized

that the default Java Native Interface (JNI) based memory management in Delite present some

undesirable memory latencies for SDR computations. This Delite-based runtime environment

for OptiSDR was significantly outperformed by the pure CUDA-C hand-optimized applica-

tions. Therefore platform-specific parallelization to improve the performance of this real-time

processing techniques in OptiSDR were implemented.

These platform-specific parallelization are performed by utilizing automatic code generation

of the PSPP which runs only within the C/C++ environment. These PSPP tools provide an

automatic generation of the low-level source code, which addresses the issues of JNI overhead.

The JNI overhead is address by making sure that the OptiSDR PSPP does not have data send

back and forth the JVM, via the JNI, thus keeping the run-time at the C/C++ and/or CUDA

environment only. The PSPP requires that there is no mixing of sequential Scala only operations

with parallel C/C++ and CUDA based operation.

OptiSDR Code

SDR-Specific Intermediate Representations

.

. .
Parallel PatternsSequential PatternsParallel Libraries

Platform-Specific Analysis and Configurations

.

. .
Computing Elements ConfigurationsI/O Requirements

Autotuning using Lightweight Modular Staging and Emitted Code Optimizations

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

LMS: Staging Model Validation

Multi-Target

Code Generator

DEG

V
alid-D

E
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Platform Configurations Search Space

Datatypes|CEs|Loops

Assess Optimization

Profile and Scale

Heterogeneous Run-time

Schedule on Multi-CEs

Process 1: Emit Code Process 2: Search Optimal Soln

Figure 1.9: An overview of the OptiSDR automatic parallelization technique using LMS,
Model validation, automatic multi-target code generation, and a search space for parallel ex-
ecutable patterns for the target HCA
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As depicted in Figure 1.9, OptiSDR presents an iterative parallelization assessment process that

receives as input the Delite execution graph (DEG) [15], the available computing resources

(i.e. number of GPUs, memory, etc.), and the applications input/output parameters (data types,

etc.). OptiSDR parallelizes the code as follows; 1) Perform three search spaces on the I/O

requirements, changing datatypes varying from int to float, float to double, then profiling and

choosing the most suitable datatype; 2) Perform two search spaces for configured platform

executions (i.e. Done by passing the platform flag during compile and run time), then testing

and profiling each OptiSDR module in the task graph, and finally selecting the best execution

platform; and 3) Perform two search spaces for GPU memory utilization, stream processing

and a combination of streams, and multi-GPU (i.e. Input here is iteration/data sizes); These are

small search spaces that are currently focused to hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures.

Moreover, this thesis includes Chapter 6, evaluation and results discussions. This chapter de-

scribes how the specified evaluation methodology was used for checking that the implemented

OptiSDR DSL user requirements and specifications were met. Also to show that OptiSDR DSL

fulfils its intended purpose in the design and implementation of SDR computations using HCAs.

This chapter presents experimental results that demonstrate the performance, performance per

watt, efficiency, productivity, and portability provided by the OptiSDR DSL. This chapter will

start off with modular DSP algorithms functional verifications, and discussions on their per-

formance and accuracy. These modular DSP developments and tests will be followed by the

advanced case studies for the RADAR NetRAD processing, which will be followed by cogni-

tive radio spectrum sensing technique called RF sweeping. The RADAR case studies performed

presented results on performance using mega-floating point operations per second (MFLOPS)

as depicted in Figure 1.11. The RADAR pulse compression [68] case study results are depicted

in Figure 1.10. The original Matlab source code from the NetRAD project was modified to

use the same zero-padding as defined in the OptiSDR programs for NetRAD pulse compres-

sion. Therefore the Matlab and OptiSDR applications produced the same plots as depicted in

Figure 1.10. These pulse compression experiments were calibrated by running the same pulse

compression algorithm in both OptiSDR and Matlab. The same graphical plots from Matlab to

plot data from both OptiSDR and Matlab were used. The OptiSDR pulse compression resultant
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(a) OptiSDR Pulse Compression Plot

(b) Matlab Pulse Compression Plot

Figure 1.10: OptiSDR and Matlab NetRAD pulse compression plots
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data was written to a file and read in Matlab for plotting using the same Matlab plot in order to

achieve the identical plots, in terms of scale and graphics quality.
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Figure 1.11: Mega Floating-Point Operations per Second in OptiSDR as Compared to Hand-
crafted CUDA-Qt Single Precision floating-point implementation of Pulse-Compression based
on Hilbert transform and XCorr that uses CUFFT, Streams, and multi-GPU for different data-
types and file sizes.

The real-time wireless communications processing case studies presented results for the PSD as

depicted in Figure 1.12 and Figure 1.13. The performance of OptiSDR in these computations

was validated, showing that using the USRP1 device, OptiSDR can be used to verify spectrum

occupancy in a given band. For example, the correctness of the PSD results were compared

to the GNURadio PSD application. This OptiSDR real-time PSD calculations were performed

on the raw wireless signals captured using the USRP1 and RFX2400 RF module, with centre

frequency of 2.4GHz, bandwidth of 32MHz (ADC sampling rate of 64MSPS), and gain of 45.

The USB streaming rate of 8MSPS is used, and one to eight million samples are captured and
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processed using OptiSDR PSD. The combined capturing and buffering latency of 140ms for

one million samples was achieved. It is important to note that this 140ms latencies is deemed

acceptable in this thesis as it provides good enough samples (i.e. One million to eight million

samples) for efficient utilization of the GPU resources while achieving adequate performance.

This buffer for one million samples is better than when the process is performed for smaller

sample sizes such as 1024 to 8192, because these smaller sample sizes will require frequent

memory copying back and forth the GPU, thus degrading the overall performance. This impact

of this overall impact is discussed in Section 5.2.3.

(a) OptiSDR plot showing WiFi case study results (b) OptiSDR plot showing FM case study results

Figure 1.12: OptiSDR Real-time Power Spectral Density plots, with Power in dB/Hz and
Frequency in Hz; (a) shows results for scanning the WiFi band at 2.5GHz centre frequency
using the USRP1 device and the RFX2400 RFFE daughter board. (b) Shows the results for
scanning the FM band at 89MHz centre frequency using the USRP1 device and the BasicRX
RFFE daughter board

As depicted in Figure 1.12, the OptiSDR results corresponded or matched the GNURadio ver-

sions. The OptiSDR results were further compared to the GNURadio results which are depicted

in Figure 1.13. The OptiSDR FM applications were expected to produce similar results to GNU-

Radio, although not in the time domain as data captured for both applications were at different

times, thus experiencing different noise levels. These GNURadio FM sweeping results were

used as reference to OptiSDR FM sweeping results. The OptiSDR results do not deviate from

the GNURadio results in terms of the spectrum sensed at 89MHz, thus do not deviate from the

expected results. Also from the OptiSDR real-time processing tests, results presented in this

chapter show that the FPGA and UHD driver latencies agrees with the USRP1 latency results

obtained in [66] in that, the more the number of samples increases, the latency increases with

the same rate, thus affecting the throughput and the performance of the real-time computations
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in OptiSDR.

Figure 1.13: GNURadio FM results using the USRP board and the BasixRX daughter boarder,
tuned at 89MHz.

The performance results from these case studies were used to estimate the efficiency and the

expressive power of the OptiSDR respectively. As depicted in Figure 1.14, the OptiSDR time-

to-solution model can be estimated. This Chapter will therefore present more information on

how these graphs and results were obtained.

In conclusion, Chapter 7 will present conclusions and further work. This Chapter 7 summarizes

the findings as well as describing possible extensions to OptiSDR. This chapter will discuss the

summary of the development and testing of the OptiSDR DSL and the deployment tool-chain

for the target HCA. This target HCA is the critical processing aspects that is centred on a RF

front-end and high-speed digitizers that then feeds data into a processing stream that comprises

the FPGA and the MCPU. The MCPU can in turn distribute processing to the GPUs for par-

allel processing. Together, these processing elements run the signal processing algorithms and

other necessary services that together provide a high-speed computing infrastructure to run SDR

applications.

The OptiSDR DSL was designed such that program writing in this language is reasonably short

but provide advanced language primitives and features for SDR computations. Therefore Op-

tiSDR presents an increased language expressive power which matches the reference languages

Matlab. In terms of coverage, OptiSDR covers a range of applications centred on the dataflow

model of computation. Therefore using OptiSDR, SDR designers can achieve the adequate per-
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Figure 1.14: OptiSDR vs CUDA-Qt relative power-efficiency plane estimate computed using
Kennedy et.al (2004) TTS model.

formance and concise applications specification, and automatically deploy into the target HCA

for execution.

In summary, the OptiSDR compiler possesses the following SDR-specific automatized paral-

lelization strategies:

1. Parallel stream processing patterns (PSPP): These are SDR specific parallel pattern

that uses the concept of dataflow model of computation (MoC).

2. Compiler guided domain-specific parallelization: This is an automatic paralleliza-

tion strategy that defines and selects, from multiple possible implementation choices, the

fastest parallel pattern implementation.

3. Platform-specific parallelization using platform knowledge: These are parallelization

technique which are suitable for the hybrid MCPU-GPU system which is the target plat-

form in this research.

These OptiSDR automatic parallelization concepts can be employed in the implementation of

parallel patterns for SDR applications. Using a selection of SDR applications, OptiSDR has
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been tested and validated with performance comparisons to hand-optimized CUDA-C imple-

mentations. The OptiSDR framework has proven to match the performance of the CUDA-C

counter-parts.

In conclusion, the conclusions chapter will demonstrate that, OptiSDR is a DSL to facilitate

SDR applications development and deployment on the target HCA can be designed. OptiSDR

achieves by utilizing the underlying resources of the Delite embedded DSL compiler frame-

work, and specialization of code generation patterns for SDR computations. This chapter will

be concluded by the further work discussions. These future work discussions will focus on pre-

senting the planned refinements of the OptiSDR and adding more built-in SDR algorithms and

scheduling techniques. Lastly, the future improvements proposed in this chapter will include

the integration of automatic HDL code generation and validation techniques.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents existing literature in the study of SDR computations using parallel pro-

gramming languages and HCAs. This chapter starts off with the detailed background on SDR

concepts, specifically the three broad areas namely: 1) SDR transceiver chains; 2) Digital base-

band processing techniques using DSP algorithms; and 3) Parallel programming of HCAs.

These broad areas are pictorially demonstrated in Figure 2.1. As depicted in Figure 2.1, the

specialised areas of research in this thesis will be the parallel patterns and dataflow MoC. These

parallel patterns and the dataflow MoC are suitable for use in the DSP algorithms which are

used for SDR computations.

As depicted in Figure 2.1, using the study from the broad and specialised areas of research, a set

of syntax and semantics rules will be deduced. These deduced syntax and semantic rules will be

used to develop a DSL compiler framework for SDR computations using HCAs. Therefore this

chapter will present the key SDR theories, focusing mainly in the use of FPGA-based real-time

DAQ and transmitter system, structured parallel patterns for DSP, and the dataflow MoCs. The

parallel patterns and dataflow MoCs will be discussed in view of their use with hybrid MCPU-

GPU architectures. In order to determine the key concepts used to alleviate the complex parallel

programming design and implementation processes for these target HCAs, the DSL literature

will also be presented. These DSL discussion will demonstrate the advantages of using DSLs,

the advances in DSL engineering, as well as the chosen tools for implementing the OptiSDR

DSL.

40
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Figure 2.1: An overview of literature review which shows the broad and specific concepts used
in this project.

2.1 SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO

Often the concept of SDR is defined as the implementation of some or all of the physical layer

(PHY) of a radio system in software [80–83]. Some definitions such as the one presented in [80]

defines SDR as a radio system whose PHY (i.e. physical layer of telecommunications system)

implementation using programmable hardware devices provides tunable capabilities to any fre-

quency and the capability to receive any modulation across a large frequency spectrum. In this

thesis, SDR is defined using computing architectures and a dataflow like model of computation

as follows:

SDR is the concept of implementing the radio system using analogue signal capturing devices

which provide frequency tunable transceiver capabilities, and analogue-to-digital converters

which feed digitized data into programmable devices for processing of baseband signal(s) using

a software-defined dataflow MoC.

The implication from the software-defined dataflow MoC included in this definition is that,

the analogue signal flows from signal sources as antenna, to the RF front-ends, digitizers, and
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baseband processors, all of which are reconfigurable and/or reprogrammable by software. This

analogue signal is passed on to the RFFE for desired analogue signal selection. The selected

analogue signal at the desired frequency is then digitize using sampling ADCs. The digitized

signal from the ADC, often referred to as the baseband signal, is then sent to programmable

hardware devices for digital processing using DSP algorithms such channelization, modula-

tion/demodulation, and spectral analysis methods. However, the currently available computing

architectures for SDR and capabilities of some of the used programmable chips presents some

limitations. These limitations present numerous challenges for practical implementations of the

SDR applications.

These challenges are practically experienced in the RFFE, ADC, and digital processing parts of

the SDR. The RFFE challenges include mainly non-linearity effects as presented in [84], [80],

and [85]. The other limitation is the number of RF front-end modules that can be used in one

SDR system to simultaneously communicate over different frequency bands [85]. Some SDR

challenges are in the digitizing (ADC) and digital processing parts of the SDR system, with

the latter presenting most of them due to complexities in programming of the hardware devices

used [83].

The following sections will discuss these three main components of SDR, which will be referred

to as SDR processing blocks. The first processing block for SDR is the RFFE which will be

discussed in Section 2.1.1, followed by the sampling ADC and DAC in Section 2.1.2 as the

second SDR processing block. The third and most compute intensive SDR processing block is

the digital baseband processing block discussed in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.1 Radio Frequency Frontend

The RFFE is the closest module to the antenna. The RFFE is used for selecting desired signals

from a range of frequencies within a given spectrum [86]. Ideally, an SDR system promises and

conveniently provides tunable capabilities to any frequency and can supports multiple modu-

lation standards across a large frequency spectrum [83]. But the practical implementation of

the SDR system using just a single RFFE module may not cover all desired frequency ranges.

Therefore, there is a need to provide a flexible way to change to different RFFE modules which
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support and meet requirements for various radio system specifications.

The different RFFE modules design may provide different frequency spectrum with the ability

to selectively down-/up-convert and sample the signals to desired frequency bands. Therefore

these RFFE modules are set to be software reconfigurable in order to fit different radio systems’

needs. The generic structure of a typical frequency tunable RFFE module comprises mainly

of the BPF, local oscillator (LO), and Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) devices. The arrangement

of these devices to form the RFFE determines the output signal frequency, with the main idea

to suppress unwanted frequencies, and boost the power of the desired signal. The BPF often

starts off by filtering analogue input signal from the antenna. The first stage BPF involves

the suppression of out-of-band signal frequencies and selection of only the desired frequencies

within a certain range [87].

The signal power of the output from the first stage BPF is boosted by the LNA. The LNA

output is then passed on to the second stage BPF. The second stage BPF is used for rejecting

the image signal before the first stage mixing. There are two main IF mixing stages in modern

SDR RFFE [87]. The first IF mixing is frequency tunable while the second one maintains a fixed

bandwidth. The BPFs and the mixers provide the frequency tuning capabilities required in SDR.

There are however different designs for RFFE such as the ones presented in [88], [89], and [90].

In this research, experiments were carried out using RFFE module from Ettus Research named

RFX2400. The frequency spectrum of the RFX2400 is ranging from 2.3GHz to 2.9GHz [90].

This RFX2400 module is also frequency tunable by software reconfigurations.

2.1.2 Sampling ADCs and DACs

The ADC is a device for converting analogue signals into their digital format. The ADC for

SDR involves two main functional blocks, sampling circuitry and quantization (ADC). The

sampling in ADC is done using the ADC clock with the sampling frequency (Fs) which sets the

sample interval. Sampling in the ADC causes aliasing side effect. Therefore an anti-aliasing

filter is included in the ADC as depicted in Figure 2.2.

As depicted in Figure 2.2, the anti-alias filtered signal is quantized using a 16-bit ADC, thus

producing a 216 digital output codes. In the quantization block, each real number is replaced
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Figure 2.2: An overview of a sampling ADC functional block diagram with an anti-aliasing
filter in the sampling circuitry and 16-bit quantization. (Image based on [86])

with an approximation from a finite set of discrete values (or levels). However, if not well

addressed this approximation may present quantization error [87], an error that represent the

difference in the analogue signal and the approximate digital value [91]. The more the number

of bits representing the analogue signal in the approximate digital format, the less the quantiza-

tion noise [92].

In SDR, the quantization noise can also be addressed by adjusting the LNA noise floor in the

RFFE to be above the quantization noise [86]. As presented in [87], if there are larger sources of

noise such as the LNA in RFFE and the ambient RF noise, the quantization noise becomes less

significant. In SDR digitization block, it is vital to increase the available bits for representing the

actual signal, often referred to as ADC resolution. Increasing the ADC resolution also increases

the dynamic range of the sampling ADC [93]. The dynamic range in ADC is the ratio between

the largest and smallest values of the usable signal [94]. Example high performance ADCs

typically have 14-bit to 16-bit resolution at sampling rates such as 250Msps and 800Msps in the

ADS62P49/ADS4249 ADC and DAC respectively [95–97]. The sampling ADC features that

are used to define SDR sampling ADCs’ performance include the clock jitter, signal-to-noise

ration (SNR) and distortion.
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SNR = 20log10(
1

2πftj
) (2.1)

The ADC’s clock jitter reduces the SNR, thus a low clock jitter is preferred as it provides high

sensitivity. Theoretically, the ADC SNR equation with jitter (tj) depicted in Equation 2.1 show

that given the desired SNR, the clock jitter can be calculated [87]. The phase-locked loop (PLL),

as depicted in Figure 2.2, can be used to generate the ADC clock with desired jitter (tj). The

low jitter in the ADC clock frequency with careful selection of the intermediate frequency (IF)

and the local oscillator (LO) frequencies minimizes internal and external interference. The PLL

drives the desired clock sampling frequency to the ADC and/or DAC [95, 96]. Off-the-shelf

devices for the ADC/DAC pair are used in modern SDR applications. In other words, the ADC

technology is often commercially engineered and optimized to cope with the state of the art

digital processing speeds requirements.

In this thesis, the ADC/DAC devices used include the Texas Instruments ADS62P49/ADS4249

used in the 4DSP FMC150 ADC [95], and the Analog Devices AD9862 ADC/DAC [96] used in

the USRP1 [66] [89] device. Hypothetically, these ADCs can directly sample the signal straight

from the antenna and feed into the programmable hardware for digital baseband processing.

But due to the ADC limitations such as finite dynamic range, finite bandwidth, and signal

power, some additional components presented in the RFFE section above are still required to

condition the ADC input signal [95]. Careful selection of these components must be made in

SDR to achieve the ADC’s maximum dynamic range while maintaining the sensitivity [86,87].

In SDR, the challenge is bringing the ADC and DAC closer to the antenna, while making the

design very suitable for a compact form factor desired in SDR, as well as making most of the

functionality to be defined by software. For instance, the digital signal from the ADC is con-

verted to the baseband using software techniques such as the numerically controlled oscillator

(NCO). These software techniques remove the need for the LO and mixing of the signal in the

RFFE before the ADC/DAC modules. Thus, allowing designers to build an SDR RF front-end

only using analogue filtering components, LNA, and digital converters. While this SDR with

RF front-end design is a straight forward procedure, careful consideration of design aspects
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must be made in order to provide the flexible RF system with sampling ADC and DAC. These

design aspects include SNR and dynamic range, sometimes referred to as Spurious Free Dy-

namic Range SFDR [91]. Other design aspect are the centre frequency (Fc) and intermediate

frequency (IF), channel-to-channel (in dB), and power specifications such as consumption and

I/O types.

2.1.3 Digital Baseband Processing

After capturing, conditioning, and digitizing the analogue signal from the antenna at an ac-

ceptable sampling rate using RF front-end and ADC, the digital processing part of the SDR

commences. The digital processing part of the SDR is often referred to as digital baseband pro-

cessing because the digital processing is performed on the baseband signal [98]. The baseband

signal is a very narrow frequency range signal resulting from mixing the RF front-end/ADC

signal with NCO sine and cosine waves [80]. In other designs, the baseband signal generation

is done in the RFFE/ADC section [84] [86] [94].

.

.

.
RFFE ADC Channelization Buffering

Signal Processing

Algorithms

Figure 2.3: An overview of digital baseband processing functional block diagram, high-lighting
in red the software based digital baseband processing.

The digital baseband processing in SDR involves converting the RF front-end/ADC signal to

baseband, and digitally down-converting the signal. After the down-convertion, the digital base-

band processor tunes into the frequency of interest by using the process called channelization.

The baseband signal is then further processed using DSP algorithms for SDR. These DSP al-

gorithms are a set of complex mathematical differentials and integrals represented in a digital

format using discrete samples processing and arithmetic operations [80]. In simpler terms, DSP

in SDR involves capturing a set of baseband samples and adjusting these samples for process-

ing (buffering), and implementing algorithms digitally that are described by differentials and

integrals [66] [83]. This makes the SDR baseband processing block the most compute intensive

part of the SDR, and the most complex, especially due to the stringent timing and real-time
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processing requirements [83] [98].

The programmable DSP are often used in the baseband processing of the SDR. However, due

to the high processing power required, specifically in the multiply/accumulate operations in

most DSP algorithms, programmable DSP are no longer suited to these applications. Secondly,

there are also limitations in the memory bandwidth required to cope with the real-time wide

band processing requirements. An FPGA has now-a-days become the top-notch choice for

real-time DSP in SDR digital baseband processing. This is not only because an FPGA its

reconfigurable and programmable by software, but also because it can cope with the stringent

timing requirements for the wide band real-time SDR system.

Even with its advantages, an FPGA does not solve all the complexities in the computational

power of DSP in SDR. For instance, an FPGA still has limited memory bandwidth which is

required for wide band real-time processing. This memory bandwidth limitation becomes ex-

cessive in the case of an SDR application with more channels [99]. Also the current state of the

art FPGAs still provide only fixed-point arithmetic operations and very limited in the floating-

point arithmetic operations that they can perform. This brings up issues related to rounding-off

errors occurring during the fixed point arithmetic operations such as less accuracy.

In this thesis, the author takes this complex SDR digital baseband processing block, and breaks

it down into independent blocks which can be distributed in the computing elements of an ad-

vanced HCA. This HCA is aimed at addressing some of the computing power requirements in

SDR. The HCA addresses these requirements by distributing data and processing in the com-

puting elements which are suitable for real-time wideband/narrowband processing with higher

memory bandwidth, increased arithmetic operations, and accuracy. This concept has been done

before using existing tools such as GNURadio and Matlab SDR libraries, where an FPGA is

used for real-time data acquisition using DDC/DUC techniques, and a personal computer for

advanced signal processing with floating-point arithmetic operations and memory management

techniques. However, this architectures present other challenges such as unacceptable com-

munication, buffering, and processing latencies. These latency challenges affect the maximum

throughput desired in SDR computations.
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The aim is therefore to use an FPGA for real-time data acquisition and wide band processing

using channelization, a high-speed interconnection technique for sending data to the multicore

PC, and a MCPU system equipped with multiple GPUs for parallel DSP algorithms. Thus the

hybrid FPGA-MCPU architecture will be expanded into a more advanced FPGA-MCPU-GPU

system that provides higher performance. In this proposed target HCA for SDR, an FPGA-based

development board equipped with the RF front-end and sampling ADC/DAC, will be connected

to a multicore (MCPU) system with GbE and/or a high-speed USB port. This MCPU will also

have a GPU or a cluster of GPUs connected in the host MCPU system’s PCIe slots.

2.2 CHANNELIZATION USING GATEWARE-READY FPGAS

The channelization process operates in real-time basis using wide band processing techniques.

In this process, computations are often performed at the nano-second timing scale. However,

due to some processing delays, often referred to as single path and multi-path signal processing

delays, this timings can be slowed down to just a few micro-seconds, intentionally or uninten-

tionally. Unintentional delays in channelization may cause timing errors that are undesirable in

SDR. Therefore it is desirable in channelization to maintain low I/O and processing latencies in

order to avoid missing desired signals during real-time signal acquisition and processing. It is

this timing requirements that make the channelization processing blocks to be suited for FPGA-

based signal processing. Channelization comprises of three main processing tasks, baseband

signal generation, sample rate conversion (SRC), and selecting channels of interest [99] [1].

In this thesis, the gateware-ready FPGA platforms will be used. The initially plan was to in-

cluded high-level synthesis tool flow, which alleviates the complex manual FPGA applications

development process [34,48]. However, due to time constraints, an FPGA platform with a fully

parameterizable and tested channelization gateware will be used. The term gateware-ready im-

plies that the channelization VHDL code is synthesized and well tested on the target FPGA plat-

form, thus requires minimal reconfiguration steps. In this section, therefore, this hand-crafted

VHDL code for channelization will be discussed, together with other possible implementations.

This section will start off with the discussion on the implementation of the baseband signal

generation in Section 2.2.1, followed by the SRC implementation in Section 2.2.2, and the
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channel filtering in Section 2.2.3. This section will be concluded by various techniques for

channelization in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Baseband Signal Generation

Baseband signal generation includes RF front-end/ADC signal to baseband conversion. Base-

band signal generation is done by mixing the input digital signal from RF font-end/ADC with

NCO sine and cosine waveforms to produce the analytic/baseband signal. The analytic/base-

band signal consists of two parts namely, the in-phase (I) and the quadrature (Q) parts [98]. An

example of an NCO block diagram is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The baseband signal generation block diagram with output I/Q samples 2-D plot.

As depicted in Figure 2.4, the output of the baseband signal generation is the I/Q samples that

results from mixing with the NCO sinusoids. The VHDL coding of the baseband signal gen-

eration requires generation of sine and cosine table using high-level languages such as Matlab

and Octave. In this thesis, the author uses Matlab as the reference high-level language, thus a

Matlab script to generate sine and cosine tables, and convert them to their fixed representations

for uses in FPGA-friendly sinusoidal look-up tables. As depicted in Figure 2.4, the NCO uses

these sine and cosine LUTs to generate the sin/cos values. These sin/cos values are multiplied

with the incoming digital signal from the ADC to produce I-Q samples. The complexity of

the NCO will depend on the final frequency setting accuracy required and on the SFDR of the

system [99].
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2.2.2 Sample Rate Conversion

The sample rate conversion (SRC) [100] [99] may refer to either down-conversion or up-

conversion of the discrete signal samples to the desired sample rate. In the down-conversion

case, often performed using a DDC implementation in FPGA, a decimation process is per-

formed [1] using digital low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filtering.

Comb Filter Comb Filter Comb Filter ↑ R Integrator Filter Integrator Filter Integrator Filter

.
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∑x[i] y[i] = x[i]− x[i−D]

.
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-

+
+

+
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Figure 2.5: An overview of a CIC block diagram, showing how the combs and the integrator
of an N-stage CIC are interconnected.

This linear phase digital FIR filters are efficiently implemented in hardware using techniques

which utilize less multipliers such as cascaded integrated-comb (CIC) filters and canonical

signed digit (CSD) based FIR filters. CSD uses only adder/subtracters and shift-registers but

the filter coefficients must be represented in CSD format [35] [101]. However CSD is not easily

parameterizable nor easy to optimize, and involve more complex steps for SRC [102] [103],

hence why CIC are preferred.

Figure 2.5 pictorially demonstrate the circuit of the CIC filter. While fully parameterizable and

computationally efficient as depicted in Figure 2.5, CIC has only one drawback as its passband

is not flat during channel filtering [99], which is not desirable in many SDR applications. How-

ever, this can be handled by a compensating FIR filter (CFIR) [100] which selects a channel of

choice effectively while providing the desired filter frequency response. The filter coefficients

are still converted to their fixed-point representation in CIC and CFIR, but the procedure is quite

straight forwardly performed using fixed-point conversion in C/C++, Octave, or Matlab.

The CIC is made up a number of stages, where each stage represent a pair of comb and integra-
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tor filters, interconnected as depicted in Figure 2.5. There are three stages in Figure 2.5 since

there are three comb and three integrator filters. A comb filter is a differentiator with a transfer

function Hc(z) = 1 − z−M , where M is a differential delay limited to one or two. This differ-

ential delay is operating at a lower sampling frequency of fs/R, an R is the down-/up-converter

value (i.e. R can be equal to 2 or 4 or even 8). An integrator filter is a single pole accumulator

with a transfer function HI(z) = 1/1− z−1, and operates at a higher sampling frequency of fs.

From these definitions, the implication is that the down-conversion (i.e. integration stage) sce-

nario starts first by sampling at a higher frequency and applies the transfer function afterwards.

The integrator output is the transferred to the comb stage at a lower sampling frequency. At the

comb stage, the transfer function is applied. This implies that the up-conversion is the reverse,

with the comb filters operating on the signal first at lower sampling frequency, followed by

the integrator at a higher sampling frequency. The complete DDC functional block diagram is

depicted in Figure 2.6.

2.2.3 Channel Filtering

Channel filtering is the process of selecting the desired channel by tuning to its frequency. This

channel filtering requires two main processes namely: 1) Channel equalization; and 2) Out-of-

band signal attenuation filtering. The FIR filter for equalization is a filter with the frequency

response designed to compensate for the magnitude attenuation of the CIC stage. Another FIR

filter attenuates the out-of-band signal. This FIR filter efficiently attenuates signals outside the

channel of interest.

It is in these FIR filter designs that the SDR experts may present different optimizations and/or

computationally efficient fixed-point arithmetic operations. A typical LUT implemented using

VHDL, stores FIR filter coefficients in the VHDL implementation. These Filter coefficients

were implemented and converted into their fixed point arithmetic using Octave as depicted in

Listing 2.1. Figure 2.6 depicts the CFIR frequency response from these coefficient as compared

to the other optimal methods for SRC and channel filtering. As depicted in Figure 2.6, the

CFIR filter stop-band and low pass-band ripple of about -30dBc, while the most optimal im-

plementation of the Fourier transforms based channel filtering methods, specifically the DDC
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Listing 2.1: An example channel filter coefficients generation for use with DDC/DUC SRC.
% CFIR Coefficient Generator
Sampling Freqz = 91392000; % Sampling Freq.
Carrier Freqz = 4850000; % Carrier Freq.
Len = 110;
Fo = 4∗Carrier Freqz/Sampling Freqz;
s = 0.25/2e3; % Granularity
fp = [0: s:Fo];% Step size
fs = (Fo+s):s :0.5; % Pass band freqs.
Xf = [fp fs ]∗2; % Stop band freqs
Coeffs = ones(1, length(fp) ) ;% Norm. freqs.: 0<=f<=1
%% Pass band response; Mp(1)=1
Coeffs(2:end) = abs(4∗sin(pi∗fp(2:end)/4) ./ sin (pi∗fp(2:end))) .ˆ8;
FilteredCoeffs = [Coeffs zeros (1, length( fs ) ) ];
Xf(end) = 1;
Coeffs Out = fir2 (Len,Xf,FilteredCoeffs ) ; % Filter length L+1
[h, Xf] = freqz(Coeffs Out ,1,[], Sampling Freqz); % get Freq. response
%% Plot
plot (Xf,10∗log10(abs(h)) ,” linewidth ”,4) ;
xlabel ( ’Offset (Hz)’);
ylabel ( ’dBc’);
set (gca, ”linewidth ”,3, ” fontsize ”, 16);
%% Fixed point coeffs
K = 18;
FixedCoeffs = round(Coeffs Out∗power(2,K−1)−1);

implementation based on PFT filter bank, shows improved stop-band and low pass-band ripple

of -85dBc.

2.2.4 Optimization Techniques in Channelization

While the DDC is computationally efficient and straight-forward to implement, some further

optimal channelization techniques such as the frequency domain techniques using FFTs and

polyphase DFT filter banks (PDFT) do exists. These techniques provide easier timing accurate

sample rate conversion and channel filtering approaches that takes advantage of the N ∗ logN

computational complexity of an N-point FFT. As compared to the DDCs, the FFT frequency

domain SRC and channel filtering techniques are used. These FFT based techniques apply in

applications requiring several channels, especially where the channel filter performance is not

too critical. The DDC channel performance, as depicted in Figure 2.6a, is outperformed by the

FFT based technique depicted in Figure 2.6b, specifically in terms of filter frequency response,

with the DDC stop-band and low pass-band ripple of about−85dBc. However these FFT-based

techniques are better suited in channelization cases where channels with even frequency spacing

and equal filtering are required [1].
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(a) The frequency responses for the CFIR channel filter for the DDC (i.e. Listing 2.1 implementa-
tion).

(b) The frequency responses for the PFT filter bank, Kaiser weighted FFT, and unweighted FFT
from [1].

Figure 2.6: The frequency response of the channel filter design depicted in Listing 2.1, com-
pared to the PFT filter bank, Kaiser weighted FFT, and unweighted FFT responses from [1].

The channel filter performance of the FFT-based techniques are improved using windowing

functions such as Hamming or Kaiser Window. But the PDFT, especially the weight overlap

and add (WOLA) technique, is often preferred due to the filtering performance improvement

compared with standard weighted FFT responses. In addition, the PDFT operation is restricted
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to channelization cases that require evenly spaced channels with equal filtering. The implemen-

tation of these FFT techniques require careful consideration in the processing latencies due to

buffering used. These FFT-based implementations use pipelined architectures, which efficiently

utilize the FPGA. Some of the novel pipeline SRC and channel filtering techniques with much

more improved FPGA area optimization and channel filtering performance include the pipeline

frequency transforms (PFT). While the PTF is restricted to producing equally spaced frequency

bins, it can be improved by an even more optimal version of the PFT called the tunable PFT [1].

The tunable PTF overcomes these PTF restrictions by providing techniques to tune into the

centre frequency and independently filtering of each bin. The tunable PFT produces stage out-

puts and different frequency resolutions, which makes it equivalently as flexible as the DDC.

However the tunable PTF efficiently supports a larger number of channels than the DDC [1].

The DDC’s efficient utilization of FPGA resources has makes it the main attractive solution for

most SDR applications. This is often due to the trade-off between area and performance opti-

mizations considered in FPGA applications design. For a single channel, DDC utilizes fewer

FPGA resources, however, for multiple channels; there is a requirement for multiple instances

of this DDC. For instance, as depicted in Figure 2.7 of FPGA resource utilizations for the differ-

ent channel filtering techniques [1], it is shown that, as the number of DDC increases the logic

elements used increase, thus occupying more FPGA area. Furthermore, the results in Figure 2.7

demonstrate efficient FPGA resources utilization of optimized TPFT solution. Nevertheless,

the PDFT and WOLA techniques are still suitable, not only for uniformly spaced channels with

identical filtering, but also for area optimization in terms of computational complexity when

the number of channels is large [1]. In summary, area optimization is dependent on the number

of channels per application, but using an efficient algorithm in a specific application provides

significant improvement in FPGA resource utilization. This significant improvement in FPGA

resource utilization results in area optimisation. Meaning that, for an application requiring a

fewer number of channels, a DDC is sufficient. However, for applications requiring a large

number of uniformly spaced channels with identical filtering, the PDFT and WOLA channel

filtering techniques are the most efficient. Furthermore, TPFT is applicable in multi-standard

SDR systems, where a mixture of channel bandwidths and frequency spacing is required and

the number of channels is also large (i.e. more than eight channels) [1].
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Figure 2.7: Logic elements comparison for Stacked DDCs versus PFT, and stacked DDCs
versus TPFT. [1]

2.3 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING USING HCA

There are other DSP algorithms applied to the signal coming from channelisation block of the

SDR. These DSP algorithms include modulators and demodulators, encoders and decoders,

and other application specific and basic DSP algorithms. In telecommunications, the most

compute intensive algorithms in the PHY layer may include encoding and decoding algorithms

such as convolutional encoders, low-density parity check (LDPC), Turbo equalizers, and Viterbi

encoders [104, 105]. For other SDR applications such as in Radar and radio astronomy, there

are more complex implementation of DSP algorithms.

In Radar, there are four categories of compute intensive DSP algorithms, these include Doppler

filtering, pulse compression, constant false alarm rate (CFAR), and data/signal processing and

imaging [106]. In radio astronomy, computationally expensive algorithms operate on huge

data chunks from multiple input sources, thus require optimal buffering and cross-correlation

techniques. In radio astronomy, there is also heavy computations such spectroscopy, pulser

processing, and correlation [31].

2.3.1 Choosing a Suitable Hardware for DSP

Processing of these algorithms require a good computing power provided by programmable sig-

nal processors such as FPGAs, MCPUs, Intel many-integrated cores (Intel MICs), and GPUs.

Despite the power to accelerate and achieve the desired time-to-solution properties for SDR,
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each of these programmable signal processors have their own metric in evaluating which is

suitable for a particular SDR computation implementation. These implementation metrics are

for both the processing hardware and software. The hardware speed, available resources (mem-

ory, threads, etc.), and accuracy are considered as metrics in this thesis. In this context, the

processing hardware’s time-to-solution metrics include throughput, latency, and interconnec-

tion bandwidth in multiprocessor systems such as the ones presented in this thesis.

Throughput is a measure of the number floating-point or fixed-point operations per second, with

units floating-point operations per seconds (FLOPS) and operations per second (OPS) respec-

tively [106]. Therefore, throughput is simply the measure of how fast the chosen processor

hardware can process a given set of arithmetic operations. Latency is the time it takes the pro-

cessor hardware to process a given finite block of input data and produce another finite block of

data at its (the processor) output [107]. In simpler terms, latency is the measure of the elapsed

time from when the first element of the input block arrives at the processors to when the first

element of the output block is available. This distinguishes the latency from throughput, im-

plying that if throughput is speed, then latency is the measure of quickness [106] [107]. While

minimum latency depends on maximum throughput of the processor hardware, the converse is

not true. The latency and throughput can be used to determine performance. However, it is

important to note that, an updated metric is performance per watt. The watt is the measure of

the rate of consumption of energy in an electric circuit (i.e. the silicon chip) during an execution

of a given algorithm [108, 109].

The FPGA is very good with minimum latencies in SDR computations. However, the trade-off

is speed and accuracy. While the FPGA processing power may provide acceptable latencies,

accuracy is always of concern. Accuracy is the measure of errors that may occur in DSP com-

putations due to fixed-point arithmetic operations that are preferred in FPGA based processors.

As stated in the channelization section, fixed-point arithmetic operations present rounding off

errors. These accuracy concerns include dynamic range, signal-to-quantization noise ratios and

the problems of overflow and underflow of arithmetic computations. [106] presents examples

of the overflow and underflow problems, with discussions on how floating-point arithmetic op-

erations that use the IEEEP754 32-bit format can solve these issues for accuracy.
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Due to these accuracy concerns and the complexity of striving for accurate fixed-/floating-point

arithmetic operations in FPGA, investigations are done in the literature on how to use more

accurate floating-point arithmetic operations [106]. Therefore it has been proven that combining

an FPGA with other silicon solutions such as ARM, MCPU, and/or even GPUs, provide more

accurate computations for SDR with minimal software development effort [11] [9]. In this case,

the communication architecture used to interface all the computing nodes to the master GPP

becomes vital. This communication architecture must provide minimum latency and maximum

data bandwidth to ensure the systems ability to meet the stringent timing requirements [9] [36].

This brings up another hardware metric that relates to this interconnection bandwidth called

bisection bandwidth. In this thesis context, the bisection bandwidth is the rate of data transfer

from the FPGA-based channelizing board, to the signal processor that can handle floating-point

arithmetic (i.e. ARM or MCPU/GPU). Therefore, the idea is to provide a HCA that handles

efficiently the computations in SDR without compromising the speed (latency and throughput),

accuracy, and bisection bandwidth.

The HCAs considered in this thesis include hybrid FPGA-DSP and hybrid FPGA-MCPU-GPU

architectures [39] [40] [10]. In a hybrid FPGA-DSP (or FPGA-ARM as with modern SDR

architectures) HCA, the FPGA performs high-performance (low-latency, maximum thoughput)

real-time channelization and a few other signal processing operations such as packetization,

while the DSP performs other operations such as control, measurement, and limited DSP algo-

rithms. DSP/ARM have limited parallelism, therefore not suitable for high-performance signal

processing. The high-performance computations employ much more complex architectures,

which minimizes latency and maximizes throughput by orders of magnitude. The hybrid CPU-

GPU systems connect to the FPGA based real-time data acquisition system. This connection is

via high-speed connection such as USB-2.0 [66], GbE [19] [110], PCIe [111], or GPMC [112].

2.3.2 Programming a Hybrid MCPU-GPU

The main metrics in the software part of the SDR is how fast each DSP algorithm can be exe-

cuted in a given computing element (i.e. hardware). But the updated metric is performance per

watt [108, 109]. There are a number of metrics, which affect the performance per watt. These

metrics are algorithm metrics and efficient hardware resources utilization, especially in a het-
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erogeneous system such as the hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture proposed in this thesis. Each

one of these processing elements (i.e. MCPU, or GPU) consume power different. In GPUs, the

specified maximum power is often read using software tools such as the Nvidia Management

Library [113], which can query the Nvidia GPU, specifically the Kepler and onwards architec-

tures, for power consumption levels during the device idle and busy times.

The performance of an algorithm under test depends on its number of operations, its execution

times, and its optimizations for a given hardware platform. The number of operations are calcu-

lated using the algorithm complexity (i.e. Big O notations) and the number of operations such as

multipliers and adders performed in such an algorithm. The execution times are the measure of

timing for each of the DSP algorithms implemented using HCA-specific optimizations. HCA-

specific optimizations in software include manual caching, memory access patterns, thread map-

ping and synchronization, communication, and kernel/firmware programming [43] for each of

the different computing elements of the HCA. These complex optimization processes require

expert knowledge in multiple programming paradigms, including HDLs and specialized GPU

programming libraries, to utilize the HCAs’ computing resources efficiently. The SDR soft-

ware developer must strive for maximum throughput and minimum latency that maybe caused

by processing and communications speed limitations. For instance, one may encounter large

processing latencies when processing huge data chunks using compute intensives algorithms

such as clutter filtering in Radar and Viterbi encoder/decoder in telecommunications.

10s of CPU Cores 1000s of GPU Cores

Memory Copying

Figure 2.8: An overview of the GPGPU with memory copying from the host processor to the
GPU accelerator

In such cases, the throughput maybe affected, thus affecting the overall SDR system perfor-

mance. This is mostly the case in hybrid MCPU-GPU systems, which rely heavily in memory

copying of data to and from the GPU. As depicted in Figure 2.8, there are thousands of cores

in the GPU and the memory of the GPU is up to 12GB in the fastest Nvidia GPU, TitanX with
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Maxwell architectures. However, there is limited bisection bandwidth in the PCIe interconnec-

tion that the GPU and MCPU use to communicate. In addition, some algorithms are memory

bandwidth bound (e.g. FFT); hence they may need more memory than the available GPU mem-

ory. Therefore, there are design considerations when addressing these throughput issues caused

by these memory limitations and communication speed.

Other problems include efficient utilization of the GPUs shared memory and multiple threads

to accelerate DSP computations. GPU kernel programming performs these multiple threads

allocations. In some cases such as reduction and time-domain convolution operations, there

is a requirement for synchronizing the threads, but in some parallel algorithms where there

independent data chunks for processing, there is asynchronous thread executions. An example

of the time domain convolution algorithms implemented using C/C++ CUDA framework is

depicted in Listing 2.2.

Listing 2.2 is a cuda kernel for the time-domain convolution algorithm, which demonstrates an

example of a transposed FIR filter using Remez filter coefficient. In this convolution CUDA

implementation, the use of shared memory as the buffer for the reduction part (i.e. multiply,

sum, and shift) of the convolution. In addition, the Remez filter coefficients are also stored

into texture memory, which is an L1 cache memory, thus the manual caching optimization.

The texture memory in CUDA is good for SDR applications where memory access patterns

that fully comply with spatial locality [106] [114] [115]. In this spatial locality for memory

access pattern, a thread is likely to read from an address near the address that nearby threads

read. Both shared and texture memory are for optimal memory access patterns [116] used in

this convolution, with the texture memory used for storing filter coefficients that are accessed

in spatial locality manner.

Thread allocations in GPU is different from multi-threading using multicore CPU code such as

Posix threads or OpenMP. In OpenMP, the same convolution algorithm presented in Listing 2.2

can be implemented in just a few lines of code though not as efficient as the CUDA version.

However, as shown in Listings 2.3 and 2.4, the Posix version is also less complex, especially

thread allocation and synchronization. The manual caching for these C/C++ multi-threading

techniques uses cache friendly programming. Cache friendly programming include allocating
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Listing 2.2: CUDA Kernel for Convolution
// Texture Memory
texture<float, 1,cudaReadModeElementType> RemezCoeffs;
// Kernel for Transposed FIR Filter

global void t fir ( float ∗x, float ∗ y, const unsigned int T,const unsigned int J)
{

// Shared memory − Size specified in main()
extern shared float OBUFF[];
const unsigned int tid = threadIdx.x;
const unsigned int NT = blockDim.x;
const unsigned int bid = blockIdx.x;
const unsigned int NB = gridDim.x;
double sum = 0; //
unsigned int i = 0, j = 0;
for ( j=0; j<J; j++){// Sum & Shift − Convolve

for ( i=0; i<T; ++i){ // T = Tap Order
sum += (float ) (( float ) tex1D(RemezCoeffs, (unsigned int)i ) ∗ x[(unsigned

int ) ( i+tid+T∗j + bid∗J∗T)]);
}

syncthreads () ;
OBUFF[tid+T∗j] = (float)sum;

syncthreads () ;
sum = (double)0.0;

}
// Do the last sample; No. of proper FIR outputs is N−M+1
if ( tid == 0){

for ( i=0; i<T; i++){
sum += (float ) (( float )tex1D(RemezCoeffs,(unsigned int)i) ∗ x[(unsigned

int ) ( i+tid+T∗J + bid∗J∗T)]);
}

}
syncthreads () ; // Synchronize threads

if ( tid == 0){ // Buffer in Shared Memory
OBUFF[tid+T∗J] = (float)sum;

}
syncthreads () ; // Sync. Threads

for ( j=0; j<J; j++){ // After we sum and shift
y[ tid+j∗T + bid∗J∗T] = ( float )OBUFF[tid+J∗T];

}
syncthreads () ; // Sync. Threads

if ( tid == 0){
y[ tid+J∗T + bid∗J∗T] = (float )OBUFF[tid+J∗T];

}
}

volatile memory allocations with sizes less than the cache. For instance, if the maximum L2

cache sizes are about 512KB, a volatile array of size less than 512KB will be faster to access

than greater than 512KB sizes. In the case of the convolution algorithm, if the filter coefficients

are 32-bit values (i.e. 4 bytes), there will be optimized access to less than 131072 filter coeffi-

cients. However, there must be enough space in the L2 cache left for input and output values. In

addition, where possible, striving to cluster together loads and stores to the same address may

improve cache access patterns.

The multithreaded convolution codes depicted in Listings 2.3 and 2.4 utilizes the many cores of
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Listing 2.3: Posix threaded convolution code
// Convolution Function
void ∗mult accum(void ∗x) {

struct filter data ∗fdata = ( struct filter data ∗)x;
//
for( int i=0;i<fdata−>T;i++) {

// coef array not cache friendly
fdata−>out += fdata−>in[i]∗fdata−>coef[i];

}
}
// main() Function
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[]) {

pthread t threads[NUM THREADS];
int torder = 8, rc;
struct filter data din[NUM THREADS];
float ∗inSamps = getSamples(NUM THREADS);
//
for( int i=0;i<NUM THREADS;i++) {

// nSamps volatile and fit into cache, chunk it
din[ i ]. in = getShiftedChunk(inSamps,torder,i);
din[ i ]. coef = coeffs ; // Cache blocked filter

coeffs .
din[ i ]. T = torder; // Tap Order must also be once
// Process each chunk at a time
rc = pthread create( &threads[i],NULL,

mult accum, (void∗) &din[i]);
if (rc) {

printf (”Error:Thread %d Creation
Failed.\n”,rc);

exit (−1);
}

}
pthread exit (NULL);

}

Listing 2.4: OpenMP threaded convolution code
// Filter parameters likely accessed together
// so store together in Struct
struct filter data {

float ∗in; // Input data chunk must fit in Cache
float ∗coef; // may be a better way to cache block this
float out;
int T;

}; // End of Struct Definition .
void mult accum omp(struct filter data x){

float outp = 0.0f ;
// Using OpenMP to Parallelize Loop
#pragma omp parallel for reduction(+:outp)
for( int i=0; i<x.T;i++){

outp += x.in[ i ]∗x.coef[ i ]; // Is coef cache blocked?
}
x.out = outp;

}
// Main Function
int main(int argc, char ∗argv[])
{

struct filter data din[N];
// ...
for( int i=0;i<N;i++)
{

din[ i ]. in = getShiftedChunk(inSamps,torder,i); //
din[ i ]. coef = coeffs ; // Cache blocked the

coefficients
din[ i ]. T = torder;
// OpenMP reduction
mult accum omp(din[i]);

}
return 0;

}

the MCPUs. This concept of multithreading the convolution computation creates multiple exe-

cution contexts within a single OS process, with each execution context running simultaneously

on a separate core. This OS process has an exact copy of memory and the threads operate on that

memory copy concurrently. The communication between these threads happens through natural

reads and writes to and from the shared data structures. However, writing cache-friendly appli-

cation may not be as easy in this case, thus the SDR experts must pay close attention on how the

high-performance source code takes form. In cache-friendly multi-threaded coding, the concept

of false sharing and the principle of locality (temporal and spatial locality) [117], both of which

are focused on placing related data close in memory to allow efficient caching. The false sharing

concept allows for two cores to write data elements to the same cache line [117], thereby creat-

ing excess coherency traffic as the cores update their respective copies [117] [118] [119]. [120]

discusses techniques for writing cache friendly programs in C/C++.
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The basic idea is to demonstrate the complexity of these high-performance parallel program-

ming coding techniques, for both MCPU and GPU applications acceleration. From the author’s

experience, these techniques complement each other in improving the performance of DSP al-

gorithms used in SDR computations using hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures. These parallel

programming techniques for MCPU and GPUs work well with state of the art parallel program-

ming patterns in order to provide the generalized data and task parallel paradigms. In this thesis

context, the parallel programming patterns are a set of design patterns organised in a highly

structured format to capture the dataflow like manner of the SDR computations so that SDR

designers can quickly express the solution to any SDR problem of interest [32].

2.3.3 Benchmarks for Performance in SDR Computations using HCA

The performance of each of the DSP algorithms used in SDR computations using HCAs is

expected to improve significantly. This performance may degrade significantly if abstraction

overhead is significant. In order to determine if the software abstraction does not affect the

performance of SDR computations, the concept of benchmarking is required to consider if the

proposed DSL has an adequate performance. Just as defined for computing, benchmarking

refers to the process of running multiple programming tests, which assess the performance of a

given algorithm as compared to one or more reference programming tests.

For instance, when following the APOD method in GPU applications development, applica-

tions designers compare the performance of some golden measures defined in C/C++ to the

applications defined using parallel libraries such as CUDA and OpenCL. Meaning that, a typi-

cal benchmark can be a comparison of a parallel program versus sequential reference program

running in GPU vs CPU respectively. In this benchmark, designers compare the performance in

floating-point operations per second against two different hardware modules, the GPU and the

CPU.

In this thesis, the author uses the following benchmarks to determine the performance for each

of the automatically generated parallel DSP algorithms.

• Parallel patterns benchmarks - GPU versus CPU
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• Communication latency benchmarks

• Accuracy benchmarks

• Time-to-solution benchmarks

The GPU versus CPU benchmarks are often the norm in GPGPU programming. For each of

the programs defined in the APOD methodology, designers implement the C/C++ counter-part.

Designers then compare the execution times of these C/C++ counter-parts with the parallel ap-

plications from the APOD methodology. The C/C++ programs implementation are sequential

programs, however, parallel C/C++ programs written in OpenMP and/or pthreads are also pos-

sible, where multicore CPUs become the target platform. The Rodinia benchmark suite [121] is

the best example for this MCPU versus GPU benchmarks. In this thesis, the DSP benchmarks

use the following algorithms.

• Power spectral density

• Pulse Compression algorithm

• RF sweeping for WiFi and FM spectrum

• Memory copying latencies

• Cross-correlation and Hilbert transforms

• Dataflow model of computations

In all these cases, execution times and algorithms complexities form part of the performance

computations in FLOPS and/or FLOPS per watt. The calculation for these performance metrics

use the following equations:

Pg =
Fo ∗ AO
Te ∗ 109

(2.2)

Pw =
Fo ∗ AO

W ∗ Te ∗ 109
(2.3)

W = Wi +Wr (2.4)
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where:

Pg = Performance in GFLOPS

Pw = Performance per watt in GFLOPS/watt

Fo = Number of floating point operations - multiply, add, subtract, and divide

AO = Algorithm complexity

Te = Execution time

W = Total power in Watt

Wi = Idle power

Wr = Runtime power

Equation 2.2 is for computing the performance in giga-FLOPS, while Equation 2.3 is for com-

puting performance per watt in GFLOPS per watt. In modern Nvidia GPUs, the power con-

sumption can be measured using software techniques such as the Nvidia Management Library,

which is an API to query the device usage. The idle power (i.e. Wi in Equation 3.1) and run-

time power (i.e. Wr in Equation 3.1) are for when the GPUs are connected but idle, and when

the GPU kernels are running respectively [113]. Alternatively, especially for MCPU power

consumption, digital watt meters such as METRAHIT multimeter are used as reference power

measuring tools.

In SDR using FPGA-based DAQ and host MCPU system for further DSP, designers must imple-

ment an interconnection software. This software is either a driver module or typical low-level

source code, which utilizes such a driver. There are different driver programs implemented for

high-speed interconnection such as USB2.0, GbE, PCIe, and GPMC interfaces. In the USB and

GbE cases, the metrics for performance measurements are the streaming rate, the configura-

tion latency, the packet-size, and the link reliability. While not easily quantified, packet loss in

UDP based interconnection, such as in the GbE case, are experienced. While USB2.0 presents

limited speed of 32MSPS for short integer values, there are minimal or no data losses encoun-

tered when using it. An improvement to USB2.0 can be the USB3.0, which aims at improving

the streaming rate of the USB2.0 by factor of slightly more than 10 ten (i.e. about 320 MSPS

for short integer values). In order to perform some benchmarks for the interconnection band-

width, an efficient software interconnect must be implemented and tested for performance in
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the streaming rate, reliability, and configuration latency metrics.

Using the APOD methodology for GPGPU, the parallel applications must produce the same

results as the implemented golden measure. The accuracy benchmarks are rare in APOD, but

this thesis presents them due to the requirement of conciseness and correct results production.

In compiler design, especially embedded DSL compiler designs, extensive amount of testing is

required to assess the correctness, accuracy, and preciseness of the programs written in the new

DSL.

T (P ) = I(P ) + rE(P )

where:

r = Problem specific weighting factor

I(P ) = Implementation time of an applications developed using programming language, P

E(P ) = Execution time of an applications developed using programming language, P

Additional benchmark in embedded DSLs is to determine the time to solution. As depicted

in Equation 2.5, time to solution T(P), of a programming language, P, is given by the sum of

the implementation time of solution using programming language P, and the execution time

of the same solution implemented using programming language, P [57]. Thus the adequate

time to solution benchmark can be defined by using the language expressive power [122] and

the language efficiency. The language expressive power is the ratio of implementation times

between the benchmarked language and the reference language for the target domain. In simpler

terms, programming language expressive power is the measure of the ease of use as compared

to the reference language, while the programming language efficiency is the ratio of execution

times between the DSL under test and the reference programming language.
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2.3.4 Dataflow Model of Computation

Advanced algorithms in SDR present connected data and task parallel patterns that operate in a

dataflow like manner [60]. In this dataflow MoC, a complex SDR computation is broken into

sequential and parallel algorithms, with data/signal processing done through interconnected data

parallel algorithms [15, 68]. As depicted in Figure 2.9, the dataflow MoC resembles the data

parallel patterns, but a sequence of data parallel sub-algorithms A0 to A2 operate subsequently

on the data.

I

Q
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. . .
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Figure 2.9: The dataflow like model of computation as used in SDR computations, showing an
example complex input buffered data samples processed using data parallel sub-algorithms A0
to A2.

As used in algorithms A0 to A2, these data parallel patterns lifts off the complex manual pro-

cesses for parallel programming SDR DSP computations. This is because these data parallel

patterns are highly structured and generic thus alleviates the way SDR DSP designers can map

their algorithms into their parallel versions. This concept is referred to as structured parallel

patterns [32]. These data parallel patterns improve the performance of DSP algorithms in SDR

by orders of magnitude, especially when executed in multicore CPUs and GPUs. These DSP

algorithms must however be parallelizable by either data and/or task parallel patterns. The term

parallelizable in this thesis context means that it is possible to transform these DSP algorithms

into their parallel versions that are of higher performance, and execute in either a GPU or mul-

ticore CPU using these parallel patterns.

In a few cases the SDR computations requires a certain level of task level parallelism, especially

in multi-channel and multi-frequency systems, or in any applications where multi-tasking is

required to improve the performance [123]. In task parallel computations, a complex SDR

algorithm may execute with some of its sub-algorithms operating concurrently on data from

independent sources. These algorithms are task parallel if and only if they are completely

different. These parallelization technique requires an extensive knowledge of graph algorithms,
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optimization, and parallelization techniques [33].

While these structured parallel patterns improve the performance of SDR applications, they

depend on the availability and efficient usage of parallel computing resources such as multiple

cores, memory, or even multiple accelerator devices such as multi-GPUs. Efficient mapping of

these tasks to the cores and/or multiple GPUs is a challenging process [31], which when not

addressed properly may not only produce poor performance, but also mess up the accuracy of

the computations results.

2.3.5 Heterogeneous Run-time Environment

The run-time environment of the HCA for SDR proposed in this thesis requires an execution

graph. This execution graph provides information on how functions/tasks interoperate with

one another in the targeted computing element. This execution graph is an input to the run-

time scheduler. In advanced scheduling techniques such as the ones presented in [52] [51],

the run-time scheduler first analyses execution graphs provided by optimization planning, and

then perform task executions in their suitable computing elements of the HCA, with appropriate

resource allocated to them. In this case, the suitable computing elements means the computing

elements at which the algorithms performs best.

The direct memory access (DMA) via high-speed data bus approaches such as Speedy PCIe

core by [124] are used as interconnect in PCIe based HCAs. Nevertheless, these PCIe DMA

techniques have some limited bandwidth thus presents some communication latencies between

CEs, which may not be suitable for some real-time SDR applications. The hybrid MCPU-

GPU architecture proposed in this thesis employs this PCIe DMA technique. This MCPU-GPU

architecture connects to a FPGA development board to provide a hybrid MCPU-GPU-FPGA

architecture with real-time processing requirements. The most practical interconnection mode

between the FPGA board and the hybrid MCPU-GPU systems can be a USB, GbE, and/or

PCIe. However, extensive software interconnect optimizations must be performed to reduce the

memory mapping or copying latencies.
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2.4 DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES

DSLs are languages that contain constructs for specific problem spaces. As compared to gen-

eral purpose programming languages, DSLs provide familiar and constrained programming

constructs which makes them easier to use in a domain interest [4]. This is achieved by provid-

ing domain-specific constructs customized for that target domain applications. In this thesis, the

main aim is to alleviate the complex parallel programming of heterogeneous architectures. At

this point, it should be clear to the reader that, for computationally expensive algorithms such

as the SDR [15] [68], Monte Carlo [125] [10] [126] and Fluorescence mediated tomography

for medical imaging [127], GPUs can be used hand-in-hand with FPGA to complement each

other. The SDR applications designers adopt GPUs due to their parallel structure that contains

hundreds to thousands of cores. Using GPUs, SDR applications designers can utilize the GPUs

specialized processing cores for use in their parallel DSP algorithms. Similar to FPGAs, GPUs

are also difficult to program, thus leading domain experts such as SDR to use DSLs to minimize

this complexities.

There has been recent developments in alleviating parallel programming models such as OpenCL

and CUDA, however, efficiently utilizing the GPUs computing resources still remain a challeng-

ing process when using these tools. High-level tools that use a combinations of these generic

parallel programming tools and domain-specific knowledge are required to reduce the com-

plexity of parallel programming both the FPGA and the GPU [128] [129]. High-level parallel

programming for these HCAs is an active area of research presented in several ways such as

model-integrated computing (MIC) [48] [130] [31], domain-specific computing frameworks

[52] [51] [49] [125], high-level HDL tool-flows [46] [131] [132], and DSLs [133] [134] [5].

For SDR, the commonly used is an open source MIC tool called GNURadio [130] [135] [136],

while commercially well adopted MIC with is Matlab/Simulink. The latter however is an ex-

pensive/costly solution for research and small-scale enterprise applications. Despite provid-

ing a cost effective solution with its hardware counter-part USRP modules, GNURadio is still

limited in three main areas named; 1) Automatic parallelization; 2) Automatic optimization;

and 3) Efficient scheduling techniques for utilizing the proposed HCAs’ resources in this re-

search. Therefore the use of contemporary DSL frameworks [127] [6] [137] [138, 139] has
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been the best approach for addressing limitations in efficiently using heterogeneous systems

with GPUs. There are attempts in using GNUradio with GPUs, however, these approaches are

complex and require more effort in extending the GPU feature, thus present limited cases stud-

ies [136] [140]. Also this GNURadio GPU applications acceleration attempts do not support

enough SDR-specific parallel patterns and automatic optimizations [135] [141] for performance

and accuracy.

(a) Example DSM using Scilab/Xcos

Listing (2.5) Teapot DSL code
based on [138].

State Exclusive
Message ReadRequest(Node R)

Send(Owner, PutRequest);
Sharer := R;
State := Excl−To−ReadShared;
Exit;

// Next State
State Excl−To−ReadShared

Message PutResponse(Node R)
SendSharedCopy(sharer);
State := ReadShared;
Exit;

(b) Example Teapot DSL source code

Figure 2.10: The two types of DSLs: DSMs and DSLs

There are two DSL approaches, textual and model-integrated. Model-integrated DSLs are

normally referred to as domain-specific modelling (DSM) [142–144] or MIC as mentioned

above [145–147], while textual DSLs are referred to as DSL in this thesis. Examples of DSMs

include GNURadio, Matlab/Simulink [10], Ptolemy II [148], and Scilab/Xcos [149]. In Fig-

ure 2.10a, an example Scilab/Xcos DSM is shown, demonstrating a FIR filter and FFT appli-

cation. Scilab/Xcos provide techniques for embedded code generation capabilities for hybrid

MCPU-FPGA [48] [34] and hybrid MCPU-GPU [139] [150] systems.

Also an example DSL is depicted in Figure 2.10b. Figure 2.10b is an example source code for

Teapot, a domain-specific language for writing cache coherence protocols [138]. The Teapot

source code depicted in Figure 2.10b is an action code that shows a way to avoid synchronous

communication inside a handler [138]. Cache coherence is a technique used when parallel and

distributed systems make local replicas of shared data to improve scalability and performance.

As depicted in Listing 2.5, the textual DSL source code is composed of domain related keywords
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such as ”Sharer”, ”State”, and ”Node”. The use of familiar keywords within the source code

provides easy to understand code by the domain experts of cache coherence. In Listing 2.5, the

intermediate state, Excl-To-ReadShared, is used to wait for the reply message. Both handlers

run to completion without waiting for network messages.

2.4.1 Motivation: Using a DSL in HCA Programming

The main motivation for DSL in HCA programming is to increase the programming language

expressive power, and increase both the software and programmer performance. Tailoring pro-

gramming language constructs to concisely specify domain solutions, and precisely encode

the programming procedures for that specified domain. Furthermore, the declarative nature of

DSLs allow domain-specific developers to focus on the design of algorithms while eliminating

the need for them to master the programming of target accelerators [151] [152]. The DSLs

achieve these by employing the following main concepts:

The first and main thing is domain-specific knowledge [125]. In domain-specific knowledge,

DSL developers encode domain specific functional blocks in a familiar and procedural struc-

ture. These domain-specific functional blocks can be intuitively ready for use by both domain’s

expert developers or programmers [153]. This domain-specific knowledge encoding reduces

development cycles [153] because it presents tools and techniques which are associated with

that domain, making domain experts to understand them easily. This make the second most im-

portant aspect of DSL to be involvement of domain experts, specifically in their different levels

of parallel programming knowledge [15]. There are cases where existing constructs are well

adapted in the domain of interest by its experts, therefore the DSL must be designed to maintain

such familiar language constructs [68]. In this thesis, the author maintain the level of notation

to that offered by both Octave and Matlab [15] [68].

The third main thing has been discussed a couple of time in this thesis, domain-specific com-

pilation [154] and runtime environment [155] [154]. For instance, in this thesis context, the

SDR-specific parallelizing techniques are the main objectives. In addition to these concepts,

the forth DSL concept is automated functional verification and manual validating techniques

that are presented for a particular domain. In this case, not a single SDR program runs with-
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out passing through an automatic validating tool for the generated execution graph. These

functional verification tools are better suited for analysing and guiding SDR designers through

optimal system execution and accuracy verification [156].

The DSLs use OOP and functional programming techniques. These advanced programming

concepts offer the fifth concept of reliability. Reliability relies on the ease of re-use for the

DSL constructs. In reliability, library-like approaches present domain-specific language reuse,

specifically following reusable design patterns suited for that domain.

2.4.2 DSL Compiler Designs

Like any other programming language, DSL requires a compiler (or an interpreter) that will

parse and analyse it. Although an extensive amount of work is required for the implementa-

tion of a DSL compiler, it (DSL compiler) supports domain-specific analysis such as syntax,

lexical, and semantic analysis. With additional code generation and compilation features added

to it, the DSL compiler may extend to providing verification, optimization, parallelization, and

transformation methods for automated domain-specific testing and hardware deployment. The

two types of DSL architectures are embedded (Figure 2.11a) and free-standing ( Figure 2.11b)

DSL [4] [5]. Embedded DSL is dependent on a host language such as C++, Java, and Python,

whereas freestanding (or external) DSL is independent of the host language.

As depicted in Figure 2.11a, an embedded DSL requires only application programming in-

terfaces (APIs) to the host language. However, the freestanding DSL becomes more complex

as it requires a stand-alone compiler that will perform DSL source code analysis and inter-

pretation. The freestanding DSL include extensive optimizations thus high performance than

embedded DSL. The development process of a DSL compiler requires implementation of in-

termediate representations (IR), abstract tree representations (AST) and control/data flow dia-

grams (CFD/DFD). However, DSL frameworks such as Eclipse Xtext or MPS abstracts away

such AST, CFD, and DFD design complexities thus providing faster ways, low-cost, and eas-

ier methods for developing textual DSLs. Nevertheless, DSL developers must make careful

considerations when designing such a DSL platform, for a DSL source code should exhibit a

minimum number of lines. These considerations are useful because, the fewer the lines of code,
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(a) An overview of embedded DSL compiler
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(b) An overview of a free-standing DSL compiler

Figure 2.11: The two types of DSL based on their architectures (Images based on [2,4,151,155])

the less likely that bugs can be introduced in solving complex problems.

2.4.3 Advances in DSL Engineering

The main tasks involved in the DSL engineering are the following:

• Understanding the domain

• DSL design

• DSL compiler design

• Run-time environment implementation (i.e. Execution semantics)

• Verification techniques

The compiler design in DSL engineering has been the most advanced in recent years. Both em-

bedded and stand-alone compiler frameworks strive to make it easy to implement new advanced

DSLs [4]. In the contemporary DSL compiler frameworks such as LLVM and Delite, the syntax

design and implementation techniques involves implementation of IRs [157] and code genera-

tion to multiple heterogeneous targets [157] [158]. This code generation capabilities in modern
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DSL compiler design provide generic patterns that facilitate reuse and reliability [6]. However,

domain-specific verification processes are still cumbersome. In addition, the reuse procedure is

not very straight forward as DSL designers must still be able to understand the domain. Fur-

thermore, the DSL designer must also know how to express the parallelism of domain building

block and algorithms.

Although not many DSL run-time environment can perform better than well hand-optimized

device-specific sources codes, they still provide distinguishable performance compared to other

GPLs. This is because many of these DSL execute in heterogeneous architectures that are

parallel patterns ready. Therefore, the DSL compilers nowadays possess run-time tools to utilize

the HCAs’ resources, intuitively and efficiently.

The formal verification methods in DSL engineering include syntax and semantics verification

checks. In syntax checks, the DSL compilers rely on the list of IR nodes defined for a particular

domain. These IR nodes are highly extensible and have increased expressiveness to alleviate

the compiler implementation processes. These IR nodes transforms into the execution graphs.

These execution graphs are often represented by mark-up languages such as XML [139], JSON

[159], and other meta-programming tools [160]. The validation of these mark-up languages

is often important. For instance, XML and JSON validating is often used, while some new

validating tools must still be written to read, generate, and analyse the meta-programs. The

validated models become input to the code generators.

Code generation capabilities in modern DSL compilers have also advanced in two main ways;

1) Code generation for multiple heterogeneous targets; and 2) Code generation for integration

of multiple run-time environments [6] [161]. Code generator also work with DSL compilers

features such as code guidance, re-factoring, and debugging. These DSL compiler features

assures generation of a high-performance accurate emitted source code for multiple target. The

HCAs interconnection software is often a challenge, with optimizations required for each CE

and multiple resources utilization. Therefore, multiple programming paradigms expertise must

be possessed. However, contemporary DSL compiler have code generation capabilities that

manages, aligns, and integrate the generated multiple source codes for each of CEs. This way

providing a single run-time environment to schedule each CE’s executable accordingly.
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2.5 SCALA AND DELITE FRAMEWORK FOR DSL DEVELOPMENT

The design and engineering of a set of new programming constructs is a complex and time-

consuming process. However, advances in the DSL engineering concepts as learned from the

previous sections, helps alleviate some of these technical complexities in DSL engineering. In

this section, a new functional and object oriented programming language, named Scala, short

for scalable language, will be discussed. Scala is also a statically typed programming language.

2.5.1 Scala Programming Language

As a functional programming language, Scala provides a simple syntactic approach that ensures

well typed applications of functions [162], presented concisely with ease [78]. As depicted

in Listing 2.8, Scala is both a functional programming language, meaning it uses declarative

functions and expressions programming paradigm where an output to a function depends on the

input, and an object oriented programming paradigm.

As an OOP language, Scala provide generic programming constructs such as datatypes that

conforms to the IEEE single and double precision data types, control structures, loops, and

functions definitions. Nevertheless, Scala presents intuitive techniques for programming with

polymorphic functions and data structures. These features makes it easy for DSL engineers

to define their set of constructs with type parameterizable functions and data structures. In

Scala, DSL engineers experience effortless techniques for operator overloading, function and

keywords overriding, and other OOP techniques. These OOP features include traits, classes,

objects, and inheritance. Listings 2.6 and 2.7 are typical examples of the Scala source code that

uses traits, classes, and parallel pattern such as map and reduce. In Listing 2.8, the FFT trait

and convolution class are imported an used to demonstrate the concept of objects in Scala.

Objects and classes in Scala are used to implement abstract data types. Objects can also be

used for instantiation of classes and even traits that have to be accessed globally. However, for

methods and values that are not associated with individual instances, a singleton object is used.

Singleton objects are used where a direct instantiation and a single-use of a method is required.

A singleton object can extend classes and traits as depicted in Listings 2.7 and 2.7. Objects,

traits, and cases classes will be used more in this thesis to implement the compiler IR nodes.
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Listing 2.6: FFT implementation in Scala
package uct.rrsg . scala .dsp
// Scala FFT trait
trait FourierTransforms {

def fft (x: Array[Complex]): Array[Complex] = { // Forward transform
val N = x.length
if (N == 1) return Array(x(0))
if (N % 2 != 0) { throw new RuntimeException(”N is not a power of 2”)}
val even = Array.ofDim[Complex](N / 2)
for(k <− 0 until N / 2) { even(k) = x(2 ∗ k) }
val q = fft (even)
val odd = even
for(k <− 0 until N / 2){ odd(k) = x(2 ∗ k + 1) }
val r = fft (odd)
val y = Array.ofDim[Complex](N)
for(k <− 0 until N / 2) {

val kth = −2 ∗ k ∗ Math.PI / N
val wk = new Complex(Math.cos(kth), Math.sin(kth))
y(k) = q(k) .plus(wk.times(r(k)) )
y(k + N / 2) = q(k) .minus(wk.times(r(k)))
}
y
}
def ifft (x: Array[Complex]): Array[Complex] = { // Inverse transform

val N = x.length
var y = Array.ofDim[Complex](N)
for ( i <− 0 until N) { y( i ) = x( i ) .conjugate() }
y = fft (y)
for ( i <− 0 until N){ y(i ) = y( i ) .conjugate() }
for ( i <− 0 until N){ y(i ) = y( i ) . times(1.0 / N) }
y

}
}

It is also important to note that a case class with no type parameters will by default create a

singleton object of the same name, with a function∗ trait implemented. Traits are also the most

used Scala OOP feature in this thesis. Traits in Scala are the basic unit of code reuse, which is

often achieved using classes in GPLs such as C++ and Java. In Scala, traits are declared in a

similar way as these GPLs’ classes using the trait keyword instead of the class keyword. Scala

classes can be inherited in several traits with the keywords extends just like inheritance in Java.

Several traits can inherit other traits and classes, thus providing a stackable composition. These

Scala features are complemented by intuitive Scala pattern matching constructs that resemble

case statements in C/C++, see Listing 2.8 for example pattern matching example. Later on

in the compiler design section, Section 5.4.3, the use of this pattern matching technique , and

several other data structures such as HashMap and Stack will be discussed.

Pattern matching is one of the most attractive feature in Scala. As a functional feature of Scala,

pattern matching allows matching values of any type with a match-first policy. This concept
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Listing 2.7: Time & frequency domain convolution
package uct.rrsg . scala .dsp
// Scala patterns vs FFT convolution
class Convolution extends FourierTransforms {

// Time domain convolution
def convolve(x: Array[Double], y: Array[Double], T: Int) : Array[Double] = {

val odata: Array = new Array[Double](x.length−T)
for( i <− (0 until x. length−T).par){ // Parallel loop

odata(i ) = x( i to i+T).map( ∗ y(i ) ) .sum// Map
}
odata
}
// Frequency Domain Convolution Functions
def cconvolve(x: Array[Complex], y: Array[Complex]): Array[Complex] = {

if (x.length != y.length) {
throw new RuntimeException(”Dimensions don’t agree”)
}
val N = x.length
val a = fft (x)
val b = fft (y)
val c = Array.ofDim[Complex](N)
for ( i <− 0 until N) { c( i ) = a( i ) . times(b(i ) ) }
ifft (c)

}
def convolve(x: Array[Complex], y: Array[Complex]): Array[Complex] = {

val ZERO = new Complex(0, 0)
val a = Array.ofDim[Complex](2 ∗ x.length)
for ( i <− 0 until x. length) a( i ) = x( i )

for ( i <− x.length until 2 ∗ x.length) a( i ) = ZERO
val b = Array.ofDim[Complex](2 ∗ y.length)

for ( i <− 0 until y. length) b(i ) = y( i )
for ( i <− y.length until 2 ∗ y.length) b(i ) = ZERO

cconvolve(a, b)
}

}

extends to objects in Scala, thus catering for the OOP feature in Scala. Scala achieves this by

using a special kind of classes called case classes. Using these pattern-matching features with

in-build data structures such as hash tables, stacks, and queues in Scala allows for intuitive

techniques for building complex code generators and execution graphs. These Scala language

features allows for automatic mapping of a single high-level source code into multiple low-level

source codes. Therefore, a single source code targets multiple accelerator in the case of a HCA.

However, the runtime environment in Scala based DSLs must be JVM based, specifically Java

Native Interface (JNI) in the case of code generation capabilities for C/C++ based accelerator

code.

Together these functional, OO, and statically typed programming features presented in Scala

makes it a suitable candidature programming language for implementing new programming

patterns, low-level component abstractions [163], domain-specific constructs [6] [164], and
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Listing 2.8: The main object with pattern matching example and command-line aruments usage
import package uct.rrsg . scala .dsp.
import package uct.rrsg . scala . datastruct .complex
// Object Definition
object FFTDemo {

def pprint(x: Array[Complex], title : String) { // Print values
println ( title +”\n−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\n”)
for ( i <− 0 until x. length){ println (x( i ) ) }
println ()
}
//
def main(args: Array[String]) {

val N = java. lang.Integer .parseInt(args(0) )
val op = args(1) ;
val x = Array.ofDim[Complex](N)
for( i <− 0 until N) { // Generate input data

x( i ) = new Complex(i, 0)
x( i ) = new Complex(−2 ∗Math.random() + 1, 0)
}
op match
{

case Const(1) => { val y = fft (x); pprint(y, ” FFT Output”);}
case Const(2) => { val z = ifft (y); pprint(z ,” iFFT Output”); }
case Const(3) => { val c = cconvolve(x,x); pprint(c ,”Freqz. domain Convolution”); }
case Const(4) => { val d = convolve(x, x); pprint(d,”Time Domain Convolution”);}
case => pprint(x,”Complex Input Values”)
}
}
}

run-time environments [165]. Scala has therefore been used in a number of contemporary DSLs

and DSL compiler frameworks such as Spiral DSL [77], Dataflow programming [166], and the

Delite compiler framework [6].

2.5.2 Delite Embedded DSL Compiler

Delite is an optimized DSL framework with a reusable DSL compiler infrastructure [159, 165,

167]. The Stanford Pervasive Parallelism Laboratory (PPL) implemented the Delite framework

using Scala. As a framework for embedded DSL compilers, Delite not only provides a shared

parallel runtime for accelerating DSL development, it also presents techniques for code gener-

ation to multiple targets. In embedded DSL compiler development using Delite, the focus is on

intermediate representations (IR). An IR in compiler design is typically a list of expression trees

that maps an actual source code to its actual function [73]. The Delite framework offers a list of

IR patterns. These IR patterns have another name called IR nodes in the Delite context. These

IR nodes define parallel patterns. These parallel patterns and other embedded DSL compiler

optimizations form this Delite framework. Figure 2.12 shows how Delite play a role in a new
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DSL compiler development. Figure 2.12 pictorially demonstrate the Delite code generation

capabilities to multiple heterogeneous targets.

Figure 2.12: Stanford PPL Delite DSL compiler framework showing how IRs are used to
transform a high-level DSL code into its low-level parallel executable pattern. (Image based
on [168])

As depicted in Figure 2.12, a new DSL (i.e. Liszt or OptiML in this case) implementation

using Delite requires one to use the Scala embedding framework with Delite libraries to define

an IR. The Delite IR is reused to provide parallel analysis, optimizations and mapping [168].

As mentioned earlier and illustrated in Figure 2.12, Delite IR nodes abstracts code generators,

which target multiple platforms such as MCPUs and GPUs. The reusability of the Delite IR en-

ables faster embedded DSL development that performs as well as stand-alone ones. Successful

implementation of such DSL will support the Delite framework vision which aims at providing

polymorphic embedding, staging and static/dynamic domain specific optimizations [5]. As a

DSL development framework, Delite also provides the following four main compiler develop-

ment capabilities.

1. Generic data parallel executable patterns such as Map-Reduce and indexed loops [6] [58];

2. Execution semantics [2] for heterogeneous run-time environment with current support for
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hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture;

3. Abstract syntax creation using the concept of intermediate representations (IR) nodes [2];

4. The concepts for defining static semantics for DSL with a set of constraints and/or type

system rules to which domain-specific programs have to conform [2].

Delite has been proven to allow DSL developers produce high-performance computing compil-

ers for application domains such as Machine Learning (OptiML) [6] [58]. Delite has also been

proven to outperform some hand-optimized locality aware mapping of nested parallel patterns

on GPUs [58], with 24% average performance gap on 7 out of 8 of the selected benchmarks.

Delite uses LMS thus allow DSL compiler designers to implement compilation stages. LMS

specializes with a library of core components for building high performance code generators

and embedded compilers in Scala [76]. LMS separate computations into stages distinguished by

frequency of execution or availability of information. Staging transformations aim at executing

certain pieces of code less often or at a time where performance is less critical [76]. The Delite

based DSL compilers have the following compilation stages:

Stage 1: Syntax analysis and error checking.

Stage 2: Execution graph generation and validation.

Stage 3: Mapping high-level DSL constructs to their IRs.

Stage 4: Code generation for heterogeneous targets.

Stage 5: Compiling into target architecture executables.

After the generation of an error free Delite execution graph (DEG), the Delite code generator

emit the target source code such as Scala, CUDA, OpenCL, and/or C++. Due to the Scala/JVM

run-time environment that Delite implements on, the JNI calls of C/C++ based accelerator code

is imperative. These C/C++ based accelerator code refers to the combination of CUDA/OpenCL

and multi-threaded C/C++. The Scala generated codes from Delite can also run on their own

using actor oriented parallel patterns. In Scala, parallel programming uses actors. Scala actors1

are concurrent and distributed programming library which provides a higher level of abstraction

for writing concurrent and distributed systems.
1Scala Actors (akka): http://doc.akka.io/docs/akka/snapshot/scala/actors.html
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2.6 INVESTIGATION OF RELATED DSL FRAMEWORKS

In this section, the author discusses the programming constructs of some of the commonly used

Matlab like, Python based, and Parallel pattern based programming languages. In this approach,

the main questions asked about these frameworks are as follows:

• Can it support parallel DSP patterns used in SDR?

• Does it support code generation for multiple heterogeneous target, with minimum as a

hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture?

• Is the language expressive power matching or more than that of Matlab/Octave?

• Does it support automatic optimization and scheduling of DSP into the various elements

of the HCA, that a heterogeneous run-time environment?

• Does it provide the dataflow MoCs?

Due to its increased language expressiveness, Matlab has dominated scientific and other data

processing domains such as DSP and SDR. Several tools provide open-source tools that resem-

ble Matlab’s expressive and computational power, with the sole purpose to support research at a

much lower cost. These tools include tools such as Octave, Julia, and other Python based tools

such as SciPy. Octave is one of the most adopted tool in the open-source community, with per-

formance as good as Matlab. Python based tools are becoming mainstream in research because

of their easier to use constructs. Despite making it easier to integrate systems or subsystems

more effectively, the Python programming language and its open-source community provide

powerful scientific, mathematical, and engineering tools such as NumPy, SciPy, and Matplot.

In order to accelerate compute intensive applications, several Python libraries exist.

Despite these high-level programming, there is a growing need for high-performance tools that

work well with hardware accelerators such as FPGAs and GPUs. In such tools a set of parallel

programming constructs are required to alleviate research using the heterogeneous architec-

tures. Therefore, there exists diverse high-level parallel programming strategies ranging from
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scripting and compiled languages to model-integrated languages. A complete high-level of ab-

straction allows domain-specific applications designers to focus only on implementing domain

algorithms and not the low-level parallel instruction sets for the available accelerators. This

abstraction must provide concepts of automated parallelization while preserving generation of

optimized low-level code that can efficiently harness the power of these accelerators.

Extant high-level programming tools, specifically those resembling Matlab, provide very good

code generation libraries for easy deployment to the CEs. However, automatic optimization

techniques and the level of power required for SDR-specific computations is limited. While

there are limited optimizations in these high-level tools, there is related work such as automatic

software pipeline [51] and elastic computing [52], which presents significant automatic paral-

lelization and optimization alternatives using the C/C++ programming languages and high-level

parallel programming constructs. The idea is that an algorithm designer will use a high-level

programming language to define the algorithm, then the code generator and/or compiler/inter-

preter generates multiple functions of that algorithm.

The code generation is thus followed by an implementation assessment on multiple available

accelerators to determine its optimal execution time, then map and schedule each functions

onto the processing elements accordingly, iteratively making sure of data locality and availabil-

ity of processing elements [51]. Other techniques include structures parallel patterns discussed

in [33]. Using the combination of parallel computing techniques and high-level abstraction, es-

pecially using DSLs, domain experts productivity can be increased while the high performance

is achieved.

2.6.1 Delite Based DSLs

OptiML is one of the most famous Delite based DSL. OptiML is a machine learning DSL [6]

[159] that is embedded in Scala. The OptiML compiler framework was implemented using

both LMS and Delite, and similar to OptiSDR, it depends on the OptiLA DSL. The OptiML

constructs are also aimed at resemblance to Matlab. These OptiML constructs include linear

algebra and machine learning, with polymorphic support for portability across multiple ac-

celerators. This way, a single OptiML function/object can scale efficiently in heterogeneous
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architectures such as MCPUs, GPUs, and eventually FPGAs.

Listing 2.9: OptiML K-means clustering program
// OptiML DSL Code: K−means application
package ppl.apps.ml.kmeans
import ppl.dsl .optiml.
import ppl. delite . framework.DeliteApplication
// Create K−Mean application with various compiler optimizations
// And with different runtime environments: interactive and command−line
object kmeansRunnerNCNR extends OptiMLApplicationRunnerBase with OptiMLNoCSE with OptiMLExp with

kmeansApp
object kmeansRunnerNC extends OptiMLApplicationRunner with OptiMLNoCSE with kmeansApp
object kmeansRunnerNR extends OptiMLApplicationRunnerBase with OptiMLExp with kmeansApp
object kmeansRunner extends OptiMLApplicationRunner with kmeansApp

trait kmeansApp extends OptiMLApplication {

def print usage = {
println (”Usage: kmeans <input data file> <initmu data file>”)
exit (−1)
}
private val tol = 0.001 // tolerance (for convergence)
private val k = 16 // num clusters

def main() {
if (args. length < 1) print usage // Display usage

//
val x = UnsupervisedTrainingSet(readMatrix(args(0))) // Argument 1 is input data
val mu = readMatrix(args(1))// Argument 2 is training seq. data
tic (mu) // Start time
val ( iter , mu2) = kmeans.cluster(x, k, tol , Some(mu)) // Instantiate kmeans clustering
toc(mu2) // Exec. time
mu2.pprint // Print results
}
}

As depicted in Listing 2.9, it is possible to perform multiple object definitions with or without

common subexpression elimination, a compiler optimization technique that searches, analy-

ses, and replaces identical expressions in the compiled program. Similar compiler optimization

techniques such as loop optimizations and dead code elimination are included in this Delite

based OptiML compiler. The author is aware of loop fusion technique for loop optimization

present in OptiML at the time writing. Domain-specific optimizations for K-means cluster-

ing are applied in source code Listing 2.9. There are also ML specific data structures such

UnsupervisedTrainedSet and Matrix. Using OptiML, it has been proven that machine

learning experts can implement applications without implicit parallelization, but still outper-

form Matlab parallel application.
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2.6.2 SkePU and StarPU: C/C++ Pragmas

The C/C++ based DSLs are often implemented using the LLVM compiler framework. LLVM

base DSL compilers utilizes what is called just-in-time (JIT) compiler technique, which when

combined with a good language design may allow the performance that approaches and/or

matches the performance of C/C++ language. Such good language design may include pragmas

like in the case of OpenMP, or Skeleton programming as in the case of SkePU. Skeleton pro-

gramming approach which defines applications using predefined generic constructs, referred to

as skeletons.

These predefined constructs include skeletons such as map, reduce, scan, farm, and pipeline that

implements structured data parallel patterns. These data parallel patterns have are defined as a

common specific pattern of computation with data dependence. Similarly to structured parallel

patterns presented earlier, SkePU data parallel patterns provide a high degree of abstraction and

portability with a quasi-sequential programming interface, as their implementations encapsulate

all low-level and platform-specific details such as parallelization, synchronization, communica-

tion, memory management, accelerator usage and other optimizations.

Listing 2.10: SkePU source code for Map-Reduce pattern for performing the vector dot-product.
// SkePU parallel signal processing
#include <iostream>
#include ”skepu/vector.h”
#include ”skepu/mapreduce.h”
//
BINARY FUNC(plus, double, a, b, return a+b;)
//
BINARY FUNC(mult, double, a, b, return a∗b;)
//
int main()
{

skepu::MapReduce <mult f, plus f> dotProd(new mult, new plus);
skepu::Vector <double> v1(500,4);
skepu::Vector <double> v2(500,2);
double r = dotProd(v1,v2);
// ...
return 0;

}

The SkePU programming framework targets the hybrid MCPU and multi-GPU architectures by

providing CUDA and OpenCL support. SkePU also supports C++ template library syntax with

six data parallel patterns, and one task-parallel pattern. There are also two generic container
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types in SkePU. For more task parallel patterns, SkePU can be integrated with StarPU to cater

for task parallel patterns [49].

2.6.3 Copperhead and NumbaPro: Python DSLs

Copperhead is a library of data parallel patterns aimed at execution in both CUDA-enabled

GPUs as well as multicore CPUs [72]. Just like other DSL for structured parallel patterns,

Copperhead enables productivity-focused programmers to take advantage of parallel comput-

ing, without explicitly coding to any particular machine. Copperhead programs use constructs

which are familiar to Python programmer but with structured parallel programming primitives

such as map and reduce.

Listing 2.11: Copperhead source code for parallel product of two vectors
# Copperhead parallel signal processing
from copperhead import ∗
import numpy as np
# Kernel definition
@cu
def Product(idata, coeffs ) :

def mult(x, c) :
return x ∗ c

return map(mult,idata, coeffs )
# Kernel calls
n = 128
idata = np.random.rand(n)
coeffs = np.random.rand(n)
with places .gpu0:

gpu result = Product(idata, coeffs )
with places .openmp:

cpu result = Product(idata, coeffs )

Another python based parallel programming library is NumbaPro [64]. NumbaPro a library

of Python’s NumPy with advanced programming constructs, that emit low-level source code

targeted to the GPUs. NumbaPro perform automatic optimization on the code for the GPU.

For extensibility, NumbaPro provide a set of constructs for writing new CUDA kernels from

within the Python NumbaPro environment. Despite NumbaPro expressiveness and extensibil-

ity, the Copperhead framework is preferred as the conceptual model that can guide towards

the implementation of OptiSDR structured parallel patterns. However, Copperhead does not

support SDR-specific constructs which are aimed at in this thesis. Copperhead requires more

Python expert knowledge to modify and accommodate additional advanced domain-specific

constructs and execution semantics. As it stands, the Copperhead is a generic MCPU-GPU
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platform-specific Python framework, not a DSL.

2.7 SUMMARY

In summary, an FPGA-based development board equipped with RFFE with sampling ADCs has

been sufficiently used in SDR for over a decade now. However, advanced hybrid architectures

composed of FPGA, GPUs, and MCPU are used to form SDR architectures. However, parallel

programming these hybrid architectures is a challenging process that includes tedious multiple

platform code rewriting [169], manual cache usage, parallel memory access patterns, commu-

nication, thread mapping and synchronization, debugging, and kernel programming [43]. As

discussed in this chapter, each one of these processing elements of the HCA requires three

main parallel programming paradigms namely HDLs, structured parallel patterns, and typical

multi-threaded optimizations.

In trying to address these HCAs’ parallel programming issues, a number of textual [45] [46]

and model-integrated tool-flows [170] [48] have been defined, both open-source [45] [148] and

proprietor [29] [171]. These tool-flows provide various software techniques for high-level com-

pilation and synthesis of parallel compute intensive algorithms [127] using general purpose pro-

gramming languages (GPL) such as C++, Java, and Python, which are widely adopted in com-

puter programming industry and scientific research. Most of these open-source tool-flows can

also provide constructs tailored towards a specific domain development [5] [10], hence increas-

ing programming language expressivity and ease of use. However, some of these tool-flows

provide limited or no support for automatic parallelization and optimization, and heterogeneous

hardware deployment [172].

In order to address these limitations, these time-consuming processes for programming HCAs,

such as manual memory optimization techniques, may be automated by software to reduce the

complexity and improve software development effort. However, a sophisticated compiler must

be implemented to address these manual and complex parallel programming concepts.



CHAPTER 3

LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION DESIGN

This chapter focus on the presentation of the language design considerations for the OptiSDR

DSL. These include the OptiSDR expressiveness, extensibility, and other syntax related con-

cepts. Other syntax related concepts include modularity, polymorphism, and similarities to

existing DSP tools such as Matlab and Octave. The OptiSDR DSL specification design consid-

erations addresses the theoretical treatment of this research, by outlining the important design

decisions for the OptiSDR DSL and its compiler framework. The OptiSDR DSL specification

design considerations focus on the implementation of the attributes, which include parallel DSP

patterns, dataflow MoC patterns, and the heterogeneous run-time environment.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Guided by the DSL engineering books in [2] and [3], as well as Delite parallel patterns’ IR nodes

design processes [6], the syntax and semantics design considerations were followed to design

the OptiSDR DSL. OptiSDR syntax design refers to the actual programming language rules

that adhere to the way SDR applications designers expresses the solution to SDR problems.

The methodology followed to design this DSL included the following steps.

• Step 1: Gather user requirements by Studying typical DSP algorithms for SDR, and dis-

cussing language requirements with DSP and/or SDR experts

• Step 2: Refine parallel programming language requirements

• Step 3: Design the parallel DSP and dataflow processing patterns

86
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• Step 4: Design consideration for abstracting away the low-level parallel programming

constructs for heterogeneous run-time environment

• Step 5: Perform iterative progress assessment on all the attributes of the OptiSDR DSL.

From the study of DSP for SDR, the findings show that using familiar constructs such as in Mat-

lab increases the chances of adopting OptiSDR in research and possibly industry. While Python-

based tool are also emerging, some concerns presented by some of the Radar DSP experts who

agreed to meet with the author, were memory managements issues and Python’s expressiveness.

With guidelines from the good work done by Python based tools such as Copperhead [72] and

NumbaPro [64], the memory management issues such as dynamic memory allocations, type

parameterization, and static type casting which may help in autotuning [56] [173] were then

considered factors in OptiSDR DSL specification design.

Furthermore, while language expressiveness is important, automatic parallelization techniques

for part of the OptiSDR language design considerations. These design consideration include the

special support for abstraction without significant performance degradation. Moreover, elastic

functions [52] and/or portable constructs across all HCA elements [6] [58] were of utmost

importance in OptiSDR, thus not only were polymorphic embedding [174] concepts considered,

also the concept of compositional adaptation [175]. Therefore, this section will be composed of

OptiSDR DSL and compiler design decisions based on the user requirements gathered, whose

sources are mostly from the literature reviews, and UCT RRSG and SKA-SA signal processing

experts.

3.2 DESIGN OF OPTISDR PARALLEL PATTERNS

The OptiSDR embedded DSL framework uses the syntax and semantics of an existing language,

however, a set of parallel patterns IR nodes are defined to transform the high-level DSL code into

parallel executable patterns. These parallel patterns IR nodes provides a set of new constraints,

advanced syntax, and semantics rules for the new OptiSDR language, uniquely designed to fit

a the SDR domain.

The OptiSDR compiler aims at providing a set of syntax rules for parallel programming pat-
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terns for SDR. In OptiSDR, there is also additional support for dataflow model of computation

and heterogeneous run-time environment suitable for the target HCA. OptiSDR uses the Delite

compiler framework and the modified version of its run-time environment for heterogeneous

systems. Delite provides a set of syntax creation rules that are generic for most DSL devel-

opers. In Delite, the DSL developer can reuse the existing parallel operators (referred to as

ops/Ops in the Delite context) such as Map, Reduce, Foreach, and Sequential [58] [6]. The

DSL developers can also define the new operations, which are suitable for their application

domain. The OptiSDR framework uses the following parallel design patterns and their task

graphs.

1. Map Design Pattern

A

B

B

2. Reduction Design Pattern

A

A

B

3. Map-Reduce Design Pattern

A

B

B

C

4. Stream Processing Design Pattern: Pipeline with

Task and Data Parallelism

A

B

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 3.1: The list of data and task parallel patterns used in the OptiSDR IR Design ( Image
based on concepts from [32], [6], [75], and [62]).

The parallel patterns depicted in Figure 3.1 are abstracted away in OptiSDR, thus providing

advanced language primitives and features designed. These OptiSDR DSL features and primi-

tives cover the SDR domain computations, consistently, and at the right abstraction level without

performance degradation. OptiSDR also aims for improved concise emitted accelerator codes.

Therefore the OptiSDR language specification design process carefully applies the following

main DSL design concepts and dimensions as presented in [2], [4], [76], and [3];

3.2.1 Design of Parallel DSP Patterns

The design of parallel DSP patterns in OptiSDR involved using data parallel patterns. Fol-

lowing the APOD methodology [42] for parallelizing the DSP algorithms, and using the two
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famous parallel patterns books in [32] and [32], the suitable data parallel patterns were chosen

from the four main types named map, reduce, parallel loops, and zipwith patterns [176]. The

process of choosing suitable data parallel patterns for each DSP module relies on the type of

data dependencies and possible parallel memory access patterns. For instance, for SDR related

algorithms without data dependencies such as logarithmic signal power estimation and multi-

samples waveform generators, OptiSDR transforms high-level constructs into asynchronous

executable patterns, which use the map pattern and parallel loops.

Table 3.1: Table of parallel DSP Constructs and the patterns used to design them in OptiSDR

DSP Module Description Parallel Pattern
fft fast Fourier transform Map-Reduce Pattern
ifft inverse fast Fourier transform Map-Reduce Pattern
hilbert Hilbert transform FFT based and ZipWith Pattern
xcorr Cross-correlation FFT based and ZipWith Pattern
conv Convolution Stencil pattern
fir Finite Impulse Response Filter Stencil Pattern
abs Absolute Map Pattern / Parallel Loop
conj conjugate Map Pattern
fftshift Shift FFT Ouput Map pattern
dft Discrete Fourier transform Nested loops
linspace linear spaced elements Map Pattern

There is also a class of SDR algorithms with subsequent SDR operations, which have data de-

pendencies, thus requiring some form of reduction. As it was established in the previous chap-

ter, section 2.3.4, SDR applications are dataflow like, and in most cases synchronous. However,

each of the DSP operation in the SDR application possess their own internal parallelism. A list

of the SDR patterns and corresponding parallel patterns are depicted in Table 3.1. It is impera-

tive to note that Table 3.1 only lists a few of the available DSP modules planned in OptiSDR for

demonstration and clarity on the selection of patterns to use. The information on the use of the

patterns chosen for each of the DSP algorithms included in Table 3.1 is sourced from multiple

research papers such as [177], [176], [178], and [179]. These publications support the decisions

made to match the DSP algorithms to their suitable parallel patterns.

The FFT is one of the main algorithms, which strive for better computational complexity and

improvement in the throughput. The nature of the FFT makes it non-trivial to parallelize. Im-
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N Samples In

D

Chunk data into K-size samples

Stencil BufferC0 C1 . . . CL−2 CL−1

Perform K-point FFTs on Chunks

FFT(C0) FFT(C1) . . . FFT(CL−2) FFT(CL−1)

Map Pattern
Multiply K-Point FFTs with Twiddle Factors

X0 ∗W0 X1 ∗W1 . . . XL−1∗WL−1

Element-wise summation on Chunks

Y0 + Y1 + ... + YL−1 Reduce Pattern

N Samples Out

X

Figure 3.2: The design of FFT using smaller size FFT and map-reduce pattern, where L = N
K

,
i = 0, 1, ..., L− 1, Ci = D[j] for j = i, j = j + L and j < K, Xi = self pad(FFT(Ci), L), and
K-point FFT implemented using computationally efficient decimation-in-time (DIT) Radix-2
algorithm.

plementation techniques such as the one presented in [179], which compute large N-point DFTs

using smaller size radix-2 FFTs, can be combined with parallel patterns [32] to parallelize the

FFT computation, both decimation in time (DIT) and decimation in frequency (DIF). In this the-

sis, a map-reduce pattern, which is a special combination of the use of the map and the reduce

patterns defined in Delite, is used. The map-reduce pattern for the FFT algorithm implements

the following steps:

1. Take as input N data samples.

2. Chunk them into L chunks of size K using the stencil buffering technique (i.e. For N=24,

K=8, and L=3 according to [179] example of a 24-point FFT using 8-point smaller FFTs,

then Stencil [180] buffer implemented with offset=3, stride = 1, and neighbourhood ele-
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ments = K. See Figure 3.3 for more details).

3. Compute smaller K-point FFTs using the computationally efficient radix-2 algorithm in

a modified map pattern implementation.

4. Multiply, using map pattern, with the twiddle factors given by Wi = e−j2π(im)/24 where

m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 and i = 0, 1, ..., L− 1.

5. Perform summing up of each of the corresponding elements (Reduce pattern).

The ZipWith pattern, as defined in [181] and [177], is a parallel pattern which compute multiple

parallel computing streams, and combining the elements of these multiple streams into a stream

of combined elements using a combiner function. The combiner function can be any of the

mathematical or DSP functions such as multiplication, addition, subtraction, and division in this

thesis. The FFT-based DSP functions such as Hilbert transforms and cross-correlation takes the

form of two stream, A and B, which are computing two FFTs on data from two sources, then

the combiner function, multiplication in this case, is applied on both A and B. For the Hilbert

transform, the algorithm is defined in [178], which was then adopted in this thesis to come

up with the ZipWith implemented version. Using information sources such as [181], [177],

and [178], the pattern chosen for the Hilbert Transform was the ZipWith pattern.

Despite the selection of parallel pattern suitable for the DSP in Table 3.1, there are three main

design considerations that may affect the selection of the DSP-pattern pairs depicted in Ta-

ble 3.1. These design consideration are as follows.

• Parallel memory access patterns: Data Dependency

• Algorithmic complexity: Big O notation

• Computing resources available: Target HCA

Parallel memory access pattern in OptiSDR improve the algorithm performance. In the liter-

ature review, the author discussed cache friendly algorithms, and explained the way in which
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data in memory is packed. Accessed to data may affect the performance of the algorithm im-

plemented. Therefore, OptiSDR designs must provide several data buffering techniques. These

buffer include the following:

• Tiled Buffers

• Circular tiled Buffers

• Complex Data Buffers

• Stencil Buffers

Tiled buffer is form of direct buffering [182], which provides efficient tiled loop accesses to

huge data sets. Tiled buffers requiring precise loop transformations and a detailed model of

execution, as well as significant automatic code generation. The loop transformation in tiled

buffering implies data and loop tiling [79]. Data tiling is a concept for breaking down a huge

data into independent chunks, while loop tiling is a form of access pattern to these independent

chunks for processing, either in parallel, sequentially, or both. Given the size of data and the

partition sizes, the compiler-guided parallelization performs data and loop tiling automatically

during code generation. Tiled buffers follow linear indexing, thus access data in parallel to

support paralle SDR computations.

Circular buffering is efficient for real-time processing, where a fixed size memory allocation

can be reused [183]. The circular tiled buffer is an advanced form of circular buffer considered

in OptiSDR. Circular buffer is suitable for large buffer sizes of real-time SDR applications

such as Radar and radio astronomy. In this applications, real-time data processing and/or huge

data processing is possible, however memory is often limited to just a few gigabytes, hence

why OptiSDR utilizes memory reuse. OptiSDR buffering techniques will therefore include this

circularly tiled buffer. Both linearly and circularly tiled buffer must cater for real and complex

data buffering.

Stencil computation is an optimization technique used in algorithms with data dependencies

among neighbouring elements in the array [184]. Data arrangement for stencil computations can

allow parallel access pattern, only if a pre-ordering step into independent chunks is performed
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before the actually stencil computation. This pre-ordering step named stencil buffering in this

thesis. Stencil buffer packs data chunks into neighbouring elements based on the chunk size,

offset step, and stride [185]. For instance, in the case of convolution in the time-domain using

FIR filters, the chunk size is equivalent to the filter tap-size while the offset is one. As depicted

in Figure 3.3, a stencil buffer for a 24-point FFT using small size 8-point FFT is designed. In

this buffer design in Figure 3.3, the neighbourhood elements size is eight, the offset is one,

and stride is three, thus resulting into three data chunks, which can be used together with other

parallel patterns like map-reduce to compute the 24-point FFT as pictorially demonstrated in

Figure 3.2.

.
.

D0 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14 D15 D16 D17 D18 . . . D23

.
F0 F1 F2Chunk Functions

Output Data
.

C0 C1 C3

Figure 3.3: The design of a Stencil buffer, with neighbourhood size of 8 and offset of 3 deduced
from the example of a stencil buffer for the 24-point FFT using small 8-point FFT presented in
Figure 3.2.

The second design consideration for choosing the DSP algorithm and pattern pairs is algorith-

mic complexity, often expressed using the Big O notation. The algorithm complexity of the

FFT based algorithms is Nlog2N and has been determined as the best in terms of performance.

When called in a sequential loop, the FFT’s big O notation is estimated to be M ∗Nlog2N , for

M instances of the FFT in the loop. However, assumingM threads can be deployed without run-

ning out of the required number of threads, the algorithm complexity of M parallel instances of

the FFT may stay as Nlog2N , assuming all threads execute concurrently without any latencies.

Due to this FFT performance, complex filtering and advanced signal processing algorithms such

as cross-correlation, convolution, and Hilbert transforms are implemented using the FFTs [178].

This FFT performance becomes even more significant where multiple instantiations of FFT are

required such as in pulse compression and coherent de-dispersion algorithms.
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The computation of some of this FFT based DSP algorithms utilize three or more FFTs. Thus

parallel patterns such as zipwith and map patterns distribute the processing of these FFTs to

multiple threads and/or accelerator devices, thus reducing computational complexity to loga-

rithmic complexity. However, it is important to acknowledge that the level of parallelism is

dependent on the architecture. For instance, in a hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture, the multiple

instances of CUFFTs running may require multi-GPU support, but the limitation is the number

of CPU threads, which launch the parallel FFT instances in each of the GPUs. Alternatively,

the CUFFT can be planned to execute in batch mode, thus allowing multiple parallel instances

which maintain the logarithmic complexity [186, 187].

The distribution of processing to multiple processing elements depends heavily on available

accelerator devices and their computing resources. There are hardware limitations such as com-

munications and/or memory copying latencies, available memory sizes, available accelerator

devices (i.e. number of GPUs), and the maximum available threads for parallelism for each of

the HCA devices. The design of the OptiSDR compiler must support multiple accelerator de-

vices interconnected to perform SDR related tasks. Therefore OptiSDR parallel patterns must

be portable across these accelerator devices in the HCA, while realising the hardware limitations

by querying device resource available prior to optimisations and scheduling. Map pattern and

loop transformation in OptiSDR will be used to optimise the support of multi-GPUs, multiple

networked MCPU nodes Therefore high-level constructs to support multi-device loop transfor-

mations, map, and/or map-reduce will be defined OptiSDR. The language design concept to

use in this multi-device support is iterative space splitting with loop tiling, especially for huge

data processing or multi-channel SDR systems. An example of iterative space splitting case is

depicted in Figure 3.4, while multi-channel SDR system is depicted in Figure 3.5.

As depicted in Figure 3.4, the space splitting technique assumes a huge data set, and the fact that

computations performed on it may not fit in one of the available devices. Therefore splitting the

data and some of the computations performed on it into multiple computing elements. The iter-

ative space splitting technique in OptiSDR will initially assume the distribution is performed in

multi-GPUs, therefore, autotuning techniques, discussed later in the thesis in Section 5.3, will be

employed. These autotuning techniques perform optimization planning by querying the device
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Figure 3.4: The design of iterative space splitting technique as used in OptiSDR multi-GPU
computation of the Pulse compression algorithm, with an example single precision floating-
point 130K by 4096 matrix processed in two Nvidia GTX480 GPUs.

resources then efficiently planning the scheduling and/or execution. The autotuning technique

used follows similar approaches such as the ones presented in [56,173,188], [52], and [54]. The

device querying process detects hardware limitations, which restricts the space splitting tech-

nique when planning the optimisation, thus determining how to apply automatic optimization of

the computation to be executed. Iterative space splitting work well with the dataflow MoCs, and

it also supports other advanced DSP modules in OptiSDR such as cross-correlation, and Hilbert

transformers. OptiSDR aims to support typical and advanced DSP computations for SDR,

including dataflow MoCs with parallel stream processing patterns required in multi-channels

and/or multi-device SDR systems. While multi-channel and multi-rate SDR computations are

supported via FPGA-based DAQ, the firmware-ready FPGA platforms are used, thus there will

be no FPGA implementations of any of the channelization techniques defined in Section 2.2.

However, there will be software abstractions of low-level software interconnects and/or driver

modules for capturing data from the FPGA DAQs, both for USB2.0 and GbE interconnects.
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3.2.2 Design of Dataflow Model of Computation

The multi-channel SDR applications [123] [189] require non-blocking buffering and multi-

threaded executions, some of which can be possible when distributed among the processng

elements. Each channel of the SDR system represent the receiver-transmiter pair, with data

flowing from the RX to the TX. As depicted in Figure 3.5, an FPGA-based DAG system as

a source of the dataflow computation, streams data into the MCPU system equipped with N

GPUs, with N corresponding to the number of channels support by the FPGA DAQ. The FPGA

DAQ can be a one or a cluster of FPGA boards connected to multiple RFFE or just one RFFE

with multi-channel selection support [190]. The data flows from the antenna to the RFFE, down

to the FPGA for digital channelization and distribution of signal samples for parallel processing

into the hybrid MCPU-GPU architecture.

The OptiSDR programming model caters for this dataflow like model of computation, with the

main aim of increasing the level of expressiveness, hence making it easy for SDR experts to

express the solution to SDR problems the closest way possible to this model of computation.

The dataflow model of computation preferred in OptiSDR is the synchronous dataflow model,

also known as synchronous dataflow graph (SDFG), mainly because the practical implemen-

tation utilizes graph theory. An example SDFG case study assumes that there are algorithms,

namely, A0 to A2. These algorithms are depicted in Figure 3.5 and represent the actor in the

SDFG model [61]. In Figure 3.5 the SDR channels labels are Channel 1 to Channel 2. The pic-

torial demonstration in Figure 3.5 can be represented using an SDFG tuple G = (A,C,X, I).

The SDFG tuple comprises of a set of actors, A, corresponding to each algorithm and a set of

channels, C. The X and I in the SDFG representation are execution time of the actors, and ini-

tial configurations of each of the channels in C. The execution times, are important to identify

latencies, specifically buffering (I) and processing (C) latencies in this model of computation.

The relevance of this graph and SDFG theory relates to SDR design considerations, especially

signifying the importance of streaming and processing of data from one or multiple channels.

Given many channels, C1 to CN , the processing chains of data in the hybrid MCPU-GPU archi-

tectures is dependent on the number of possible threads and/or the available GPUs. For instance,

there are currently two Nvidia GPUs available for evaluating the efficiency of OptiSDR, there-
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Figure 3.5: An example of multi-channel SDR system using OptiSDR multi-GPU and/or mul-
tiple CUDA streams support, with MCPU as a Master node.

fore two is the number of channels that can be processed concurrently as depicted in Figure 3.5.

However, due to a certain level of concurrency provided by CUDA streams for CUDA-capable

devices, further parallelization is possible to further support more channels for processing con-

currently without blocking memory and thread calls. As depicted in Figure 3.6, CUDA streams

can be used to support this concurrency, which can be used to further support multi-channel

processing. It is important to note that special memory copying techniques are used, which in-

clude page-locked or pinned memory, which allows concurrency in memory copying and kernel

execution as further discussed in Section 5.3.4.
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Figure 3.6: An example of multi-channel SDR system using OptiSDR multi-stream support
with OpenMP threaded scheduler.
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Furthermore, combining these CUDA streams with multi-GPU processing is possible through

further instantiations of CUDA streams within each available GPU. Thus, performing compli-

cated graph traversals in the task graph for dataflow like model of computation such as this

SDFG. The SDFG concepts form part of the OptiSDR design consideration in order to express

the dataflow MoCs. The design patterns for this dataflow MoCs are the parallel stream pro-

cessing patterns, also referred to as PSPP in the rest of this thesis. The main challenges in the

implementation and usage of PSPP in OptiSDR are as follows:

• When and how to synchronize threads in the PSPP

• Memory access patterns to deploy

• Constructs to express these PSPP

• Reduce the MCPU to GPU communication latencies

• How to implement SDFG traversals

In order to improve the execution times, X , of the algorithms/actors, it is imperative to perform

SDFG and SDR specific optimizations for the target platform. These optimization strategies

involve applying event-driven dataflow model of computation, thus performed scheduled algo-

rithms executions. However, there are cases where event drivers are unnecessary, thus the com-

piler must perform automatic optimization using the concept of compiler guided optimization.

The OptiSDR compiler must therefore be equipped with different execution model, expressed

at a high-level, as known as the DSL level. Another design consideration is on the expres-

sive power of OptiSDR for PSPP. Studies show that while new languages are being design

and implemented, a lot of them brings up a lot of new challenges of understanding the syntax

and degraded performance as compared to C/C++ high-performance solutions [191] [57]. It is

therefore important to limit the number of lines of code required to express the PSPP, while

presenting familiar and easy to understand PSPP constructs.
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3.3 LANGUAGE EXPRESSIVENESS

The OptiSDR language expressiveness typical means that the design of OptiSDR programs

must be reasonably short but provide advanced language primitive and features for SDR com-

putations. OptiSDR must also provide advanced execution semantics for all the processing

elements of the target HCA. The OptiSDR expressive power is relative to other languages such

as Matlab/Octave and high-performance CUDA-Qt programming. Using the notation PC to

indicate the size of a complex program P as encoded in the CUDA-Qt language C, the idea is

to show that, PO is the size of program P as encoded in OptiSDR and that PO is shorter than

PC . Therefore, the following statement/notation must hold for all OptiSDR program sizes PO

so that it can qualify as more expressive than the hand-optimized CUDA-Qt programs;

OptiSDR languageO is more expressive in SDR domainD than the LanguageC (O <D C),

since for each P ∈ PD ∩ PO ∩ PC , |PO| < |PC |.

where P = Program Solution to problem p

PD = Program for SDR domain problem

In this design consideration for OptiSDR, the aim is to make as much as possible PO to be

shorter, in both the source lines of code and in the step to deploy in HCA. The design of

OptiSDR must be such that SDR problem are expressed intuitively using advanced modular

language primitives and polymorphic functions and datatypes. To demonstrate the expres-

sive power of OptiSDR, an example CUDA code for the high-level CUFFT library for FFT

algorithms using CUDA is compared to OptiSDR planned FFT computing constructs, see Fig-

ure 3.7.

As depicted in Figure 3.7, the lines of code, without comments and variable declarations, for

CUFFT instantiation are more than that of the OptiSDR FFT instantiation. The complete

batched CUFFT instantiation in Listing 3.1 requires implicit memory allocation and transfers

prior to the actually CUFFT planning and execution. The function points for the CUDA code

depicted in Listing 3.1 are memory allocation, memory transfer to CUDA device, FFT planning,

FFT execution, memory transfer to host MCPU system, and releasing of computing resources.

However, in comparison to OptiSDR FFT implementation version in Listing 3.2, only two main
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Listing (3.1) CUDA syntax for CUFFT instantia-
tion.
// CUFFT instantiation
double fft (cuFloatComplex∗ hdata, int L, int M) {

// Variable for CUFFT Plans
cufftHandle plan;
int n[1] = {M}, sigLen = L/M;
cuFloatComplex∗ ddata,∗dout;
// Creating cuFFT plans
cufftResult res;
res = cufftPlanMany(&plan, 1, n, NULL, 1, L, NULL, 1,

M, CUFFT C2C, sigLen);
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS){ printf(”Plan create

fail.\n”);}
// Memory allocation
cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&ddata, L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&dout, L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
// Memory Copying to GPU device
cudaMemcpy(ddata,hdata, L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex),

cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
// Execute FFT Complex−to−Complex
res = cufftExecC2C(plan, ddata, dout,

CUFFT FORWARD);
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS){ printf(”Forward

transform fail.\n”);}
// Memory copying from GPU device
cudaMemcpy(hdata, dout, M∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex),

cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
// Releasing computing resources
cudaFree(ddata); cudaFree(dout);
cufftDestroy(plan);
}

Listing (3.2) OptiSDR syntax for FFT instantiation
// OptiSDR FFT instantiations
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr .
import scala . virtualization . lms.common.Record
import scala . reflect .SourceContext
// Defining fft object
object fftapp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with

fftdemo
trait fftdemo extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() =
{

val L = ... // Data length
val M = ... // Chunk size
// Memory allocation and Copying to device

val hdata = DenseMatrix[Float](L/M,M)
// ...
// fft instantiation and memory back to host
val ftout = fft (hdata)
// No implicit resource releasing constructs
// All automatically generated

}
}

Figure 3.7: Comparison of planned OptiSDR FFT constructs versus the CUDA CUFFT library
instantiation.
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function points can be expressed, with all the others abstracted away. Therefore using the

function point and lines of code model for estimating the size, PC , of a complex FFT program

encoded in CUDA-CUFFT, it can clearly be seen that the program size, PO, of the FFT program

encoded in OptiSDR is much smaller PC . Therefore, OptiSDR language expressive power is

more than CUDA. However, there are other aspects of programming and execution times that

still need to be considered to improve this expressive power estimation, especially the perfor-

mance of the problems being solved. Using the expressiveness and the performance expressed

using execution times, a time to solution model similar to the one presented in [57], can be used

to present the time-to-solution model of language with high expressive power.

Assuming that a program for a solving problem denoted as P written in OptiSDR as denoted by

PO, and a hand-optimized program denoted by PC as a reference point. As defined above, the

relative power of OptiSDR can be given a symbol ρO ( power = Measuring of ease of use/ratio

of implementation times), while the efficiency, εO, is the measure of OptiSDR performance

(efficiency = ratio of execution times). These power and efficiency values are estimated using

Equations 3.1 and 3.2.

ρO =
I(PC)

I(PO)
. (3.1)

εO =
E(PC)

E(PO)
. (3.2)

where:

I(PO) = Implementation time of OptiSDR applications

E(PO) = Execution time of OptiSDR applications

I(PC) = Implementation time of CUDA-C applications

E(PC) = Execution time for CUDA-C applications

Therefore, using Kennedy et. al. TTS model, with an assumption of a good ρ and ε values of

OptiSDR and a hand-crafted CUDA-C programs, it is possible to perform a small benchmark

problem and determine OptiSDR time-to-solution model, T(PO), using Equation 3.3 below.
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T (PO) = I(PO) + rE(PO)

= I(PC)
I(PO)
I(PC)

+ rE(PC)
E(PO)
E(PC)

= 1
ρO
I(PC) +

1
εO
rE(PC)

where:

r = Problem specific weighting factor

I(PO) = Implementation time of OptiSDR applications

E(PO) = Execution time of OptiSDR applications

I(PC) = Implementation time of CUDA applications

E(PC) = Execution time for CUDA applications

In this research, while it is easy to determine the execution times for both the reference ap-

plication, E(PC), and OptiSDR applications E(PO), it is not a very straight forward process to

determine implementation times I(PC) and I(PO). An easier method for estimating implemen-

tation time is using the combination of function points and source lines of code counting [67].

The latter is intuitive and applicable in small benchmarks. However, the FP version of imple-

mentation time estimation will be a more thorough method for huge applications.

3.4 OPTISDR SYNTAX AND MODULARIZATION

The core of SDR is DSP modules, which are implemented to make the OptiSDR DSL constructs

for DSPs more reusable. The modularized DSPs utilize the reusable Delite parallel patterns.

This richness in reusable parallel design patterns makes Delite and its accompanying DSLs a

good choice for OptiSDR design and development. Despite these reusable patterns, the Scala

functional programming was also a suitable language for embedding and extension from within

the Delite framework, making it one of the contemporary choice for DSL development [77] [78]

[76] [5].

These Delite based compiler design choices make the OptiSDR syntax design to resemble Mat-
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lab like syntax but embedded in the host programming language, Scala. The design of OptiSDR

maintains certain level of resemblance to existing DSP tools that are often adapted in SDR com-

putations. The OptiSDR language design aims for maximum code reuse and extensibility, tech-

niques to implement SDR applications using higher-order functions such as the ones presented

in Octave and/or Matlab.

OPTISDR PROGRAM

FUNCTION LIST

DSPSPSPP MATHS IOS

ARITHMSUTILSARITHMSUTILSARITHMSUTILSARITHMSUTILS

+ *. . . . . .+*

(a) OptiSDR syntax tree showing high-level SDR modules.

Listing (3.3) Psuedo-syntax
// OptiSDR Syntax
begin programX

hilbert [freq] [some pars]
fft [some pars]
fftshift [some pars]
ifft input shifted

end programX
// Another OptiSDR Code
begin programY

load [filename] [some pars]
begin streamprocessor [some pars]

buffer [ size ]
xcorr [some pars]
fft

end streamprocessor
end programY
// OptiSDR real−time I/O syntax
begin programY

udp [ device to use ] [some pars]
begin streamprocess [input] [some pars]

buffer [ size ]
fft [some pars]

end streamprocess
psd [input]

end programY

(b) Example psuedo-syntax.

Figure 3.8: OptiSDR syntax: syntax tree and example psuedo-syntax planning.

As depicted in Figure 3.8, OptiSDR aims at modular function based syntax. OptiSDR syntax

is an exemplary parallel programming model that presents intuitive expressions for dataflow

model of computation. As depicted in Listing 3.3, the PSPP MoC was designed to be poly-

morphic and simple to instantiate as opposed to complex graph-based programming constructs

such as the one presented in [192], [193], and [194]. Also depicted is the modular programming

technique similar to Matlab and Octave, which is also suitable for maintaining the language ex-

pressive power that most SDR experts adopts. This approach allows the OptiSDR programming

model to support separation of each DSP operations in a SDR program into independent, inter-

changeable operations, such that each operation contains everything necessary to execute only
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one aspect of the desired DSP functionality.

In addition to these modular constructs desired in OptiSDR, other language primitive such as

the following are part of the OptiSDR syntax.

• Real and complex data types - Short, Int, Float, Double, Complex, etc.

• Control structures similar to C/C++ - keyword structure is if..else

• Sequential and Parallel loop - keywords may include parwhile, for, and while

• Pattern matching using keyword such as case

• Linear algebra - Data structures such as DenseV ector[T ] and ComplexDenseV ector,

and mathematical functions

• Variable declarations and initializations

OptiSDR syntax will also include structured programming using PSPP MoC and their execution

models. In addition, support in OptiSDR is object-oriented and function programming inherited

from the fact that OptiSDR build upon the Scala programming language. The OptiSDR con-

structs will have these high-level concepts for facilitating construction of large SDR prototypes,

programs, and systems by decomposition into smaller pieces of DSP and supporting operations.

3.5 COMPOSITIONAL ADAPTATION AND PORTABILITY

OptiSDR computational adaptation supports an approach that, given any HCA platform, the

compiler uses automatic detection of available computing elements and adapts to the comput-

ing environment by automatically optimizing for available resources. These OptiSDR design

considerations borrows from the concepts such as elastic computing and automatic software

pipelining techniques presented in [195] and [54] respectively. These two concepts provide

conceptual models for automatically detecting the target HCA if not specified and automati-

cally optimize the generated executable code for optimal execution in this HCA.

OptiSDR polymorphic design processes strive for the generality in expressing complex SDR

computations. Additionally, OptiSDR polymorphic design processes provide constructs, which
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cover a broad range of SDR applications while matching the performance of parallel C/C++

and CUDA counter-parts. OptiSDR adopts the Delite polymorphic embedding concept [174],

which maintains the compositionality of OptiSDR, as well as portability across the processing

elements of the HCA. The adoption gives OptiSDR the ability to emit multiple accelerator

(elements of HCA) source codes for each SDR module. As depicted in Figure 3.9, an example

of a polymorphic function that can be ported to multiple processing elements of the HCA is

depicted.

Listing 3.4: OptiSDR Modulation polymorphism
// OptiSDR Polymorphic modules
object mod extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with modf
trait modf extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = { // Compute SSB and DSB modulation
val out1 = modulate(rand(1024),hilbert) // SSB − Hilbert
val out2 = modulate(rand(1024),fm)// FM
val out3 = modulate(rand(1024),dsb−sc)// DSB

}
}

OptiSDR Compiler

one IR Node|Multiple Parameters

OptiSDR Code Generator

Pattern Matching|C++ Gen. |CUDA Gen.

MCPU
.

GPU
.C++ Executable CUDA Executable

Figure 3.9: OptiSDR portability using the polymorphic embedding concept for porting a single
SDR module/function into multiple platforms, MCPUs and GPUs.

As depicte in Figure 3.9, OptiSDR signal processing modules are designed to be polymor-

phic and portable. The function polymorphism presented in Listing 5.1 is for the modulation

module, where a single modulate keyword can be instantiated multiple times to implement dif-

ferent modulation types such as single sideband (SSB) using Hilbert transforms, double side-

band (DSB), and frequency modulation (FM). The exemplary feature for OptiSDR is porta-

bility across all platforms. For instance, the code depicted in Listing 5.1 must be able to be

transformed into multiple low-level source codes targeting different accelerator devices in the

HCA.
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OptiSDR minimum code generation requirements is C/C++ and CUDA in order to support the

hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures. These implies that, to port each OptiSDR module into multi-

ple heterogeneous architectures, OptiSDR code generator will utilize pattern matching, multiple

code generation libraries, and a range of execution graph traversals to emit multiple optimized

target codes. The design constraints in this OptiSDR code generation modules include the fol-

lowing.

• Code generation for hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures

• Firmware-ready FPGA DAQ

• Portable USB and GbE I/O modules with optimized buffering

• Code generation for external optimized libraries

• Intermixing sequential and parallel operations

The code generation in OptiSDR will start by targeting hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures. The

code generation for the MCPU targets parallelizes the C/C++ code using OpenMP and Posix

threads. The support for CUDA code generation requires consideration of specific rules. For

instance, for the sequence of DSP operations working together in a dataflow model of computa-

tion for a particular SDR application, it is imperative to keep all the subsequent DSP operations

in that dataflow model inside the GPU during execution to avoid data copying back and forth

the host MCPU to the GPUs. This will mean that there will be no intermixing of sequential and

parallel operation in a given dataflow MoC.

Furthermore, OptiSDR compiles the code based on the user-defined parameters such as the

target device and optimization. Then the OptiSDR compiler optimizes the different DSP algo-

rithms for the target device based on the selected target device by the SDR applications designer.

There are other parameters such as the number of GPUs and CPU threads. The compiler ad-

justs these parameters automatically during parallelising using the concept of autotuning, but

the user can also define how many GPU for the application. However if the number of GPU

given is more then available GPU, the compiler can still go ahead and attempt to optimize for

one GPU. The compiler decides on this based on data sizes and the programming constructs
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used by the designer such as the PSPP, data types, and the availability of computing resources

such as memory and maximum number of threads and CUDA streams in the case of Nvidia

GPUs. In Section 5.1, the automatic optimization is discussed further, clearly defining how it

was used in OptiSDR, and in Section 5.3, the autotuning implementation details are discussed.

As defined in Section 5.3.4, OptiSDR compiler addresses bottle-necks data transfers by auto-

matically optimising for the use of pinned memory and tiling. In addition to data transfers,

OptiSDR compiler utilizes memory reuse techniques such as circular buffering. Lastly, while

the purpose of OptiSDR is to support even the Intel MIC, or specifically code generation for

OpenCL capable devices, the time constraint could not allow both the OpenCL and HDL code

generation for Intel MIC and FPGA modules.

3.6 LANGUAGE SEMANTICS AND HETEROGENEOUS EXECUTIONS

This design of the flow of execution semantics that are specific for heterogeneous targets is

depicted in Figure 3.10. The FPGA support is only by using readily available FPGA firmware,

hence the firmware-ready FPGA-DAQ. The firmware performs the ADC configurations (i.e.

sampling rate configuration), channelization (i.e. Using DDC in the OptiSDR trials), and inter-

facing to I/O peripherals such as GbE media independent interface (MII). The FPGA channel-

ization will use the DDC and DUC techniques to select the desired channels, and then packetize

and send the data to the MCPU system using the GbE or the USB connector. At the MCPU side,

the GbE and USB drivers will need to be implemented. These driver modules will be facilitated

by the cache-friendly buffering software interconnect as discussed in Section 3.2.1.

The OptiSDR compiler in Figure 3.10 validates and transforms the OptiSDR executions se-

mantics. These execution semantics are represented as execution graphs, specifically as the

DEGs. In this execution graphs, multi-level constraints such as presenting the OptiSDR execu-

tion semantics in a dataflow like manner are used to improve the correctness and to ensure the

compliance with the proposed SDR parallel stream processing techniques. The automatic code

generation method that uses the concept of LMS [76] is reused in Delite based DSL compiler,

OptiSDR is no exception in this regard. The OptiSDR code generator is designed to comple-

ment this LMS framework and provide a set of constraints, which strictly generates code which
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Figure 3.10: An overview of high-level flow of syntax to execution semantics design using
heterogeneous computing architectures

comply with the PSPP model of execution in the target HCA. These concepts complement

each other to provide the multi-staged transformations for OptiSDR high-level specification

into multiple heterogeneous computing targets code that is of high-performance and provide

correct results. The other main concept of design in OptiSDR is to establish the means to define

the correctness of SDR applications results from the OptiSDR DSL. A set of cyclic progress

assessment tests are performed during the autotuning verification and accuracy-test stages of

the OptiSDR compilation process.

The use of the available computing resources such as memory, available GPUs, and these I/O

limitations provide the platform knowledge, therefore the compiler maybe designed to cater

for platform-specific optimizations. The platform-sepcific optimization as presented in [68],

include design considerations such as the datatypes for memory optimization, number of pro-

cessing elements, and IO interfaces to use. The IOs are again depending on the FPGA platform

used, for instance, in OptiSDR, the RHINO [19] and USRP1 [66] modules are available for eval-

uating the real-time processing capabilities for OptiSDR. Therefore, the USB2.0 and GbE will
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be the main evaluation I/O modules for the USRP1 and RHINO respectively. The known limi-

tations such as the maximum practical one GbE speed of 125MBps, and the USB2.0 60MBps

speed, will be the main constraint in the IO designs. These limitations affect the latency, which

makes it difficult to parallelize SDR applications using automatic code generation in OptiSDR.

3.7 OPTISDR LANGUAGE COVERAGE

The OptiSDR language coverage is defined as the proportion of programs that OptiSDR can

be expressed in the SDR domain [2]. For instance, using notations from [2], if CD(LO) is

the coverage of SDR domain D by OptiSDR DSL LO, the following equation, Equation 3.3,

therefore applies;

CD(LO) =
NP

ND

(3.3)

where:

NP = Number of Programs PD expressable by L

ND = Number of Programs in Domain D

In this thesis, this language coverage concept from [2] is used to approximate the number of

SDR programs that can be covered by the OptiSDR DSL. These SDR programs can be classi-

fied into categories for digitization/receiver (denoted Rx), channelization (denoted Cc), paral-

lel programming (denoted Pp), and transmitter/digital-to-analog conversion (denoted Tx). The

number of programs in the SDR domain, can then be quantified by approximating the maximum

value for each category with reference to an existing SDR domain language LS that covers this

categories. Assuming that CRx(LO) represent the number of digitizing modules covered in

OptiSDR, CCh(LO) = number of channelization covered, CPP (LO) = number of parallel pro-

gramming patterns covered, and CTx(LO) = number of modules for DAC/transmitting signals

covered in OptiSDR, then Equation 3.3 can be expressed as depicted in Equation 3.4.

CD(LO) =
CRx(LO) + CCh(LO) + CPp(LO) + CTx(LO)

CRx(LS) + CCh(LS) + CPp(LS) + CTx(LS)
. (3.4)
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where:

CRx(LS) = Number of receiver modules covered by SDR language S

CCh(LS) = Number of channelization modules covered by SDR language S

CPp(LS) = Number of parallel patterns covered by SDR language S

CTx(LS) = Number of transmitter modules covered by SDR language S

Using this notation Equation 3.4, the coverage ratio of OptiSDR in the SDR domain can be

approximated. This way it can be determined whether OptiSDR fully or partially covers the

SDR domain for each application relevant in SDR computations. Given the coverage equation

in Equation 3.4 and modules categories, the GNURadio and/or Matlab SDR modules can be

used as reference for coverage estimate in OptiSDR.

Assigning the receiver modules of OptiSDR to the value of two for both GbE and USB2.0

for USRP networked and USB respectively. At the time of writing this thesis, the current stable

release of GNURadio [196] as reference supports the same number of I/O modules as OptiSDR.

However, this will be a different case with Matlab SDR tools as it supports a range of USRP I/O

modules such as networked, bus, and X series (i.e. multiple options of high-speed interconnects

such as 10GbE, 1GbE, and PCIe) [197, 198]. Furthermore, Matlab SDR DAQs are not only

USRP based for SDR, Matlab also supports RTL-SDR and Zync SDR [197]. The I/O modules

in this case refer to both the RFFE, ADC, and firmware-ready FPGA based channelization, for

they are often shipped out together. Therefore in Equation 3.4, CRx = CCh = CTx for both

OptiSDR, GNURadio, or Matlab, however Matlab’s value is higher at a given license cost.

There is no support for parallel programming for GPU in the current release of GNURadio.

Therefore, comparing coverage of the number of parallel patterns covered in OptiSDR with

GNURadio may be an unfair comparison. Matlab in the other hand has parallel programming

packages that targets GPUs. These Matlab’s parallel computing toolbox supports a range of

similar parallel patterns in OptiSDR including CUDA capable GPUs/multi-GPUs, parallel for

loops [199] which are equivalent to OptiSDRs parallel while-loop, and MCPU resource utiliza-

tion. OptiSDR supports most of the parallel DSP (e.g. FFT and filtering) and linear algebra

constructs which are available in Matlab. However, Matlab’s GPU computing toolbox is much
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more mature in all the SDR-related toolboxes such as communications, phased array systems,

and advanced signal processing toolboxes [65] [199]. The only drawback with Matlab’s pow-

erful computing tools is licensing costs, while OptiSDR, through its underlying Delite encoded

constructs, is a free and customizable with enough room for improvements DSL framework.

3.8 CONCLUSION

The design of OptiSDR DSL focuses on structured parallel patterns and polymorphic modular

DSP instantiations. The structured parallel patterns form part of the implementation aspects of

the IR nodes for OptiSDR constructs. The high-level OptiSDR constructs resemble the Mat-

lab/Octave constructs. Additional advanced syntax and semantics are also present in OptiSDR.

As a DSL for SDR, OptiSDR design provides the following four main compiler design consid-

erations: 1) Task and data parallel patterns for DSP routines in SDR; 2) Execution semantics

for heterogeneous run-time environment with current support for hybrid MCPU-GPU archi-

tecture and firmware-ready FPGA data acquisition; 3) SDR abstract syntax creation using the

concept of IR nodes borrowed from Delite and LMS; and 4) The design considerations for

defining SDR-specific semantics with a set of constraints and/or type system rules to which

SDR-specific programs have to conform. These design considerations produce a concise and

high-level parallel programming model for OptiSDR.

Furthermore, this chapter discussed the design of OptiSDR dataflow model of computation.

These dataflow MoCs are the OptiSDR PSPP. The OptiSDR PSPP is an event-driven dataflow

model, whose syntax facilitates SDFG like computations, without complex graph-based lan-

guage modeling. The PSPP syntax act as a compiler-guided paralellizing technique, with the

main objective to minimize communications latencies and maximizing computation throughput.

The OptiSDR PSPP design also aims at an accurate model of computation for high-performance

SDR applications.



CHAPTER 4

OPTISDR PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION

This chapter present the OptiSDR DSL specification. This section presents the OptiSDR lan-

guage, focusing mainly in the syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The OptiSDR syntax discus-

sion in this section generically covers the different forms SDR programs can take. These syntax

discussions will be couple with semantics and pragmatics, although not in too much details, as

these will involve repetitions of Scala semantics and pragmatics. As a Scala embedded DSL,

OptiSDR syntax simply abstracts away the complexities of low-level parallel C/C++ code with

parallel programming libraries and tools such as CUDA and OptiSDR dataflow MoC execution

models. Therefore, OptiSDR DSL syntax is simply a high-level abstraction of DSPs, loops,

primitives, control structures, and dataflow MoCs with their execution models.

4.1 INTRODUCTION TO OPTISDR SYNTAX

The OptiSDR syntax has four different program forms. 1) Generic language constructs for prim-

itive and complex datatypes; 2) Control, and loop statements; 3) Parameterisable mathematical

and DSP modules; and 4) Dataflow MoC syntax using OptiSDR PSPPs;

OptiSDR programs are typically executed in a top-down approach, with variable declarations

first, followed by assignment, control, loop, and function body statements. The compiler per-

forms automatic parallelizations of high-level constructs; specifically while loops, and functions

such as maths and DSP operations. The OptiSDR PSPP constructs uses advanced execution

models. These execution models follow a dataflow MoC approach. Firstly, the declaration of

variables using primitive types such as integers and floats take the following structure in Op-

112
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tiSDR.

[format] [var_name]: [datatype]

Where the format, [format], determines whether the variable, [var_name], is mutable

or immutable. The format of the variable can be var or val for mutable and immutable

declarations and/or assignments. The primitive datatypes which can replace [datatype]

include Boolean, Char, Short, Int, Float, and Double.

The variable declarations leads to assignment statements in OptiSDR, which may take the fol-

lowing forms, depending on whether mutable or immutable.

[format] [var_name] = [value]

| [func_name]([parameters])

| [data_structure]([length],[isRow])

| StreamProcessor([src],[op1], ..., [opN])

There are other supporting OptiSDR language modules such as validating and profiling con-

structs for system level performance tests and results verification. Moreover, OptiSDR supports

input/output constructs for FPGA-based data acquisition, GbE, and file I/Os. These constructs

can be instantiated similarly as other math or DSP constructs by replacing the [func_name]

and [parameters] with specific module names such as iodevice(...) and parameters such as

usrp and Fc respectively.

val [var_name]= iodevice([parameters])

The PSPP modules use I/O, DSP, and math modules as input sources and parameters. Instan-

tiating the I/O modules with PSPPs for dataflow like computation is the norm in SDR-specific

applications. These I/Os abstracts away the different buffering techniques using memory ac-

cess patterns such as linear tiling, circular tiling, and stencil patterns as defined in Section 5.2.3

and later in Section 4.6. Depending on the execution model for the PSPP, the OptiSDR code

generator will generate the suitable pattern before compiling into the executable. Assuming an

OptiSDR PSPP statement can be represented by the alphabet [P], generically the PSPPs can be

represented as follows using the s-expression (symbolic expression) notation [200] to specify
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their syntax rules.

[P] ::=

[x] = [p]

| [x].addTask([f])

| [x].addPSPP([p])

[p] ::= [Pipeline]| [Streamer] | [Stream]

[Pipeline] ::= StreamProcessor([src],[f])

[Streamer] ::= [p].execSync()

| [p].execMap()

| [p].execStencil([f])

[Stream] ::= StreamProcess{[f]}

[src] ::= load([f])| iodevice([f])| StreamIn([f])

[f] :: = Functions and/or Parameters

As depicted in the s-expression representation, the PSPPs are parameterizable, hybrid execution

models enabled, and polymorphic. The [f] parameter represents the functions and/or parame-

ters, where functions can be DSPs, math, and other PSPPs operations instantiations. The PSPP

tasks can be updated using addTask(..) and addPSPP (...) for queueing new DSP and PSPP

tasks for execution using either the PSPP’s SEM, ASEM, and STEM.

Therefore the sections that follow will further discuss the different OptiSDR syntax details,

specifically how to use them in typical and advanced SDR type of applications.

4.2 GENERIC OPTISDR DSL CONSTRUCTS

The OptiSDR generic constructs include mathematical, control, and loop statements. These

constructs inherits the Delite generic constructs such as datatypes, control structures, and while

and for loops. The OptiSDR builds mathematical constructs using the linear algebra constructs

from the OptiLA DSL. These OptiSDR linear algebra and trigonometric constructs extends the

Map data parallelism for most trigonometric functions and the newly implemented complex

vector types.
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4.2.1 Basic OptiSDR Program Structure

The basic program structure of OptiSDR contains Scala-like syntax with the import keyword

used to declare the OptiSDR compiler and Delite packages (classes, objects, traits, etc.) to

use. Although the importation in pure Scala syntax can be flexible, with import statements

placed anywhere within the source code and ability to hide members while importing, the Op-

tiSDR import statement is placed once at the top of the basic program structure as depicted in

Listing 4.1.

As depicted in Listing 4.1, the OptiSDR basic program structure includes inheriting, using the

extend Scala keyword, the OptiSDRApplicationRunner object and OptiSDRApplication

trait. This OptiSDRApplicationRunner object and OptiSDRApplication imports all OptiSDR,

Delite/OptiLA, and LMS objects and traits into the current OptiSDR program scope. The entry-

point of the main OptiSDR constructs is the main() function. The OptiSDR main() function

can implicitly accept args variable into the OptiSDR program scope, thus command-line argu-

ments can be passed into the OptiSDR program as supplied by the user. These command-line

arguments take the following form: delite OptiSDRDemo −−cuda 1 ”freq = 2600M”. In

this case the freq = 2600M argument can be accessed using var arg0 = args(0) line of

code.

Listing 4.1: The basic OptiSDR program structure
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // use sdr packages
// The OptiSDR Example Appication named Demo
// It inherits OptiSDR run−time and the demoapp trait below it
object OptiSDRDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with demoapp
trait demoapp extends OptiSDRApplication // Inherits OptiSDR Compiler so that the Constructs

are recognized
{

def main() = { // Top−level module
// Octave−like Constructs Here
var arg0 = args(0) // Getting Command−line arguments
val x = randf(1000000) // 1 Million Random Samples
val X = fft (x) // FFT the random samples
plot (abs(X)) // Plot the Power
}
}

As discussed in the comments of Listing 4.1, OptiSDRmain() entry point contains Octave-like

constructs such as rand([pars]), fft([pars]), and plot([pars]). There are also other constructs
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for the OptiSDR dataflow like MoC such as the ParallelStreamer([src], [tasks], [pars]) and

the I/O constructs for GbE/UDP, USB2.0, and File I/O.

4.2.2 Datatypes and Variable Declarations

The OptiSDR data-types include the basic ones such as Double, Float, Int, String, and Boolean

as defined for the Scala programming language. In addition to these data-types, there are linear

algebra related data-types which include type parameterized data-types such asDenseV ector[T ],

DenseMatrix[T ], and SparseMatrix[T ]. The new data-types for OptiSDR includes the fol-

lowing complex types; 1) ComplexDenseV ector and 2) ComplexDenseMatrix. The default

numerical data-type for each element of the complex vector and matrix containers is the Float.

The Float data-type is chosen as the default type for these complex data-types for optimization

reason as discussed in Section 5.3. These OptiSDR data-types include mostly the ones inherited

from Scala such as Numeric, Boolean, String, Tuples, and Functions data-types.

4.2.2.1 Numerical Data types Declarations and Operations

The numeric data types include Double, Float, and Int. Float allows for single floating-point

arithmetic operations while Double allows for double precision floating point arithmetic oper-

ations. As depicted in Listings 4.2 and 4.3, variable declaration using numeric data-types can

be done by explicitly stating the data (i.e. var z : Double = 0 for Double variable) or by

appending the data-type lower-case letter at the end of a initial value assigned (i.e. var y = 0f

for Float variable).

The declaration of constant values is similar; however, no modifications on them after their

initialization/declarations. A constant value assigned to a variable however, does not make that

variable a constant, therefore that variable can still be changed. For instance, if val i = 2d,

then var y = i and y = 7d are valid statements with correct results.

The numerical operators for these data-types include ∗, +, −, /, abs([par]), and exp([par]). As

depicted in Listing 4.3, these operations can be performed in variables of the same and/or of

different data-types.
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Listing 4.2: Variables and Constants Declarations
def main() = {

// Declaring Variables
var x = 0 // Declaring an Int variable
var y = 0f // Declaring a Float variable
var z:Double = 0d // Declaring a Double variable
// Declaring Constants: vals canot be modified
val constx = 100d
val consty = 100f
}

Listing 4.3: Operation and Descriptions
def main() = {

// Numerical Operations on these Data−types
val outadd = x+x // Addition
val outmult = y∗y // Multiplication
val outsub = z−y // Subtraction
val outdiv = z/z // Division
val outabs = abs(x) // Absolute Value
var outexp = exp(y) // base e exponentiation
}

4.2.2.2 Boolean Data types

The Boolean data types are for true or false values. Just with other Delite based DSLs, the

Boolean type supports the following operations:

• ! - unary negation (NOT)

• && - logical AND

• || - logical OR

4.2.2.3 String Data types

The String data types are for text and/or array of characters. The String type supports the

following operations:

• + - string concatenation

• toDouble - String to Double conversion

• toF loat - String to Float conversion

• toInt - String to Int conversion

4.2.2.4 DenseVector and DenseMatrix Data types

These data-types comes from the OptiLA DSL. Their relevance and suitability for use in DSP

is the main reason why they are important in OptiSDR. These are the main new collections
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that are borrowed from Delite/OptiLA. The DenseVector type is used in OptiSDR to represent

a type parameterizable linear collection of values. Declared with a numerical data-type, this

DenseVector becomes a mathematical vector representing signal/data values and possesses cor-

responding numerical/arithmetic operations. Table 4.1 presents some of the main operations on

the DenseVector[T] type.

Table 4.1: Table of DenseVector Operation and Descriptions

Operation Description
DenseVector(a,b,c,...) return a new dense vector containing elements a,b,c,...
ones(length) return a vector of all Double values 1.0d
onesf(length) return a vector of all Float values 1.0f
zeros(length) return a vector of all Double zero values 0.0
zerosf(length) return a vector of all Float values 1.0
v(i) returns elements with i indexes
v(i)=x set elements in i to value x
+(v2) point-wise addition with vector v2
+=(v2) Point-wise addition with vector v2 in place

Similar operation relevant to the DenseMatrix type are presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Table of DenseMatrix Operation and Descriptions

Operation Description
DenseMatrix(a,b,c,...) return a new dense matrix containing vectors a,b,c,...
ones(r,c) return a vector of all Double values 1.0d
onesf(r,c) return a matrix of all Float values 1.0f
zeros(r,c) return a matrix of all Double zero values 0.0
zerosf(r,c) return a matrix of all Float values 1.0
m(i,j) returns elements with (i,j) indexes
m(i,j)=x set elements in (i,j) to value x
+(m2) point-wise addition with matrix m2
+=(m2) Point-wise addition with matrix m2 in place

4.2.2.5 Complex Data types Declarations and Operations

These complex data-types include the ComplexDenseVector and ComplexDenseMatrix. The

ComplexDenseVector is a container for complex values represented by two vectors, real values

vector and imaginary values vector. Table 4.3 presents some of the main operators and functions

for the ComplexDenseVector data type.
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Table 4.3: Table of ComplexDenseVector Operation and Descriptions

Operation Description
ComplexDenseVector(a,b) return a new complex vector containing Vectors a and b
rl() return a dense vector of the real part of the complex vector
im() return a dense vector of the imaginary part of the complex vector
+cxv2 point-wise addition with cxv2 elements
+=cxv2 point-wise addition with cxv2 elements in place
∗(cxv2) point-wise addition with cxv2 elements
∗=(cxv2) point-wise addition with cxv2 elements in place
conj() return conjugate values
abs() return absolute values
range(start,end) return a new complex vector of range of values from start to end

There are arithmetic operations such as +, *, -, and / that can be used with this ComplexDen-

seVector data structure. In SDR, the ComplexDenseVector data structure is regularly used to

represent the baseband signal, that is often in the form of I/Q samples from the ADC. This data

structure works with arithmetic and DSP operators to perform digital baseband computations

for the SDR.

4.2.2.6 Creating User Defined Types

The OptiSDR is highly extensible programming language. In order to support this feature,

OptiSDR provide ways to define new data-types. This capability to define user defined data

types is adopted from LMS [6] [76]. The codified demonstration of this feature is presented in

Listing 4.4, where a new data type for an XY point/coordinate is defined.

Listing 4.4: Defining User Data Types and Usage
def main() = {

// Defining User Data Type: XY Point Datatype
type UDT = DataType{val x:Float; val y: Float}
//
val my v = DenseVector[UDT](100,true) //
}

As depicted in Listing 4.4, the new data-type is defined similarly to structs in C/C++ program-

ming languages. This user-defined data-type is used in creating a vector of points. The data

values for the DenseVector my v can be accessed using my v(i).x and my v(i).y for the x and
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y values respectively.

4.2.3 Mathematical Constructs

The OptiSDR in-build trigonometric functions that work with DenseVector, ComplexDenseVec-

tor, and DenseMatrix were defined using the Map and parallel indexed loops patterns. These are

data parallel patterns suitable for most of these trigonometric and other mathematics functions

such as exponents and logarithms. These functions include the following with their descrip-

tions:

Table 4.4: Table of mathematical operation and descriptions

Operation Description
Sin(v) Computes the sine of every element of vector v in parallel (Map pattern)
Log(v) Computes the natural logarithm for every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Log10(v) Computes the base-10 logarithm for every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Cos(v) Computes the cosine of every element of vector v in parallel (Map Pattern)
Acos(v) Computes the inverse cosine of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Tan(v) Computes the tangent of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Asin(a) Computes inverse sine of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Atan(v) Computes inverse tangent of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Atan2(v) Computes atan of every element of vector v (Parallel Loop)
Sum(v) Computes the summation of every element of vector v (MapReduce Pattern)
Abs(v) Computes the absolute value of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Sqrt(v) Computes the square root of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Cbrt(v) Computes the cube root of every element of vector v (Map Pattern)
Pow(v,p) Computes element-wise v to power p using Map Pattern
Conj(v) Computes element-wise conjugate values of v (Map Pattern)
Exp(v) Computes the exponential values of v (Map Pattern)
Mean(v) Computes the mean for vector v values (MapReduce Pattern)

Floor(v)
Computes element-wise floor (round-of to nearest lower bound) of v values
(Map Pattern)

Ceil(v)
Computes element-wise ceil (round-of to nearest upper bound) of v values
(Map Pattern)

The newly implemented OptiSDR mathematical functions with upper-case first letter inher-

its the Delite parallel patterns, mostly Map, parallel indexed loop, and MapReduce patterns.

These functions are implemented to work with OptiSDR ComplexDenseVector, DenseVector,

and DenseMatrix types distinctively. Each of these functions perform a mathematical operation

in parallel for each element, both complex and real type values.
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It is important to acknowledge that when the number of available threads is smaller than the

sample sizes, the performance is degraded significantly as can be seen for the OpenMP solu-

tion in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. As for the OptiSDR and CUDA implementations, when the

number of CUDA threads diminishes, a run-time error is encountered hence no execution is

allowed. In these OptiSDR and CUDA executions, when mathematical operations are instanti-

ated with other memory and compute intensive FFT-based applications, the maximum number

of samples which can be processed in parallel was found to be approximately 226 double float-

ing point complex values, which is equivalent to two times 536870912 bytes (i.e. 1.074GB). It

is important to note that this maximum number of sample may change to larger or smaller data

sizes depending of the GPU used. In these experiments, the Nvidia GeForce Titan X device

with 12GB GDDR memory was used.
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Figure 4.1: OptiSDR sine/cosine versus OpenMP, C++, and CUDA sine/cosine implementa-
tion execution times

As depicted in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, these maximum samples of 226 were processed us-

ing both the GPU and the MCPU. Agurably, these results are viewed as comparing different

architectures, they provide the reference model, which compares to the parallel GPU based

implementations, hence showing significant performance improvement. In the OpenMP/C++

execution times presented in both Figures 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that the more the number of

samples are becoming more than the available MCPU cores, the more degrading is the per-

formance. The serial C++ implementation gets worse as the number of samples increase. As

compared to this C++ implementation, OptiSDR achieves a maximum speed-up of 180 and 87
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Figure 4.2: OptiSDR PSD execution times versus the OpenMP, C++, and CUDA PSD execu-
tion times
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Figure 4.3: OptiSDR sine/cosine with memory copying versus OpenMP, C++, and CUDA
sine/cosine implementation with memory copying execution times

times for the parallel sinusoidal generator and PSD computations respectively. As compared

to the OpenMP implementation, the OptiSDR speed-up goes up to 20 times for the parallel

sinusoidal generator, and up to 87 times for the PSD computations.

In these pictorial representations of the executions time, memory copying latencies introduced

in GPU based implementations are not included, however these are presented in Figure 4.3 and 4.4.

While significant degradation is realised when memory copying is included in both CUDA and

OptiSDR implementations in comparison with OpenMP and sequential C++ implementations,

speed up of up 12 and 49 times is achieved respectively for sinusoidal data generators. The
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Figure 4.4: OptiSDR PSD with memory copying execution times versus the OpenMP, C++,
and CUDA PSD with memory copying execution times

OptiSDR speed up of 39 times for the PSD computation is also achieved when compared to

OpenMP and C++ PSD implementations. However, it is important to notice that, in both Fig-

ures 4.3 and 4.4, from data sizes of 224, speed-up is reduced significantly, this is due to the fact

that memory copying latencies for data sizes greater than that are significant.

Furthermore, the results in Figures 4.1 to 4.4 shows that speed-up of less than 1 is achieved

in OptiSDR compared to CUDA implementations. This speed up of less than one implies that

CUDA outperforms OptiSDR. For larger data sizes starting from 221 to 226, speed ups of 0.83

to 1.72 times, and 0.81 to 1.4 times for sinusoidal data generators and PSD computation are

achieved respectively, showing how close OptiSDR implementations can get to CUDA perfor-

mance.

4.3 CONTROL AND LOOP STATEMENTS

The control statements supported in OptiSDR are only standard if...else statements. The syn-

tax is as depicted in Listing 4.5. These if statements may introduce sequential tasks within

parallel operation thus degrading the overall system performance. While OptiSDR does not

attempt to parallelize while and for loops, it may try to parallel tasks within the loops but they

must be parallelizable, otherwise no CUDA and/or parallel code will be emitted as depicted in

Listing 4.5. A warning that results from the mix of sequential and parallel patterns within the

OptiSDR loops will indicate that no kernels will be loaded in GPU(s).
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Listing 4.5: OptiSDR code for if...else statement
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // use sdr packages
// The OptiSDR Example Appication named Demo
object ifelseDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with

iedemoapp // Inherits OptiSDR run−time & trait below
trait iedemoapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = { // Top−level module
// Java/C−like Constructs for If .. Else
if ([ cond]){

// Octave−like Instrucions and Other SDR Constructs
}
else {

// Octave−like Instrucions and Other SDR Constructs
}
}
}

Listing 4.6: OptiSDR code for while/for loops
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // use sdr packages
// The OptiSDR Example Appication named Demo
object LoopDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with

lpdemo // Inherits OptiSDR run−time & trait below
trait lpdemo extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = { // Top−level module
// While Loops
while([ condition ]){
// DSPs with Parallel Patterns , or no CUDA generated
}
for( i <− start until end){ // For Loops
// DSPs with Parallel Patterns , or no CUDA generated
}
}
}

For parallel loops, OptiSDR provides the parwhile keyword which can be used as depicted in

Listing 4.7 and Listing 4.8. Parallel while loops in OptiSDR utilizes both the multi-GPU and

stream processing as depicted in Listings 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. The multi-GPU version of

the while loop assumes the existence of the number of GPUs that are equal to the loop iterations.

The OptiSDR compiler automatically detects the number of GPUs available in a given system

and partitions the loop accordingly, using OpenMP for threaded kernel execution in the available

GPUs. As depicted in Listing 4.9 below.

Listing 4.7: Example parallel while-loop compute two concurrent batched
CUFFTs using cuFFTPlanMany(...), OpenMP, and multi-GPUs

object xapp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with x
trait x extends OptiSDRApplication
{

def main() =
{

val Wc = 8192.0f
val Fs = 16.777216e6f // 16Msps
val t = 0.0f<::1.0f /Fs<::1.0f
// Generate a Sinusoidal Signal −Map Pattern
val sig = Sin(2∗pi∗t∗Wc)
//
val len = sig . length/2
val out = DenseMatrix[Complex](2,len)
var j = 0

// Parallel While Loop − OpenMP and Multi−GPU
parwhile(j<2) //
{

out(j ) = fft ( sig ( j∗len ::( j∗len+len)) ,8192)
j = j + 1
}
plot (abs(out) ,8192) // simple FFT magnitude plot
}

}
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As depicted in Listing 4.7, the parallel while loop is implemented using the keyword parwhile(...).

While it looks like a typical while loop, when compiled by the OptiSDR, the parwhile code is

transformed into a multi-GPU code, which is an instantiation of an OpenMP parallel loop with

instantiation of CUFFTs. These CUFFTs are planned to execute in batch mode, which means

that 1024 parallel 8192-point FFTs are executed in the case presented in Listing 4.7.

Listing 4.8: Example parallel while-loop to compute four concurrent batched
CUFFTs using cuFFTPlanMany(...), OpenMP, and CUDA streams

object yapp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with y
trait y extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val Wc = 8192.0f
val Fs = 16.777216e6f // 16Msps
val t = 0.0f<::1.0f /Fs<::1.0f
// Generate a Sinusoidal Signal −Map Pattern
val sig = Sin(2∗pi∗t∗Wc)
//
val len = 8192∗512 // Chunk per stream
//
val out = DenseMatrix[Complex](2048,8192)
var j = 0

// Parallel While Loop − Stream Processing
parwhile(j<4) //
{

stream(512) // Guide Compile to use streams
out(j ) = fft ( sig ( j∗len ::( j∗len+len)) ,8192) // Batched FFT
j = j + 1
}
sync(4) // 4−stream, 4 threads to synchronize
plot (abs(out) ,8192) // simple FFT magnitude plot
}

}

An alternative implementation of the parwhile is depicted in Listing 4.8. In this version of the

parallel while loop implementation, keywords such as stream(...) and sync(...) used to guide

the compiler to use CUDA streams for concurrency and synchronize threads within each stream.

When compiled by the OptiSDR, the parwhile code with CUDA streams is transformed into an

instantiation of an OpenMP parallel loop with instantiation of CUFFTs using CUDA streams.

These CUFFTs are planned to execute in batch mode, which means that 512 parallel 8192-point

FFTs are executed in the case presented in Listing 4.8.

The stream processing version of the while loop utilizes CUDA streams and data tiling tech-

niques presented in chapter 5 [68]. As depicted in Listing 4.8, the stream([size]) keyword

specifying the size of the stream is used to guide the compiler on how to partition the loop

into a streamed kernel execution [201] [202] [203]. This version of the while loop is con-
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Figure 4.5: Nvidia Visual Profiler results for the OptiSDR Parallel while loop with CUDA
streams. There are four usable streams, each of which performing 512 FFTs (i.e. 8192-point
CUFFTs) operations one after another.

Listing 4.9: Generated CUDA While...Loop Code for Multi-GPU
// Generated CUDA Code
void MultiLoop GPU Array x452(int x446,cudaDenseVectorFloat∗ x445,cudaDenseVectorFloat∗

x447,cudaDenseVectorFloat∗ x448,float x436,float x434, int size) {
// GPU Initializations −Warms up the platform to Improves Performance
activation x452 act;
memset((void∗)&act, 0, sizeof ( activation x452 ) ) ;
act . size = size ;
tempCudaMemReset();
int loopIdx = 0, ∗tempMemUsage;
DeliteCudaMallocTemp((void∗∗)&tempMemUsage,sizeof(int)∗size);
DeliteCudaMemset((void∗)tempMemUsage,0,sizeof(int)∗size);
size t tempMemSize = (size==0) ? tempCudaMemAvailable() : tempCudaMemAvailable()/size;
char ∗tempMemPtr;
DeliteCudaMallocTemp((void∗∗)&tempMemPtr,tempMemSize);
// GPU Grid Setup
dim3 dimBlock, dimGrid;

int threadsPerBlock;
dimBlock.x = 1024;
threadsPerBlock = dimBlock.x∗dimBlock.y∗dimBlock.z;
int grid1 = ceil (chunk/(float )threadsPerBlock);
dimGrid.x = grid1;
// Temp Paritioning Variable
std :: vector<cuComplexFloat∗> x445 prt;
OptiSDR cuComplexVectorMemAlloc(x445 prt,x446,size);
// Partition Processing
#pragma omp parallel for
for( int i = 0; i<size; i++) {

cudaGetDevice(&i); // Select Device using ID
cudaSetDevice(i);
data partition<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(x445,x445 prt[i],i,x446); // Implement this
fftx (x445 prt[ i ], x447,x448,x446,i , size ) ; // Batched FFT
}
// Clean Up
OptiSDR cuComplexVectorFree(x445 prt);
}

sidered parallel as it utilizes CUDA streams, specifically in the Nvidia CUDA capable de-

vices [204] [205] [206] [207] [208], with memory copying and kernel execution performed

in parallel. These while-loop partitions are executed asynchronously, with a group of partitions
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executed synchronously in a particular stream.

The DSP algorithm called within the while loop embraces its own internal parallelism, which

may be one of the parallel patterns used in OptiSDR to map each DSP to its suitable pattern.

In this case the CUFFT in batch mode is instantiated. As depicted in Figure 4.5, the loop

partitions a group of memory copying and kernels into one stream. Each stream performs

pinned memory transfer of data sizes 4194304 (i.e. N=512x8192), and batched CUFFT kernel

executions. These memory copying and kernel executions run in each stream concurrently.

Each stream is also execute in parallel with the other streams, stream 1 to stream 4.

4.4 DSP CONSTRUCTS

This section discusses the available typical and advanced OptiSDR DSP constructs and their

example usage. The typical DSP constructs are presented in Section 4.4.2. These typical DSP

constructs include the syntax for instantiating Matlab-like functions such as FFTs, digital filter-

ing algorithms such as FIR filter, and window functions such as Hamming and Blackman-Harris

windows. The advanced DSP constructs are presented in Section 4.4.3. These advanced DSP

algorithms include encoder such as convolution encoder, modulation and demodulation such as

QPSK, and discrete cosine transforms.

4.4.1 Introduction to OptiSDR DSP Constructs

The DSP constructs in OptiSDR resemble the Octave syntax in the way that the DSP modules

are instantiated, mainly because of Matlab’s adoption in research and industrial singal process-

ing algorithms implementation [209] [210] [211]. An example of the DSP modules used in

OptiSDR is depicted in Listing 4.17 with resulting spectral plots depicted in Figure 4.6.

The OptiSDR DSP modules are not directly executed as they are instantiated in the OptiSDR

code in Listing 4.17, but are transformed into their parallel low-level CUDA code. It is im-

portant to note that not all of the DSP modules can utilize the data parallel patterns provided

by Delite and the new ones implemented for OptiSDR. The important technique is to avoid, as

much as possible, mixing sequential and parallel operations in SDR applications. In the event

of mixing sequential and parallel operations, dataflow model of computations are encouraged,
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Listing 4.10: OptiSDR code for typical 5Hz sinusoid and PSD implementation
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // optisdr packages
import scala . virtualization . lms.common.Record // LMS
import scala . reflect .SourceContext // Scala source context
//
object xDSPApp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with xDSP
trait xDSP extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val Fs = 150.0 // Sampling Freq.
val Fc = 5.0 // Center Freq.
val t = 0.0::>1.0/Fs<::1.0−(1/Fs) //
val x = Sin(2∗pi∗Fc∗t) // Parallel Sine data generator
val N = x.length
val freqv = 0.0::>Fs/N<::Fs/2
//
val X = fft (x) // FFT
val Pxx = (2.0/( Fs∗N))∗Pow(X.abs,2)
val lout = 10.0∗Log10(Pxx) // Convert to dB
plot ( lout , freqv,”Power (dB/Hz)”,”Freq (Hz)”,”PSD Plot”)
plot (x, t ,”Amplitude”,”Time”,”Sine Plot”);

}
}

Figure 4.6: Example OptiSDR code showing a 5Hz sine wave and its power spectral density

especially the one presented in Section 5.2.2. In fact, SDR algorithms are often a combinations

of DSP algorithms executed either in parallel (Map, MapReduce, Stencils, etc.), sequentially

(Dataflow like), or both.
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Listing 4.11: Generated Sine Kernel (Exec. Time = 0.126 ms for 8192 values, Map Pattern instantia-
tion)
// OptiSDR Generated sinusoid kernel
// Activation record for fat loop

device void dev process x670 x670(cudaDenseVectorFloat x609,cudaDeliteArrayfloat x661,int32 t x227, int32 t
x610,TEMP x670 size t tempMemSize,char ∗tempMemPtr,int ∗tempMemUsage, activation x670 act){

cudaDeliteArrayfloat x663 = x609. data; // Temp Reg.
float x664 = x661.apply(x227); // Access data
double x665 = (double)x664;// Type Cast
double x666 = sin (x665); // sine
float x667 = ( float )x666; // type cast
x609. data.update(x227,x667); // update data
}

Listing 4.12: Generated Complex Mult./Conj. Kernel (Exec. Time = 100.863 us for 8192 values, Map
Pattern instantiation)
// activation record for fat loop

device void dev process x725 x725(cudaDeliteArrayfloat x677,cudaDeliteArrayfloat x678,cudaDenseVectorFloat
x693,cudaDenseVectorFloat x704,cudaDenseVectorFloat x709,int32 t x283,int32 t x687,TEMP x725 size t
tempMemSize,char ∗tempMemPtr,int ∗tempMemUsage, activation x725 act){

float x710 = x677.apply(x283);
float x711 = x678.apply(x283);
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x712 = x693. data;
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x713 = x704. data;
float x714 = x710 ∗ x710;
float x715 = x712.apply(x283);
float x716 = x711 ∗ x715;
float x717 = x714 − x716;
x704. data.update(x283,x717);
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x719 = x709. data;
float x720 = x711 ∗ x710;
float x721 = x710 ∗ x715;
float x722 = x720 + x721;
x709. data.update(x283,x722);
}

Figure 4.7: List of Generated CUDA Kernels and their Timing/Profiles when executed in Op-
tiSDR.

As defined in Section 5.2.1, the OptiSDR DSP modules are transformed into parallel map pat-

terns, with only a few combining different patterns such as map-reduce, parallel indexed loops,

and stencils like in convolution in the time domain. This OptiSDR parallelization into parallel

executable patterns transforms the DSP into their high-performance GPU kernel source codes

such as the ones depicted in Listings 4.11 to Listings 4.14 of Figure 4.7. These kernels are

further instantiated using structured parallel patterns such as the Map, MapReduce, and parallel

indexed loops inside a function calledMultiLoop GPU Array [X]Process (for [X] denoting

kernel identity name), which is a kernel that instantiates/calls the sub-kernels that are defined in

Figure 4.7. Each one of those kernels have their own MultiLoop GPU Array [X]Process ,
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Listing 4.13: Generated CUFFT Kernel (Exec. Time = 2.903 ms for 8192 values, parameterized func-
tion instantiation)
// OptiSDR Predefined fft function − Parameterisable & Polymorphic
void fftx2 ( int SIG LEN, cudaDeliteArrayfloat x, cudaDeliteArrayfloat outrl , cudaDeliteArrayfloat y,

cudaDeliteArrayfloat outim) {
cuFloatComplex ∗d signal, ∗d result ;
int N SIGS = x.length/SIG LEN, dataLen = N SIGS∗SIG LEN;
// Memory Allocation for creating a Complex Vector 4 C2C CUFFT Exec.
cudaMalloc(&d s, N SIGS∗SIG LEN∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
cudaMalloc(&d r, N SIGS∗SIG LEN∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
copyrtoc<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(x,y,d s,dataLen);
cufftHandle plan; int n[1] = {SIG LEN};// Create FFT Plan
cufftResult res = cufftPlanMany(&plan,1,n,NULL,1,SIG LEN,NULL,1, SIG LEN,CUFFT C2C,N SIGS);
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS) {printf(”plan create fail\n”);}
// Execute the FFT
res = cufftExecC2C(plan, d signal , d result , CUFFT FORWARD);
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS) {printf(”forward transform fail\n”);}
// Copy FFT Results from Device to Host
copydelitector<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(d r,outrl,outim,dataLen);
cudaFree(d s); // Clean up
cudaFree(d r);
cufftDestroy(plan);

}

Listing 4.14: Generated Complex Log10 Kernel (Exec. Time = 90.39 us for 8192 values, Map Pattern
instantiation)
// activation record for fat loop

device void dev process x782 x782(cudaDenseVectorFloat x731,cudaDenseVectorFloat x736,cudaDenseVectorFloat
x754,float x351,cudaDenseVectorFloat x759,int32 t x338,int32 t x749,TEMP x782 size t tempMemSize,char
∗tempMemPtr,int ∗tempMemUsage, activation x782 act)

{
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x760 = x731. data;
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x761 = x736. data;
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x762 = x754. data;
float x763 = x760.apply(x338); float x764 = x763 ∗ x763;
float x765 = x761.apply(x338); float x766 = x765 ∗ x765;
float x767 = x764 + x766; double x768 = (double)x767;
double x769 = sqrt(x768); double x770 = log(x769);
float x771 = ( float )x770; float x772 = x771 / x351;
x754. data.update(x338,x772);
cudaDeliteArrayfloat x774 = x759. data;
double x775 = (double)x763; double x776 = (double)x765;
double x777 = atan2(x775, x776);
float x778 = ( float )x777; float x779 = x778 / x351;
x759. data.update(x338,x779);
}

Figure 4.8: List of Generated CUDA Kernels and their Timing/Profiles when executed in Op-
tiSDR.

for instance the sine kernel would have the MultiLoop GPU Array x670Process as its main

kernel, see Listing 4.15.

As depicted in Listing 4.15, CUDA kernel named MultiLoop GPU Array x670Process call

the function dev process x670 x670 for performing the sine computation, that was define in
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Listing 4.15: Sinusoid Sub-Kernel Call using Map Pattern in GPU
// activation record for fat loop
#include ”x670.cu”
extern cudaStream t kernelStream;

global void MultiLoop GPU Array x670Process(int x610,cudaDenseVectorFloat x609,cudaDeliteArrayfloat
x661,TEMP x670 int size, size t tempMemSize,char ∗tempMemPtr,int ∗tempMemUsage, int loopIdx, activation x670
act)

{
int idxX = blockIdx.x ∗ blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
int x = idxX;
int y = blockIdx.y ∗ blockDim.y + threadIdx.y;
int tid = threadIdx.x;
while (idxX < size) {

dev process x670 x670(x609,x661,idxX,size ,tempMemSize,tempMemPtr,tempMemUsage,act);
idxX += blockDim.x ∗ gridDim.x;
}
}

the x670.cu file as depicted in Listing 4.11. In this Listing 4.15 source code, it can be seen that

this sine function call will be executed in parallel, following a structured parallel pattern called

Map, which is similar to parallel indexed loop, as each element of the array is mapped into their

own CUDA thread to compute sine in parallel, without any synchronization of threads. This

same procedure for instantiating the map pattern for parallel sine computation is followed for

other parallel patterns instantiations except for the CUFFT based OptiSDR DSP functions such

as fft, hilbert, and xcorr. For these modules, a predefined parameterisable and polymorphic

function is instantiated. For instance, the FFT from Listing 4.13 can be called using one single

line as follows:

fftx2(xGx671, ∗xGx679, ∗xGx677, ∗xGx680, ∗xGx678);

One of the reason for re-defined these OptiSDR DSP modules this way is because of the CUFFT

instatiation procedures. The CUFFT instatiation procedures involve planning and destroying an

execution plan, memory copying back and forth the CUDA device, and CUFFT kernel ex-

ecution. This was also define to constraint OptiSDR users to define their FFTs that can be

transformed into an optimal code that produces precise and accurate results, in just one line.

4.4.2 List of Typical DSP Algorithms

Table 4.5 is a list of some of the well known DSP modules, their description, and parallel

patterns used to implement them. The OptiSDR DSP constructs presented in this section are
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referred to as typical DSPs because they are well known to be the core modules used to build

other advanced signal processing modules such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX), discrete cosine trans-

form (DCT), and fast folding algorithm (FFA).

As depicted in Table 4.5, typical DSP algorithms are presented. The OptiSDR DSP constructs

uses the same name as their Matlab/Octave counter-parts. However, each DSP functions in

OptiSDR is instantiated using the Scala-like assignment statement with val or var keyword

and an identifier as depicted in Table 4.5. These DSP constructs abstracts away the low-level

implementation details for their parallel executable patterns. The parallel executable pattern

for each DSP aims for an adequate performance compared to its Matlab and Octave counter-

part. Accuracy of each of the DSP modules is important in order to produce identical results

such as the one depicted in Figure 4.9 of the linear Chirp implementation. OptiSDR typical

Table 4.5: Table of DSP Constructs available in OptiSDR

DSPs Description Usage
fft fast Fourier transform val out = fft(x), val out = fft(x,N)
fft2 2-D fast Fourier transform val out = fft2(x), val out = fft(x,R,C)
hilbert Hilbert transform val out = hilbert(x), val out = hilbert(x,N)
xcorr Cross-correlation val out = xcorr(x, y), val out = xcorr(x)
conv Convolution val out = conv(x, y)
psd Power spectral Density val out = psd(x, f)
fir FIR Filter val out = fir(x,N,w, type)
fftfir FIR based on FFT val out = fftfir(coefs, x, [size])
fftshift FFT Shift val out = fftshift(x)
ifftshift iFFT Shift val out = ifftshift(x)
hamming Hamming Window val out = hamming(len)
kaiser Kaiser Window val out = kaiser(len)
chirp Chirp Signal val out = chirp(t, f0, t1, f1, phase, [type])

DSP algorithms not only produce high-performance executable code but they are accurate and

precise. There are no manual memory management, parallelization, nor optimization processes

needed for each module. There are multiple transformation of OptiSDR DSP synstax to multiple

source codes such as C/C++, CUDA, and OpenCL. Each DSP module runs in MCPU, Intel-

MIC, and/or Nidia GPUs. Using this approach, an algorithm down approach is followed, not the

hardware first mentality that is followed in C/C++ with either CUDA or OpenCL programming
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paradigms.

Listing 4.16: OptiSDR linear Chirp code
object LinearChirp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with chirpapp
trait chirpapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() =
{

val t = 0.0::>0.001<::5.0
val f0 = 0

val f1 = 1000
val t1 = 100
var phase = 0
phase = 2∗pi∗phase/360
//
val y = chirp(t , f0 , t1 , f1 ,phase,”Linear”);
plot (y,”Amplitute”,”Time (s)”);
}
}

Figure 4.9: OptiSDR Linear Chirp implementation and plot.

4.4.3 List of Advanced SDR-DSP Constructs

The advancements in silicon chip devices, as predicted by Moore’s Law, is making the imple-

mentation of new and even more parallel advanced DSP algorithms possible for SDR baseband

processing. In OptiSDR, these advanced DSP algorithms are implemented using the typical al-

gorithms presented in the previous section, Section 4.4.2. Most of this DSPs are SDR-specific,

including mainly modulation/demodulation, encoding/decoding, and other advanced algorithms

used in either Radar or radio astronomy (e.g. downsample, FFA, DCT, etc.).

The QAM modulation, also similar in computation to QPSK, are some of the existing digital
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Table of SDR-Specific Constructs available in OptiSDR
Constructs Description Usage

qam QAM Modulation val out = qam(x)
QPSK Quadrature PSK val out = qpsk(x)
convenc Convolutional Encoder val out = convenc(x)
preamble Preamble val out = preamble(N)
decoder Generic Decoder val out = decode(x, type)

modulate
General AM/FM Modula-
tion

val out = modulate(x, Fc, Fs, type)

dct discrete Cosine transform val out = dct(x)
ofdm OFDM function val out = ofdm(x, [ft size], [type])

modulation techniques defined in OptiSDR. Digital encoding and decoding algorithms form

part of the OptiSDR framework. There is a general decode function in OptiSDR. This decode

function removes the preamble and attempts to decode the convolutionally encoded signals.

OptiSDR is aiming for more advanced DSP algorithms parallelization and/or optimizations

intuitively using high-level abstraction. While OptiSDR have only this limitation of advanced

algorithms, the author believes that the currently existing OptiSDR constructs can build other

advanced constructs. For instance, an OFDM signal, depicted in Figure 4.10, can be define

using FFTs, encoders, and some mathematical constructs with their arithmetic operators. The

example demostration of reusing existing DSP tools as depicted in Figure 4.10 of a typical

OFDM case study.

4.5 OPTISDR INPUT AND OUTPUT CONSTRUCTS

The OptiSDR input/ouput syntax combines both new and Matlab/Octave like constructs. The

load([filename]) function, although not instantiated exactly like in Matlab/Octave, reads the

file just the way the load[filename] in Matlab/Octave does. The load(...) function works with

binary (.bin), text (.txt or .csv), and Matlab (.mat) files. There are two file reading functions

from the Delite/OptiLA DSL, these are the readV ector and readMatrix functions for reading

text files only into the DenseV ector[T ] and (DenseMatrix[T ]) data-types respectively.

The SDR-specific I/O constructs include the adc(...) and dac(...) for analog to digital and digital

to analog conversion respectively. The adc([v], [type]) converts every element of vector v into

its binary representation value, with number of bits equals to 16, 32, and 64 for char, int/float,
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Listing 4.17: OptiSDR code for using DSP modules
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object OFDMApp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with mofdmapp
trait mofdmapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val numSubs = 64 // Number of Sub−Carriers
val Wc = 131072f // Carrier Frequency
val Fs = 262144f // 200K sampling Frequency
val t = 0.0f::>1.0f /Fs<::1.0f // Time interval
val T = −Fs/2.0f::>1.0f<::Fs/2.0f
val carr = Cos(2.0f∗pi∗Wc∗t) // Carrier Signal
val insig = onesi( t . length) // Generate 16 Million bits − i .e . ones
val encsig = convencode(insig ,2,2) // Convolution Encoder
val qmsig = QAM(encsig,pi/4.0f,1) // QAM Digital Modulation
val ofdmsig = ifft (qmsig,numSubs) // Batched iFFT − Parallel
val tmp = ofdmsig∗carr // Multiply with Carrier Signal
val outsig = cycpref( real (tmp),numSubs) // Add Cyclic Prefix
val psdout = Log10(abs(fft( outsig ) ) ) // Compute Power Spectral Density
plot (psdout,T,”Power (dB/Hz)”,”Frequency (Hz)”,”Spectral Density Plot”)
}
}

Figure 4.10: OptiSDR OFDM Case Study Code showing reusing of existing DSP to build new
advanced DSP libraries.

Table of I/O Constructs available in OptiSDR
Constructs Description Usage
load Read binary & text files val out = load(fname)/load(fname,N)
readVector File into Read Vector val out = readV ector(fname)
readMatrix Read Matrix from File val out = readMatrix(fname)
StreamIn Tile Data val out = StreamIn(x)

dac
Digital to Analog Con-
verter

val out = dac(x, [type])

adc
Analog to Digital Con-
verter

val out = adc(x, [type])

udp UDP I/O Socket val v = udp(dir, hip, pnum, nums, bits)
iodevice USB2.0 using UHD val out = iodevice([type], [pars])
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and double datatypes respectively. The vector v can be a real or complex vector type. The

dac([v], [type]) function converts either a hexadecimal value or binary value to its int, floating-

point.

The use of the GbE for high-speed capturing data from the FPGA based data acquisition plat-

form is now-a-days mainstream. Several SDR based computations use these types of FPGA

based board such as the ones used in the SKA-SA [212] and the Ettus research USPR net-

worked modules (i.e. USRP N210) [110]. In OptiSDR, the UDP protocol is used together with

this GbE technology to acquire signal in real-time for processing using the OptiSDR DSP rou-

tines. The UDP module is instantiated as udp([dir], [hip], [pnum], [numsamp], [num bits]).

The [dir] parameter can be set to either in or out values which indicate whether the module

must receive or transmit data respectively via the GbE/UDP connection. The [hip] parameter is

he host IP address, while the port number is the [pnum] parameter.

The user may specify the number of samples to capture by setting the [num samp] parameter

to any value other than zero. When the [num samp] parameter is set to zero, the udp function

will capture one million samples and buffer them in a circular tiled buffer of size four by one

million samples. This buffer is called circular tiled buffer because it is a matrix container that

can be accessed using a tiled loop and is updated circularly by row. That is, the buffer is updated

with a million samples in each row until the last/fourth row, then back to the first row till the

forth again until the program is terminated, thus following a circular pattern.

This UDP module work well with the streamprocess module ( usage guide to follow in next

section ) as this module will take care of timing issues associated with long processing latencies

that are larger than the buffering process. The streamprocesswas also well tested with USB2.0

I/O module that works with the USRP1 device for real-time stream processing in OptiSDR. The

USB I/O module in OptiSDR can be initialized using the indevice([type], fcentre], [fsamp],

[gain], [bw], [len]), where the user must specify the parameters such as the centre frequency,

sampling frequency, gain, bandwidth, and the number of samples to capture. The usage and

discussion of this module is depicted in Listing 4.24.
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4.6 PARALLEL STREAM PROCESSING PATTERNS FOR SDR

The PSPP is a dataflow MoC for SDR type of applications. The OptiSDR PSPP model of

computation embraces the compiler-guided parallelizing strategy to minimize the memory ac-

cess patterns and to enforce emitting of the parallel code for the SDR MoC model. This con-

cept was called compiler guided parallization in OptiSDR because the keywords Pipeliner,

StreamProcess, and StreamProcessor are used to guide the compiler on what type of Op-

tiSDR parallel pattern and execution model to use. Following these compiler guidelines, the

OptiSDR compiler emits the parallelized low-level code with less memory access patterns that

introduces undesired buffering latencies for SDR applications.

Listing 4.18: Example FFT computation using
OptiSDR PSPP SEM
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object sem example extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner

with semapp
trait semapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() =
{

val L = 1048576
val pid = 0
val ftp = fftplan (L,L,pid) // FFT Plan
val tg = StreamProcessor(rand(L),fft(L,pid))
tg .sem() // PSPP SEM
}
}

Listing 4.19: Example FFT computation using
OptiSDR typical top-down execution model
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object typical example extends

OptiSDRApplicationRunner with typapp
trait typapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() =
{

val L = 1048576
val pid = 0
val x = rand(L)
val ftp = fftplan (L,L,pid) // FFT Plan
val y = fft (x,pid)
}
}

For parallelization of the memory access patterns as defined in Section 5.2.2, the high-level

OptiSDR code is transformed into reduced memory copying back and forth the JVM memory

management environment, the C/C++ memory using JNI, and the CUDA device memory. The

OptiSDR compiler further effectively extracts the parallelism for each DSP algorithm queued

in the PSPP task graph, and schedules them accordingly for execution in the CUDA device,

while removing redundant memory copying back and forth the CUDA device to the high-level

environment.

OptiSDR PSPPs ensure that there is no unnecessary device to host memory copying until the

kernel executions of the DSP tasks queued in the PSPP task graph are successfully completed. In

order to demonstrate OptiSDR PSPP memory latency reduction, an example FFT computation

using PSPP SEM in Listing 4.18 is compared to a typical OptiSDR FFT computation (typical
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Figure 4.11: Comparing the OptiSDR execution times for PSPP SEM and typical top-down ex-
ecution model which has three environments memory copying, JVM for random numbers gen-
eration, CPP via JNI calls of JVM memory copying into system memory using C++ malloc(...)
calls, and CUDA host to device memory call using cudaMalloc(...) instantiations.

top-down execution model) in Listing 4.19. As presented in Figure 4.11, the execution time

for the OptiSDR PSPP SEM outperforms the typical top-down execution model in OptiSDR.

The reason for the degraded performance of the OptiSDR typical execution model is the JVM

environment memory copying to the C++ environment, which due to the JNI overhead [213] is

degraded significantly.

Further performance results, which demonstrates the better computation throughput when using

OptiSDR PSPP SEM is depicted in Figure 4.12. As depicted in Figure 4.12, it is evident that

the OptiSDR PSPP SEM results show more performance per watt than when executing the

application using a typical top-down execution model.

4.6.1 Parallel Stream Processor Pattern: Huge Data Processor

The OptiSDR StreamProcessor and Pipeliner keywords depicted in Table 4.6 are the con-

structs for processing huge SDR data in parallel, with minimal latency and maximum processing

throughput.

As depicted in Table 4.6, instantiation of the StreamProcessor operation is intuitive, using

both parameterized function calls and function calls without passing any arguments.
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Figure 4.12: The OptiSDR computation speed for PSPP SEM versus typical top-down execu-
tion approach which involves memory copying within JNI/JVM and C++ environment.

Table 4.6: Table of Parallel Stream Processing Patterns Operations and Descriptions

Operation Usage Description
sp = StreamProcessor(in, f1, f2) Perform f1 on in & f2 on f1 output.
sp = StreamProcessor(in, f1, f2, f3) Perform f1 on in, f2 on f1 out, & f3 on f2 out
sp.execSync(sp2) Execute sp synchronously with sp2 PSPP.
sp = StreamProcessor(in, f, args(A)) SP with f function and its A vector of parameters
sp.addTask(dsp func) Add a new task without parameters
sp.addTask(dsp func, args(pars)) Add new task dsp func with parameters
sp.execSync() Execute synchronously using FIFO
sp.execMap() Execute asynchronously using Map Pattern
p = Pipeliner(in, f1(pars), f2(pars)) Perform parameterized f1 on in & f2 on f1 out.

4.6.1.1 Functions without Parameters PSPP Instantiation

A simplified version of the PSPP instantiation uses function names as parameters to the PSPP

instance as follows val sp = StreamProcessor(in, f1, f2). The first parameter for the

StreamProcessor is the input source in, this can be any of the OptiSDR file I/O functions read-

ing binary or text file. The input source can also be aDenseV ector[Float],DenseMatrix[Float],
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or ComplexDenseV ector data structures containing synthetically generated data such as sinu-

soids and random data, encoded binary data, and discrete data samples from either the GbE UDP

or the USB2.0 input modules. However, data must be prepared or adapted for stream processing.

In OptiSDR, a StreamIn constructs were defined to tile data into a format that is easily pro-

cessable by the type of execution semantics provided in this version of the StreamProcessor

instantiation.

Listing 4.20: Typical StreamProcessor Code for Frequency Do-
main Cross Correlation Algorithm
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object XCorrPSPPApp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with xpapp
trait xpapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() =
{

// Reading Data into Memory
val refsig =StreamIn(load([refsignal filename ]) ,2048,4096)
val data = StreamIn(load([signal filename ]) ,2048,4096)
// StreamProcessor Instantiation
val sp1 = StreamProcessor(refsig, fft ) // FFT Reference Signal
val sp2 = StreamProcessor(data,hilbert , fft ) //
// Executing Synchronously
sp2.execSync(StreamProcessor(sp1,mult,ifft ) ) // Mutiply and
//
plot (sp2.psd)
}
}

The second, third, and/or forth parameters are DSP functions queued for execution in a FIFO

like approach. For instance, in the case of f1 and f2, output from f1 processing becomes

input to f2 operation. The example usage of this StreamProcessor instantiation is pre-

sented in Listing 4.20. The example code in Listing 4.20 is a typical implementation of the

cross-correlation algorithm using the FFT, multiplier, and the inverse FFT. As depicted in List-

ing 4.20, the input signals are zero-padded data samples read from a file. An assumption is

that the reference signal ref signal and the signal data are both of the same length and their

stream processing adapters have the same dimensions ( i.e. 4096 x numRows Matrix, where

numRows = data.length/2048).

The StreamProcessor PSPP operator only works with limited number of functions. It heavily

relies on the pattern matching algorithm as defined in Section 5.2.2 of the PSPP MoC IRs.

These functions include kfir, fft, ifft, hilbert, xcorr, conv, QAM, qpsk, Sin, and Cos. The kfir

module is a simple Kaizer Window coefficients based FIR filter. More algorithms are underway
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for the FIR, IIR, and more FFT based Filters.

4.6.1.2 Functions with Parameters PSPP Instantiation

Parametric StreamProcessor instantiations provides methods for adding more tasks and their

parameters to the initialized PSPP instance. For instance to program the OFDM application

depicted in Figure 4.10, an example of how this is done is depicted in Listing 4.21. As depicted

Listing 4.21 its function is enqueued incrementally to the StreamProcessor instance sp and no

execution is done until all the required DSP are all enqueued.

When the StreamProcessor tasks are all added, the following parallel patterns can be used for

executing the tasks in the PSPP queue.

• Synchronous Execution Model (SEM): FIFO

• Asynchronous Execution Model (AEM): Map Pattern

• Stencil Execution Model (STEM): Stencil

The synchronous execution model (SEM) follows a first-in first-out execution of DSP modules

queued in the DEG. While task in the StreamProcessor SEM are executed sequentially from

a signal/data source through a series of DSP operations, each DSP operation is mapped to its

equivalent structured parallel pattern, thus embracing some specific internal parallelism. Using

this SEM, OptiSDR compiler provide an optimal execution of a synchronous data-flow com-

putation [61], however, the level of language expressiveness is maintained to the closest way

possible to defining SDR applications intuitively, using textual domain constructs that were

never used before in some of the existing SDR tools [63] [214]. The PSPP SEM is depicted in

Figure 4.13 of a typical OFDM application.

The asynchronous execution model (AEM) is an embarrassingly parallel processing pattern.

Embarrassingly parallel pattern implies that no effort for parallelizing and no data-dependencies

among DSP modules queued in the DEG. The StreamProcessor AEM accepts as input a

signal/data that is or can easily be partitioned into independent data chunks that can be processed

in parallel. The data/signal may be a flattened array or container such as a vector, matrix,
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Listing 4.21: Typical OFDM application using StreamProcessor
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object StreamOFDMapp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with spofdmapp
trait spofdmapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val numSubs = 64 // Number of Sub−Carriers
val Wc = 131072f // Carrier Frequency
val Fs = 262144f // 200K sampling Frequency
val t = 0.0f::>1.0f /Fs<::1.0f // Time interval
val T = −Fs/2.0f::>1.0f<::Fs/2.0f
val carr = Cos(2.0f∗pi∗Wc∗t) // Carrier Signal
val insig = onesi( t . length) // Generate 16 Million bits − i .e . ones
// Stream Processing Compute Intensive DSP Operations
val sp = StreamProcessor(convencode,args(insig,2,2) ) // Convolution Encoder
sp.addTask(QAM, args(pi/4.0f,1)) // QAM Digital Modulation
sp.addTask(ifft ,args(numSubs)) // Batched iFFT − Parallel
sp.addTask(mult,args(carr)) // Multiply with Carrier Signal
sp.addTask(cycpref,args(numSubs)) // Add Cyclic Prefix
sp.execSync() // Synchronous Execution
val psdout = Log10(abs(fft(sp. real ) ) ) // Compute Power Spectral Density
plot (psdout,T,”Power (dB/Hz)”,”Frequency (Hz)”,”Spectral Density Plot”)
}
}

Figure 4.13: OptiSDR typical OFDM application coding using PSPP with synchronous execu-
tion model (SEM) for more optimized execution semantics and accurate output results.

or complex containers. This data partitioning technique involves data tiling and/or circular

buffers, which allow parallel memory access patterns. These memory optimizations improves

the performance of each one of the algorithms with the DEG. Just like in the parallel while

loop presented in Section 4.3, the StreamProcessor AEM is automatically transformed into

an optimal parallel pattern by the OptiSDR compiler.

The OptiSDR compiler automatically detects that number of available computing resources,

specifically the number of GPUs, global memory of the GPU, and possible CUDA streams per
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Listing 4.22: Radio Frequency Sweeping Application using USRP1 with
RFX2400 RFFE Daughter Board
// Import other packages as in the introduction above
object RFSweepApp extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with rfsweepapp
trait rfsweepapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val R = 5 // Number of RF Sweeps to Perform
val C = 1024 // Number of Samples to Capture
var Fc = 2.4e9f // The initial centre frequency
val Fs = 8e6f // Sampling Frequency
val Gain = 45 // Default RX Gain
val Bw = 32e6 // Bandwidth
// Frequency Scale: X−Axis values
val t = Fc−(Fs/2.0f)::>Fs/(R.toFloat∗C.toFloat)<::Fc+(Fs/2.0f)
val x = usrpstream(Fc,Fs,Gain,Bw,C,R)// Patform Init. & Capture into [CxR] Buffer
val sp = StreamProcessor(x,fft ,abs,Log10)// StreamProcessor: Capture, fft , Log10
sp.execAsync(R) // Asynchronous Execution
plot (sp.out, t ,”Power (dB/Hz)”,”Frequency (Hz)”,”Spectral Density Plot”)
}
}

Figure 4.14: OptiSDR Code and Results for the Radio Frequency Sweeping Application using
the PSPP with Asynchronous Execution Model (AEM)

GPU. The OptiSDR compiler uses the knowledge of available computing resources to perform

iterative space splitting using the number of the GPU. The compiler further automatically allo-

cates each of the GPU streams, threads, and memory to each DSP module in the DEG. However,

if the number of GPUs is equal to the number of DSP modules in the DEG, the OptiSDR com-

piler performs only space splitting. The generated CUDA-C code takes the structure depicted

in Figure 4.14 of a real-time RF frequency sweeping algorithm (RFFSA) was implemented in

OptiSDR.

The RFFSA algorithm is used heavily in cognitive radio (CR) for spectrum sensing. As depicted

in Figure 4.14, a scan of the RF spectrum band from 2.4GHz to 2.6GHz is performed. The
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OptiSDR StreamProcessor with AEM execution model is utilized. The StreamProcessor

AEM receives twenty five million samples, chunked into one millions samples per 8MHz in-

cremental step.

Listing 4.23: Convolution using PSPP STEM
val in = udp([prt num],0) // Stream/Tile
val h = kaiser(N)//Octave−Like
val sp =StreamProcessor(in,h,mult)
sp.addTask(sum) //
sp. execStencil (4) // Stencil Exec.

. . . . . . . . . .

h[0...3]*

∑

Figure 4.15: OptiSDR code and results for time-domain convolution application using the
PSPP with STEM

The OptiSDR StreamProcessor can also be executed using the stencil structured pattern. This

execution model is referred to as the stencil execution model (STEM). The STEM is a parame-

terizable PSPP execution model that assumes that the number of neighboring inputs is specified.

When the real time processing is utilized, utilization of an input buffer with acceptable buffer-

ing latency is used. As depicted in Figure 4.15, an example convolution source code is depicted

with its block diagram to visual the computation. In Listing 4.23, a typical FIR filter with

Kaiser Window design coefficients is implemented, with input signal from the GbE UDP I/O.

The StreamProcessor keyword is used to define the dataflow from GbE signal and filter coef-

ficients inputs to multiplication and summation. The execution model is specified as the STEM

(i.e. execStencil(4)), with filter tap order of four as the neighborhood samples size, and Stencil

computation offset as the default which is one.

4.6.2 Parallel Stream Processor: Real-time processing

Depicted in Figure 4.16 is a real-time PSPP defined in OptiSDR for computing the power spec-

tral density in real-time using the USRP1 modules.

As depicted in Figure 4.16, the resulting OptiSDR source code for PSPP type of computations

is a mixture of available OptiSDR DSP parallel patterns, arranged in a dataflow like model of

computation. In OptiSDR, the PSPP models are DAQs. This means that PSPPP are a collection

of parallel tasks (vertices), and data flows from one sequential/parallel task to another (directed

edges). Data flow in such a way that there is no way to start at some sequential/parallel task
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;

Listing 4.24: Example PSPP Source Code for PSD
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // use sdr packages
// The OptiSDR PSD Appication
object rtPSD extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with rtpsd
trait rtpsd extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
// SDR Systems Settings
val len=1000000 // Number of Samples Captured
val Fcenter = 2.6e9 // centre frequency
val Fs = 8e6 // Sampling Frequency
val Gain = 45 // Gain
val Bw = 32e6 // Bandwidth
// Initialize I /O Device
val dev = indevice (usrp,Fcenter,Fs,Gain,Bw,len) // Configs
val pl = rtplot (zeros(1024) ,”Power vs Frequency Plot”)
streamprocess{ // OptiSDR real−time stream processing

val x = instream(dev,len) // Pipeline Pattern
val X = fft (x, len) // Batched CUFFT
val Pxx = (X∗conj(X))/(len∗len) // Map Pattern
val lout = 10.0∗Log10(Pxx) // Map Pattern
pl . refresh ( lout ) // Parallel Access of Data
}
}
}

Task Graph: For the Example PSPP Source Code

T1

T2

T3 T4

T6

C

T5 T5

TB

C = Chunk/Split
TB = Tiled Buffer
T1 = Initialize Dev.
T2 = Initialize Plot
T3 = instream
T4 = Plot
T5 = fft/*/10log10
T6 = Update Plot

Store Plot

Capture

Pipeline-Parallel T1||T2

Task-Parallel T3||T4

Data-Parallel T5||T5

Task-Parallel TB||T6

Figure 4.16: An overview of the OptiSDR PSPP MoC and the conceptual task graph represen-
tation, showing internal parallel patterns used within the OptiSDR MoC.

(vertex) and follow a sequence of a dataflow (edge) that eventually loops back to that same

sequential/parallel task again. OptiSDR PSPPs utilize a first-in first-out (FIFO) tasks execution,

where the order of the tasks is a top-down approach as depicted in Listing 4.24. Each task in

this Listing 4.24 demonstrate or have internal parallelism, which is one of the DSP parallel task

defined in OptiSDR.

4.7 VALIDATION CONSTRUCTS

The following are the constructs for validating the output results from the OptiSDR application

processing. These constructs include mostly graphical plots for displaying the data for analysis.

Table of I/O Constructs available in OptiSDR
Constructs Description Usage
plot Linear plotter plot(x, xl, yl, gl), plot(x, y, xl, yl, gl).
imagesc Image scale plotter imagesc(x, xl, yl, gl)
periodogram Periodogram periodogram(x, label)

The imagesc is a syntax for displaying a scaled version of the matrix data as a color image.
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Currently OptiSDR does not provide a diverse range of color scales such as in Matlab and

Octave, however, there is both a fixed gray scale and the default color scale that is similar to

Matlab’s default one. The plot and periodogram are other 2-D plots provided with OptiSDR.

4.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter present ways to use and verify the OptiSDR DSL attributes. The OptiSDR DSL

attributes showed ways to implement SDR prototypes and advanced algorithms. This chapter

discusses further the language-specific evaluations, with the procedures involving performing

syntax, constraints, and semantics tests. The syntax tests is the validation process that deter-

mines whether the OptiSDR syntax covers all or most of the required constructs for SDR. The

OptiSDR syntax tests were scoped to the constructs depicted in Figure 5.2, thus cover both

typical DSP programs and the dataflow model of computations. Using the OptiSDR coverage

equation in 3.4, a complete set of two or more example codes that cover the OptiSDR syntax

coverage were discussed, with example source codes and results discussions.

Some intentional syntax errors were added to some of the source codes to test if the compiler

will recognize them and present meaningful feedback. These error tests are referred to as con-

straints test, and their main purpose is to determine whether wrong programs, out of the SDR

scope, can be detected and the right error message is attached to the right program element.

Other language-specific tests are correct semantics tests, which determines whether the func-

tionally correct HCA target code is emitted, that is, correct C/C++ code, CUDA code, and/or

Scala code. In this sections some sections such as Section 4.3, the emitted low-level target HCA

codes were discussed.

In conclusion, the OptiSDR syntax evaluation was successfully completed using the available

constructs. The OptiSDR compiles passed all the syntax, constraints, and sematics tests per-

formed in this section. Therefore, the OptiSDR DSL specification presented in this thesis fo-

cuses on high level of expressiveness for the SDR solutions. The OptiSDR DSL attributes range

from simple variable declarations and initializations to data types, control structures/statements,

typical sequential loops, and DSP modules. The OptiSDR also provides much more advanced

constructs such as USB2.0 and GBE driver modules, parallel loops, and PSPP modules, which
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facilitates dataflow like models of computation in SDR applications programming.



CHAPTER 5

OPTISDR COMPILER DESIGN

This chapter presents the design of OptiSDR embedded DSL compiler. This OptiSDR compiler

is implemented using a combination of Delite data parallel patterns and extended SDR-specific

parallel patterns. The Delite data parallel patterns, or Delite Ops as they are called by the PPL

group [7] [6], are used in this project to implement IRs for DSP algorithms used in SDR. In

order to cater for the SDR-specific MoC, a variety of parallel execution models for structured

parallel patterns [32] [33] for expressing dataflow processing are presented as PSPP. These

PSPPs facilitate automatic parallelization of dataflow MoCs suited to SDR applications. Other

DSL compiler techniques presented in depth in this chapter include automatic parallelization

[54] [56] [55] and code generation for the multiple heterogeneous targets [76] [52].

The main objective with these OptiSDR parallelization processes is to define how each of the

high-level SDR constructs transform into their parallel executable patterns. The design of this

OptiSDR compiler is guided by the OptiSDR DSL design considerations presented in Chapter 3.

In this chapter, the resulting compiler capabilities will be the required attributes, thus answering

the first research question about the actual attributes of the OptiSDR DSL. In addition to the

resulting DSL attributes, this chapter will also address the design part of the hypothesis by

presenting how the compiler was implement to strive for parallelized low-level target HCA

code, which in turn will produce less performance degradation while emitting the quality of the

generated code.

This section takes the following form: In Section 5.1, an introductory discussion on the Op-

tiSDR compiler design is presented. This section is followed by the discussion of the OptiSDR

148
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compiler components including OptiSDR IRs in Section 5.2, automatic optimization in Sec-

tion 5.3, and code generation in Section 5.4.

5.1 THE COMPILER DESIGN

The first OptiSDR compiler component pictorially demonstrated in Figure 5.1 is an OptiSDR

DSL application defined using the correct syntax. This syntax is a high-level OptiSDR source

code, which resembles the Matlab syntax. The OptiSDR constructs are similar to Octave be-

cause of the Matlab like syntax which is regularly used for prototyping and implementing DSP

algorithms for SDR [209]. As depicted in Figure 5.1, OptiSDR is a Octave like, similarly Mat-

lab like, DSL with Mathematical constructs, control structures, DSP modules (FIR, FFT/iFFT,

XCorr, Conv, etc.), dataflow MoCs, and two-dimensional (2-D) graphical plots.

The next compiler design component depicted in Figure 5.1 is the SDR-specific IRs for mapping

high-level SDR DSP constructs to their generic parallel executable patterns. In OptiSDR IR im-

plementations, Delite is a conceptual framework for developing IR nodes. These IR nodes help

to abstract complex low-level code, hence maximize the OptiSDR DSL expressiveness. This

concept of IR nodes for embedded DSL provides the ability to add more functionality intu-

itively. The author utilizes this concept of IR nodes to create SDR-specific parallel patterns.

These SDR-specific patterns are the main contribution of the OptiSDR compiler framework.

In some cases, the SDR-specific parallel patterns reuse Delite data parallel patterns to create

advanced IR nodes. These advanced IR nodes combines structured parallel patterns concepts

and platform-specific knowledge in order to facilitate SDR computations using the target HCA.

This implies that the OptiSDR compiler provides compilation features for the dataflow MoC.

In addition, the OptiSDR compiler provides a variety of parallel execution patterns such as syn-

chronous execution model (SEM), asynchronous execution model (ASEM), and stencil execu-

tion model (STEM). These execution models are compiler guided parallel execution strategies,

which aims at an optimized run-time environment for SDR applications development.

As presented in [15], a single OptiSDR IR node transforms into multiple target codes, hence the

compiler must perform an iterative IR node searching. Each IR node corresponds to its low-level

source code. This low-level source code is compiled and executed in the target platform. Op-
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Listing 5.1: OptiSDR example code
object optisdr extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with app
trait app extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = { // Octave−like DSPs
val in1 = rand(1024)
val out1 = fft (in1)
val out2 = psd(out1)
StreamProcessor(in1,fft ,psd) // PSPP instantiations
streamprocess{udp,hilbert,abs}

}
}
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Figure 5.1: An overview of the OptiSDR DSL compiler highlighting the concept of autotuning
and optimization of SDR applications for the heterogeneous run-time environment.

tiSDR IR nodes include both sequential ops and parallel operations. Therefore, the applications

developer must be cautious of how to intermix these operations to avoid degradation. Therefore

to improve the SDR system performance while increasing productivity in the development of

SDR applications, the autotuning [56] technique is used. Autotuning as depicted in Figure 5.1,

can be defined as the process of expressing a search space of possible implementations and

optimizations [215] [55] for heterogeneous computing targets. Autotuning provides tools to

generate optimized low-level source code automatically. Autotuning addresses the issues of

complex manual optimizations using multiple programming paradigms [173] for the HCA plat-

form. Autotuning in OptiSDR helps to efficiently partition domain-specific applications and

map them into specific CEs for execution and accuracy.
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The autotuning components depends on the platform-specific configurations and analysis. This

compiler component, as depicted in Figure 5.1, is used mainly to query the target HCA during

compilation of OptiSDR source code. The query results in these components are the HCA’s

available resources such as number of GPUs, each GPU’s global memory, each GPU’s compute

capability, MCPU system memory, and the number of cores. However, the number of cores are

used only in the case of multiple GPUs executions. The HCA computing resources also include

the I/Os configured in the high-level OptiSDR source code. These I/Os may include the USB,

GbE, and File I/O modules.

As depicted in Figure 5.1, the heterogeneous run-time environment in OptiSDR supports both

MCPU and multiple GPUs. The USB and/or GbE UDP driver programming using C/C++

are the two main interconnection softwares in OptiSDR. These interconnection software tech-

niques connect the master MCPU to the FPGA-based DAQ and transmitter system. There-

fore, the OptiSDR heterogeneous run-time is the combination of multi-threaded Scala (Ac-

tors), multi-threaded C/C++ (OpenMP), and CUDA/OpenCL. This means that a hybrid MCPU-

GPUs-FPGA architecture is utilized using a combination of these multiple executables that

inter-operate as one OptiSDR executable. However, for timing critical systems the run-time

environment can be configured to utilize PSPPs’ execution models which are C/C++ only exe-

cutables. These C/C++ only executables include CUDA or OpenCL kernels for parallel DSPs.

The C/C++ executables also include driver modules for USB and/or GbE software interconnects

to FPGA-based real-time DAQ. In these timing critical SDR systems, the functional verification

block, as depicted in Figure 5.1, may be implemented using Qt based graphics plots to minimize

memory copying latencies.

The OptiSDR compiler has the validation and debugging components as demonstrated in Fig-

ure 5.1. The validation block provides functional verification tools such as 2-D plots and veri-

fication software such as spectrometers and real-time Qt-based plots. Most of the 2-D plots in

OptiSDR are implemented using Breeze in Scala. In both real-time Qt and Breeze plots, a set of

controls are provided to adjust the SDR system parameters until an optimized set of parameters

(gains, bandwidth, sampling and centre frequencies, etc.) is achieved. These parameters are of-

ten set in the FPGA channelization firmware using soft-registers, and controlled and monitored
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on the MCPU/GPP system side using C/C++ programs.

5.2 INTERMEDIATE REPRESENTATIONS

The OptiSDR compiler is implemented using OOP and functional programming concepts. The

most prominent OOP feature in this compiler design is inheritance of the IR nodes for the Delite

data parallel and the new OptiSDR parallel patterns. These IR nodes are represented using a

high-level overview of the inheritance block diagram as depicted in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The overview of OptiSDR compiler components represented using block diagrams
that show inheritance among the OptiSDR compiler, OptiSDR/Delite runtime, the newly imple-
mented OptiSDR parallel patterns, the Delite data parallel patterns, and the OptiLA constructs.

As depicted in Figure 5.2, the OptiSDR compiler inherits the IR nodes, and their objects (i.e.

Scala object) and/or the high-level functions such as fft, udp, and StreamProcessor. These ob-

jects and/or functions are directly instantiated in the OptiSDR DSL source codes. These high-

level objects/functions are the direct representation of the OptiSDR DSL syntax as explained in
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Section 5.2.1. The OptiSDR IR nodes for each of these high-level IR nodes, and their object-

s/functions inherits the IR nodes of the parallel patterns. The IR nodes for the parallel patterns

include both Delite and new OptiSDR parallel patterns, referred to as DeliteOp and OptiSDROp

respectively.

As depicted in Figure 5.2, there are also math operations which are inherited from the OptiLA

DSL, the Delite based DSL for linear algebra. OptiSDR often processes data in packets and/or

independent chunks. Since each of the chunks/packets contains a number of independent sam-

ples, operations often process each of the samples or a group of the samples. Thus, some of

these maths and/or DSP operations can execute in parallel, specifically the mathematical opera-

tions such as logarithmic and trigonometric operations. Therefore these OptiLA constructs such

as sin and log are used together with the map pattern IR node called DeliteOpMap to create the

IR node called OptiSDROpMathMap IR Node (i.e. OptiSDROpMath/OptiSDROpMathMap in

Figure 5.2).

It is empirical to note that the OptiSDR parallel patterns IR are build on top of the Delite

IR nodes to provide new SDR-specific IR nodes. This is the case even for the IO modules,

which are build using the OptiSDROpExternal IR node. The OptiSDROpParWhile and Op-

tiSDROpPSPP patterns currently inherits the DeliteOpIndexedLoop and DeliteOpWhileLoop

patterns respectively, while the OptiSDROpExternal inherits both the DeliteOpExternal and

DeliteOpIndexedLoop. However, the OptiSDR compiler bypasses some of the Delite code gen-

erator stages such that the emitted code avoids long memory copying latency caused by the

JNI overhead. The modified code generators are the CUDA, OpenCL, and C/C++ code gener-

ators. These code generators provide an improved real-time and off-line runtime environment

for SDR-specific computations.

5.2.1 OptiSDR IR Nodes for DSP Modules

As depicted in Figure 5.2, the Delite IR nodes are inherited by OptiSDR DSP modules and

the new OptiSDR IR nodes such as OptiSDROpExternal and OptiSDROpPSPP. The OptiSDR

IR nodes are typically a list of expression trees that maps the high-level OptiSDR DSL source

code to their structured parallel patterns executable in HCAs. The Delite framework pro-
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vides common IR nodes [6] for generic parallel execution patterns such as DeliteOpMap, Deli-

teOpZipwith, and DeliteOpIndexedLoop. In this thesis context, these patterns are referred to

as generic because a pattern is defined as a generalizable solution to a recurring problem that

occurs within a well-defined context by Keutzer et.al ( [33]). Most of these parallel patterns

work with SDR-specific computations in OptiSDR.

Listing 5.2: OptiSDR IR Node for FIR Filter
// Package into signal pprocessing blocks
package uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . signal
// LMS code generation libraries
import reflect .{Manifest, SourceContext}
import scala . virtualization . lms.common.
import scala . virtualization . lms. internal .
// Delite Patterns
import ppl. delite . framework.ops.
import ppl. delite . framework.Util.
// OptiSDR Compiler Packages
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr .
trait FIROps extends Base {

// OptiSDR compiler as parent
this : OptiSDR =>
// . . .
// Type parameterizable fir filter impl.
def fir [A:Manifest:Arith](x:Rep[DenseVector[A]], c: Rep[DenseVector[A]], tpodr: Rep[Int]) ( implicit ctx:

SourceContext) = firfilter obj impl (x,c , tpodr)
// Declaration of Object/Function for FIR filter
def firfilter obj impl [A:Manifest:Arith](x:Rep[DenseVector[A]], c: Rep[DenseVector[A]], tpodr: Rep[Int])( implicit

ctx: SourceContext): Rep[DenseVector[A]]
}
//
trait FIROpsExp extends FIROps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp with FIRFilterImplOps =>
// FIR IR Nodes − inherits DeliteOps
case class OptiSDROpFIR[A:Manifest:Arith](x: Exp[DenseVector[A]], y: Exp[DenseVector[A]], tpodr: Exp[Int], out:

Exp[DenseVector[A]]) extends DeliteOpIndexedLoop {
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(x.length−tpodr)// Loop Size
// func performing parallel convolution in time−domain
def func = i => out(i) = out( i ) + x( i :: tpodr+i)∗:∗y(unit (0) :: tpodr)
val mA = manifest[A] // Data type resolvers for mirror method
val a = implicitly [Arith[A]]
}
//
def firfilter obj impl [A:Manifest:Arith](x: Exp[DenseVector[A]], y: Exp[DenseVector[A]], tpodr: Exp[Int]) ( implicit

ctx: SourceContext)= {
val out = DenseVector[A](x.length,unit(true) )
reflectWrite (out)(OptiSDROpFIR(x,y,tpodr,out))
out // return output vector
}
}

As depicted in Figure 5.2, each one of the OptiSDR constructs/modules inherits either one or

two of the Delite and/or OptiSDR IR nodes. There are four main data parallel patterns used in

OptiSDR to build IR nodes for the DSP modules. These data parallel patterns include parallel
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indexed loops, zip-with, map, and external library patterns as depicted in Figure 5.2. They

are used to transform typical DSP algorithms such as FFTs, Hilbert transform, and correlation

algorithms into their generic parallel patterns.

Parallel indexed loops, defined as DeliteOpIndexedLoop in Delite, inherits the DeliteOpFore-

ach. As defined in [6], the inputs to DeliteOpForeach parallel pattern is a collection DeliteCol-

lection[A] and a side-effectful function func : A => Unit. DeliteOpForeach is implemented

by processing the collection in parallel and invoking func on each element. The supplied func

should be safe to execute in any order and in parallel (e.g., disjoint writes to an output collec-

tion). The DeliteOpForeach and DeliteOpIndexedLoop assumes no data dependencies during

the DSP operation. Foreach has no output, but a parallel indexed loop that uses DeliteOpFore-

ach can return data when used with the reflectWrite method as depicted in Listing 5.2. These

parallel indexed loops are suitable for SDR operations which utilizes parallel loops with no data

dependencies. For instance, the QPSK algorithm [216] in QPSK/OFDM transceivers, convolu-

tion in time domain such as the one used in FIR filter [15], and the FFT-based FIR filter [217].

The structures of these operations makes it possible to parallelize without complications, hence

suitable for the DeliteOpIndexedLoop.

The inputs to ZipWith are two collections, DeliteCollection[A] and DeliteCollection[B], and a

mapping function zip: (A,B) => R. ZipWith processes both collections in parallel, applying

the zip function to pairwise elements to produce the output collection, a DeliteCollection[R] [6].

The ZipWith DeliteOps inherit the AbstractLoop from the underlying LMS framework and

are candidates for loop fusion, a technique used in compiler design to improve data locality

and reduces synchronization in data-parallel applications [218]. In OptiSDR ZipWith patterns

are suitable for parallel element-wise multiplication and/or mapping over multiple sequences

for use in constructs such as correlation and convolution in frequency domain. In OptiSDR,

the FFT/iFFT are implemented using both nested loops that inherits parallel indexed loops

and externally loaded high-performance libraries such as CUFFT using OptiSDROpExternal.

Thus, the frequency domain correlation and convolution IR nodes are build using these FFTs

and ZipWith techniques. As depicted in Listing 5.3, the OptiSDR cross-correlation IR node

inherits DeliteOpZipWith technique to parallelize the cross-correlation process by performing
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Listing 5.3: IR Node for XCorr/Corr Pattern
// Package into signal pprocessing blocks
package uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . signal
import reflect .{Manifest, SourceContext} // LMS libraries
import scala . virtualization . lms.common.
import scala . virtualization . lms. internal .
import ppl. delite . framework.ops. // Delite Patterns
import ppl. delite . framework.Util.
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // OptiSDR Packages
trait CrossCorrelationOps extends Base { // Cross Correlation Patterns and Objects

// OptiSDR compiler as parent
this : OptiSDR =>
def xcorr(x: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =
xcorr obj impl(x. real ,x.imag,zeros(x.length) , zeros(x.length) ,x.length) // Auto−Correlation
def xcorr(x1: Rep[ComplexDenseVector],x2: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])
( implicit ctx: SourceContext) =
xcorr obj impl(x1. real ,x1.imag,x2.real ,x2.imag,max(x1.length,x2.length)) // Cross−Correlation
// Declaring objects implementations
def xcorr obj impl(x1: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], y1: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], x2: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], y2:

Rep[DenseVector[Float]], xC: Rep[Int]) ( implicit ctx: SourceContext): Rep[ComplexDenseVector]
}
//
trait CrossCorrelationOpsExp extends CrossCorrelationOps with
DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp{

this : OptiSDRExp with CrossCorrelationImplOps =>
// Define ZipWith Abstract class
abstract class OptiSDROpZipWith[A:Manifest:Arith, VA<:ComplexDenseVector[A]:Manifest] (implicit val b:

ComplexDenseVectorBuilder[A,VA]) extends DeliteOpZipWith[A,A,A,VA] {
// Defining Input Vectors A and B of XCorr
val intfA: Interface [ComplexDenseVector[A]] // Vector A
val inA = intfA.ops.elem.asInstanceOf[Exp[ComplexDenseVector[A]]]
val intfB: Interface [ComplexDenseVector[B]] // Vector B
val inB = intfB .ops.elem.asInstanceOf[Exp[ComplexDenseVector[A]]]
override def alloc (len: Exp[Int]) = b. alloc (len , intfA.isRow)
// Loop Size same A and B vec lengths
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(intfA.length)
val a = implicitly [Arith[Double]]
}
//
case class OptiSDROpXCorr[A:Manifest:Arith, VA<:ComplexDenseVector[A]:Manifest] (intfA:

Interface[ComplexDenseVector[A]], intfB: Interface[ComplexDenseVector[A]]) (implicit b:
ComplexDenseVectorBuilder[A,VA]) extends OptiSDROpZipWith[A,VA] = {

// FFT and Element−wise Complex Product of a and b
def func = (a,b) => ifft ( fft (a) ∗ fft (b))
}
}

two parallel element wise multiplication of the real and imaginary part of the FFTs of the two

input signals.

SDR operations that require a single DSP module instantiated multiple times with independent

data sources can executed in parallel in OptiSDR by using the map pattern. The OptiSDR Map

patterns is an asynchronous execution model that runs on both MCPUs and GPUs. OptiSDR

map pattern receives a single Block parameter (which is simply a function func : A => Unit)

and an input data represented by either the ComplexDenseVector, DenseVector, and DenseMa-
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Listing 5.4: Implementation of OptiSDR external library and map patterns
// OptiSDR FFT pattern for loading external CUFFT library
trait FourierTransformOpsExp extends FourierTransformOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// Generic ExternalOp IR node

abstract class OptiSDROpExternal(implicit ctx: SourceContext) extends DeliteOpLoop[Unit]
{

type OpType <: DeliteOpLoop[Unit]
val size : Exp[Int]
def func: Exp[Int] => Exp[Unit]
def inputs: List [Exp[Any]] = Nil // I need this
val funcName: String //
lazy val body: Def[Unit] = copyBodyOrElse(DeliteForeachElem(
func = reifyEffects ( this . func(v)) ,
numDynamicChunks = this.numDynamicChunks))
}
}
// Mathematical Operations
trait MathematicalOpsExp extends MathematicalOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// Defining Generic MathOps IR Node
abstract class OptiSDRMathMap[VA<:Vector[Float]:Manifest](implicit val b: VectorBuilder[Float,VA]) extends

DeliteOpMap[Float,Float,VA] {
val intf : Interface [Vector[Float ]]
val in = intf .ops.elem.asInstanceOf[Exp[Vector[Float]]]
override def alloc (len: Exp[Int]) = b. alloc (len , intf . isRow)
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(intf . length)

val mA = manifest[Float]
val a = implicitly [Arith[Float ]]
val mVA = manifest[VA]
}
}

trix. The OptiSDR map patterns return types include the DenseV ector, or DeliteArray of

Floats. As is the case with indexed loop patterns, the supplied func should be safe to execute

in any order and in parallel. The OptiSDR map pattern is defined in Listing 5.4. As depicted

in Listing 5.4, an OptiSDR operations, Op, is mapped into multiple instantiations, thus corre-

sponding to multiple threads executions. The Op takes as input e, where e can be regarded as

an element of the input data x. The x data type can be a DenseV ector or a DeliteArray of

type Float. In order to accept the real and imaginary parts of the ComplexDenseV ector data

type, the OptiSDRMathMap and OptiSDRMap patterns takes two input parameters, x and

y for the real and imaginary parts respectively.

An example usage of the OptiSDRMathMap patterns is depicted in Listing 5.5 with the defini-

tion of the OptiSDRPowOp for the math operation for computing the power of a given value.

Despite this mathetical operation example usage, the map pattern [32] [219] is also suitable for
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asynchronous executions models such as the batched FFT based algorithms [220]. Batched FFT

based algorithms include parallel spectral estimation [221], real-time image processing using

fast convolution [220], and frequency sweeping [222] algorithms.

Listing 5.5: OptiSDR IR Node for CUFFT-based FFT and example math operations
//
trait FourierTransformsOpsExp extends FourierTransformsOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// External Library IR Nodes Definition
case class OptiSDRFFTCallOps(x: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]], y: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]],xR: Rep[Int], xC: Rep[Int],outrl :

Rep[DeliteArray[Float]],outim: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]]) extends OptiSDROpExternal
{

val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(xC)
// Make Input accessible externally
def func = i => {

outrl ( i ) = x( i )
outim(i) = y( i )
}

val mA = manifest[Float]
val a = implicitly [Arith[Float ]]

}
}
// Mathematical Operations
trait MathematicalOpsExp extends MathematicalOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// Pow IR Instantiation into object
def mathops pow obj(x:Rep[DenseVector[Float]],xp: Rep[Int])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) = {

reflectPure (OptiSDRPowMapOps(x,xp))
}
// The IR
case class OptiSDRPowMapOps[A:Manifest](x: Exp[DenseVector[Float]], xp: Exp[Int], pow: Exp[Block]) extends

OptiSDRMathMap
{
val in = (unit (0) ::x.length)
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(x.length)
override def alloc = DenseVector[Float](x.length , unit(true) )
def func = e => pow(x,xp)
val mA = manifest[Float]
}
}

External library mapping in OptiSDR is engineered using the combination of DeliteOpExternal

and DeliteOpLoop techniques, and modifying the CUDA code generator to map each OptiSDR

construct to its CUDA, OpenCL. or C/C++ version. This OptiSDROpExternal relies heavily

in the pattern matching technique presented in Scala, thus reliably matches each of the DSPs

to their optimized and parameterizable external library versions such as CUFFT [186, 187] and

UHD [223, 224]. As depicted in Listing 5.5, an IR node for the OptiSDR FFT modules is

implemented using OptiSDROpExternal. OptiSDROpExternal includes both the components

of the DeliteOpLoop such as func and size, and the DeliteOpExternal such as funcName and
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inputs. This external pattern is defined to be parameterizable and generic to work with any

handcrafted and optimized C/C++ and/or CUDA libraries.

The realization of the performance improvements when loading external CUFFT library assisted

in improving FFT-based algorithms such as Hilbert transforms, frequency domain convolution,

and correlation functions (Auto and cross correlation). While this technique restricts the com-

piler to target only the hybrid MCPU-GPU systems, the author believes a conceptual model to

load other high-performance FFT and other algorithms has been defined. This concept assist

in the OptiSDR functionality to allow compiler extensibility, especially for trusted external or

manually optimized libraries. The author acknowledges that some SDR applications may re-

quire experts’ manual optimizations to provide optimal executable patterns, thus improving the

compiler performance by reducing the size of the search space during automatic tuning.

5.2.2 OptiSDR PSPP IR Nodes

The dataflow MoC are some of the essential computing models in OptiSDR [61] [225, 226].

These dataflow MoC has become the main model of choice for SDR applications due to its

less implementation complexity. In OptiSDR, these dataflow MoCs are highly considered due

to their practicality in software applications design and implementation, especially for hybrid

computing systems [51] [60]. In fact, the author believes that, SDR is practically implemented

using the combination of parallel stream and pipeline processing patterns (i.e. PSPPs), evident

from the work presented in [225], [219], and [227].

These OptiSDR PSPPs refer to stream processing and pipelining techniques in this thesis. These

PSPPs are a set of event-driven streams, the connections between them, and the operations they

perform on the data as it flows from source to destination. As depicted in Figure 5.3, the

OptiSDR PSPPs break a potentially complex SDR computation into a sequence of operations

with data flowing from one operation to the next. Using this technique, OptiSDR possesses

the ability to provide scalability and automated parallelization, since each PSPP is event driven

and independently applied. Each PSPP processes an event only when it arrives from another

operation.

The PSPP IR node is the OptiSDROpPSPP, which transform the PSPP high-level constructs,
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Figure 5.3: The PSPP MoC represented using synchronous dataflow models

StreamProcessor and StreamProcess, into a parallel stream processing computation. As

depicted in Figure 5.3, the OptiSDROpPSPP works with the OptiSDROpIO IR node, which

provides a parallel memory access pattern. The OptiSDROpIO pattern is used in most I/O

modules such as binary file, USB2.0, and UDP I/O modules. These I/O modules work with both

huge data and real-time processing techniques. In huge data processing, the OptiSDROpIO

loads a huge data and breaks it down into independent chunks that can be processed in parallel.

In this thesis context, huge data is defined as digital signals which are of size 250MB and

above. The sizes bigger than this 250MB are considered huge because they take a significant

amount of memory space when used to moast CUFFT-based DSP algorithms. Also if such data

sizes fit into GPU’s global memory, often they may occupy more memory than the available if

used with memory-intensive algorithms such as the CUFFT [228], thus fail during execution.

Alternatively GPUs with larger memory sizes such as the Nvidia Titan-X GPU with 12GB

memory can be used. However, the memory occupancy may still be huge depending how many

DSP algorithms are queued in the task graph. Data size and CUFFT plans experiments using

different data sizes were carried out and presented in Figure 5.4. The procedure to acquire the

data in Figure 5.4 involved the following steps; 1) Generate random single precision and double

precision data in the host MCPU system memory; 2) Allocate same size of memory for the data

in the Nvidia GPU device; 3) Perform memory copying into the global memory of the GPU;

4) Instantiate the CUFFT plan (i.e. cuFFTPlanMany(...) function) for batched FFT execution

plan; and 5) Measure the memory occupancy in the GPU using Nvidia Management Library

(NVML);

These CUFFT planning experiments were meant to show the memory occupancy for 250MB
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Figure 5.4: The Memory Occupancy and execution time for CUFFT Planning for determining
huge data sizes which occupy more memory

and above data sizes. It is evident from these results that the data sizes greater than 250MB were

presenting significant memory occupancy of 632MB and above. Therefore, in this huge data

processing, the main memory access patterns applied will include data tiling, space splitting,

and memory reusing as defined in Section 3.2.1. This way the OptiSDROpIO pattern allows

for the PSPPs to perform parallel access patterns which performs memory management before

executing the system. The OptiSDROpIO does this by arranging data into some form of tiling,

or simply a matrix or matrices as depicted in Figure 5.3.

The tiling process is performed as follows by the OptiSDR compiler, guided by the design

input parameters (i.e. Compiler-guided autotuning). The designer passes the target platform

(i.e. CUDA), and the number of target devices (i.e. 1/2 GPUs). Then the OptiSDR compiler,

during compilation of the program, queries the available CUDA devices and temporarily stores

the memory size, maximum threads, and the number of CUDA devices. Then the compiler

chunks the data into available data sizes if the data sizes are greater than the set threshold of

100MB (i.e. 25 million floating-point samples). The 100MB threshold was selected as the

adequate memory occupancy as it allows instantiation of batched CUFFT plans which totals to

12.5 million double floating point complex samples, while still accommodating enough space

for successfully executing other DSP algorithms.
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In real-time signal processing, the OptiSDROpIO captures a given number of samples, and

packs them (Packetiation) into independent chunks for parallel processing. However, depending

on the types of processing and timing requirements ( i.e. Acceptable latency limit), the buffer

size must be varied. For instance it might be a good idea to set the buffer size so that the

latency to a minimum of just a few milliseconds as in the case of real-time RADAR signal

processing [106] such as coherent processing interval (CPI). Minimizing the buffering latency

is the main optimization priority in OptiSDROpIO, which is loaded as external module writen

in C/C++. The OptiSDROpIO transforms a high-level OptiSDR I/O function such as load()

and udp(...) into its corresponding parameterizable C/C++ function. These parameterizable

C/C++ I/O function uses driver programming with tiled buffering techniques such as circular

tiled buffer and linearly tiled data buffer. These I/O modules triggers the first processing task in

the PSPP tree, thus allowing the event-driven nature of the PSPP. in real-time signal processing,

the PSPP input signal updated is triggered in every I/O buffer full event. A buffer full event

can be true when a single chunk memory buffer is full or the entire buffer is full in circularly or

linearly tiled buffer.

As pictorially demonstrated in Figure 5.3, the OptiSDROpPSPP IR node is transformed into a

FIFO execution model, where each of the subsequent tasks/kernels, K1a to K1z, in the PSPP

queue are executed one after another, while the concurrent tasks/kernels, Kna to Knz for n=1,2,

..., N, are executed asynchronously (i.e. ASEM). In Figure 5.3, the Memcpy block, which

represent memory copying to and from the accelerator device (e.g. GPU), may happen simulta-

neously for each tile in the case of having multiple accelerator devices, specifically in the case

of multi-GPUs. Therefore this means that the OptiSDRPSPP model was defined to cater for

both the dataflow MoC, multiple instances of the dataflow MoCs, and other related MoCs. This

means that there are multiple ways in which the PSPPs can be instantiated.

There are two types of PSPPs instantiations in OptiSDR, ones which are partially parameter-

izable and others which are fully parameterized. The latter assumes each DSP routine may

require certain function parameters when instantiated, thus its implementation in Listing 5.6

provide functions to instantiate the PSPP and add more tasks into the PSPP queue for exe-

cution. But the partially parameterized PSPP do not need any parameter passed when DSP
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Listing 5.6: OptiSDR StreamProcessor object and its utilities
//
trait ParallelStreamerOps extends Base with OverloadHack
{

this : OptiSDR =>
// Defining the top−level PSPP object
object ParallelStreamer {

def apply(src: Rep[DenseMatrix[Float]], len: Int) ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) =
parallelstreamer obj new(src ,DenseVector[Int](unit( len) , unit(true) ) ,DenseMatrix[Double](unit(len), unit (10) ) ,
unit( len) )

def apply(src: Rep[DenseVector[Float]]∗, funcIDs: Rep[Int]∗,funcPars: Rep[DenseVector[Double]]∗)(implicit ctx:
SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj new(src ,funcIDs,funcPars,funcIDs.length)

}
// Variable recolvers
implicit def repParallelStreamerToParallelStreamerOps(x: Rep[ParallelStreamer]) = new ParallelStreamerOpsCls(x)
implicit def varToParallelStreamerOps(x: Var[ParallelStreamer]) = new ParallelStreamerOpsCls(readVar(x))
// Utilities and Execution models definitions
class ParallelStreamerOpsCls(x: Rep[ParallelStreamer])
{

def source() ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj source (x)
def functions () ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj functions (x)
def parameters()( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj parameters(x)
def length () ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj length (x)
def addTask(y: Rep[Int])( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj addtask(x,y)
def addTask(y: Rep[Int],z: Rep[DenseVector[Double]])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

parallelstreamer obj addtask(x,y,z)
//
def pprint() ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj pprint (x)
// Execution models
def execAsync(y: Rep[ParallelStreamer])( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj execasync(x,y) // Async.

or Map execution
def execSync()( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj execsync(x) // Sync. or FIFO Execution
def execStensil (n)( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = parallelstreamer obj execstencil (x) // Stencil execution
}
}

modules are instantiated. These partially parameterizable modules take only DSP routines as

parameters, and perform a FIFO execution, from source to subsequent DSPs in the PSPP queue.

For instance, this partially parameterized PSPP instantiation can be simply expressed using one

line as valout = StreamProcessor(rand, psd, plot) for PSD plot of the random signal. Fur-

ther discussion on the different execution models for the fully paraterized instantiation of PSPP

follows in Sections 5.2.2.1 , 5.2.2.2 , and 5.2.2.3.

5.2.2.1 PSPP Synchronous Execution Model

The synchronous execution model (SEM) is a strict synchronous dataflow processor. The SEM

implements a single channel input processed by a sequence of DSP operations executed syn-

chronously. In this model, OptiSDR transforms a high-level PSPP model into the structured

parallel model that performs kernel to kernel execution. These kernel to kernel executions are
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for both CUDA and OpenCL capable devices. The cudaThreadsynchronize() to ensure syn-

chronized kernel to kernel execution is used in the emitted GPU and C/C++ code. As depicted

in Figure 5.5, the SEM is an event-driven synchronous model, where the Es event-trigger fires

an event for processing only when the output buffer emits a receive signal after a processing

delay T .

The buffering delays, especially the input buffer delay, must always be minimal in the PSPP.

These buffering delays can be variable for many SDR application depending on the packeti-

zation technique used. However, in OptiSDR PSPP the buffer can take either the linearly and

circularly tiled buffering forms. In linearly tiled buffers, data can be packed and accessed using

typical matrix techniques, with each row an independent data chunk that can be accessed in par-

allel during data parallel operation. The circularly tiled buffer utilizes the memory reuse tech-

nique which is suitable for real-time event-driven processing, hence real-time parallel stream

processing. The OptiSDR linearly and circularly tiled buffers are build-in parameterizable

C/C++ function that works with USB and GbE drivers for both the USRP (i.e. UHD) and

RHINO UDP streamer for GbE respectively. As depicted in Figure 5.5, the buffers are complex

buffers, meaning that they are containers of both in-phase and quadrature samples of the digital

baseband signal for SDR.
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Theory: SDF, Data Parallel Patterns

Implementation: Event-Driven Data Parallel Operations, Synchronous Execution Model, single GPU

Figure 5.5: An overview of the synchronous execution model for the OptiSDR PSPPs which
show the buffering and processing delays, the event-trigger for driving kernel to kernel execu-
tion, and the synchronous dataflow like model of computation that can be transformed to CUDA
and OpenCL.

The PSPP SEM theoretically uses the concept of synchronous dataflow (SDF) model of compu-

tation, however, as depicted in Figure 5.5, the implementation of this model involves the use of

FIFO execution model of data parallel DSP operations such as FIR filtering, FFT, correlation,

and so on. Each of these DSPs are represented using A1 to AN for A is the algorithm, and N is
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the number of DSP kernels queued in the PSPP. Each of the DSP algorithms A1 to AN possess

their own internal parallelism, mostly data parallelism. The Delite data parallel patterns (i.e.

DeliteOps) are utilized to implement the DSP IR nodes as discussed in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.6: An overview of the synchronous execution model for the OptiSDR PSPPs which
shows the event-trigger scheduling algorithm to algorithm execution on mulitple accelerator
devices (i.e. multi-GPU execution).

There are cases where each of these DSP operations may be scheduled to execute in different

accelerator, for instance a combination of the MCPU and multiple GPUs. In such case the Es

event trigger listens for algorithm finished events, which each algorithm must communicate its

processing state (i.e. busy or done signals) to the event-trigger Es. These way the event trigger,

following a FIFO execution model, fire processing event to each of the algorithms accordingly,

signaling when to execute and when to stay idle. This SEM case is pictorially demonstrated in

Figure 5.6.

The actual implementation of both SEM cases involves the usage of pattern matching, polymor-

phism, and data parallelism techniques. Scala pattern matching and polymorphism techniques

come in handy in this implementations. Each of the DSP algorithms in the PSPP queue utilizes

Delite data parallel patterns (i.e. DeliteOps/OptiSDROps). Scala polymorphism and pattern

matching allows implementation of partially and fully parameterizable PSPP instantiations at

the higher level of abstraction. The PSPPs are transformed accordingly from high-level source

code to low-level software pipelines and scheduling on HCA. This PSPP SEM works as a first

come first execute method for processing streams. The first node is the data source for the next

node, which becomes the source that follows it. For instance, in the example NetRAD data pro-

cessor depicted in Figure 6.8, the load([...]) is the first node and it is the data source for hilbert

which is the data source for the fft methods.
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5.2.2.2 PSPP Asynchronous Execution Model

The asynchronous execution model (ASEM) is an advanced execution model which implements

multiple synchronous dataflow execution of data parallel DSP operations. The ASEM caters for

SDR systems with multiple channels, with input data from each channel processed using a SEM.

Theoretically there are multiple independent data paths from multiple inputs to multiple outputs,

thus some form of task parallelism is performed. Using the ASEM in OptiSDR PSPP required

the implementation of complex and fully parameterizable low-level C/C++ task scheduler.
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Figure 5.7: An overview of the asynchronous execution model for the OptiSDR PSPPs which
shows multiple channels which can be transformed to CUDA stream or multi-GPU processing,
thus concurrent channel processing.

As depicted in Figure 5.7, The ASEM model is an instantiation of multiple SEM models in

different threads. These threads are executing in parallel, thus asynchronous. The PSPP ASEM

IR node is then transformed into the low-level C/C++ task scheduler that utilizes OpenMP for

task parallelism. As depicted in Figure 5.7, task parallelism in the ASEM model is made pos-

sible by the use OpenMP multi-threading for the GbE UDP and USB2.0 streaming into the

host PC from the FPGA. The OptiSDR PSPP ASEM which works with the UHD transceiver

functions utilizes the Boost multi-threading library which provide advanced thread synchro-

nization and timing methods. The Boost library was found to be very efficient in OptiSDR

event-trigger implementation because of its thread synchronization and timing methods such

as boost :: thread group and boost :: posix time. The combination of these methods with
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OpenMP threaded core execution provides efficient support for task and data parallel patterns

for OptiSDR PSPPs.

The PSPP ASEM IR node is implemented using OptiSDROpPSPP that inherits the DeliteOpIn-

dexedLoop. During transformation of this model to its low-level source code, a completely new

function that emits the task scheduler code is implemented. This function takes as input the

list of tasks in the PSPP queues for each channel, then iteratively generates each SEM model.

Each SEM model implements its own even-trigger that will drive execution of tasks in each

PSPP SEM queue. The algorithm for generating this code also choses the correct tiled buffer

for real-time or huge data processing. The buffer selection depends also on the I/Os selected for

each ASEM.

5.2.2.3 PSPP Stencil Execution Model

The stencil execution model (STEM) is the PSPP execution model which operates on the neigh-

bouring input data samples in the given data buffer, and produces the number of outputs that is

equal to the number of parallel operations performed. As defined by [33], in a stencil pattern,

the similarity to a map pattern, however each output depends on a neighbourhood of inputs.

The STEM is therefore an embarrassingly parallel operation which takes as input discrete num-

ber of samples, packs them into chunks of N neighbouring samples, and perform M parallel

DSP operations on these chunks. As depicted in Figure 5.8, the inputs are a set of fixed offsets

relative to the output position.

At this time of writing for this thesis, STEM is only supported for CUDA capable devices. The

CUDA code generator functions that implements the STEM model utilizes patterns matching,

hash tables, and Scala map patterns to iteratively instantiate input/buffering, DSP, and out-

put/buffering operations which are queued in the PSPP task graph. This requires reading the

DEG into memory, then iteratively storing the PSPP tasks into the hash table, and emitting each

STEM’s CUDA line of code. As depicted in Figure 5.8, the STEM is without the event trigger.

The decision to leave out the event-trigger was because CUDA kernel to kernel execution was

sufficient to produce accurate STEM output results.

Relating this STEM to SDR, the convolution in time-domain and frequency domain was con-
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Figure 5.8: An overview of the stencil execution model for the OptiSDR PSPPs which show
the cache-friendly linearly tiled buffer that works better with PSPP STEM which can be trans-
formed to CUDA code.

sidered. In the time-domain, a simple shift and operate technique was used in the FIR filter

implementation. However, this model as discussed may degrade the performance. Hence why

the suitable OptiSDR pattern for convolution in time domain is this optimized execution model

which relies on stencil pattern. The STEM static optimization for cache friendliness, memory

reusing, and minimum buffer latency is achieved by providing code generation functions to the

CUDA code generator. Memory optimization in the automatically emited STEM CUDA code is

vital. This because when data access patterns are not well optimized, for instance using a typical

shift and operate technique, STEM performance can be degraded. The OptiSDR CUDA code

generation algorithm for STEM utilizes the previously mentioned linearly tiled buffer technique

with cache friendliness in mind.

The shift and operate technique in stencil patterns can allow vectorization of the data reads

which may reduce the total number of instructions, however, memory traffic to the CUDA-

capable GPU’s global memory may be cumbersome, thus degrading the overall system perfor-

mance. Therefore the OptiSDR PSPP for performing the Stencil operations, the STEM, work

with the linearly tiled buffer to arrange data into some form of a two dimensional array with

rows contiguous in memory. Data is therefore accessed horizontally thus allowing each sample

in that row to belong to the same cache line. The row-wise access to the tiled data also reduces

the occurrence of cache misses and maximizes horizontal data locality. Because of this cache
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Listing 5.7: OptiSDR IR Node for PSPP STEM
// PSPP STEM IR Nodes − inherits DeliteOps
trait ParallelStreamProcessorOpsExp extends ParallelStreamProcessorOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// Pow IR Instantiation into object
def psppops stencil obj (x:Rep[DenseVector[Float]],N: Rep[Int],of) ( implicit ctx: SourceContext) = {

reflectPure (OptiSDRStencilOp(x,xp))
}
// The IR
case class OptiSDRStencilOp(x: Exp[DenseVector[Float]], N: Exp[Int], offset : Exp[Int], stencil : Exp[Block]) extends

OptiSDROpMap
{
val in = (unit (0) ::x.length)
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(x.length)
override def alloc = DenseVector[Float](x.length , unit(true) )
def func = e => stencil (x,N, offset )
val mA = manifest[Float]
}
}

optimization reasons the STEM is considered very cache friendly.

As depicted in Listing 5.7, the IR node for STEM uses the map pattern, which receives as input

the list of DSP tasks and their inputs. As depicted in Listing 5.7, the case class named Op-

tiSDRStencilOp extends the OptiSDROpMap. This OptiSDROpMap is a simple technique for

passing the STEM configurations and parameters to the CUDA code generator, which contains

code generation functions for transforming STEM into a C++ with CUDA kernels. The code

generation algorithm for STEM uses Scala pattern matching techniques and DEG traversals

to emit the CUDA code. In order to emit the optimized version of the CUDA-C++ code, the

code generator statically instantiates the tiled buffer as the input module for the STEM. Given

the Stencil parameters, N for neighbouring input sizes and Offset which is the shift to the

next neighbouring inputs, the code generator instantiates the C++ tiled buffer function named

stencilBuffer([in], N, offset).

This stencil buffering function is implemented using C++ with OpenMP threads. The output

for this buffer is a 2-D array that contains the complex (I/Q) values, arranged for parallel stencil

memory access pattern. The parallel execution of the DSP operations is reliant to the CUDA’s

thousand of threads and multiple streams. The DSP algorithms which can leverage this par-

allelism include the Pulse compression algorithm which was experimented on in this thesis,

as well as coherent dedispersion, cross-correlation, convolution in both time and frequency
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domains, and modulation/demodulation ( such as QPSK and FM) algorithms. Furthermore,

even the typical DSP algorithms such as FFT (especially when computing large point FFTs),

FFT-based FIR filters, and time-domain based FIR filters. As depicted in Figure 5.8, after the

stencil-friendly buffering, parallel DSP operations are deployed using CUDA streams, where

each CUDA stream corresponds to the DSP algorithms/instantiations of each concurrent DSP

operation, A1 to AN for N . In the case of N being greater than the number of streams (i.e. Four

for the Fermi and Kepler devices), the combination of the CUDA streams and multi-GPU is

utilized. However, these multi-streams and multi-GPUs configurations may still be insufficient

for huge data buffers, therefore more loop tuning techniques such as space splitting and loop

tiling at the MCPU level becomes necessary.

5.2.3 OptiSDR IR Nodes I/Os Modules

The OptiSDR I/O modules include waveform generators such as sine and chirp, USRP1 (USB2.0)

receiver modules, the GbE UDP modules for the RHINO platform, and file I/Os. The file I/O

for text files are from OptiLA, while the binary file I/O were implemented from scratch in

OptiSDR. The OptiSDR file I/O are optimized to run at the C/C++ level. This is because the

OptiSDR runtime environment is best kept at this C/C++ level due to memory access patterns

optimizations. The OptiSDR file I/O modules are optimized to work with streaming of huge

pre-stored data. Processing this huge data requires extensive memory management techniques,

especially when the data is bigger than the available host MCPU system and/or GPU memory.

Data from a huge binary file in OptiSDR is read/buffered into the host system memory, then it is

packed into independent chunks depending on the OptiSDR stream processor execution model

selected. For instance, the PSPP SEM implements a 2D array (i.e. DenseMatrix) which allows

for a sequential and/or parallel row-wise access patterns depending on the nature of the DSP

operations performed in the PSPP. The ASEM implements a parallel row-wise access pattern,

especially because it works with embarrassingly parallel algorithms. In the ASEM, the rows

are accessed and processed concurrently. The STEM on the other hand, implements their own

data access pattern, where neighbouring data samples are grouped together into independently

accessed data chunks based on the offset and row-wise configurations, thus enabling parallel

access to the chunks.
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These tiled I/O buffers are vectorized array of arrays that form a 2-D container with row-wise

access patterns. This vectorized 2-D arrays are re-sizable and dynamically allocated the mem-

ory. These data structures are referred to as circular buffer in some cases because the elements

of this vectorized 2-D container can be accessed row-wise, and element by element accesses

for each row can be performed, as well as replacing each element as soon as these buffers are

full. In order to improve the memory copying performance to the GPUs global memory, these

data structures are implemented using the C++ classes with host and device accessible utility

functions suitable for the CUDA run-time environment. These circular I/O buffers work well

with real-time processing OptiSDR modules such as USB and GbE based I/O modules.

The OptiSDR I/O modules such as USB2.0 for real-time streaming with the UHD [66], and the

UDP streaming driver for the RHINO platform [112], are implemented to work with stringent

real-time processing requirements.The OptiSDR compiler transforms these high-level real-time

processing I/O modules (i.e. USB and GbE) into low-level C/C++ library modules. These

low-level libraries were optimized to cater for the minimum buffering latencies and maximum

processing throughput. The latency for these I/O modules is directly proportional to the buffer

sizes, increasing the buffer sizes increases the latency as data transfer from device to device is

limited by the interconnection medium’s maximum data transfer rate. For instance, the USB2.0

interconnect is limited to 60MBps (i.e. 480 Mbit/s), GbE based interconnect can practically

reach up to a maximum of 125MBPS (i.e. 1000 Mbit/s), and PCI bus maximum transfer rate

is 133MBps. At this stage of OptiSDR, the buffering latencies is aimed at an optimal value of

140ms buffering latency for the size of one million complex samples, for both single and double

precision data types. The corresponding data transfer for this buffering latency in OptiSDR is

theoretically 57.143MBps for one million complex data samples.

The GbE based UDP buffering latency is aimed at 70ms for the size of million samples, which

is twice as fast at the USB2.0 I/O modules for OptiSDR. The buffer size of twice the UDP

payload size (i.e. 1472 bytes or 368 16-bit I/Q samples) may be sufficient for processing without

missing important data. But it is often advised that, when using GPUs for parallel processing,

processing large chunks of data results in efficient utilization of GPU resources [229], thus

better performance improvement while reducing the need for frequent memory transfer which
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Listing 5.8: Source codes for USRP USB and GbE UDP IR nodes that uses the OptiSDROpExternal
pattern
trait InputOutputOpsExp extends InputOutputOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp
{

this : OptiSDRExp =>
// USRP IR Nodes − inherits OptiSDROpExternal
case class OptiSDROpUSRP(rl: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]], im: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]], sdrPars:

Rep[DenseVector[Double]],outrl: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]],outim: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]]) extends
OptiSDROpExternal

{
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(rl. length)

// Make Input accessible externally
def func = i => { }

val mA = manifest[Float]
val a = implicitly [Arith[Float ]]

}
// GbE UDP IR Node inherits OptiSDROpExternal

case class OptiSDROpUDP(rl: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]], im: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]], sdrPars:
Rep[DenseVector[Double]],outrl: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]],outim: Rep[DeliteArray[Float]]) extends
OptiSDROpExternal

{
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(rl. length)

// Make Input accessible externally
def func = i => { }

val mA = manifest[Float]
val a = implicitly [Arith[Float ]]

}
}

introduces communication latencies. The number of samples for using twice UDP payload size

results in latency of 0.0236ms during capturing, while the practical latency for one million

samples is 70ms.

The practical experiment on memory transfers done for this project, which shows that, sending

this data from the host MCPU system memory will introduce a latency of 0.044ms for twice

UDP payload transfer, while it results in latency of 3.392ms for one million samples. However

running multiple different kernels (i.e. FFT and Hamming in this case) using these two data

sizes clearly proves that smaller data sizes do not utilize GPU resources such as number of

threads, grid, blocks, and memory, thus less throughput as compared to processing a larger

one million chunk. However, kernel execution times are faster, and memory transfers also

faster for a once off execution. However, in real-time processing, where memory transfers

happens frequently, more processing latency was achieved when processing one million samples

in chunks of twice the UDP payload. For instance, 2717.39 data chunks of twice the UDP

payload size sum up to one million samples. Therefore, it would take 119.565ms for 2717.39

data chunks transfers to the GPU’s global memory, and 24.300ms for 2717.39 FFT kernels
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executions. These two values plus the capturing latency of 2717.39x0.024ms = 64.130ms all

sum up to 183.695ms in total.

If processing was done for one million data sizes, latencies of 70ms and 3.392ms for capturing

and memory transfers respectively were obtained. However the execution time of the FFT

obtained for one million samples is 45.349ms, thus the total processing time of one million

samples would results into 115.349ms. The conclusion here is that, while memory transfers and

kernel execution may be smaller for data buffer of twice UDP payload size, if multiple transfers

are to be performed for smaller data sizes, in order to improve performance, it is better to batch

many small transfers into one larger transfer as this reduces per-transfer overhead [229] [230].

While this OptiSDR theoretical GbE transfer rate outperforms the OptiSDR USB2.0 one, al-

ternatively USB3.0 interconnect can be used to outperform GbE based interconnect in a hybrid

MCPU-FPGA architecture. Despite the attractive data transfer rate for the USB3.0 interconnec-

tion of the MCPU and the FPGA, contemporary FPGA-based SDR systems use GbE, 10GbE,

or 40GbE [19] [110] [212]. For experimentation and support for the USRP modules used in

some of the old Radar systems at UCT, the USB2.0 software interconnect using UHD library

are supported in OptiSDR. The RHINO support is also implemented in OptiSDR using the

GbE UDP streaming. The GbE UDP streaming in OptiSDR utilizes Boost Asio library. The

C/C++ external libraries are implemented for these OptiSDR I/Os and loaded using IR nodes

for external patterns.

The IR nodes for the UDP and UHD external driver modules are depicted in Listing 5.8. As

depicted in Listing 5.8, the OptiSDR IR nodes for the I/O modules are implemented using the

OptiSDROpExternal. The case classes for these I/O modules inherit this hybrid DeliteOpIn-

dexedLoop and DeliteOpExternal pattern called OptiSDROpExternal. As the name suggests,

the OptiSDROpExternal is an IR for loading external parameterizable I/O functions. These I/O

functions instantiate the various driver and library modules for populating in real-time and off-

line the tiled buffers. For real-time processing, tiled buffering with memory reuse, referred to

as circular buffer, is build-in in this I/O functions.

There is also the development of the typical validation techniques for DSP algorithms using
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Qt graphics embedded in OptiSDR. These validation constructs are categorized as I/O modules

as they are used as sinks in OptiSDR. Initially these OptiSDR graphics validation techniques

were Scala-based, using lightweight libraries such as JFreeChart [231] and JChart2D [232]

graphics libraries, however, long latencies and less throughputs were achieved in OptiSDR

real-time plotting using these libraries. Hence why the Qt based library called QCustomPlot

[233] was used and currently under tests. The C only run-time environment is the desired

environment for OptiSDR in order to reduce the memory copying back and forth the JVM-

CPP-CUDA environments [68]. During the iterative progress assessment followed in OptiSDR,

the best performance was achieved when OptiSDR parallel and sequential tasks executions were

restricted to the CUDA-C only environment as much as possible during the system subsequent

operations execution.

5.2.4 OptiSDR IR Nodes for Math

The map pattern is used in OptiSDR to support parallel numerical operations such as sine, log,

and cosine computation on a signal vector or matrix. In Listing 5.9 a complex signal op is

defined. As depicted in Listing 5.9, a ComplexDenseVector object is defined with one of its

member functions named log10(). These are high-level constructs that can be used in a high-

level OptiSDR application. These keywords are implemented such that they resemble Octave

constructs. Using template concepts in Scala, the host language, type parameterizable OptiSDR

constructs as shown in Listing 5.9 can also be defined.

The next step is the implementation of the OptiSDR IRs for the complex vector data-type and

complex utility functions. The OptiSDR Ops IR implementation consists of two main things:

1) Case classes that inherits DeliteOps (data parallel patterns) such as DeliteOpIndexedLoop,

DeliteOpMap, and DeliteOpReduce [6]; and 2) Utility functions that defines how these IRs are

intantiated and their return types, whether mutable or immutable, or whether complex or real;

We will show an example of the complex log10(...) function. As depicted in Listing 5.9, the

case for defining the new complex data type and for defining the IR for complex log10(...)

computation are shown.

In Listing 5.9 show that the complex vector data types is made up of two DeliteArray array
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Listing 5.9: The OptiSDR ComplexDenseVector example IR nodes and object
// IR Nodes section
trait MathOpsExp extends MathOps with DeliteStructsExp
with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp {

this : OptiSDRExp with MathImplOps =>
// . . .
// IR Node for Parallel Complex Log10 Ops
case class ComplexLog10Ops[A:Manifest]( x:Exp[DenseVector[A]], y:Exp[DenseVector[A]], outrl:Exp[DenseVector[A]],

outim:Exp[DenseVector[A]]) extends DeliteOpIndexedLoop {
val size = copyTransformedOrElse( .size)(x.length)
def func = i => {

outrl ( i ) = log(sqrt ((x( i ) ∗ x( i ) ) + (y( i ) ∗ y( i ) ) ) ) / log(10)
outim(i) = atan2( x( i ) , y( i ) ) / log(10)

}
val mA = manifest[A]
val a = implicitly [Arith[A]]
}
}
// Defining Object and Member functions of the ComplexDenseVectorOps
trait ComplexDenseVectorOps extends Variables {

this : OptiSDR =>
// Defining a Complex external method..
object ComplexDenseVector {

def apply[A:Manifest](len: Rep[Int])( implicit ctx: SourceContext) =
complexdensevector obj new[A](len)
}
def Log10[A:Manifest](a:Rep[ComplexDenseVector[A]])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

complexdensevector log10(a.real,a.imag)
def complexdensevector log10[A:Manifest]( a:Rep[DenseVector[A]], b:Rep[DenseVector[A]])( implicit ctx: SourceContext):

Rep[ComplexDenseVector[A]]
}

of the given length, whereas the log10 ops (ComplexLog10Ops) inherits a DeliteIndexedLoop

that performs parallel real and imaginary values computations using the sqrt and log functions,

as well as the ∗, +, and / operators. The imaginary-part of the complex log10(...) function is

the log10(...) of the phase of the complex signal, but the real-part is simply the log10(...) of

the absolute values of the complex signal. Other IR nodes for mathematical operations such as

trigonometric and logarithmic operations are defined.

5.2.5 OptiSDR IR Nodes for Data Structures and Types

Data structures and data types in OptiSDR are implemented to support real and complex signal/-

data samples, where complex signal is often referring to baseband signal for SDR. The baseband

signal in OptiSDR obviously refers to the I/Q samples, but represented as complex data types,

with real values corresponding to I samples and imaginary corresponding to Q samples. The

data type complex is fully type parameterizable, however, the default data type for the I and

Q samples in Complex(I,Q) is a single precision floating-point data type, Float in OptiSDR.
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Another implementation of OptiSDR complex data type allows type parameterization such as

Complex[Short](I,Q), were short represent the 16-bit integer values. The complex data type

works with only single pair of I/Q samples hence a need for a complex container of multiple

I/Q samples.

The data structure called ComplexDenseV ector is used to hold a number of I/Q samples.

The design trade-off was whether to provide type parameterization for this data structure, but

the author with the help of experts in the field of DSP and/or SDR, decided to leave out type

parameterization in order to maintain the level of expressiveness similar to Matlab and Octave.

Therefore motivated by the need to optimize memory allocation the default single-precision

floating-point type was used. However to allow extensibility and generality, OptiSDR allow

implementation of new data structures with type parameterization. Also the OptiLA inherited

data structures such DenseV ector and DenseMatrix allows type parameterization.

The ComplexDenseV ector data structure IR node is implemented with its supporting com-

plex mathematical operations such as ∗, +, log10, abs, and conj. The ComplexDenseV ector

is also polymorphic, thus have multiple constructors. Some of the ComplexDenseV ector con-

structors have parameters such as size/length, access pattern configuration, and input samples

as real and imaginary arrays. The access pattern configuration is a true or false value which

specifies whether a row-wise or column-wise access pattern must be implemented. The access

pattern configuration is one of the high-level optimization constructs that help the compiler

to emit cache-friendly complex data structure. The other optimization constructs include the

ComplexDenseV ector member functions such as downSample, upSample, and type con-

verter function such as toDouble and toInt.

The downSample member function for the ComplexDenseV ector is used in cases where sig-

nal samples can be reconstructed accurately like in Sinusoidal dense signals. This is the case

with upSample function, which optimizes results accuracy by interpolating the signal samples.

The type conversion, often referred to as type-casting in C/C++, allows the OptiSDR DSL users

to have control over optimal data type selection based on their target HCA. Alternatively, the

OptiSDR compiler autotuner may automatically optimize the data type precision from lower to

upper (i.e. float to double) or vice versa (i.e. double to float), depending on the type of opti-
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Listing 5.10: ComplexDenseVector using OptiSDR DataType keyword that inherits LMS Record
// Utility Function and OptiSDR Ops
trait ComplexDenseVectorOps extends Base with OverloadHack
{

this : OptiSDR =>
//
type ComplexDenseVector = DataType{ val real: DenseVector[Float]; val imag: DenseVector[Float]}
def ComplexDenseVectorT(rl: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], im: Rep[DenseVector[Float]]) = new DataType{ val real=rl; val

imag=im}
// Defining Complex Data Type Arithmetic Operations
implicit def ComplexDenseVectorArith: Arith[ComplexDenseVector] = new Arith[ComplexDenseVector]
{

// Arithmetic ops
def +(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], b: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

ComplexDenseVectorT(a.real+b.real,a.imag+b.imag)
def −(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], b: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

ComplexDenseVectorT(a.real−b.real,a.imag−b.imag)
def ∗(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], b: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

ComplexDenseVectorT((a.real ∗ b.real − a.imag ∗ b.imag),(a.imag ∗ b.real + a. real ∗ b.imag))
def /( a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], b: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

ComplexDenseVectorT(a.real/b.real,a.imag/b.imag)
// Complex ops
def abs(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

ComplexDenseVectorT(complexdensevector obj abs(a.real,a.imag,a.real.length).AsInstanceOf[DenseVector[Float]],
zeros(a. real . length) )

def exp(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =
ComplexDenseVectorT(a.real.exp.AsInstanceOf[DenseVector[Float]],a.imag.exp.AsInstanceOf[DenseVector[Float]])

// Logarithmic ops. . .
def log10(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) = complexdensevector obj log10(a)
def log(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) = complexdensevector obj log(a)
// Downsample functions: a(start::>n<::end);
def downsample(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], n: Rep[Int])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

complexdensevector obj downsample(a,n)
def downsample(a: Rep[ComplexDenseVector], n: Rep[Int], o: Rep[Int])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

complexdensevector obj downsample(a,n,o)
// Type−casting
// . . .

}

mization desired. The autotuner based on OptiSDR DSL user preference may choose between

accuracy and performance optimization. As explained later in Section 5.3.1, while the initial

memory allocation in the first stage of OptiSDR compiling is managed by the JVM, the Op-

tiSDR autotuner may perform its own C/C++ memory optimization techniques. These C/C++

memory optimization techniques include data type precision changes and data tiling depending

on the tuning results. The optimizations may also be done manually at the OptiSDR level using

these ComplexDenseV ector and modified OptiLA inherited DenseV ector data structure.

Listing 5.10 depicts the implementation of this ComplexDenseV ector data structure using a

different approach that utilizes the OptiSDR DataType keyword. The OptiSDR DataType

keyword inherits the LMS Record keyword used to define new data structures and types. As
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depicted in Listings 5.10 and 5.9, any new data structure can be implemented in one of two ways

like theComplexDenseV ector in OptiSDR. TheComplexDenseV ector data structure and its

member functions implementation in Listing 5.10 demonstrates a C-struct like implementation

using the Delite/LMS Record keyword, and case class implementation of the IR nodes for the

member functions. The other approach for the new data structure implementation is depicted in

Listing 5.9 and it involves usingDeliteStruct and type parameterization using Scalamanifest

keyword. Some other Delite supporting functions for transformation into the low-level code,

and optimization of the emitted code include mirrors and reflection, and bounds and effects

respectively. As depicted in Listing 5.11, this functions provides guides lines for emitting the

code.

5.3 OPTISDR AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES

As depicted in Figure 5.1, OptiSDR presents an iterative optimization assessment process that

receives as input the Delite execution graph (DEG) [15], the available computing resources (i.e.

number of GPUs, memory, etc.), and the applications input/output parameters (data types, etc.).

OptiSDR optimizes the code as follows; 1) Perform three search spaces on the I/O requirements,

changing datatypes varying from int to float to double, then profiling and choosing the most

optimal datatype; 2) Perform two search spaces for configured platform executions (i.e. Done

by passing the platform flag during compile and run time), testing and profiling each OptiSDR

module in the task graph and selecting the best execution platform; and 3) Perform two search

spaces for GPU memory utilization, stream processing and a combination of streams and multi-

GPU (i.e. Input here is iteration/data sizes); These are small search spaces that are currently

focused to hybrid MCPU-GPU architectures.

5.3.1 Optimization for Accuracy

Autotuning for maximum throughput requires changing data types from lower precision to

higher precision or vice versa. For instance, depending on the compute capability of the Nvidia

GPUs used in this project as cases studies, the single precision computations were found to

occupy smaller GPU device memory sizes. This memory occupancy for single precision is

good for GPU devices with smaller memory size such as the GTX480 Fermi Devices used in
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this project. For instance, the Fermi architecture devices are perform well with single precision

while using double precision is good for the latest Nvidia architectures such as the Tesla and

the Maxwell architectures. Therefore efficient memory utilisation and occupancy while mainti-

naing the accuracy of the computation results is important. Achieving this in OptiSDR will help

to support the idea that the more the GPUs’ resources are well utilized by minimizing the device

idle resources and time, the more performance can be achieved [234] [235] [236]. The OptiSDR

compiler achieve this by making precision decisions during autotuning. These decisions include

selecting the best precision for use in each of the DSP operations to be performed.

By default the OptiSDR computations use single precision floating-point arithmetic, which is

optimal for performance and accuracy for most of the SDR DSP routines using the GTX480

devices. However, some DSPs or mathematical operations may require a double-precision

floating-point arithmetic for accuracy. Thus changing the precision back and forth the single

and double precisions where necessary is an automatic optimization technique that OptiSDR

compiler performs during autotuning. Nevertheless, this change of data types to reduce the

memory required during SDR computations in HCA may incur large memory occupancies and

inaccuracies. These inaccuracies may occur due to lack of computing precision such as using

single precision instead of double precision where required. In such cases functions output

results with values that are outside the range of that particular precision, also known as Not-

a-Number (NaN) output values. The number of occurrences for this NaN in each of the DSP

tasks may hugely affect the results of the successor DSP tasks. For instance, in the PSPP tasks

queued for execution there may be some tasks which require double precision arithmetic such

as complex logarithm (i.e. log10()) and power spectral density (i.e. psd()).

The OptiSDR autotuner execute each of the DSP tasks in the queue, then count the number of

NaN occurrences after each DSP execution. If the NaN occurrences is more than 5%, the DSP

task is marked for tuning by inserting it into the hash table with its key as tune. In the next stage

of compilation, stage 3, the OptiSDR compiler emit the type-casted code, with the use of an

upper precision, double floating-point type, in each of the marked DSPs. The challenge was the

automatically generated DSP functions by the Delite framework have unpredictable functions

and variable names such as x754, with the number part of the function/variable names uniquely
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allocated.

Therefore a technique to associate each function name with its optimized DSP operation was

implemented. This optimization method involved reading the DEG into memory and traversing

through it to get the function names, then mapping them to their precision optimized version.

These therefore required to have a set of pre-optimized DSP operations that can be selected and

reused during the optimization. While these technique is limited to the pool of DSP functions, it

has proven to provide sufficient performance for both the compiler and the emitted accelerator

code. This optimization only work with PSPP and a selection of typical DSP operations such

as fft, conv, xcorr, and hilbert.

5.3.2 Data and Loop Tiling

This is a technique OptiSDR uses to organize the input data into independent chunks (i.e. Data

tiling) and perform iterative operations on this data chunks using the loop-tiling techniques.

Loop tiling refers to the concept of providing nested loops, three or more levels, such that

computations on huge data chunks is performed efficient without running out of memory [79]. A

divide and conquer operations is performed over the iterations. Automating the code generation

for this data and loop tiling technique has proven to provide significant time saving. These data

and loop is performed as depicted in Algorithm 1.

As depicted in Algorithm 1, the OptiSDR PSPP model of computation works well with this

optimization technique. The main aim with data and loop tiling is to efficiently arrange a huge

data set such that it can be accessed for parallel processing with less memory copying latencies.

The reason is that there are some cases where the input data may consume more memory than

the accelerator’s main memory can handle, especially where memory bound DSP operations

such as FFTs and FFT based algorithms are involved. In such cases, the generated executable

must optimize memory access patterns such that data is gradually processed without introducing

more latencies and bottlenecks during computations.

As depicted in Algorithm 1, the huge data is arranged in some form of row-wise accessible

matrix-like data structure. Therefore using the tiled loop access pattern, that is, processing

as many rows as possible in each iteration, is used. This therefore can also be extended to
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Algorithm 1 Autotuning pseudo-code for huge data processing using OptiSDR PSPPs.
Require: buf = data buffer - Matrix and bsize = Rows
Require: CEs = Number of CUDA capable GPUs
Require: δ = PSPP Output Matrix

1: function PSPP MOC(buf, bsize, CEs)
2: n← CEs . n: Size of Space Split. Iters.
3: y← bsize/n . y: size of data chunks
4: s← calcMaxStreams() . h: Number of Streams
5: h← y/s . s: size of stream chunks
6: T ←maxGPUThreads . T: CUDA Block dim.
7: for devID ← 1 to n do . Iterative Space Splitting
8: setCudaDevice(devID)
9: from← devId ∗ y

10: to← devId ∗ y + y
11: sbuf ← getChunk(sbuf, from, to) . Split Data
12: for j ← start to end do
13: f ← j ∗ h
14: t← j ∗ h+ h
15: hkin← getChunk(sbuf, f, t) . Tile Data
16: hkout←malloc(...) . Stream Output Matrix
17: S ← cudaStream[s] . S: Array of Streams
18: G← ceil(y/T ) . G: Blocks/Grid
19: for i← 1 to s do
20: cudaMallocHost(...)
21: cudaMemcpy(kini, hkini, ...) . H-D
22: ki <<< G, T, 0, Si >>> (kini, kouti, ...)
23: cudaMemcpy(kouti, hkouti...) . D-H
24: δ[f :: t]← hkout . Get Output Chunk
25: return δ

splitting data processing to other devices using the concept of space splitting as defined below

in Section 5.3.3. For instance, where multiple GPUs are available during the SDR computation,

data can be tiled such that some independent data chunks can be processed in the other GPUs.

In each of these GPUs, data and loop tiling is still performed if the allocated data chunks are

bigger that the global memory of their allocated GPU. The next section explains the OptiSDR

space splitting technique in details.

5.3.3 Iterative Space Splitting

The main limitation in CUDA applications is the size of available memory both on-chip (shared,

constant, etc.) and the global memory (1536MB, 384-bit DDR3/GDDR5 for NVidia GTX480
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GPUs). In order to compensate for this limitations, the OptiSDR compiler emits a C code that

performs iterative space splitting to divide a huge loop’s iterations into separate loop bodies

[79] that can be executed into different computing elements of the HCA. For instance, in the

target hybrid MCPU-GPU case study, due to limited device memory (such as Global, shared,

and/or constant etc.) in each GPU device (2 GTX480 devices in this case), some iterations are

performed on another GPU, some in another GPU, while some can also be done in some of the

available cores of the MCPU using high-performance Scala actor oriented parallel operations.

The loop size equals the number of available GPUs and/or cores of the MCPU thus why the

compiler requires knowledge of available resources. However, automatically detected memory

over-flows by the compiler are still present in OptiSDR. So if the data being processed does

not fit into the JVM nor the GPUs’ memory even with space splitting applied, the OptiSDR

compiler will attempt to run the executable but it will fail in the JVM/CPP environment. This

is problem is solved by the use of OptiSDR PSPPs.

5.3.4 Memory Copying Optimization

The PCIe latency in copying data from the host computer to the CUDA device limits how

fast the overall SDR applications can be executed. However, this latency can be minimized to

acceptable level for certain applications, especially in SDR [68]. The Delite CUDA executable

generator generate a CUDA code with the structure depicted in Figure 5.9. As depicted in

Figure 5.9, during the run-time of the OptiSDR/Delite application, for each kernel execution

there is memory copying back and forth JVM to CPP environment, and the CPP environment to

the CUDA environment. The memory copying in the hardware sense refers to copying of data

from the virtual memory (JVM) to the host MCPU system’s memory, and from the host MCPU

system’s memory to the GPU device memory.

In order to avoid long reference to these multiple memory copying, the names JVM, CPP, and

CUDA memory copying will be used to refer to the copying of data from the virtual memory

(JVM) to the host MCPU system’s memory, and from the host MCPU system’s memory to the

GPU device memory respectively, hence the use of JVM to CPP to CUDA memory copying.

This OptiSDR/Delite memory copying introduces two times the latency of the hand-crafted
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CUDA/C applications because the memory copying from the JVM environment to the CPP

environment using the JNI introduces another level of memory copying latencies, hence the

overall OptiSDR applications performance degradation.

Input/Output JNI Call for Reading Input

JNI Call for JVM Mem. Copy to CPPJVM-CPP

CPP-CUDA i

Kernel-i Exec.

StreamOut

CPP-JVM

CUDA Kernel Execution

ith Kernel Execution

JNI Call for CPP Mem. Copy to JVM

ith Device-to-Host Mem. Copy

Figure 5.9: An overview of OptiSDR/Delite Default CUDA Executable source code, showing
the copying of data back and forth the JVM, CPP, and CUDA for every kernel execution.

The optimized OptiSDR CUDA executable generator reduces the multiple memory copying

operations back and forth the JVM, CPP, and CUDA. OptiSDR executable generator iterates

through the tasks in the DEG, and arranges them such that Memory copying for each corre-

sponding kernel is done once to the CUDA device, and can only copy back to the host when

all kernels depending on that output data are finished executing (See Figure 5.10 (b)). For

instance, when utilizing stream processors in parallel while...loops (see Listing 6.4) OptiSDR

enforces parallel operations only within these while...loops and avoids multiple memory copy-

ing operations within the loops. In addition to memory optimizations in the hybrid MCPU-GPU

platform from within OptiSDR tool-flow are other CUDA GPU specific optimizations such as:

1) Streams and CUFFT utilization to boost OptiSDR emitted CUDA code; 2) Utilizing shared

memory and thread synchronization to enable threads/blocks collaboration; 3) Page-Locked

memory (cudaMallocHost(...) and cudaHostRegister(...)) for efficient kernel and memory

copying concurrency in streams; and 4) Loop-tiling and multi-dimensional CUDA grid and

blocks utilization for larger loop sizes (i.e. > 16 Million), automatically mapping a 2D/3D

GPU grid to flattened data samples.
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(a) OptiSDR Stream Processor Code #1: Data tiling in Scala/JVM
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Figure 5.10: Generated code structure for the OptiSDR PSPPs; (a) Shows the organisation of
the generated CUDA source code for large loop sizes, where multiple data chunks are created
in Scala/JVM, copied to the CPP and CUDA, and operated on using CUDA streams with asyn-
chronous memory copying. (b) Shows a method to keep the run-time environment at C/C++
level only, without copying data back and forth the JVM and CPP (Image based on [68]).

5.4 OPTISDR CODE GENERATION FOR HCA

The code generation functions for OptiSDR are implemented to provide well optimized generic

executable patterns. There are several OptiSDR code generation functions which cater for the

hybrid sequential and parallel operations involved in the SDR computations handled by Op-

tiSDR. In this section, the implementation of code generation for sequential operations such

as plot and load are discussed in Section 5.4.1. This section is followed by the implementa-

tion of code generation functions for the PSPP execution models used in huge data processing

presented in Section 5.4.2. The last discussion in this section is Section 5.4.3 on the code gener-

ation functions for hybrid FPGA-MCPU-GPU architectures, as well as the PSPP optimization,

the GbE and USB buffering, and multi-GPU optimization techniques.

5.4.1 OptiSDR Sequential Ops Code Generation

The case class is combined with a mapping method called reflections and mirrors, one of the

Scala-based Delite techniques used to mirror/map IR nodes for high-level constructs ( i.e.

load([pars])) to code generator IR nodes that are interpreted and analysed by LMS for code
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generation to multiple targets. The Delite framework efficiently utilizes OOP concepts such

as inheritance, method overrides, and operator overloading techniques to develop domain lan-

guages with increased level of expressiveness. Using these concepts, Delite also has the ability

to define independent and generic parallel operators (ops), called DeliteOps, with well define

methods used to communicate dependency information about ops to the framework. These

methods are called syms and boundSyms. For instance, the use of syms can be seen in List-

ing 5.11 that defines ScalaGenDataPlotterOps for 2-D plot functionality.

Listing 5.11: OptiSDR Scala code generator for 2D plots using syms methods to
communicate dependency information about ops
trait ScalaGenDataPlotterOps extends ScalaGenEffect with BaseGenDataPlotterOps {

val IR: DataPlotterOpsExp
import IR.

override def emitNode(sym: Sym[Any], rhs: Def[Any]) =
rhs match {

// insert instrumentation code around function body
case DataPlotterObjectComplexOps(x,y,z,yl,xl,cl ) =>

stream.println (”val ” + quote(sym) + ” = {”)
stream.println (”val rldata = ”+quote(x)+” ”)
stream.println (”val imdata = ”+quote(y)+” ”)
stream.println (”val dlen = ”+quote(z)+” ”)
stream.println (”val xlabel = ”+quote(xl)+” ”)
stream.println (”val ylabel = ”+quote(yl)+” ”)
stream.println (”val clabel = ”+quote(cl)+” ”)
stream.println (”val datap = new OptiSDRComplexDataPlotter(”
”rldata . data, imdata. data,dlen, xlabel , ylabel , clabel )”)
stream.println (”}”)

// Default case
case => super.emitNode(sym, rhs)
}

}

As depicted in Listing 5.11, whenever the case DataPlotterObjectComplexOps that defines a se-

quential pattern for plotting 2-D graphs is reflected (i.e. when plot([pars]) methods is mapped

to its IR), the sym method is used to communicate dependency information about DataPlot-

terObjectComplexOps to the rest of the framework, more like return types in programming

languages like C++. One other keyword used in Listing 5.11 is the qoute method, which trans-

forms the DSL variables to their target code equivalence. This imply that, using the quote

method, a variable in the OptiSDR can be mapped to multiple but not necessarily the same

variable scope and naming in the target platform code. For instance, we can have DenseVec-

tor[Double] (similar to defining data types that were defined as templates in C++) in the DSL

code but instead have the data type as DenseVectorDouble in Scala generated code.
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5.4.2 PSPP Code Generation for hybrid MCPU-GPU Architecture

The more advanced code generation in OptiSDR is for the different PSPP execution models. At

this time of writing, the OptiSDR PSPP code generation functions emit the C/C++ and CUDA

only for PSPP execution models. The Scala, C/C++, CUDA, and OpenCL code generation sup-

port for other DSP modules is also available. The OptiSDR code generation functions such as

the one depicted Listing 5.12, make use of the Scala’s reach functional programming constructs

such as map patterns, pattern matching, foreach, and HashMap. Also very importantly, the

OptiSDR coe generator utilizes the data structures used in implementing the Delite framework

and runtime environment such as DeliteOp as depicted in Listing 5.12, which in this case is the

DeliteOpLoop.

The PSPP code generation depicted in Listing 5.12 aims at improved performance for dataflow

like MoC in OptiSDR, which may be limited by the communication latency. The PCIe la-

tency in copying data from the host computer to the CUDA device limits how fast the overall

SDR applications can be executed. During the run-time of the OptiSDR/Delite application,

for each kernel execution there is memory copying back and forth JVM to CPP and CPP to

CUDA. This OptiSDR/Delite memory copying introduces two times the latency of the hand-

crafted CUDA/C applications, hence the overall OptiSDR applications performance degrada-

tion. This latency was minimized to acceptable levels in OptiSDR by enforcing the real-time

parallel stream processing patterns and a complete kernel-to-kernel execution model that per-

forms memory copying only where parallel computation are completed, see Figure 5.10. The

OptiSDR CUDA executable generator in Listing 5.12 assures emitting of the PSPP execution

model without multiple memory copying operations back and forth the JVM, CPP, and CUDA.

OptiSDR executable generator iterates through the tasks in the DEG, and arranges them such

that Memory copying for each corresponding kernel is done once to the CUDA device, and can

only copy back to the host when all kernels depending on that output data are finished executing.

5.4.3 OptiSDR Hybrid CPU-GPU-FPGA Code Generation

The successful completion of OptiSDR framework is planned to provide full FPGA support

with HDL code generation. However, currently OptiSDR works with a hand-crafted VHDL
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Listing 5.12: OptiSDR PSPP Code Generation Function with loop tuning for huge data processing
package ppl. delite .runtime.codegen
//
import kernels .cpp.CppMultiLoopHeaderGenerator
import ppl. delite .runtime.scheduler.{OpList, PartialSchedule}
import ppl. delite .runtime.{Config,Delite}
import ppl. delite .runtime.graph.targets.{OS, Targets}
import collection .mutable.ArrayBuffer
import ppl. delite .runtime.graph.DeliteTaskGraph
import collection .mutable.HashMap
//
trait CudaExecutableGenerator extends ExecutableGenerator with JNIFuncs {

def deviceTarget = Targets.Cuda
def hostTarget = Targets.getHostTarget(deviceTarget)
// ...

private def emitStreamProcessor(ops: HashMap[String, String],op: DeliteOP,syncsize: String ,streamsize: String) {
// Get PSPP Parameters
val args1 = op.getInputs.map(i => deref(i . 1 , i . 2) + getSymDevice(i. 1, i . 2) )
val args2 = op.getInputs.map(i => deref(i . 1 , i . 2) + getSymHost(i. 1, i . 2) )

// Determine data/loop sizes
val datasize = syncsize . toInt
val len = datasize /streamsize . toInt ;
// Space split or Data tile ??
if ( datasize>Config.MaxStreamDataSize.toInt)
{

// Perform Space Splitting − Data too Large
emitSpaceSplit(ops,args, datasize , streamsize , len) ;
}
else {

// Create Streams and I/O Buffers
out.append(”cudaStream t optisdr streams[”+len+”];\n”)
out.append(”\n\nvector<cuFloatComplex∗> ddata,dout;”) // Matrix−like Data structure
out.append(”\n\nddata.resize(”+len+”);”)
out.append(”\n\ndout.resize(”+len+”);\n”)
// TODO: From Double to Float or Complex Float

// Mallocs and Stream Create
out.append(”for(int i = 0; i<”+len+”;i++){”)
out.append(” cudaStreamCreate(&optisdr streams[i]);\n”)
out.append(” cudaMallocHost((void∗∗)&ddata[i],”+streamsize+”∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));\n”)
out.append(” cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&dout[i],”+streamsize+”∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));\n”)
} // Done generating PSPP depicted in Figure above.
}

// . . .
}

code for DDC/DUC channelization firmware for the GbE and USB interconnects of the RHINO

and USRP boards respectively. The main implementation of the real-time signal capturing in

OptiSDR is done by implementing real-time PSPPs. OptiSDR real-time PSPPs are a set of event

streams that performs a real-time signal flow processing, from source to sink, using parallel

patterns for digital signal processing where possible. Currently OptiSDR sources are waveform

generators such as sine and chirp, USRP1 (USB2.0) receiver modules, and RHINO GbE UDP

modules. In Figure 5.11, an example generic OptiSDR real-time stream processor application

is depicted.
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Figure 5.11: Overview of OptiSDR Real-time Parallel Stream Processing Technique using the
FPGA-based channelization and cluster of GPUs.

As depicted in Figure 5.11, OptiSDR real-time stream processor utilizes multi-GPU program-

ming in CUDA, uses Boost multithreading library, and OpenMP for loop parallelization in

data/buffer tiling. OptiSDR use C++ I/O driver programming frameworks such as the USRP

hardware drivers (UHD) which uses a USB2.0 library called libusb1.0 [66], and UDP pro-

gramming for GbE based real-time I/O for the RHINO platform. OptiSDR I/O drivers provide

interface for FPGA configuration parameters, Tx/Rx stream processors, and SDR-specific set-

tings such as frequency and bandwidth. The OptiSDR CUDA executable generator has another

function for emitting this real-time stream processor.

5.4.4 Validation and Debugging

There are two forms of validation implemented in OptiSDR, the formal verification and typi-

cal graphics/plots based techniques, both of which address the third research question in this

project. The first validation techniques is the formal verification of OptiSDR high-level specifi-

cation source code.

In fact, as depicted in Figure 5.12, the OptiSDR source code is only validated after the Delite-

based OptiSDR compiler has performed staging, such that the generated Delite Execution

Graph, a JSON script that represents OptiSDR tasks and dataflows (from source task to des-
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;

Listing 5.13: DEG JSON File
{”DEG”:{
”version” : 0.1, ”name” : ””,
”kernelpath” : ” ../ generated/”,
”targets”: [”scala”,”cuda”,”cpp”],
”ops”: [
{”type”:”SingleTask”, ”sourceContext”: {

”fileName”: ” ../ optisdr / signal /FourierTransformsOps.scala”,
”opName”: ”fft obj call”,
”line”: ”38” } ,
”kernelId” : ”x953”,
”supportedTargets”: [”scala”,”cpp”],

”outputs”:[”x953”],
”inputs”:[”x952”],
”mutableInputs”:[],
”controlDeps”:[”x823” ,..., ”x948”],
”antiDeps” :[],
”metadata”:{},
”return−types”:{”scala” : ”Int”, ”cuda” : ” int32 t”,

”cpp” : ” int32 t”},
”output−types”:{”x953”:{”scala” : ”Int”, ”cuda” : ” int32 t”,

”cpp” : ” int32 t”}}
}, // Other Ops will follow below
// . . .
]

Verify Supported
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JSON Validator

Code Generation
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to OptiSDR
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Figure 5.12: OptiSDR Automatic Formal Verification module that accepts as input the Delite
Execution Graph (Json scripts) file that is generated after the lightweight modular staging.

tination task) among them, will be validated prior to code generation, autotuning, scheduling,

and execution on the target heterogeneous systems. The JSON is an abstract syntax tree that

has two structures, the JSON Object (a set of names and values) and the JSON Array (a set of

values from previously listed value types). This JSON AST is analysed prior to target HCA

code generation, checking possibility of IR transformations for each JSON Object and/or JSON

Array, and returning appropriate errors even before emitting the code if one or more of the

JSON objects cannot be validated in OptiSDR.

5.5 SUMMARY

This chapter started off by presenting the design of the OptiSDR compiler. The OptiSDR

compiler design presented the tool-flow for compiling high-level SDR-specific constructs, and

transforming them into their optimized executable patterns. In order to compile efficiently, the

OptiSDR compiler design, which is based on the IR nodes concepts and encoding procedures

defined by the Delite team, requires development of SDR-specific parallel patterns IR nodes.
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Figure 5.13: A putting-it-all-together figure which summarises the OptiSDR DSL and its com-
piler framework

These SDR-specific IR nodes are defined using the Scala programming language as the host

language, hence why OptiSDR falls under the class of embedded DSLs. The OptiSDR IRs

are the list of expressions trees that transform the high-level SDR constructs into their generic

executable patterns.

As depicted in Figure 5.13, there are four main classes of IR nodes presented in OptiSDR, and

these include; 1) IR nodes for input and output modules such as USRP1 hardware drivers and

file streams; 2) IR nodes for DSP patterns such as FFT, cross-correlation, and Hilbert trans-

forms; 3) IR nodes for mathematical operations such logarithm and complex arithmetic oper-

ations; and 4) IR nodes for PSPPs and three execution models that include SEM, STEM, and

ASEM; The PSPP are the most advanced OptiSDR IR nodes. The PSPP are used to express

the dataflow MoC suitable for SDR computations. The PSPP guide the compile about the data
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dependencies among the DSP operations, and how to optimize the flow of processing from

source to sink. Using the keywords such StreamProcessor and StreamProcess, and a set of

parameters that define the way tasks execution must be done, the OptiSDR compiler transforms

the PSPP into various execution models.

The OptiSDR execution model is implemented using the Delite LMS-based automatic code

generator, and a set of special data structures and pattern matching algorithms. The specialized

HashMap, Stack, and Array data structures were used to store the contents of the DEG, specifi-

cally DSP tasks queued for execution in the HCA. One of the uses for HashMap was to map the

unique DSP ops identifiers to there actual names such as FFT, FIR, and Hilbert. These mapping

of unique identifiers are used in the pattern matching algorithm that determine how instantia-

tions and/or optimization of each DSP op must be performed. The code generator performs the

optimization on the generated code for OptiSDR. These optimizations include reducing mem-

ory copying latencies and increase interconnection software throughput using buffering. Further

optimizations happens in each DSP op such mapping into their parallel executable patterns such

as map, map-reduce, zipwith, and external libraries.

In OptiSDR, minimizing the frequency of data transfers between the host MCPU and the GPU

devices is the priority, thus buffering and caching techniques are utilized. As data is captured at

high-speed from the FPGA DAQ system, acceptable buffering latency for the SDR applications

was achieved by cache usage where applicable, as well as parallel memory access patterns and

page-locked memory accesses. In buffering, OptiSDR captures samples using tiled circular

buffer, with each independent chunks of the buffer, processed at high-speeds in the GPUs. The

buffer is a typical matrix, with each row representing each chunk, when the GPUs reach to the

processing of the last rows, the first processed rows are replaced in real-time by the incoming

data chunks. This therefore represent a circular access pattern to the buffer, but since the data

is represented in chunks processable in parallel, the data tiling access pattern can also be used.

The effective bandwidth can vary by orders of magnitude depending on the access pattern for

each type of memory. OptiSDR therefore performs first the process of organizing of memory

accesses according to the optimal memory access patterns, which is especially important when

dealing with the GPUs global memory accesses, because latency of GPU’s global access costs
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hundreds of clock cycles, while shared memory accesses, in counterpoint, are usually worth

optimizing only when there exists a high degree of bank conflicts. However, shared memory is

defined within each DSP kernel and is often limited per streaming multiprocessor (SM) of the

GPU. OptiSDR strives for efficient memory allocation for reduction based algorithms such as

convolution in time domain, map-reduce based FFT, and the dot-product inherited from OptiLA.

In the GPUs, OptiSDR emits kernels which possess optimized access patterns to global memory

and by maximizing the performance with the use of shared memory on the GPU device. The

OptiSDR runtime environment compiles the low-level emitted target HCA code into parallel

executable patterns suitable for each algorithm as defined in Section 3.2. A skeleton program

for more advanced PSPP executable patterns was defined for OptiSDR, therefore the code gen-

eration for this PSPP abstracts away the instantiation of these PSPP skeleton programming. The

PSPP were defined to address the dataflow-like execution models for SDR and were success-

fully define to include three main execution models; 1) SEM; 2) ASEM; and 3) STEM. The

SEM was defined a strict dataflow/streaming MoC, while the ASEM was defined as the map

pattern for multiple SEMs. The STEM on the other, follows the stencil computation method

that defined the outputs based on the neighborhood of input values.

One of the research questions for validating the hypothesis in this thesis was whether this high-

level specification of SDR programs will be functionally verified, or provide methods for vali-

dation. The OptiSDR compiler design also incorporated the JSON based functional verification

technique. Since the OptiSDR DEG is a JSON file, a simple function was written that checks

when the written syntax falls within the scope of the SDR constructs defined in the compiler

IR nodes. This concepts is referred to as automatic validation and presents a room for research

in automatic compile-based functional verification tools for SDR systems. This concept com-

plements with graphics based plotting techniques used in OptiSDR. Using these graphics plots

defined in OptiSDR, SDR experts and/or novices can verify their systems by visualizing and

then analysing their results.



CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

This chapter presents the OptiSDR evaluation processes and results discussions. The OptiSDR

evaluation method is presented next in Section 6.1, which will be followed by modular SDR

performance and accuracy tests in Section 6.2. The OptiSDR evaluation procedure advances

to a more complex and compute-intensive radar case study, which will be presented in Sec-

tion 6.3. The radar case study will be followed by OptiSDR real-time processing experiments

presented in Section 6.4, which will be used to determine the OptiSDR performance, accuracy,

and latency.

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO EVALUATION METHOD

The OptiSDR DSL evaluation focuses mainly in three main areas; 1) Benchmarking of the

performance of OptiSDR modules such as DSPs and PSPPs; 2) Performing the radar case study

that makes use of pulse compression algorithm; and 3) Experimenting with telecommunications

type of case study, specifically the RF sweeping algorithm. These experiments advance to the

discussion of OptiSDR performance and lines-of-code results. These performance and lines-

of-code results determine the OptiSDR expressive power and efficiency using time-to-solution

model.

The modular SDR modules for typical and advanced DSP, and PSPPs will be tested to deter-

mine their level of performance and accuracy. Therefore, the performance and accuracy tests

are compared to their CUDA-C counter-parts. The performance tests for OptiSDR include

speed-up using normalised execution time plots, throughput using mega-FLOPS (MFLOPS),

193
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performance per watt measurements using MFLOPS per watt (i.e. MFLOPS/watt), and I/O la-

tency measurements in seconds. These performance measurements will be calculated using the

following equations:

SN =
1

[α + (1−α)
Np

]
(6.1)

Sc =
Fop ∗ I
Tp ∗ 106

(6.2)

Sw =
Fop ∗ I

Wm ∗ Tp ∗ 106
(6.3)

Lc = (Tb + Tp) ∗Nc (6.4)

AL2 =
||X − Y ||2
||Y ||2

=

√
N−1∑
i=0

|X − Y |2√
N−1∑
i=0

|Y |2
(6.5)

where:

SN = Speedup of parallelized N-processor case over sequential case

Sc = Computation speed in MFLOPS

Sw = Performance per watt

Wm = Measured Power using NVML or METRAHIT multimeter

Fop = Number of floating point operations - multiply, add, subtract, and divide

I = Number of iterations - loop size

Tp = Processing time

Tb = Buffering latency

Np = Number of processors

Nc = Number of I/O instantiations for each stream computation

α = Single processor execution time divided by N processors execution times

Lc = Processing plus I/O latencies

AL2 = L2 forward error

Equation 6.1 is for computing the speedup [237] of the OptiSDR versus the hand-crafted CUDA
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applications. Equation 6.2 will be used to compute the OptiSDR applications throughput using

FLOPS. The Nvidia profiling tool, nvprof , results will be used as reference for hand-optimized

CUDA applications. Another Nvidia profiling tool used is the NVML. The NVML measures the

power when the application under profiling executes in the NVidia GPUs. In order to validate

the performance per watt results of the NVML, the METRAHIT multimeter is used to measure

the power dissipation per application under profiling. The performance per watt results mea-

sured with the METRAHIT multimeter are compared to the NVML based performance per watt

results. Equation 6.3 was used to compute performance per watt results, where the value of the

measured power, Wm, comes from the NVML or METRAHIT multimeter readings.

Furthermore, latency computations will be done using Equation 6.4. Latency in OptiSDR will

be the time it takes for each of the OptiSDR I/O to buffer data for parallel processing, and

the time for memory copying and GPU processing, which will form the processing latency.

Therefore, latency is the sum of the buffering latency and the processing latency. Buffering

latency includes configuration, acquisition, and buffering times. Processing latencies include

both memory copying to and from the GPUs, plus the actual processing latency of the SDR

datapath.

Accuracy for each of the selected test modules will be determined by graphics plotting the

results and comparing them with Matlab results. Furthermore, accuracy tests will be performed

using forward error technique defined as forward error(X, Y ) = ||X − Y ||n/||Y ||n, where

X and Y are the two data/signal samples for OptiSDR and Matlab respectively, and where

the ||x||n is the Ln norm of the vector x. This forward error, computed using the L2 norm

given by Equation 6.5, will be used to measure the difference between the X and the Y values

[238]. Further accuracy tests will be performed for bigger experiments such as the Radar pulse

compression case study presented in Section 6.3.

These case studies determine the efficiency of OptiSDR in real world applications. The ef-

ficiency of OptiSDR will be determined by using the productivity versus performance mea-

surements computed using the time-to-solution model which was presented in Section 3.3. The

CUDA with Qt graphics applications are handcrafted reference programming languages to com-

pare with OptiSDR, while the Matlab programs are the expressive power reference models. In
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all OptiSDR applications validation tests, both CUDA and Matlab are the reference program-

ming models.

Each of these four experiments are designed to validate the hypothesis, which states that, it is

possible to design a DSL to facilitate the SDR applications development and deployment on

HCA without significant degradation in performance, and with improved quality of the emitted

low-level target HCA code. The OptiSDR language-specific tests will address the first research

questions which is about the attribute of this SDR DSL. Using modular test in Section 6.2,

answers to the second and third research questions will be presented. These answers will de-

termine what validation and accuracy measures will be provided in OptiSDR, and performance

constraints given different design parameters for SDR DSP modules. Given the OptiSDR DSL

attributes, performance, accuracy, and validation tests results, the extent to which the research

hypothesis will be covered will be determined, however, the language expressive power and

its efficiency will need to be covered to address the performance degradation, the conciseness

of OptiSDR statements, and the quality of the emitted target HCA source code. These will be

validated by the advanced tests presented in Radar and real-time processing tests presented in

Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

6.2 MODULAR DSP PERFORMANCE AND ACCURACY TESTS

Many SDR applications build around the premise of an efficient FFT as a core element to the

processing performed. Thus, the first modules tested are FFTs and FFT-based SDR modules.

Further tests are done in other time-domain computations, and dataflow models using PSPP

executions models. The results showing the best OptiSDR performance are presented using

speedup and performance in FLOPS graphs. The calculations used in determining the graph

values utilize both execution times normalization, computational complexities, and the perfor-

mance equations presented in Section 6.1.

6.2.1 Typical Performance Measurements

The FFT is the most compute-intensive module, and optimizing it was even a more complex

process in OptiSDR due to its memory-bound nature and memory latencies in the JNI CUDA

calls. However, as depicted in Figure 6.2 of benchmarking the FFT, OptiSDR performed as
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good as the hand-crafted CUDA application. The resulting OptiSDR single precision floating-

point operations per second (FLOPS) are in most cases same as the CUDA-Qt MFLOPS values.

Achieving these performance results was an iterative performance assessment procedure that

involved trying different OptiSDR patterns, including nested parallel loops and external libraries

usage. The following performance results were achieved.
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Figure 6.1: Normalized N x 2048 point FFT execution times for OptiSDR versus hand-crafted
CUDA/CUFFT execution.

The OptiSDR implements the FFT using parallel indexed loops, nested and optimized for op-

timal data access patterns. This FFT implementation was portable across all target languages

Scala, C/C++, OpenCL, and CUDA. Compared to the Matlab FFT, the OptiSDR FFT out-

performed the Matlab FFT, especially in data parallel applications such as the pulse-compression,

convolution, and RF sweep algorithms [15]. In comparison to the handcrafted CUDA applica-

tions, experiments were carried out of N-point FFT, where N goes up twenty million samples,

implying 20 million point FFT. As depicted in Figure 6.1, the speedup of 2.5 to 5 times is

achieved with hand-crafted CUDA compared to OptiSDR. The main reason for this OptiSDR’s

poor performance is due to data access patterns required in nested parallel loop patterns, for the

FFT is memory bound hence why multiple accesses to memory may affect the FFT speed. The

OptiSDR FFT performance was unsatisfactorily poor, thus further optimizations were imple-

mented using platform-specific optimizations.

Platform-specific optimization required external library loading patterns. In this optimization
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Figure 6.2: Comparing the OptiSDR performance when using external CUFFT library and the
hand-crafted CUDA/CUFFT execution.

process, the parameterizable FFT implementations were performed using optimized platform-

specific libraries such as CUFFT and FFTW, for CUDA and C/C++ targets respectively. The

most optimal external FFT library that worked well with OptiSDR was the CUFFT. The Op-

tiSDR external library pattern was used to implement an FFT IR node that loads the CUFFT.

As depicted in Figure 6.2, the speedup of less than 2 times against the OptiSDR was achieved,

implying that the OptiSDR FFT modules based on the CUFFT matches the performance of the

handcrafted CUFFT implementation. This compelling performance motivated the use of the

OptiSDR CUFFT based implementation, as well as other external libraries, especially for I/O

modules such as USB2.0 and GbE. The improvement in performance of FFT modules implies

improvement in performance of other FFT based algorithms such as the Hilbert transforms,

correlation, and FFT filters.

The performance of the Hilbert transform and cross-correlation modules is depicted in Fig-

ure 6.3, using MFLOPS. In these FFT-based modules, there are three FFT computations, and

N multiplications. The FFT has 5Nlog2N complex floating-point operations [238], therefore

complex floating-point operations for the Hilbert transforms and correlation functions is N +

5Nlog2N, where N is the size of the Hilbert transform. As depicted in Figure 6.3, the Hilbert

transforms achieves the speed of about 72.553x103 MFLOPS, while the cross-correlation speed
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Figure 6.3: The OptiSDR Hilbert transform and correlations modules computation speed in
MFLOPS when using OptiSDR external parallel patterns vs hand-crafted CUDA-C implemen-
tations.

is 72.442x103 MFLOPS. As depicted in Figure 6.3, both the Hilbert and cross-correlation imple-

mentations in OptiSDR were outperformed by the hand-crafted CUDA counterparts, however,

the OptiSDR implementations still presented significant performance improvement compared

to Matlab implementations by order of magnitude. Even though the performance of OptiSDR

was better than most Matlab implementations of these FFT-based DSP modules, the OptiSDR

performance however was degraded badly when the memory-copying back and forth the GPUs

was taken into account. The OptiSDR true speed and speedup were reduced by about 75%,

especially when used with other DSP applications that have data dependencies amongst each

other.

The performance of the OptiSDR time-domain algorithms such as convolution and FIR fil-
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ters with linear computation complexity is depicted in Figure 6.4. Optimizations performed in

convolution-based OptiSDR modules included cache-friendliness, buffering for parallel mem-

ory access patterns, and strict zero-padding for performance while maintaining accuracy. The

convolution performs real floating-point arithmetic, especially product and addition, using the

map-reduce pattern in OptiSDR. Thus the floating-point operations are given by 2TN, where

N is number of data samples, T is the filter tap order. T correspond to the number of reduc-

tion parts of map-reduce performed. Using this floating-point operations analogy, the results

depicted in Figure 6.4 clearly demonstrate the speed of 15.775x103 MFLOPS for time-domain

convolution performed using the OptiSDR map-reduce pattern on one million samples.

Further experiments for computing the frequency domain convolution using the PSPP execution

model called STEM were performed. The floating-point operations for the PSPP STEM model

utilizes stencil computation complexity, thus the expected high speed of 17.728x103MFLOPS

for the same million samples. However compared to the manually optimized CUDA-C applica-

tion using shared memory, textures for holding the coefficients, and block/threads optimization

techniques, the OptiSDR time-domain convolution performed poorly. The CUDA-C version

achieved up to 21.222x103MFLOPS. The results show that further parallelism is automatically

generated by the CUDA code generations capabilities from OptiSDR. Also the performance

provided by the OptiSDR PSPP STEM, which strives to keep the execution from within the

C/C++ and CUDA environment, was closer to the hand-crafted CUDA code.

There are cases where OptiSDR DSP modules are used together to build advanced SDR sys-

tems such as spectrum sensing, Radar Doppler filter and CFAR, and coherent dedispersion in

radio astronomy. In these advanced SDR systems, using typical sequential programming may

not achieve the desired system performance. Therefore, advanced parallelization techniques

in OptiSDR, specifically the PSPP execution models, were implemented to achieve the best

performance compared to the typical Matlab-like instantiation of DSP modules. For instance,

taking the typical OFDM transmitter processing chain as depicted in Figure 6.5, the DSP mod-

ules used include the convolutional encoder, the QPSK modulator, the iFFT, the cyclic prefix

addition (CPI), and transmitting to the FPGA using UHD USB2.0 I/O modules.

The implementation of the OFDM encoding and modulation processing blocks could be im-
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USRP1 GPUs: Two Nvidia GTX480 Intel MCPU: i7 CPU

RFFE< −ADC< −FPGA UHD CPI iFFT QPSK Conv. Encoder Source

Theory: OFDM Transmit Blocks only

Implementation: OptiSDR While Loop and PSPP Synchronous Execution Model, Multi-GPU

Figure 6.5: An overview of OFDM block diagram which show the hybrid MCPU-GPU com-
puting architecture used in OptiSDR implementation.

plemented using a typical sequential loop, which mimics the real-time processing by infinitely

performing GPU-based OFDM waveform generation. Each of the DSP functions within the

loop are computed sequentially, but each parallelized for execution in the GPU. However, due

to the way sequential nature of the convolution encoder [239], it could not be parallelized by
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the OptiSDR compiler, thus runs sequentially on the MCPU, then send the data to the GPU for

further processing.

Listing 6.1: OFDM using PSPP-SEM
object OFDMDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner

with optisdrofdm
trait optisdrofdm extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val numSymbs = 4096
val numSubs = 64
val len = numSymbs∗numSubs // Samples = 200Ks
val Fc = 2600e6 // Carrier Frequency
val Fs = 8e6 // Streaming Frequency
// Transmit − Stopped by Interrupt from Keyboard
streamprocess { // PSPP Event−driven sync. exec.

// Generate Random Signal
val insig = rand(len,true)
// Encode using Convolutional Encoder
val encsig = convencode(insig ,2,2) //
// Modulate the Signal
val qmsig = qpsk(encsig,pi /4.0 f ,1)
// iFFT the modulated signal
val ofdmsig = ifft (qmsig,numSubs)
// Add Carrier Signal
val tmp = carrier(ofdmsig, Fc)
// Add Cyclic prefix
val cycsig = cycpref(tmp,numSubs);
// Send OFDM signal to UHD, to FPGA for

Channelization and Transmit
uhd(cycsig,Fc,Fs,43)
}
}
}

Listing 6.2: OFDM using OptiSDR while-loop
object OFDMDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner

with optisdrofdm
trait optisdrofdm extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val numSymbs = 4096
val numSubs = 64
val len = numSymbs∗numSubs // Samples = 200Ks
val Fc = 2600e6 // Carrier Frequency
val Fs = 8e6 // Streaming Frequency
// Transmit − Stopped by Interrupt from Keyboard
while(true) {

// Generate Random Signal
val insig = rand(len,true)
// Encode using Convolutional Encoder
val encsig = convencode(insig ,2,2) //
// Modulate the Signal
val qmsig = qpsk(encsig,pi /4.0 f ,1)
// iFFT the modulated signal
val ofdmsig = ifft (qmsig,numSubs)
// Add Carrier Signal
val tmp = carrier(ofdmsig, Fc)
// Add Cyclic prefix
val cycsig = cycpref(tmp,numSubs);
// Send OFDM signal to UHD, then to FPGA for

Channelization and Transmit
uhd(cycsig,Fc,Fs,43)
}
}
}

Another drawback that affects the OFDM waveform generation is the memory copying back and

forth the JVM environment to the CUDA device within the while loop. It was therefore nec-

essary to utilize the OptiSDR PSPP with its SEM, which implements all the OptiSDR OFDM

modules in the CUDA-C/C++ environment, thus reducing the memory latencies as define in

Section 5.2.2.

Table 6.1: Table of Real-time OFDM modules execution times

Data OptiSDR PSPP SEM (ms) OptiSDR Typical Execution (ms)
Size Encoder QPSK iFFT CPI Encoder QPSK iFFT CPI
200K 0.745 0.760 2.886 0.970 1.398 1.405 5.106 2.035
500K 1.094 1.020 3.013 1.540 2.141 2.200 7.792 2.080
1M 1.176 1.744 10.010 1.237 2.440 1.744 20.915 2.370
2M 2.409 1.560 11.223 2.510 5.093 1.560 23.705 3.500
4M 3.711 1.760 11.032 2.700 8.004 1.760 22.032 4.001
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The OptiSDR PSPP used in OFDM improved the performance compared to the sequential for

loop version as pictorially demonstrated in Table 6.1. The PSPP SEM model addresses the

memory copying issues, thus minimizes the degradation. Compared to the results of the GPU

based OFDM implementation presented in [239], the PSPP SEM implementation results con-

firms that those performance results compares to OptiSDR. As presented in [239], the FFT,

QPSK/QAM, and CPI execution times in GPU were all under 1 ms for samples size of 1024,

where the OptiSDR PSPP versions were just under 2 ms for samples size of 200 kilo-samples.

Comparing the OptiSDR implementations amongst each other as depicted in Table 6.1, the

PSPP-SEM model outperforms the while-loop version by the speed-up of two.

6.2.2 PSPP Execution Models Performance per Watt

The updated metric for performance is performance per watt, which is a measure of perfor-

mance for any measured power in watts. In this thesis, the performance per watt measurements

were performed for applications implemented and executed using a typical top-down method,

and the PSPP execution models, specifically the SEM. The OptiSDR performance per watt

measurements were further compared to handcrafted CUDA-C code. As depicted in Figure 6.6,

the OptiSDR FFT, PSD, and convolution applications were compared to hand-crafted CUDA-C

applications.

6.2.3 Accuracy of OptiSDR Modules

The use of forward error in accuracy benchmarking [238] in OptiSDR was used. The two inputs

to the forward error function in OptiSDR are two vectors of results from each of the bench-

marked functions in OptiSDR and Matlab implementations. In this section, the FFT, Hilbert

transform, cross-correlation, QPSK, and log-base signal power computations (i.e. Log10(...)).

The graphs of each of the computations with varying data sizes are pictorially demonstrated in

Figures 6.7a- 6.7d. An average of ten samples per results will be taken for each of the compu-

tations, and the average will be recorded and plotted in Figure 6.7.

As depicted in the graphs depicted in Figure 6.7, FFT and FFT-based computations such as FFTs

and Hilbert transforms shows L2 norm forward error values ranging between 10−13 to 10−16.

The decimal place for each of these computations was restricted to twelve decimal places, hence
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Figure 6.6: Performance per watt plots for the pulse compression algorithm implementation
using Nvidia Management Library versus METRAHIT multimeter measurements

producing L2 norm forward error results plotted in Figure 6.7. The Matlab and OptiSDR were

calibrated to use the double floating-point precision.

To demonstrate further the accuracy of the results produced by OptiSDR, the OptiSDR Log10

computation using double precision was compared to Matlab. The Log10 double precision

computation produced the L2 norm forward error values ranging from scales of 10−13 to 10−16

on average for each of the data samples having 12f decimal places. Keeping similar decimal

places in the output of the QPSK, the L2 norm forward error values achieved were within the

same scales as the Log10 L2 norm forward error values because the QPSK if simply a look-up

table of complex exponential double floating-point values.

Therefore, in summary, this accuracy results were affected by several other factors, some of

which are due to the different processors used, the compiler used, and the mathematical li-

braries. For instance, even if the calculations exhibit the same order in OptiSDR and Matlab

code, this may not necessarily be the case at the instruction level if two different compilers are
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Figure 6.7: The OptiSDR accuracy benchmarking using different algorithms and data sizes of
2N for N= 16, 17, ..., 25 for graphs (a) to (c) and N=10, 11, 12, ..., 20 for graph (d).

used. Similarly, the DSP operations in OptiSDR are highly optimized according to processor

type, therefore may not be compiled to the same executable as the Matlab. Furthermore, Op-

tiSDR modules are compiled in GPU, while Matlab/Octave constructs were executed in MCPU.

Moreover, the FFT in OptiSDR utilizes the CUFFT library whereas Matlab utilizes the FFTW

library.

In addition to being different implementations of the FFT algorithm (i.e., the steps involved

in computing the Fourier transform are essentially different), one is written using the CUDA

which in turn builds on different lower-level (basic) math libraries, while the other uses the

libraries of the host C/C++ platform. The fact that different compilation tool-flows are used
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may also add up to different results being achieved for both OptiSDR and Matlab. However, the

L2 norm forward error values are still very small for FFT-based OptiSDR modules, while the L2

norm forward error values of logarithmic, trigonometric, complex exponentials, and elementary

functions become hardly noticeable as they are very small.

6.3 RADAR CASE STUDY: PULSE COMPRESSION

This section presents the Radar experiment performed to determine the OptiSDR efficiency

when used in Radar pulse compression algorithm [68]. This Radar case study is implemented

using the OptiSDR DSL, Matlab, and hand-crafted CUDA-Qt code. The comparison among

these implementation is discussed in the results discussion part of this section.

6.3.1 Introduction

Modern Radar systems are using SDR systems as monostatic and/or bistatic receivers [106]

[69]. These SDR receivers are used to facilitate Radar computations, from real-time data acqui-

sition and DSP, to real-time target identification and surveillance [98]. In this thesis, the Radar

case study involves parallel stream processing the raw analogue to digital converted (ADC) data

that is stored in the hard disk (i.e. about 1.1 TB of Radar database) as 16-bit unsigned integers.

This data is from the NetRAD (Netted Radar), a multi-static, sea clutter and vessel database,

assembled using the three node, S Band radar [240]. The NetRAD nodes were using SDR com-

ponents such as FPGA for PLL control, RFFE, and the MCPU systems equipped with ADC

for capturing, digitizing, and storing the raw 16-bit data into the hard drives. The ADCs were

operating at 100 MSPS sampling frequency, with the resolution of 14-bit. The data was stored

as 16-bit values with two padded zeros.

As depicted in Figure 6.8, the NetRAD system is made up of three networked Radar nodes to

form a coherent multistatic radar [241], which can operate in bistatic and multistatic modes.

The NetRAD system was used mainly to gather bistatic Radar clutter, and this data was stored

as a collection of sea clutter data, occupying terabytes (TB) of hard drive space. The time

stamps for each experiments identify this data. Each experiment resulted in three binary data

files corresponding to the three Radar nodes. Two of the nodes produced data for bistatic radar,

while one node is monostatic. This data is still raw and require further processing such as the
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FPGA+ADC+DAC+RFFE

FPGA+ADC+RFFE

FPGA+ADC+RFFE

Figure 6.8: A typical overview of a pulsed multistatic Radar reciever showing the SDR digital
baseband processing using a hybrid FPGA-based HCA for real-time capturing and a hybrid
MCPU-GPU HCA for further Radar parallel processing and imaging.

pulse compression, Doppler processing, and radar graphics/plotting to identify targets.

6.3.2 The Pulse Compression Algorithm

The pulse compression algorithm was chosen as a case study in this thesis because of its embar-

rassingly parallel nature when applied in the arrangement of the NetRAD pulse profiles. This

data arrangement and size required application of the OptiSDR parallel processing constructs

to achieve the performance which is better than the Matlab/Octave implementation in [242].

As depicted in Figure 6.9, the pulse compression algorithm is implemented using five main

algorithms namely interference filter, hamming window, the Hilbert transform, FFT, and iFFT.

The interference filter is used to remove the interference on the reference signal. The interfer-

ence filter is a bandstop filter with inputs as the sampling and cut-off frequencies, fs and fc. The

interference filter is implemented in OptiSDR using FFT and iFFT, using the similar concept to

how FFT and iFFT are used in implementing the Hilbert transform on the input NetRAD data.

The Hilbert transform in the pulse compression depicted in Figure 6.9 is used mainly to create
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Raw ADC Data Chirp Ref. Signal

Tile & Space-split
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Compressed I/Q Data2-D Plot

Figure 6.9: An overview of pulse compression algorithm.

some form of an analytic signal whose spectrum eliminates the FFT symmetry properties.

The Hamming window is used for side-lobe suppression on the reference signal. Side lobe

suppression is important in cases where a smaller target lies adjacent to a larger one, which

appears as a high sidelobe, thus masking out the return of that smaller target. In [242], different

windowing functions were investigated, however, the Hamming window was used in this thesis

with no particular reason but the authors choice. It is important to note that a range of win-

dow functions such as Blackman, Hanning, Hamming, and Kaiser are present in the OptiSDR

framework. These windowing functions can be transformed into the CUDA, C/C++, and Scala.

The OptiSDR constructs depicted in Listing 6.4 were used in the NetRAD pulse compression

algorithm implementation that produces the OptiSDR Radar plot depicted in Figure 6.11a. The

OptiSDR parwhile (parallelized while loop) is used to guide the compiler to iteratively perform

the PSPP optimization technique with loop tiling and/or iterative space splitting when pulse

compressing the 266240000 NetRAD data samples. These NetRAD data samples are arranged

into 130000 by 2048 uncompressed range samples block. The Hilbert transformed NetRAD

pulses of length 2048 are then cross-correlated (xcorr) with the 50MHz chirp reference signal

of size 100 samples. The OptiSDR zero-padding, as depicted in Listing 6.4, is twice the length

of the input samples, in this case 2048, thus resulting in 4096 output samples. As depicted in

Figure 6.11, the OptiSDR and Matlab results are identical.
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Listing (6.3) parwhile pulse compression code
object netrad extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with nrad
trait nrad extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val L = 2048∗130000
val streamout = DenseMatrix[Double](130000,4096)
// NetRAD 16−bit Raw Binary File
val sig = load(”[dir ]/[ filename] node3.bin”,L)
// Reference Signal 300 Samples @ 50MHz

val ref = filter (load(” refsig .mat”,2048),coeffs )
val href = hamming(ref,2048)

var j = 0
// Stream Processing using Parallel While Loop
parwhile(j<130000) {

stream(2048) // stream proc. optimizations
val htout = hilbert ( sig )
streamout(i) = 20∗Log10(xcorr(htout,href))
sync(130000) // Synchronize threads
}
imagesc(streamout,2048) // Produce RTI plot
}

}

Listing (6.4) PSPP pulse compression code
object netrad extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with nrad
trait nrad extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val L = 2048∗130000
val streamout = DenseMatrix[Double](130000,4096)
// NetRAD 16−bit Raw Binary File
val sig = load(”[dir ]/[ filename] node3.bin”,L)
// Reference Signal 300 Samples @ 50MHz

val ref = filter (load(” refsig .mat”,2048),coeffs )
val href = hamming(ref,4096) // Need this zero−padded,

no xcorr used
var j = 0

// Stream Processing using PSPP
val pspp1 = StreamProcessor(sig,hilbert ,zeropad, fft ) //

Zeropad default 2x len .
val pspp2 = StreamProcessor(sp1,href,∗, ifft ) //

Multiply
val psppout = 20∗Log10(pspp2)
imagesc(psppout,2048) // Produce RTI plot
}

}

Similarly, Listing 6.3 presents the cross-correlation ( xcorr(...) function) version of OptiSDR

pulse compression implementation, which performs zero-padding to twice the length of the big-

ger input data length, in this case two times 2048 to get 4096 output samples as in the PSPP

version in Listing 6.4. Zero-padding size may be variable to allow user defined number of zeros

to pad. However, a memory optimized version may be the default twice, especially for huge

data sizes such as the NetRAD. The importance of zero-padding is to compensate for the circu-

lar effects of the FFT algorithm. Due to zero-padding differences in the matched filtering part of

the pulse-compression algorithm, results may differ, especially at the last samples. This differ-

ences are noticeable when comparing both OptiSDR and Matlab plot in Figure 6.11a and 6.11b

respectively.

Lastly, there are different ways to implement this pulse compression in OptiSDR to produce

similar results in Figure 6.11a. The first version is the OptiSDR parwhile loop, which is trans-

formed into the low-level CUDA source code that utilizes the multi-GPU with streams and

page-locked memory optimizations. As depicted in Listing 6.4, the most optimized version of

these codes is the PSPP based implementation, which utilizes the OptiSDR autotuning tech-

nique.
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(a) OptiSDR monostatic node pulse compression

(b) Matlab’s monostatic node compressed data.

Figure 6.11: OptiSDR and Matlab Plots for NetRAD pulse compression of the monostatic node
data.
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6.3.3 Radar Results Discussion

The OptiSDR results were validated by producing the slow and fast-time plots that are identi-

cal to the existing NetRAD Matlab generated plots as depicted in Figure 6.11. As depicted in

Figure 6.11, the monostatic range (corresponding to the fast-time in the horizontal axis) [240],

calculated using the time of flight equation r = ct/2, was approximated to 2048 m, corre-

sponding to the 2 km of the NetRAD range specification. However, after the pulse compression

was applied, when the range resolution is much more improved, the target returns showed im-

proved range estimation of 2091 km for the monostatic nodes. The OptiSDR results obtained

in this case study are depicted in Figures 6.11a and 6.11b for compressed target returns of the

monostatic node for OptiSDR and Matlab respectively. In these plots, it can be seen that each

NetRAD compressed data consist of many pulse profiles, with data arranged in pulses of length

2048 samples and number of pulses varying, sometimes 70000 pulses and other times 130000

pulses like in this case. For instances, the monostatic node data, often labelled node 3, has

130000 pulses as depicted in Figure 6.11a. Without the pulse compression algorithm, it is not

easy to estimate the range of the targets based on their raw target returns [242] [241]. Therefore,

the match filter based pulse compression algorithm was used to improve the range resolutions

of the pulse profiles, thus making it easy to roughly estimate the target ranges.

As depicted in Figures 6.11a to 6.11b, the plots show the compressed target returns. In these

plots, the target returns from their range profiles are much narrower in length than in raw data

plot, implying that more range resolution was achieved. There is also an improved signal-to-

noise ratio. Using the time of flight equation and these target returns then showed that the range

resolution was much more improved [242].

6.4 RF SWEEP CASE STUDY: REAL-TIME SPECTRUM ANALYSER

OptiSDR facilitates real-time processing for SDR using hybrid FPGA-GPU systems. How-

ever, the proposed VHDL code generation and high-level FPGA synthesis and programming

constructs are currently underway. Therefore to demonstrate the efficiency of OptiSDR when

facilitating real-time processing, the gateware-ready FPGA based data acquisition system was

implemented in Section 5.2.3 with its code generation discussed in Section 5.4.3. Thus in this
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section, these hybrid FPGA-MCPU-GPU architecture programming constructs are put to a test.

The use of OptiSDR constructs to implement a real-time RF sweep algorithm for spectrum anal-

ysis and monitoring will be discussed in this section. In this section, the results of the real-time

processing will also be discussed.

6.4.1 Introduction to RF Sweep

One of the techniques to monitor the spectrum usage in industry and research is using the con-

cept of radio frequency sweep or more concisely called an RF sweep. The RF sweep becomes

even more useful as a starting point in spectrum sensing [222] techniques in the cognitive radio

applications, especially when used with other sensing algorithms such as the threshold detec-

tion and/or double threshold detection techniques. Generally, the RF sweep system scans a

given RF spectrum for transmitted radio signals in that band. As a frequency tunable radio

receiver system, an SDR platform provides efficient reconfiguration and reprogramming tech-

niques. In OptiSDR, the programming constructs provided allows intuitive methods to acquire,

in real-time, the signals as the centre frequency of the receiver is changed when scanning the

configured frequency range/spectrum.

An FPGA based tunable real-time data acquisition system was built using the USRP platform.

The USRP was interconnected to the hybrid MCPU-GPU system with software based graph-

ical plots. The MCPU-GPU system runs the OptiSDR CUDA code with multi-GPU support,

currently targeting the two Titan-X Nvidia GPUs. The MCPU is a 4-Cores Intel(R) Core(TM)

i7 CPU with 24 GB memory. The interconnection between the USRP platform and the MCPU-

GPU system limits the maximum sampling frequency to configure on the USRP streaming rate.

Therefore, only the maximum RF sweep steps of 8 MHz can be achieved. Another limiting fac-

tor is the USRP device settling time during the system reconfiguration of the centre frequency,

for it affects time needed to make a relevant signal capture and the next capture.

Rmx =
Tsb ∗ Fs
Tb

(6.6)

Rmx =
(Tsw − Tst − Tp) ∗ Fs

Tb
(6.7)
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where:

Rmx = Maximum frequency range

Tsb = User-defined RF sweep buffering time

Tb = Optimal buffering latency for million samples

Fs = Frequency step to increment with, the maximum values equals sampling frequency

Tsw = User defined RF Sweep time

Tst = Settling time

Tp = PSD processing time

The RFX2400 RFFE daughter board is used, therefore limiting our band between 2.4 GHz to

2.9 GHz. This RF band can be used in a variety of SDR applications such as Radar, WiMax and

WiFi. While the RFX2400 spectrum is wide, the MCPU system memory limits the maximum

number of samples to capture, thus limiting the range of frequencies to scan. The equation

for the maximum range to scan given the maximum frequency steps (Fstep), the maximum

optimal buffering latency (Tbuffer), and user-defined RF sweep buffering latency (Tswbuffer)

is depicted in Equation 6.6. Using Equation 6.6, the maximum range for the RF sweep can

straight-forwardly be determined. The optimal buffering latency in the equation relies heavily

on the PSPP buffer size used. For instance, using a tiled buffer, it has been computed that the

optimal latency achievable is 140 ms when capturing 1 million I/Q samples, with the processing

latency minimized to less than 50 ms.

6.4.2 The RF Sweeping Algorithm

The RF sweep algorithm UML diagram is depicted in Figure 6.12. The RF sweep algorithm

begins by capturing the first one million I/Q samples in a given centre frequency, Fc. After

the initial system configurations and capturing, the GPU based PSD stream processing and the

next one million samples capture is performed simultaneously. The next capture requires an

increment of the centre frequency (Fc) with the frequency step (Fs), then reconfiguring the

centre frequency to the new value of Fc. When the next capture is finished, the I/Q samples are

stored into the first row of the circular tiled buffer and the event-trigger status is updated. As

depicted in Figure 6.12, after every Fc update and samples buffering, the process is repeated
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Figure 6.12: A UML diagram for the RF sweep algorithm.

while the value of Fc is still less or equals to the upper value of the user-defined frequency

range, Fu.

As depicted in Figure 6.12, Fc initially starts from 2.5 GHz. When the capturing of first samples

is completed, the centre frequency, Fc, is incremented with 8 MHz RF sweep step, S. Then the

reconfiguration of the centre frequency is performed and the system start recapturing the second

tile of samples. This process happens repeatedly until Fc is equal to the upper value (i.e. Fu) of

the band of interest, in this case 2.532 GHz. This means that the band of interest is 2.5 GHz to

2.532 GHz. Therefore, the sweep happens on a WiFi spectrum thus a lot of spikes may happen

in the resulting PSD plot. This PSD plot results from the computations performed in the GPU,

which happens concurrently to reconfiguration, capturing, and buffering.
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The PSD algorithm involves the FFT, complex conjugate, logarithmic power, and complex mul-

tiplication computations. The OptiSDR implementation of a real-time PSD computation for the

raw USRP1 I/Q samples is depicted in Listing 6.5. As depicted in Listing 6.5, the OptiSDR

source code uses indevice([device], [sdr pars]) , PSPP MoC, and the DSP modules which in-

clude fft(...), conj(...), and log10(...). The PSPP MoC implements the SEM execution model,

which utilizes an event-driven RF sweep computation. In Listing 6.5, a million-point FFT and

normalized logarithmic power computation is executed in GPU. It was discovered that maxi-

mum of the sampling frequency, bandwidth, and gain of the USRP are 8 MHz, 32 MHz, and

70 dB respectively. Another implementation may utilize the parallel while loop, automatic op-

timization may be activated by two keywords stream and sync. The usage of these keywords

is depicted in Listing 4.24 of the real-time while-loop based PSPP MoC.

Listing 6.5: An OptiSDR real-time RF sweep implementation using PSPPs and PSD plot

import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr . // use sdr packages

// The OptiSDR PSD Appication

object PSDDemo extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with rtpsdapp // Define rtpsdapp

trait rtpsdapp extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {

// SDR Systems Settings

val len=1000000 // Number of Samples Captured − Varied this up to 8 Million

val Fcenter = 2.5e9 // Centre frequency

val Fs = 8e6 // Sampling Frequency

val Gain = 45 // Gain

val Bw = 32e6 // Bandwidth

// Initialize I /O Device

val dev = indevice (usrp,Fcenter,Fs,Gain,Bw,len) // Initialize USRP Device

val pl = rtplot (zeros(1024) ,”Power vs Frequency Plot”) // Initialize Real−time plot

streamprocess // OptiSDR real−time stream processing keyword

{

val x = instream(dev,len) // Read Data from USRP \& Memcpy to GPU Device

val X = fft (x, len) // Million−Point FFT in GPU

val Pxx = (X∗conj(X))/(len∗len) // Compute Power with Normalization in GPU

val lout = 10.0∗Log10(Pxx) // Power in dB in GPU \& Memcpy from GPU Device

pl . refresh ( lout ) // Update Plot Buffer − Scala Actors for Parallel Access of Data

}

}

}

The source code in Listing 6.5 shows that the centre frequency for the SDR as set to 2.5GHz.
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This centre frequency is within the range of RFX2400 RFFE daughter board that is used with the

USRP1 in these experiments. In this experiment, the number of samples were varied between

1 M and 8 M, with 1 M increments. The focus was to benchmark the buffering and PSD

processing latencies. Also the frequencies, the bandwidth, and the gain were varied in code

Listing 6.5 to view their effects on the PSD plot. The suitable settings were found and discussed

in the following section.

6.4.3 RF Sweep Results Discussion

The validation for correctness of the results was done by first running a simple OptiSDR FM

PSD application with USRP/UHD real-time SDR receiver, and comparing its results with the

GNURadio FM application. The results of this OptiSDR and GNURadio comparison are

depicted in Figure 6.13.

This OptiSDR real-time receiver computed the PSD of raw wireless signals from the USRP1

and BasixRX RF module tuned to the 89MHz channel (i.e. 5FM here in Cape Town), bandwidth

of 32 MHz, gain of 45 dB, and USB streaming rate of 8MHz as discussed in Section 1.9. As

depicted in Figure 6.13 6.13a, an OptiSDR real-time PSD plot, which shows the power of the

received FM signal from the USRP1 with BasicRX RFFE, is presented. The OptiSDR and

GNUradio plots depicted in Figures 6.13a and 6.13b agree on the centre frequency, and the

behaviour of the power spectrum when the sampling frequency is varied. These results show

that, not only is OptiSDR ready for SDR-specific computations, but it also produces correct

results when compared to a known and trusted source.

Table 6.2: Table of Real-time PSD (with FFTs, log10, multipliers, and complex conjugate.)
application Latencies with increasing number of Samples from 1 - 8 Million samples

Size UHD and H-to-D Mem. copy OptiSDR PSD CUDA-Qt PSD Octave PSD
1 M 132.745 ms 31.637 ms 20.870 ms 122.958 ms
2 M 259.940 ms 32.004 ms 20.913 ms 203.958 ms
4 M 542.876 ms 33.307 ms 23.105 ms 390.358 ms
6 M 769.469 ms 35.366 ms 26.836 ms 428.593 ms
8 M 1027.310 ms 37.585 ms 28.778 ms 560.149 ms

Table 6.2 are the recorded latencies resulting from the benchmark of OptiSDR against CUDA-
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(a) OptiSDR FM results using the USRP board and the BasixRX daughter
board, tuned at 89MHz.
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(b) GNURadio FM results using the USRP board and the BasixRX daughter
board, tuned at 89MHz.

Figure 6.13: The real-time power spectral density plots, with Power in dB/Hz and Frequency
in Hz; (a) Shows OptiSDR results for scanning the FM band at 89.0MHz centre frequency using
the USRP1 device and the BasicRX RFFE daughter board. (b) Shows the GNURadio results for
scanning the FM band at 89.0MHz centre frequency using the USRP1 device and the BasicRX
RFFE daughter board.

Qt PSD applications while varying the number of samples captured and processed in real-time,

at a given sampling frequency of 8 MHz. The data from USRP was stored in a binary file and

processed with GNU Octave. GNU Octave is a reference sequential language for use in the

power-efficiency graph creation. In Table 6.2, the average latencies recorded in milliseconds

were shown for each of the corresponding signal flow and processing blocks.

As depicted in Table 6.2 the FPGA and UHD driver latency agrees with the USRP1 latency

results obtained in [66]. The more the number of samples increases, the latency increases with

the same rate. These results did not present the characteristics required for the RF sweep, thus
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optimal setting were chosen, specifically buffering latencies corresponding to a million samples

per buffer row as discussed in Section 5.2.3.

Table 6.3: Table of RF sweep frequency and timing settings

Parameter Actual Value Set Value
Fs 7.998 MHz 8 MHz
Tsw 542.500 ms 500 ms
Tst 11.975 ms 12.000 ms
Tb 360.469 ms 360.000 ms
Tsb 402.500 ms 400.000 ms

The RF sweep results are shown in Figure 6.14 corresponds to the systems settings depicted in

Table 6.3. The summary of this system execution times is depicted in Table 6.3, demonstrating

the settling, buffering, and the processing latencies. The event-trigger timing therefore corre-

sponds to the settling time and the buffering time, thus allowing the capturing process of the

valid samples. The valid samples in this case are the ones captured after the settling time of

the USRP device. This settling time include the band tuning time and RFFE PLL settling time.

While this settling may be different for different RFFE daughter boards for the USRP module,

the maximum optimal value for this project was found to be 12ms.

The OptiSDR plots in Figure 6.14 presents the measured power (i.e. the Y-axis) using the power

spectral density algorithm against the frequency (i.e. the X-axis). As depicted in Figure 6.14,

RF sweep results display is a two-dimensional plot with GPU computed PSD values against the

frequency. The PSD computation produces the logarithmic units, dB/Hz. The PSD logarithmic

results presents a larger dynamic range with better detail at each value. An RF sweep relates to a

receiver, which changes its frequency of operation continuously from a minimum frequency to a

maximum (or from maximum to minimum). The OptiSDR RF sweep implementation presented

in Listing 6.5 performs the scan at a fixed rate of 8 MHz.

6.5 PRODUCTIVITY AGAINST PERFORMANCE RESULTS

There are different productivity test models used in software development effort estimation, ex-

amples include the work presented in [59], [243], and [57]. In this thesis, the time to solution

model presented in [57] is used to determine the productivity against performance in OptiSDR.
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Figure 6.14: The results of the RF sweep algorithm implementation using OptiSDR, with initial
Fc = 2.4 GHz, sampling frequency of 8 MHz (i.e. Sweep interval), gain of 70dB, and number
of sweep iterations equals to 6.

This model will determine the two main characteristics of new programming models as pre-

sented in [191]. These characteristics are programming models productivity and efficiency. In

this thesis, the OptiSDR productivity, also referred to as expressive power, will be discussed.

Also discussed in this section is the efficiency of OptiSDR, which refers to the ratio of execution

times against other well-adopted programing models for SDR computations. The Kennedy et.

al. time to solution model for OptiSDR is depicted in Figure 6.15

Using Table 6.2, the LOC source code analysis [243], and the Kennedy et.al. (2004) time

to solution model, the relative power-efficiency graph was plotted as depicted in Figure 6.15.

Since OptiSDR constructs are similar to Matlab, the LOC value used was the same (LOC =

18). However, because OptiSDR expresses the parallel computing problems intuitively using

the PSPP executions models, and automatic parallel loop transformations and optimizations, its

expressive power is found to be comparable to the Matlab. In additional to OptiSDR intuitive

parallel programming constructs, its domain-specific nature and parallelization improves its

expressiveness compared to other generic programming models such as Octave, Python, and

C/C++.
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Figure 6.15: OptiSDR vs CUDA-Qt relative power-efficiency plane estimate computed using
Kennedy et.al (2004) TTS model.

For the CUDA implementation of the PSD, since each CUDA kernel was coded using C/C++

constructs, the lines of code in each kernel were calculated and the LOC were approximately

165 excluding the main function and Qt plotting. As expected, the OptiSDR TTS model shows

that there is balance between productivity and performance in SDR-specific computations using

real-time PSPP MoC. Although OptiSDR is in its first initiative, the DSL coverage parameter

reduces the OptiSDR expressiveness a little, thus considering the maturity of Matlab, it is clear

that OptiSDR expressiveness matches these frameworks, however still outperforms the CUDA-

Qt versions.

6.6 OPTISDR PRODUCTIVITY MEASURE USING LINES OF CODE COM-

PARISON

The OptiSDR compiler is aimed at providing improved productivity while maintaining adequate

performance that matches the performance provided by the optimized handcrafted C/C++ pro-

grams with libraries such as CUDA and/or OpenCL. This productivity objective was achieved

in OptiSDR by providing high-level advanced SDR-specific constructs. The advanced OptiSDR

constructs include both modular DSP syntax, which resemble Matlab constructs, and advanced

PSPPs. The OptiSDR PSPPs are implemented using the combination of dataflow MoCs and
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structured parallel patterns to present increased level of expressiveness while reducing memory-

copying latencies to and from the GPU devices.

OptiSDR PSPPs improve the productivity while efficiently utilizing the HCA resources by pro-

viding a concise representation of SDR processing chains. Real-time data sources in OptiSDR

is a FPGA-based DAQ, which feeds this data to parallel processing patterns which are eexecuted

in MCPUs and GPUs. These parallel patterns are called the PSPPs. The PSPPs abstract away

the underlying complex C/C++ based I/O driver modules for USB and GbE streaming from the

FPGA DAQ. The PSPPs apply parallel operations with reduced processing and memory copy-

ing latencies upon receiving the data from the DAQ. The PSPPs reduces the need for memory

access patterns using JNI in order to cope with stringent timing requirements in OptiSDR. Using

data sources and functions as parameters, and traversing through data dependencies, the PSPPs

execute as synchronous, asynchronous, and stencil execution models. These execution models

for the PSPPs are polymorphic and parameterizable, thus making them portable/reusable across

the CEs in the target HCA platforms. Portability eliminates the need to re-implement each of

the execution models for the PSPPs, hence reducing the development time. For instance, the

high-level source code for adding the tasks into the PSPP queue is the same, however, the ex-

ecution models differs at the low-level emitted C/C++/CUDA source code. These executions

models are some form of skeleton-programs, which the OptiSDR compiler automatically trans-

form depending on the high-level specification code provided, without the designer statically

redefining the entire execution flow.

These automation features include automatic parallelization and code generation for C++ and

CUDA, Scala, and OpenCL. Using these automatic compilation process, OptiSDR reduces the

need to write extensive amount of source that efficiently utilizes the target HCA resources, thus

providing significant timesaving. The time to solution when using OptiSDR for applications

development is quite commendatory. The SDR development cycles reduces to just a few hours,

as compared to potential days of parallelization process for handcrafted C/CUDA codes. It is

important to acknowledge that the time-to-solution model presented takes into account that the

size of the project, the SDR designer’s level of hybrid MCPU-GPU programming expertise, and

the number of devices to optimize. Nevertheless, the OptiSDR productivity improvements are
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Listing 6.6: OptiSDR Hilbert transform
import uct.rrsg . dsl . optisdr .
import scala . virtualization . lms.common.Record
import scala . reflect .SourceContext
// Example Hilbert Transform code
object HExample extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with hilbertx
trait hilbertx extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
val y = hilbert (rand(L)) // Function−point
}

}

Listing 6.7: CUDA-C Hilbert transform
cuFloatComplex∗ getHilbertHVector(int L) { //Dummy h vector for computing the Hilbert Transform

cuFloatComplex ∗h = (cuFloatComplex ∗)malloc(L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
h[0] = make cuFloatComplex(1.0f,0.0f);
h[L/2] = make cuFloatComplex(1.0f,0.0f);
int i = 1, j = (L/2)+1;
while( i<(L/2)) {

h[i ] = make cuFloatComplex(2.0f,0.0f);
i = i + 1;
h[j ] = make cuFloatComplex(0.0f,0.0f);
j = j + 1;
}
return h;
}
void hilbert (cuFloatComplex ∗idata, cuFloatComplex ∗odata, int L){ // FFT−based Hilbert transform

dim3 dimBlock, dimGrid;
dimBlock.x = 1024; // Threads per x−dim blocks
int threadsPerBlock = dimBlock.x∗dimBlock.y∗dimBlock.z; // All threads
int grid1 = ceil (L/( float )threadsPerBlock); // Setup 1−D Grid
dimGrid.x = grid1; // setup the gpu grid
cuFloatComplex ∗ddata, ∗dout, ∗dh; // Complex data types
cuFloatComplex∗ h = getHilbertHVector(L); // Dummy Hilbert vector
cufftHandle plan;
int n[1] = {L};
cufftResult res = cufftPlanMany(&plan, 1, n, NULL, 1,L, NULL, 1,L, CUFFT C2C,L); // Create plan
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS) {printf(”[ERROR].\n”);}// Error Message
cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&dh,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));// Memory Allocations
cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&ddata,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
cudaMalloc((void∗∗)&dout,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex));
cudaMemcpy(dh,h,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex),cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);// Memory Copying: H2D
cudaMemcpy(ddata,idata,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex),cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);
res = cufftExecC2C(plan,ddata,dout,CUFFT FORWARD);// Execute CUFFT
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS) {printf(”[FFT ERROR].\n”);}
complexvector multiply1d1d<<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(dout,dh,ddata,L);
res = cufftExecC2C(plan,ddata,dout,CUFFT INVERSE);
if (res != CUFFT SUCCESS) {printf(”[iFFT ERROR].\n”);}
optisdrifftscale <<<dimGrid,dimBlock>>>(dout,ddata,L,L);

cudaMemcpy(odata,ddata,L∗sizeof(cuFloatComplex),cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
cudaFree(ddata); cudaFree(dh); cudaFree(dout);// Releasing Computing Resources
cufftDestroy(plan);
free (h); free ( idata) ;
}

still recognizable even for smaller DSP applications such as the one presented in Listing 6.6 of

the Hilbert transform implementation. A single line of code for the OptiSDR Hilbert transform

in Listing 6.6 can produce the same accurate results as its CUDA-C counterpart with about 30
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(or more) lines of code.

These more than 30 lines of code covers only the function points (FP). Meaning that only the

lines with variable assignments, memory allocations, memory copying, FFT plan creations, ker-

nel instantiations, and memory freeing operations were calculated. This way the comparison

of OptiSDR constructs to their CUDA-C counterparts becomes fair. However, in the example

comparison in Listing 6.6 and 6.7, there is an omission of multiplication and iFFT output scal-

ing kernels lines of code, both with a minimum of 3 lines of code. Therefore, for some huge

SDR applications such as the NetRAD pulse compression, the productivity improvements in

OptiSDR are more significant and recognizable, in most cases showing that one line of Op-

tiSDR source code can represent multiple lines of a high-performance CUDA-C source code.

However, most importantly with matching performance level compared to CUDA (See Fig-

ure 6.2).

6.7 DISCUSSION SUMMARY

In this chapter, the OptiSDR performance, accuracy, and productivity results were presented

in Sections 6.2, 6.2.3, and, 6.5 respectively. In the performance results, the OptiSDR showed

significant performance improvement. As depicted in Figure 6.1, CUDA outperforms OptiSDR

with 2x true (when considering memory copying) speed-up due to the two levels of memory

copying from JVM environment to CPP environment, and the CPP environment to CUDA en-

vironment. However, OptiSDR outperforms the Matlab applications by up to 50x true speedup

for data samples one million and above, specifically in the radar pulse compression algorithm

presented in Section 6.3.3. These performance results of the OptiSDR against the selected Mat-

lab applications were improved by using the automatic parallelization concepts, especially for

efficient memory utilization and parallel access patterns. The performance results of OptiSDR

improved the balance in productivity and performance to a level that the author considers ade-

quate. The productivity results were presented in Section 6.5. The productivity graph presented

in Figure 6.15 showed that the OptiSDR expressive power is adequate and compares to Mat-

lab. In addition, the OptiSDR efficiency is also comparable to CUDA. Therefore combining the

expressive power and efficiency results, the author concludes that OptiSDR provides the time-

to-solution model, which balances the performance and productivity for SDR computations
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using HCAs.

This section also presented the use of OptiSDR to facilitate the SDR applications development

and deployment on HCAs. OptiSDR facilitated these SDR applications in HCA without signif-

icant degradation of software performance, and with improvement in the automatically emitted

low-level source code quality. The work in the experiments presented contributes towards a

parallel programming support to both novice and expert SDR applications developers, allowing

novices to learn techniques by building quick SDR prototypes, and providing experts support

in building the software part of more elaborate SDR systems faster without significant degrada-

tion of software performance and with improved code quality [68]. In Section 6.4.3, OptiSDR

real-time processing capabilities were tested using the USRP1 module as a high-speed signal

selection and digitization device. Together these tests show a favourable balance between de-

veloper productivity and the performance capabilities of prototypes developed.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

A DSL for SDR, referred to as OptiSDR, is presented together with its automatic paralleliza-

tion and deployment strategies. The OptiSDR DSL development involved the design of SDR-

specific constructs, the design of an embedded DSL compiler, and deployment tools for HCAs.

The OptiSDR constructs can be compiled by the OptiSDR compiler, which automates paral-

lelization of SDR applications. The OptiSDR compiler produces SDR-specific parallel exe-

cutable patterns. These SDR-specific parallel executable patterns are deployed efficiently into

hybrid computing systems such as the hybrid MCPU-GPU system.

Using the automatic parallelization and SDR-specific optimization techniques, the OptiSDR

compiler framework achieves adequate performance and accurate SDR computations. The per-

formance of 73x103 MFLOPS was achieved for data size of 250 000 000 samples. These perfor-

mance results were found to match the performance results of the DSP benchmarks presented

in [238] and [244]. The performance per watt of 280 MFLOPS/watt was also achieved, which

implies that the OptiSDR framework can perform 280 MFLOPS in one watt power supply. In

addition these performance results, OptiSDR performed accurate results with L2-norm forward

error values ranging between 10−13 to 10−16. In this thesis context, SDR specific optimiza-

tion techniques do not imply an optimal solution, but are defined as the model of computation

which addresses memory copying latency, processing speed, and timing requirement adequate

for selected SDR computations.

For instance, when performing SDR computations in real-time using the USRP1 DAQ system

and the OptiSDR dataflow MoC, the maximum streaming rate of 8 MSPS was achieved, and the

225
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buffering and memory copying latency of 1.027 seconds for 8 million samples was achieved.

However, buffer sizes of 106 were preferred as they resulted into buffer latency of 140ms, thus

allowing reasonably small processing latency values ranging between 29ms to 40ms for FFT-

based algorithms of OptiSDR. These results are discussed in Sections 6.2 to 6.4.3.

In OptiSDR, this dataflow MoC is made of an event driven data and task parallel executable

patterns, which execute in hybrid MCPU-GPU system. The performance of this automatically

generated dataflow MoC by OptiSDR matches the performance of the handcrafted CUDA-C

programs. The concluding remarks which follow in Section 7.1 will elaborate more on this

conclusions about OptiSDR. While the OptiSDR covers and met the objectives in this project,

there is room for improvement especially for FPGA support. Therefore, Section 7.2 will discuss

the future work.

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that, the OptiSDR DSL and compiler provide tools which can be used to facil-

itate development and deployment of DSP algorithms for SDR into HCAs. Using the results

achieved in this thesis, specifically in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, research questions 1 to 3 were

answered as follows:

• Question 1: What are the attributes of a DSL to facilitate SDR applications development

and deployment into HCAs?

• Answer : Through a process of developing and testing the OptiSDR DSL and sup-

porting compiler framework, the most promising attributes of a DSL that were found to

facilitate SDR application developed were parallel patterns, and hybrid execution models;

these were subsequently formulated as programming constructs that were integrated into

OptiSDR.

As depicted in Table 7.1, the OptiSDR attributes are 56 constructs, 8 parallel patterns, and

3 execution models. The parallel patterns are embedded in each of the constructs which are

parallelizable. However some constructs such as I/O modules were not parallelized due to their

nature of being sequential. The OptiSDR attributes which are categorised as constructs include
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Table 7.1: Table of the categories of attributes for OptiSDR DSL

Attributes type Attributes No. of Attributes

Constructs

DSP 21
Math 18
I/O 8
Dataflow 2
Validation 3
Generic 4

Parallel Patterns
Delite patterns 6
PSP patterns 2

Execution Models
Synchronous 1
Asynchronous 1
Stencils 1

the following:

• DSP and Mathematical algorithms

• Dataflow MoCs patterns such as PSPPs

• I/O functions which interface the FPGA DAQ (e.g. USRP1) to the hybrid MCPU-GPU

system

• Generic constructs such as control and loop statements, datatypes, and data structures

All these OptiSDR constructs are transformed into their parallel executable patterns, which

utilize techniques such as parallel memory access patterns, multi-GPUs utilization, and I/O

driver modules for gateware-ready FPGA-based DAQs. Furthermore, the language expressive

power for OptiSDR DSL was increased by use of dataflow-like MoCs which are not yet found in

well-adopted Matlab-like and Python based parallel programming frameworks. These dataflow

MoCs, also referred to as PSPP, are suitable for streaming data and performing the necessary

signal processing for SDR computations.

There were three attributes which are categorised as hybrid execution models in OptiSDR.

These hybrid execution models include SEM, ASEM, and STEM models presented in Sec-

tion 4.6. These hybrid execution are used with the PSPPs. The main purpose for this hy-
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brid execution models was to increase the level of expressiveness when programming with the

dataflow MoC. In addition, these hybrid execution models were used as a technique for com-

piler guided optimizations. In compiler guided optimization OptiSDR utilizes the C/C++ only

run-time environment with interaction with the JVM via the JNI, thus reducing the performance

degradation which was caused by the JNI overhead. These performance degradation were re-

duced by a factor of 2000 for data size of 226 samples as evident in Figure 4.11. These hybrid

execution models are parameterizable, thus answering the next question as follows:

• Question 2: Will this DSL allow programmers/designers to realize the performance con-

straints of SDR applications by exploring design parameters?

• Answer : OptiSDR provides parameterizable SDR modules with automatic generation

of parallel patterns which aims at achieving adequate performance and accuracy for SDR

applications;

The OptiSDR compiler receives as input the OptiSDR source code and the run-time parame-

ters for the target HCA platform and number of devices to optimize for. The OptiSDR source

code consists of parameterizable SDR modules, which include the DSP, maths, PSPP, and I/O

modules presented in OptiSDR. Several OOP and automatic code generation techniques such

as polymorphism, compositional adaptation, and lightweight modular staging were used in Op-

tiSDR to facilitate these parametrization techniques. The way in which the user instantiates

these OptiSDR constructs will results in different performance results.

The performance constraints of the OptiSDR applications is the number of available GPUs and

MCPU threads (i.e. CPU cores). The number of GPUs and MCPU threads are parameters which

are passed during run-time. During run-time, the OptiSDR compiler traverses through the task

graph for the applications, and then emits and optimize the low-level code for the configured

target HCA. The compiler takes into considerations the available resources and parallelizes the

emitted code accordingly. The executed OptiSDR code showed adequate performance when

executed in HCA, especially if the number of threads and memory required per application were

sufficient. The performance benchmarks which prove this adequate performance for OptiSDR

include the following:
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• Accuracy benchmarks in Section 6.2.3

• Performance (i.e. Speedup and MFLOPS) in Section 6.2

• Performance per watt in Section 6.2.2

• Radar and cognitive radio case studies in Sections 6.3.3 and 6.4.3.

The speedup of 5x was achieved by the handcrafted CUDA compared to OptiSDR, especially

for the FFT-based algorithms in OptiSDR. The FFT algorithm in OptiSDR was implemented

using the map-reduce pattern presented in Section 3.2. The performance of OptiSDR was im-

proved by creating an interface to the optimized CUFFT library. The speedup was improved by

3x, and the speedup of 2x against the OptiSDR was achieved for data size of 2.048 million sam-

ples. OptiSDR performance results for samples which are greater than 2.048 million samples

were presented in Figure 1.11 as performance in MFLOPS.

The selected algorithms such as the Hilbert transforms, cross-correlation, and convolution pro-

duced results which showed performance up to 73x103 MFLOPS, which is equals to 73 GFLOPS.

The performance per watt results for the pulse compression results were also presented in Fig-

ure 6.6. These performance per watt results showed the performance of up to 280 MFLOP-

S/watt.

Lastly, the third question addresses the accuracy benchmarks presented in Section 6.2.3. This

question is answered as followed:

• Question 3: Can these SDR applications specifications be used to validate SDR signal

processing applications?

• Answer : Yes. Using a set of intuitive constructs for validating accuracy (See Sec-

tion 6.2.3) of automatically generated parallel DSP algorithms. Many of these constructs

can serve double duty by obtaining performance and throughput statistics which can be

used for other purposes, such as logging communication traffic and identifying bottle-

necks in a design.
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The accuracy results were presented in two ways: 1) Using numerical method called L2-norm

forward error; and 2) Using graphical plots, which were calibrated to use Matlab plot to avoid

differences in graphics quality (See Figure 6.11); The L2 norm forward error rresults showethat

OptiSDR is accurate with error values almost reaching the zero value (i.e. 10−16).

In conclusion, this thesis demonstrated that OptiSDR is a DSL to facilitate SDR applications

development and deployment on the target HCA. Furthermore, this thesis shows that effective

dataflow models of computation and their corresponding parallel patterns provide a concise

programming model with increased level of expressiveness. In summary, this thesis provided

the following contributions:

• SDR-specific task and data parallel patterns

• Dataflow model of computation - PSPPs

• Automatic generation of parallel SDR patterns and placement on HCA

• Heterogeneous run-time environment for C/C++, CUDA, and Scala

These contributions conform to the proposed objectives. The achievement of these objectives

therefore imply that the stipulated hypothesis of this thesis has been validated, through a process

of constructing and testing an experimental instance of the proposed system. The OptiSDR has

accordingly been developed, which is composed of both SDR-specific and generic constructs,

and constitute main attributes of parallel patterns, and execution models. Therefore, it is possi-

ble to facilitate SDR applications development and deployment into HCAs using the OptiSDR

DSL.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

Further work on this project includes refinements of the OptiSDR DSL. These refinements are

adding built-in SDR algorithms and scheduling techniques. While OptiSDR is a good start for

programming HCA with SDR applications, there is still room for future work on more OptiSDR

syntax improvements and testing. Many programming languages advance with more tests and

a much larger audience thus OptiSDR is planned for deployment to open-source community.
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There is also further work that needs to be done in the integration of more high-speed FPGA

based data acquisition systems. Integration of OptiSDR to both automatic HDL code generation

and validation techniques is needed for this FPGA programming support. More advanced SDR

applications still need to be tested using a HCA that utilizes both an FPGA and the Intel MIC

accelerators. Further improvements on the work done include the cross-platform compilation

of OptiSDR to include both Apple Macintosh and Microsoft Windows operating systems (OS).

7.2.1 Procedure for Adding Advanced OptiSDR Constructs

The OptiSDR DSL is based on the Delite framework thus, it is extensible. The procedure to

extent OptiSDR involves three main steps; 1) Designing new high-level constructs; 2) Adding

new IR nodes; and 3) Editing the code generator. The following list of constructs in Table 7.2

are left out as further work.

Table 7.2: Table of I/O Constructs available in OptiSDR

Constructs Description
trelliscoder Trellis Coder
wfplot Waterfall plotter
iir IIR Filter
pfb Polyphase Filter Banks
scrambler Scrambler
descrambler Descrambler
wimax WiMAX block
lte LTE block

An example for defining new data types and their arithmetic operations is depicted in List-

ing 7.1. In the code depicted in Listing 7.1, there are three main things to define, the data

structure, its constructor, and the arithmetic functions. The definition of the data structure uses

similar concept to C struct. The OptiSDRDataType keyword, which inherits the LMSRecord

keyword, is used to define the new data structure called New3DPoint data type. As the name

implies, the data structure defined in Listing 7.1 is for a three dimension data points. The con-

structor and utility function can be defined also as depicted in Listing 7.1. This example only

shows the high-level constructs to define, the IR nodes for the plot object/function must be

defined in the similar way to the IR nodes definitions in Chapter 5.
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Listing 7.1: OptiSDR new data type definition
// Import of OptiSDR, Delite, and LMS Packages
trait New3DPointOps extends Base with OverloadHack {

this : OptiSDR =>
// Define new data structure
type New3DPoint = DataType{ val x: DenseVector[Float]; val y: DenseVector[Float]; val z: DenseVector[Float]}
// Implement the new data structure constructor
def New3DPointDT(x: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], y: Rep[DenseVector[Float]], z:Rep[DenseVector[Float]]) = new DataType{

val x=xval; val y=yval; val z=zval}
// Defining 3D point Data Type Arithmetic Operations
implicit def New3DPointArith: Arith[New3DPoint] = new Arith[New3DPoint]
{

// Example Uitility function
def plot (a: Rep[New3DPoint], b: Rep[New3DPoint])(implicit ctx: SourceContext) = new3dpoint obj plot(a,b)
}
}

The run-time environment for OptiSDR can be extended by adding a set of pattern matching

functions for code generation of externally optimized functions. This procedure involves study-

ing and understanding how the Delite code generator modules work. The modules for CUDA,

C++, Scala, and OpenCL are named accordingly. The extension that can be prioritized in the

OptiSDR run-time environment is the OpenCL PSPP execution models. The PSPP execution

models can be implemented by modifying the OpenCLCodeGenerotor files. In this file, the

DSL developer must implement similar functions to the ones depicted in Listing 5.12 for PSPP

and space splitting code generation respectively.

7.2.2 Procedure for Adding xHDL Code Generation

The VHDL code generation and run-time environment for OptiSDR is in its planning phase at

the time of writing this thesis. The addition of automatic VHDL code generation capability to

OptiSDR can be done by integrating it with the VHDL Manipulation and Generation Interface

(vMAGIC), a Java library to read, manipulate, and write VHDL code [47]. If programming

language uniformity is required, vMAGIC is a better choice for code generation in OptiSDR

because it is straight-forward to instantiate Java objects inside the Scala programming environ-

ment. In Figure 7.1, the OptiSDR compiler design that inclde the vMAGIC code generator is

pictorially demonstrated.

Following the traditions of OptiSDR/Delite naming convention of operations, the FPGA oper-

ations can be named vMagicOps to identify the OptiSDR VHDL modules. The vMagicOps
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OptiSDR High-Level Constructs
IOs|PSPPs|Maths|DSPs|FPGA Diretives

OptiSDR Compiler Framework

vMagicOps OptiSDROps

OptiSDR Runtime Environment

Proprietory FPGA Synthesis
Mapping− > Fitting & Routing− > Timing Analysis

Bitstream Generation

C++/OCL/CUDA Compiler
NVCC | OpenCL SDK | G++/GCC|Scala

Executable Generation

FPGA PlatformFPGA Platform MCPU GPUGPU

Figure 7.1: System Design Overview of OptiSDR compiler with vMAGIC for VHDL code
generation.

must be generic and allow any IR definitions for new OptiSDR VHDL modules. However, the

DSL developer must decide on what the IR nodes for VHDL code generation will look like.

The research questions in this case may be; 1) What are the attributes of this FPGA based DSL

definitions? 2) How will the interconnection and intermixing of FPGA and GPU operations be

implemented such that support for diverse range of FPGA platforms and GPUs is supported?

and 3) Will the use of IP core based VHDL modules instantiation allow extensibility and porta-

bility?

Listing 7.2: OptiSDR FPGA directives source code
object FPGADemo
extends OptiSDRApplicationRunner with fpgademo
trait fpgademo extends OptiSDRApplication {

def main() = {
// FPGA directives

fpga director (rhino)
{

val invec = nco() //
val outvec = udp(1024) // Input buffer of size 1024
}
// GPU Code
val ftout = fft (outvec) // Runs in GPU
}

}

The depiction of Figure 7.1 demonstrates the compilation requirement for flexible code parti-
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tioning using high-level constructs and automatic FPGA modules generation. The concept of

FPGA directives will be used to partition OptiSDR code sections into different targets. The

main purpose of FPGA directives is to guide the compiler how to emit the code. This concept

is called compiler guided optimization. The FPGA directives may be implemented in a similar

way as PSPPs which guide the compiler how to optimize the emitted C/CUDA code. The other

main additional feature to OptiSDR is the low-level compilation processes that support both

FPGA and C/C++ based bitstream and executable generation respectively. The FPGA compila-

tion process is often referred to as synthesis, and as depicted in Figure 7.1, it involves mapping,

fitting and routing, timing analysis, and assembling (i.e. bitstream generation). The bitstream

can then be programmed to the FPGA, however, appropriate port-mappings must be performed.

Where possible this processes can be automated as it was done in [48]. The synthesis process

must be portable, thus support two main FPGA vendors, Xilinx and Altera.

Listing 7.3: OptiSDR FPGA IR Node definition
// Import OptiSDR Packages
trait FPGADirectorOps extends Base {

// OptiSDR compiler as parent
this : OptiSDR =>
// Type parameterizable fpga directive
def fpga director [A:Manifest](device:Rep[String], pars: Rep[∗[A]])( implicit ctx: SourceContext) =

fpga director obj (x,pars)
// Declaration of Object/Function FPGA director
def fpga director obj [A:Manifest](device:Rep[String], pars: Rep[∗[A]])( implicit ctx: SourceContext): Rep[Unit]
}
//
trait FPGADirectorOpsExp extends FPGADirectorOps with DeliteCollectionOpsExp with VariablesExp {

this : OptiSDRExp with FIRFilterImplOps =>
// FPGA IR Nodes
case class FPGAvMagicOp[A:Manifest](device: Rep[String],pars:Rep[∗[A]]) extends Rep[vMagicOps]
// ...

}
// ...
trait ScalaGenFPGAOps extends ScalaGenEffect with BaseGenFPGAOps {

val IR: FPGAOpsExp
import IR.
//
override def emitNode(sym: Sym[Any], rhs: Def[Any]) =
rhs match {

// insert instrumentation code around function body
case FPGAvMagicOp(x,y,z) =>

stream.println (”val ” + quote(sym) + ” = {”)
stream.println (”val device = ”+quote(x)+” ”)
stream.println (”val modname = ”+quote(y)+” ”)
stream.println (”val pars = ”+quote(z)+” ”)
stream.println (”val vhdlnode = new OptiSDRvMagicEntity(device,modname,pars)”)
stream.println (”vhdlnode.saveas(\”vmagic \”+device+\” module.vhd\”);”)
stream.println (”}”)
case => super.emitNode(sym, rhs)
}
}
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The FPGA bitstream generation can be followed by the C/C++ based executable generation,

specifically in the case of hybrid FPGA-GPU systems. In the C/C++ code generation the emit-

ted Scala, C/C++, CUDA, and/or OpenCL source codes are compiled. With this code generation

support, advanced parameterizable and polymorphic OptiSDR modules must be implemented,

thus a way to intermix FPGA operations with GPUs must be efficiently defined. In the MCPU-

GPU side of the hybrid FPGA-MCPU-GPU architecture, a set of I/O modules such as the ones

presented in this thesis must be implemented. Therefore the compiler must analyse the OptiSDR

source code and perform extensive optimization routines for automatic FPGA bitstream gener-

ation (i.e. synthesising the VHDL), software interconnect generation, and parallel operations in

the MCPU and GPUs.

In Listing 7.2, an example OptiSDR code that targets a hybrid FPGA-GPU architecture. In this

listing, the FPGA directives, represented by the keyword fpga director, is used to guide the

compiler that the section of the code that is enclosed by the curly brackets will be transformed

into the vMAGIC source code. The vMAGIC code is VHDL code emitter, thus the OptiSDR

run-time must start with its execution from within the Scala JVM environment. This vMAGIC

code generation is followed by the synthesis processes, which will be vendor-based. In order to

make the sysnthesis process to work with the two main vendors, Altera and Xilinx, the OptiSDR

DSL extender must provide parameterizable compilation process. In this thesis, there was an

attempt made to include full FPGA target code as depicted in Listing 7.2. However time as

a limiting factor, and the amount of work required to address the FPGA related optimizations

could not allow. However a guide to implement the IR node for support of FPGA code was

provided, example in Listing 7.3. Therefore, this project was successful in providing the DSL

called OptiSDR, which facilitates the development and execution of parallel SDR patterns in

HCA, while also providing further suggestions for improvements for functionality.
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